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VISTA. THE SPA
Imagine one free standing or rack mountable 5 1/4 inch unit providing more
power and performance than a DECserver 550. replacing as many as 16
DECserver 200'st A single VISTA 100% LAT and TCP/IP compatible terminal
server can be configured to support an unprecedented 128 users in the
space of a single DECserver 200.
VISTA SAVES MUCH MORE THAN SPACE
Whether you configure VISTA with 8 or 128 ports.~
VISTA's per port costs are among the lowest in the
industry. The 128 port configuration above is
priced at $14.996 - under $118 per port'

VISTA Server supporting 128 users provides port speeds of 38.4k bps
with an aggregate character throughput of 100.000 cps.
NETWORKING SOLUTIONS
WITH INVESTMENT PROTECTION
VISTA's Network Interface Card is cable ready for most cabling environments featuring standard, Thinwire and SynOptics unshielded twisted pair connections. Start today with VISTA's
100% LAT compatible NIC. When
your strategy changes. simply swap
your exiting NIC LAT with a TCP/ IP
./
or dual protocol LAT and TCP/ IP NIC.
/

/;
~
~

UNMATCHED PERFORMANCE
STANDARDS
Unlike a DECserver 550 that shares a
single processor among all users. each
......
VISTA Line Card contains a dedic-ated Intel
80186 processor. So adding additional users to
a VISTA Server will not decrease VISTA's high performance. A single

,-

A PLATFORM FOR YOUR DESIGN
VISTA's modular architecture allows you to
choose now from a number of user connectivity
strategies such as 8 Port RS232. 16 Port RS423 and 32
Port RS423.

DATABILITY SOFTWARE SYSTEMS, INC., 322 EIGHTH AVENUE 11TH FLOOR NEW YORK. NY 10001 (212) 807-7800

CE PLATFORM •
For more advanced communications capabi lities Datability
provides a Modem Card featuring 8 on-board. Hayes
compatible modems. a full function X.25 Card. and the
Network Protocol Translator
Line Card which allows your
existing DECservers to
connect to TCP/IP systems.
EASY SUPPORT AND
MAINTENANCE

VISTA Line Cards can be
swapped without the need
for port reconfigurations. All configuration
parameters are stored in battery backed up. non-volatile memory. Plus.
VISTA Line Cards have detachable port connector plates to eliminate the
need to disconnect and reconnect cables when changing a card .

NO RETRAINING REQUIRED

Users familiar with the DECserver command interface will find VISTA easy
to use. requiring no end-user retraining. VISTA is compatible with DEC management software including NCPand TSM. allowi ng existing administrative
controls to continue without modification.
CALL NOW TO FIND OUT ABOUT OUR NO RISK CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION PROGRAM

DATABILITY
Teaching Computers To Sha,re
™

CALL TODAY .. . 1 - 800-DIAL-DSS

(IN NY 212-807-7800)
All product names are registered irademarks of their respectrve manufacturers

1- 800 807-342-5377 FAX (212) 463-0459 • ATLANTA • BOSTON • SAN FRANCISCO • CHICAGO • LONDON
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Rising above the rest
Call 800-328-2729 or 305-255-3500
Equinox Systems Inc.• 14260 SW 119 Avenue• Miami, Florida 33186 •FAX: 305-253-0003
LAT Is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation• Ethernet Is a registered trademartr ol Xerox Co111oratlan
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OBJECT -ORIENT ED PROGRAMMING
by David G. Goldstein
Object-oriented programming is a methodology for addressing difficult programming problems, providing a new way to address problems and the tools to develop
their solutions. It's an attractive alternative for applications in areas such as artificial
intelligence, databases and simulations.

56

WORK.STATION MUSCLE
by David W . Bynon
They may not replace the minicomputer, but workstations can bring the full power
of a distributed system to the user. With the power of a midrange computer, a
dynamic user interface and the ability to tap the resources of other systems,
workstations may become the system of choice for many applications.
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by Philip E. Bourne, Ph.D ., and Lawrence S . Shapiro
DECwindows provides a comprehensive and elegant object-oriented programming
environment. But do programmers who wish to add a DECwindows interface to
their code face more work than writing the original application? Or does DECwindows improve the productivity of the user with minimal effort on the part of the
programmer? Here's a closeup look at these questions.
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PROTOCOLS: FLUSH TIMES FOR LAT
by Donald C. Hirsh
LAT, Digital's elegant LAN-based terminal protocol, is the basis for its DECserver™ family and is becoming a de facto standard. Third parties have been
churning out DECserver clones for the last year or so, but now that Digital is
licensing the technology, prepare for a flood of LAT-talking products. Competition
within this niche is about to get fast and furious .

INTERNATIONAL: FRO M THE EUROPEAN FRONT
by Peter Mullins
If the recent DEC User show is any indication , the Digital industry in Europe is
flourishing. This growing opportunity underscores the need for companies to
establish a firm foothold in Europe in advance of the 1992 trade deregulation.
Continued on page 4.
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From The Lab
Boosting Backup
by Philip A. Naecker .......... .. .......... 76
Eight-millimeter helical-scan tape
drives are one of the best things to
happen to system managers since
AUTOGEN. Micro Technology has
created an excellent backup system, the
MA-24, by combining the raw storage
capacity of 8mm drives with the
availability and performance of an HSC .
Managing Your Multiprotocol Mix
by David B. Miller ......................... 82
Are you part of a network in which
some nodes understand TCP /IP, while
your DEC nodes speak LAT? Xyplex
provides this multiprotocol capability
with its MAX.server 1500 and 1800
terminal servers.
Sophisticated Spreadsheet
by Barry Sobel .................. ...... ....... 86
Mass-11 Spreadsheet from Microsystems Engineering Corporation (MEC)
is a well-thought-out tool that's easy
to learn and extensive enough to grow
with you.
RMS™ Access Made Easy
by Barry Sobel ....... ... .......... .... ....... 92
Beck Computer Systems' RMSEDT is
an interactive tool that can access any
RMS file easily, regardless of file organization or record layout.
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With Full VTlOO Retnote Etnulation
Truly Portable
The Cambridge Z88 provides
full VTlOO remote emulation
through its 2400 baud modem.
Now you can access the power
of your mainframe from any
remote location, when you
need it. The Z88 weighs only
two pounds and fits easily into
your briefcase. Its silent keyboard lets you work anywhere
without disturbing anyone.

Complete System
Everything you need comes in
the Z88 /VTlOO package: Z88
laptop computer, 2400 baud
modem, VTlOO emulation
software, carry case, and complete technical support. The
Z88's 8 line by 80 character

display has a "windowing"
technique for complete 24 line
viewing. And a "pixel map"
miniature representation
shows you the layout of your
full 24 line document.

Unique Design
Introduced by Cambridge
North America, the Z88 is a
fully functional laptop computer with built-in word
processing, spreadsheet, database and diary functions and it
runs for 20 hours on 4 AA batteries. The Z88 comes with
160K RAM (expandable to
lmeg.) and can transfer files
directly to and from both PC
and Macintosh computers
with optional link software.

Amazing Offer
VTl 00 system includes the Z88
laptop computer with built-in
application software, 160K
RAM for off-line processing,
VTlOOterminalemulation
software, 2400 baud modem,
carry case and support.

Complete system at $1299

Try it for 21 days
at no risk!
Cal/Today!

800-888-3723
Cambridge North America
4 Milk Street
Portland, Maine 04101
207-879-2200 FAX 207-879-2218
VT100 is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corp.
Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Powerful New Ways To Network
DEC With UNIX
The only way to take complete advantage of networking all
your DEC systems to UNIX is with TCP/IP products designed to
utilize the full power of DEC's operating system and architecture. Inspired TCP/IP designs from Process Software Corporation
integrate VMS, RSX, RT-11 . and TSX into your network -- with
built-in performance. modularity. reliability, and ease of use and
learning that is unmatched in the industry!
Customers value our popular TCP/IP products because they are
built using DEC's own design rules. This means quicker installation . faster operation . and better performance than you
imagined possible--even on new DEC operating system versions
and CPU models:
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Tailor your Memory Purchase to Today's VAXstation 3100 Needs,
And Assure Yourself of the Most Flexible Upgrade Path Tomorrow.
Announcing the OCME-M31 Series
available in 8, 12 or 16 MB stackable
array cards. Clearpoint offers you the
most configuration options. Expand
your upgrade possibilities beyond DEC's
limited offerings. All Clearpoint M31
Series boards support stacking, so you
can get exactly the amount of memory
you need today. Plus, you know you can

Trademark acknowledgements:
Clearpoinc .I Cle.artxJinc Research Corp<JTation; VAXsuuion.
VAX. MicroVAX, Unibus, Q-bus, IJEC/Digiwl Eq1upm'"''
Corporation .

upgrade as much as you need tomorrow,
either by stacking or using Clearpoint's
"trade-in, trade-up" policy. C learpoint
boards can make a big difference in your
system's performance.
All Clearpoint memory products are
supported by an unconditional lifetime
warranty and 24-hour-a-day service.

&

CLEARPOINT
Clearpoint Research Corporation

See us at the
DEC Workstation Expo,
Booth #606

35 Parkwood Drive, Hopkinton, MA 01748
1-800-CLEARPT or (508) 435-2000
Japan (03) 221-9726
Canada (416) 620-7242
UK (0628) 66-7823
Netherlands (023) 23-273744

Other DEC-Compatible Memory
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DCME-M30 for the MicroVAX 3XXX
DCME-M20 for the MicroVAX 2XXX
DCME-M02 for the MicroVAX II
DCME-V88 for the VAX 88:XX
DCME-V86 for the VAX 86:XX
DCME-V7 Series for the VAX 7:XX
DCME-UNI for Unibus systems
DCME-Q Series for Q-Bus systems
Call or write
for our current
catalog, the
Designer's Gui.de to
Add-In Memory
and Memory Tales,
amemoryapplications video.
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Grow your
•
transaction
•
processmg
system.

Wlthout
ever
•
outgrqwmg your
software.

Only a DECtp™system lets you
grow your transaction processing
system without having to rewrite
application software. So you
can invest in a system that meets
your needs today, yet be confident it
can be easily and cost-effectively
expanded as your business grows.
The reason behind all this flex ibility is Digital's four-dimensional
growth strategy, which gives you
four easy ways to expand processing power. First, grow from our
Micro VAX ™systems, through our
VAX '" 6000 midrange systems, all
the way to our largest VAX 9000
mainframe-without ever having to
rewrite software, thanks to our single operating system. Or two, use
symmetric multi-processing to add
more processors to the original
box. Or three, implement a
VAXclusterT• system to couple up to
96 nodes as a single system. Or

four, distribute processors across a
worldwide network. You can even
combine any, or all, of these growth
strategies to match your system to
your precise processing requirements-all without having to change
a line of software.
And a DECtp system affords
you yet another growth option particular to tp . You can expand the
number of users and their locations
by using front-end systems in a
client-server configuration to
better serve your growing needs,
without any additional software
development.
But the advantages of Digital's
transaction processing solution
don't end there. A DECtp system's
unprecedented flexibility offers you
the option of implementing a distributed or centralized approach to
transaction processing-to fit the
way your business works. Digital's

Network Application Support
(NAS ), based on open systems, lets
you share information and applications across all your different computing platforms, allowing you to
integrate tp with other information
systems in the enterprise. And
Digital's rich VMS ™development
environment lets you develop
applications-and seize competitive
opportunities-in less time than
traditional tp systems.
These are just some of the
reasons that Digital is the fastest
growing major supplier of transaction processing systems. Just call
your local Digital sales office.
Or call 1-800-842-5273,
ex t. 520 , for a br~chure or our VAX
~
FAX today.

D1oital
1
naS
.
lt
now.

C Digital Equipment Corporation, 1990. DF.ctp, VAX, VAXclustcr, VMS,
the DIGITAL logo and Digital has it now arc: trademarks of Digital Equ ipment Corporation .
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Being Discovered

When PCs were
introduced to
the DEC world,
they weren't the
big hit they were in other computing
cultures. I've always believed that this
was because people in the DEC world
were accustomed to sitting in front of
terminals and having the terminals do
what they wanted when they wanted.
For example, they could stop them whenever they wanted by typing CTRL-C.
When I first saw a PC, I knew all I
needed to know when I typed CTRL-C
and ran a program simply by typing the
program's name. To the world of noninteractive computing, PCs were and still
are a wonder. Our secret had been discovered.
Of course, PCs were single-user devices and didn't have the power of the
PDP-11. Each time they were improved,
a new VAX outstripped them by miles .
When DEC introduced the VAX.mate, this
ill-fated PC compatible sported an Ethernet connection and the software to be
used in conjunction with a VAX. Using
the Ethernet, the VAX could become a
file server for the PC and as such could
link PCs in a star network with the VAX
in the center. Clever third-party software
vendors even enabled the PC to be a
server for VAX applications, all using that
Ethernet connection. DEC's Ethernet PC
connection was cloned and made available for PCs by third-party suppliers.
This was the world's introduction to
networking, clients and servers - DECstyle. We also had clusters, DEC's real
networking design. The idea of transparently adding processors or disk storage to
a coherent network and letting users access any processor or disk file to which
they had privileges was as foreign to
batch processing-types as personal, I

10

mean DEC-style, computing. When DEC
introduced the Ethernetted PC, it introduced networking for everyone.
Although Apple believed in networking, it chose to make it's own AppleTalk
at one-tenth the speed of Ethernet. Ethernet became possible on Macs with an
add-on board or via an AppleTalk-toEthernet gateway, but only the former
provided Ethernet speed.
For the last few years, it has been possible, even desirable, to have your DEC
networks include PCs and Macs as well
as multiple DEC processors and workstations. In the proper configuration, each
has broad access to all the power available on the Ethernet.

Found Out Again
Today, PCs are sporting 80486 chips running at unbelievable speeds with multimegabyte memories. Macs are using
68030 chips with a lot more power than
the original 128-KB version of the 68000.
And there are more workstations and
networks out there than you can count.
But these are all worthless running by
themselves. Only by working with other
workstations and using specialized servers connected by a robust network can
these powerful parts be pulled together
into a useful computing system. "The
network is the computer!" someone
shouts. We knew that years ago, just as
we knew about personal, that is, interactive, computing.
A promotion by a prominent workstation vendor compares a network of its
workstations and servers to a VAX 6000
or 9000. I thought it unusual to compare
a network of workstations and servers to
a single computer until I realized that
they're really the same, just housed differently. A lobster has a skeleton on the
outside, while a fish has one on the inside, yet both function well in the ocean.

• ••

Again

Isn't a VAX 6000 a computer with its
skeleton on the inside and a network of
10 workstations and five servers a computer with its skeleton on the outside? If
you examine the internals of a VAX 6000
processor, you find parts that handle
compute functions and parts that handle
1/0 functions. Aren't these akin to workstations and servers?
It doesn't matter whether a computer's skeleton is on the inside or outside. What's important is that it can do
useful work and support users. VAXs are
a combination of these computer models - they can be just one VAX or a cluster ofVAXs, they can have PCs attached
or appear in any combination.
DEC's competition isn't the 80486
workstation, the newest Sun or the latest 55-mip machine. Rather, it's a combination of these, connected by a robust
network that has personal workstations,
multiuser workstations and servers. DEC's
competition is offering what DEC offered
us years ago. If you think this model of
computing lacks something, wait a year
or two for workstations to run at 100
mips and the network to be fiber with a
bandwidth that exceeds that of most busses today.
Is the light of DEC dimming? No, it's
just natural ebb and flow while the world
catches up with good ideas. What we
need from DEC are new ideas, new hardware (the VAX 9000 was a good start) and
new customer-comes-first thinking.
There aren't as many problems as there
are opportunities in computing. It's time
for DEC to get going.
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Buying RA 90's?
Buy Ours and We'll Give You
an USC 8mm for FREE
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Finally there is a way to have your storage
and backup too! Micro Technology introduces the 6200 Storage System, a one-to-one
relationship of storage to backup, at no extra
cost. So, if you've been concerned with your
increasing storage requirements, the backup
comes for FREE.
There are only three things you need to
do with Micro Technology's HSC-compatible
high-capacity storage and backup solutions:
Plug them in. Let them run. Leave
them alone.
At least that's what our customers say. ..
people like Dupont, Western Digital and
Ford Aerospace. You see, they know Micro
Technology high-capacity storage arrays are
designed and tested with such rigor, they
can deliver 40,000 hours of high performance
without fail. What's better, there's no preventative maintenance required. Starting at 2.0
gigabytes and stacking up to 20 gigabytes per
footprint, they just sit there and workno problem .
Just like there's no problem backing up
every single gigabyte when no one is
around. Micro Technology's HSC-compatible
8mm tape cartridge subsystem, the MA-24,
can do it all, unattended for 20,000 hours
without fail. And that's a long, long time.
Particularly when you can back up 32 gigabytes in just about 7 hours.
So call Micro Technology when it's time
to add gigabytes, not worries about backup.
We'll provide the Total Solution and the
backup for FREE. For more information call
us at 800-999-9MTI.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Micro Technology
5065 East Hunter Avenue
Anaheim, California 92807
1-800-999-9MTI

Micro Technology"s offer is based o n a MOl 476 PLUS System at
standard prices. Offer effective October 15 throua.h December
31, 1989. RA90, HSC are registered trademarks of Digital
Equipmem Corporation.
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It happens every day. But it shouldn 't. VAXes are not
being used for in-house publishing , compound document
creation and word processing . And , at MEC, we think
that's a big waste!
That's because a VAX encourages group productivity.
Whether it's putting together complex proposals, enduser documentation, technical specifications or new drug
applications, VAX users are able to have rapid access to
centrally stored data in creating compound documents.

MASS-11 - The Ideal Publishing Partner For The VAX
You can easily incorporate text, graphics and data
into one final typeset-quality document with MASS-11 .
Compound documents can be mailed to others through
Digital's ALL-IN-1 ® or MEC's lnternodal Mail facility. Or,
they can be faxed right from your terminal with MEC's
FAXmail.
What's more, MASS-11 supports Postscript.
Whether you're using MASS-11 on a VAX or PC, you can
put any Postscript font, in any point size , any place on
the page. So, with MASS-11 , you can use your VAX for
desktop publishing .

The Performance Booster
If you are using DEC's ALL-IN-1 , you 'll enhance your
performance greatly by choosing MASS-11 as the word
processor. According to DEC User Magazine, June
1989, "MASS-11 /ALL-IN-1 is . .. 600% faster than WPSPLUS/ALL-IN-1 , with the gaps increasing as the tasks
became more difficult." That means you can get up to six
times more users, better response time, and reduce your
hardware budget.
There's more. But you 'll have to call us for details.
We'll send you a free demonstration tape that will show it
all. Do it today. Because the only thing more tragic than
wasting a VAX is wasting your time.

Microsystems Engineering Corporation
2400 W. Hassell Road
Hoffman Estates, IL 60195
312-882-0111
Europe-MEG Information Systems, Ltd. 01 -491·33 13
Far East-Choice Computing 02·411 ·63 11

~S~
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MASS· 11 is a registered trademark of Microsystems Engineering Corporation.
WPS· PLUS, ALL· IN· 1 and VAX are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment
Corporation. All other products listed are registered trademarks of their
respective companies.
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KNOCK,KNOCK.
KNOCK,KNOCK,KNOCK,KNOCK,
KNOCK,KNOCK,KNOCK,
KNOCK,KNOCK,KNOCK,KNOCK.
Presenting a host of opportunities to tap powerful DEC® mainframe and mini
computer software from a PC. Smaiferm® 320 for precise text terminal emulation and
SmarTerm 240 Version 3.0 for vivid graphics terminal emulation are both available in
Multi-User versions.
·
Now individual PCs, and PCs networked on LANs or WANs, can run SmarTerm
software to outperform dedicated terminals. So in both worlds, SmarTerm gives you
the best.
Smaiferm 320 and
240 will use shared printers,
modems, files, and communications servers on
most networks. Multi-User
versions can be loaded on
a file server and shared.
For text terminal
emulation, SmarTerm 320
has raised industry standards by faithfully duplicating DEC VT320®features and functions for the PC. Exact
support for VT320 features including 25th status line, true double-high, double-wide
characters, and 132-column displays is provided.
SmarTerm 240 incorporates advanced VT340 color graphics terminal features
for 16 color ReGIS®graphics. Rubber band cursor actions, complex filled regions, 3-D
graphics, and 132-column displays make it the VT240 emulation that gives you more
than a VT240 terminal.
Robust features for PC-to-the-rest-of-the-World communications, an interface
designed to speed learning and cut training costs, convenience features for versatility,
plus free technical support backing you up, combine to make SmarTerm an obvious
path to take.
To access all the power of DEC hosts,
we'll open the doors. RSVP today by calling

1-800-EMULATE.

persuff·
ACCESS THE POWER YOU NEED.

© 1989 Persoft, lnc . All Rights Reserved. Persoft and SmarTerm are registered trademarks of Persoft. lnc., 465 Science Drive, Madison, WI 5371 l. Specifications subject
DEC. VT. and ReGIS are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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to

change without notice.

EDITORIAL

Singing The Big-VAX Blues

Dave Mallery

In last month's editorial, "Big Bargains On Big Machines," I pointed
out the massive loss of liquidity in the installed base ofVAX 8000s. Here's
an update: A VAX 8550 I've been following fell an additional 25 percent
in just four weeks! Machines selling for $110,000 in early December
1989 are selling for less than $80,000 four weeks later. Where they'll stop is anyone's guess. When
prices fall rapidly, with no plateaus, it is a clear indication that there are no buyers. My prediction is that there will be a plateau at about $50,000 for a while, followed by an inexorable plunge
to zero.
I'm amazed by the rate of decline. An equivalent VAX 6000 Model 410, cluster-ready with a
paid-up license, costs about $280,000! The VAX 6000 Model 410 and the VAX 8550 both run VMS
at the same speed and with the same peripherals. Perhaps no one is buying the big VAXs at all.
In the last few months, I've encountered vendor after vendor who is porting to UL TRIX.
These are serious, big-time software houses, not garage shops. Apparently, a number of porting
products, such as PICK To C and BASIC To C, really work. A DECsystem 58xx can deliver the
horsepower where it counts. And wait till you get a load of the R6000 chip set!
The last two big applications I've looked at for internal use run on ULTRIX. We expect to
use up a DECsystem 3100, which we got for the Lab just a few months ago, in the near future .
Are we looking at the Gotterdammerung of VMS? I doubt it. We're still writing hundreds of
lines of code each day and are the lucky owners of hundreds of thousands of lines. VMS runs
Professional Press, and it doesn't ever do the weird things ULTRIX and its cousins do. The last
UNIX demo I saw crashed five times getting through a job. An ULTRIX SYSGEN sends me back
to the '70s with deja vu!
I will snap up one of those VAX 8550s as soon as they hit the plateau. Even at $7,000 or $8,000
per mip, it'll be a good buy. We'll need a big-mip VMS server in our cluster if we intend to use
Xterms in the near future.
Unless the cost of a VMS mip rapidly follows the market down to about two or three grand,
we're watching the beginning of the last act of the VMS opera. The proverbial fat lady is singing
her warm-up scales in the green room, and price will be the only thing that keeps her off the
stage.
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Put a little tram.pin
your DEC system.
Modern times are here. 386Ware enables any DEC®VT terminal or
workstation to emulate a high-performance PC. With 386Ware, your
VAX®can run IBM®PC-compatible software.
386Ware has features you can really hang your hat on. Like a high-speed
80386 microprocessor, full compatibility with DECwindows®and PCSA,
and support for up to 16 simultaneous MS-DOS®sessions. Plus, users
can access all DEC peripherals, such as printers and hard disks.
Many of the world's largest government, education, and financial organizations, as well as over 200 Fortune 1000 companies, are already using
386Ware. So, why not put a little tramp in your DEC system?
Call us at (603) 880-0300 for
more information or an on-line
demonstration of 386Ware.

Coopcra1ive Ma rketing
Program

22 Cotton Road 0 Nashua, NH 03063
(603) 880-0300 FAX: (603) 880-7229
'ftwl9meb: Logkraft 1na 316Wue-Logtaaft, Inc.; DIC, tlBCwindows, VT and VAX-Dlgilal Equipment Corporation: IBM and IBM PC-International Business Machines Corporation: MS·DOS- Microsoft Corporation.
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A CAPITAL DIFFERENCE
After reading "UNIX And VMS Editors
Contrasted" by Philip E . Bourne, Ph.D.,
and Janie Weiss (December 1989), I must
submit an aside.
For those who came to VMS quite a
while ago, the vi editor on UNIX may
seem more like old home week than
frightening. It's essentially similar to the
TECO editor on DEC operating systems.
They even shares commands. What I
found more difficult to get used to is that
UNIX editors are case-sensitive, so that
while j moves the cursor in vi, J does
something very different. I had a note
taped to the terminal that read: "Is the caps
lock off?"
Barbara Altman
Digital Equipment Corporation
Marlboro, Massachusetts

DISASTER SWITCH
Ron Levine's "Dispelling Disaster"
(December 1989) discusses Hurricane
Hugo and the recent Bay Area earthquake. Even in the Santa Cruz area, the
disruption of data services was mostly

Please address letters to the editor to
DEC PROFESSIONAL, P.O . Box 218,

Horsham, PA 19044-0218. Letters should
include the writer's full name, address
and daytime telephone number. Letters
may be edited for purposes of clarity or
space. You also can fax letters to us at

(215) 957-1050.

limited to overloaded telephone lines.
From a data processing perspective, the
Hinsdale switching office fire was a larger
problem, yet it wasn't mentioned in the
article.
About three years ago, in Hinsdale,
Illinois, a Chicago suburb, a telephone
switching office was destroyed by fire. It
took about three weeks to restore service.

For several national mail order companies
that used the service, business was completely halted. For these companies, communications was far more important than
computers.
The Hinsdale fire taught many mainframe shops that disaster planning doesn't
stop when the data leaves the office.
Jerome Vollborn
Santa Clara, California

PROFESSIONAL PRAISE
Thank you for publishing an in-depth and
interesting magazine. I receive many
magazines each month, some weekly, but
DEC PROFESSIONAL is the only one I
take home with me to read at length.
I enjoy the "Product Watches" and the
online bulletin board, ARIS/BB, but the
thing that sets your magazine apart from
the rest of the bunch is that you take the
time to explain technical issues at length
and with very good illustrations. No fluff
allowed here.
Keep up the good work.
Mark Robson
Pawtucket, Rhode Island
•

WE RE ON UUNET
1

DEC PROFESSIONAL is on UUNET. To reach any of the staff listed
on our masthead, send MAIL to:
uucp 0/o "name@propress.com"

Name is the last name of the person you wish to contact.
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The advantage

to our

tape drive
is written affiffi our fare.

et the tape backup system that
makes it easy to find out the
facts. Our CY-8200 has a 2-line,
40 column LCD option that
gives you complete status information.
In easy-to-read, precise format, you see
transfer rate, command under execution,
unused tape in megabytes, and the ECC
rate indicating backup integrity. o
guesswork . .. just the facts.

G

State-of-the-art helical scan technology. You get all the advantages of
advanced helical scan technology, operating speeds of up to 15 Mb per minute.
2.3/2 .5 Gb of formatted capacity on a
single 8mm tape, major time savings from unattended backup,
and tremendously
reduced media and
The industry$ most
advanced Bmm backup
system.

True "plug and play" compatibility with
Alpha Micro
Altos
Apollo
Arix
AT&T
Convergent
Data General

DEC-HSC
DECQ-Bus
DECTI.JffA81
DEC Unibus
Gould
HP

IBM S-36138

IBMAS/400
Macintosh
NCR
PC 3Wix
PC MS-DOS
PC SCOXenix
PCSCOUnix

Plexus
Prime
Pyramid
Sequent
Sun
Unisys

And nobody matches our support.
The CY-8200's full 12-month warranty
includes unlimited technical support,
direct from our in-house engineering and
technical support group.

Wang

... and more

storage expense. All at an unsurpassed
price/performance ratio.

Tot.al nexlb//Jty, tot.al support. The
CY-8200 can be configured to meet all
your site requirements. Choose from
tabletop or 19" rack mounting options,
hard disk combinations, and cable lengths
up to 80 feet. The
CY-8200 subsystems provide turnkey solutions for a
wide variety of systems, such as true
plug-and-play
compatibility with
direct interface to
Pertee standard
9-track tape
controllers.

Up to four
CY-8200 drives can be mounted
in our standard 19" rack.

For full information on the CY-8200
high-speed, high-capacity, 8mm tape
subsystem call us at (804) 873-0900.

11830 Canon Boulevard
Newport News, Virginia 23606
(804) 873-0900
FAX(804)873-8836
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CLUSTERING A MICROVAX

Display Controls and Clear Comm, you '11
see that the system is spitting out D3s
(XOFFs) each time you press Return or
type a character.
Digital personnel can't find a reference
to this problem, but it's rumored that
leaving terminals turned on can alleviate,
if not correct, the problem.

QUERY:

Jim McGerigle {SIG 11/MESS448): We're
purchasing a MicroVAX 3800 for R&D
and would like to cluster it into our VMS
V5.1 VAX.cluster, an 8530, an HSC-70 and
our related disk farm. Digital says this isn't
possible, but Systems and Options says it is.
Can I connect directly to the cluster or
just attach to DECnet?
REPLIES:

Richard B. Gilbert (SIG 11 /MESS 449}:
You should be able to cluster your 8530
and a 3800. What you want is called a
mixed interconnect cluster. The 3800 can't
connect to the CI that connects the 8530
and the HSC. Instead, it will connect via
Ethernet to the 8530.
Matt Quigley (SIG 11 /MESS 450): Have
you looked at clustering, over the Ethernet? DEC calls it a Local Area VAX.cluster
(LAVc). As of VMS V5.1 (or V5.0?), DEC
supports mixed clusters, i.e., CI cluster
and an LAVc. Check your System Management set. The Network Manual gives
you more information. Also, DECdirect
lists a free brochure that details all of
DEC's network solutions.

VMS V5.0 AND CLOGGED PORTS
QUERY:

Tim Kennedy (SIG 21/MESS 119}: Has
anybody experienced problems with
clogged ports under V5.1 and later? I'm
specifically speaking about MicroVAX IIs
and 3100s with DH Ql ls and the 3100
equivalent controller. Each has the harmonica-style eight-line external interface.
We have three sites (of about 30) running V5.1 or V5.2. One is a MicroVAX II
and the others are 31 OOs. Other MicroVAX
II sites running V4.S to V4.7 don't experience this problem.
Ports clog and you can't do anything
but reboot the system to unclog them. If
you enter Setup and set No XON, set
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How To Use ARIS/BB
Subscribers to DEC PROFESSIONAL can call
up our on-line bulletin board and log
into ARIS/BB, our Automated Reader
Information Service. In ARIS/BB, you can
download programs from this publication,
communicate with our editors, request a
change of address, find additional information about advertisers, order books and back
issues, check the guidelines for submitting
articles, take a peek at our editorial calendar for the year and communicate with other
VAX users.
To log in, you'll need your subscription
number from your mailing label. Set your
terminal to seven data bits, one stop bit and
space parity, or eight data bits, one stop bit
and no parity. Set your terminal emulation
to VT! 00 and dial:
• (215) 957-1000 - Pennsylvania
• (818) 577-9100 - Southern California
• (415) 873-2135 - Northern California
• (617) 863-5010 - Massachuserts
Baud rates: 300, 1,200 or 2,400.
When the modems CONNECT, hit Return rwo or three times.
The ARIS/BB symbol appears at the beginning of each article when the program is
downloadable. VAX PROFESSIONAL programs are available to subscribers of VAX
PROFESSIONAL only. For subscription information, contact Karol Hughes at (215)
957-1500, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. EST. Use these recommendations at your own risk. Professional
Press is not liable for any damages to your
system that might be caused by the hardware, software, programs or procedures discussed here.
XMODEM and KERMIT are available.

SIG Identification
The SIG categories referenced in this
month's AR/STALK are:
11 ............ .. .. ........ Clustering/Networking
12 ... ... .... ...................... .. Site Management
21 .. ... ....................... Controllers/Memory
42 ... .......... Communications/File Transfer

REPLIES:

Phil G ravel (SIG21/MESS 120): There's a
known problem with the Modified Page
Writer under V5.0 and V5.1 that causes the
pagefile rapidly to become fragmented
internally. Eventually, the file becomes so
fragmented that the system hangs and
must be rebooted. On large VAX systems,
the console receives a warning message.
On many MicroVAXs, the console is used
as a terminal so that no message is ever
seen. The good news is the problem has
been fixed under V5.2.
Tim Kennedy (SIG21/MESS 123}: Unfortunately, the problem you describe isn't
our problem. The clogging occurs to a
single terminal line at a time and causes no
other ill effects. All other terminals are
fine, and the system runs normally: no
system errors, no terminal line errors, no
OPCOM log messages.
It hits random terminal lines and usually happens only once or twice a week.
Apparently, VMS thinks that a particular
line needs to be XOFF' d and won't stop. A
reboot clears all XOFF'd lines.
Ralph Brandt {SIG 21/MESS 124): This
may not be relative to the problem, but
you mentioned leaving terminals turned
on all the time.
We've experienced a similar problem
with servers 200 and 550. DEC was unable
to help, but our third-party service vendor found an EC that fixed the problem.
As I recall, any DL 200 and DL 550
boards made before July 1989 had a bad
chip. This chip is used in the 200, 300 and
550. Maybe it's used in other boards for
the VAX.
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"Gir.llce¥ style editing~

WPS-PC gives you the
familiareditingfeaturJ
S-PLUS/VMS, ALL-IN-1
and DECmates- on any PC.
ese features ipclu&: fUlt ..
screen editing; holding, underlining and uppercase~ full
ruler support including ten stored rulers; word-wrap and
centering; automatic pagination; search and replace; cutand-paste within a document and between documents
using 100 paste areas; abbreviation and library text; listprocessing and sort; 100 user-defined keys (UDK's); and
headers and footers.

For your desktop PC or laptop WPS-PC redefines PC
keyboards to place the Gold Key and the Gold functions
in the familiar Gold Key keyboard locations. Keyfront
labels help identify Gold Key features. There are specific
layouts for the PC/XT keyboard; the 101-key AT keyboard, the VAXmate/LK-250keyboard, the Tandy 1000
and laptops from Zenith, Toshiba, Compaq and others.
WPS-PC runs on hard drive systems or on small systems
with as little as two floppy drives and 384KB of memory.
Exchange documents with other word processors
WPS-PC directly reads and writes DECmate diskettes on
the AT or 386 with a 1. 2MB SW' internal drive. Using
the AX and DX communication modes or the Document
Transfer screen, fully formatted documents can be
ex.c hanged with WPS-PLUS/VMS and ALL-IN-1. To

ex~

(sueh

~

which can

bj c6tt

ware Bridge (&om Systetn$
Spell check and Tllesaurus WPS-PC pto~an
active Speller and Thesaurus using an 80,000-wortl
dictionary (Proximity/Merriam-Webster Linguibase).
While editing a document you can spell-check a single
word, part of the document or the entire document.
WPS-PC offers you a list of correction alternatives for
a misspelled word; you replace the misspelled word using
a single keystroke. The Thesaurus provides meanings
and synonyms for words while you are editing a document. You replace the document word with a suggested
synonym using a single keystroke.
Support for most PC printers WPS-PC prints in the
background-you can print one document while editing
a different document. WPS-PC supports most serial
and parallel printers including the HP LaserJet , the
DEC LN03 , all of DEC's draft and letter-quality printers, and printers from IBM , Epson , Diablo, Qume,
NEC and others.
And it only costs $275. Call us for a FREE demo.

Exceptional Busin~ Solutions Inc.
10811 Washington Boulevard· Suite 240 · Culver City· Calirornia 90232-3667 · Phone 21 3·558·3435 · FAX 213·558·3466

For me on the PC • XT • AT • 386 • PS/2 • DECstation • Laptops and Compatibles
~
WPS-PC, WPS-DOS ana WPS-80 are all trademarks of Exceptional Business Solutlon. Inc. All other product names are trademarks ot their manufacturers.
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DISK PACKS
& CARTRIDGES

Defrag Decisions
Editor's mite: Dr. R . c.ontributes timely itiformation about upcoming Digital products and strategies.
Look for his insights on ARIS/BB and in ARIS TALK.
• Regrettably, DEC's plans for disk defragmentation remain nebulous. In one scenario
(circa August 1989), DEC allegedly planned to incorporate a defrag utility in VMS VS.4.
As VS.4 is due out in spring/summer 1990, it seemed DEC would have to go outside to
purchase or cooperatively market an existing third-party defrag product. More recently,
DEC has indicated that it will provide hooks into VMS and the file system, enabling thirdparty vendors to write to a VMS "API. " To make matters more interesting (and confusing),
at least one reliable DEC source has indicated that VMS will, at a time to be decided,
incorporate a native defrag capability.

MAGNETIC
COMPUTER TAPE

MAGNETIC TAPE
CLEAN ER/REWINDER

AUTODIAL MODEM SOFTWARE

SYSUAF.DAT LAYOUT

QUERY:

QUERY:

Jack B erger (SIG 42/MESS 657): Does any
one have experience setting up autodial modems so that they work with
SYSSSHARE:DTE_XYZ? I've loaded
DTE_AUTO but have problems getting it
all to work. When I SET HOST /DTE
TTXX/DIAL=(NUMBER:12345 , MODEM= AUTO), the modem gets the first
message to set response to integer, but the
system later responds with a message that
it failed to connect to the port and exited
with a dataset hangup error. The modem
is a Multitech 224EH. Does anyone know
what modem switch settings to use? My
terminal port is set to modem.

Shaw (SIG 12/MESS 314): I need to write
code to read the SYSUAF.DAT file to do
routine checking, i.e., a list of users and
their privileges, quotas, and so on. W h ere
can I find the field names and their offiets
in this file?

REPLY:

NATIONWIDE SERVICE
MAGNETIC COMPUTER TAPE
C.E. ALIGNMENT PRODUCTS

PERIPHERALS
1363 Logan Avenue,
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
714-540-4925

Phil Anthony (SIG 42/MESS 660): Make
sure the modem is set to indicate the true
condition of carrier detect (CD) and to
respond to data terminal ready (DTR)
from your VAX. Hayes decided to hold
CD always true and ignore DTR as the
default for its 2,400-baud modems, and
everybody else in the business followed
Hayes' lead.
This effectively messes up any halfway
intelligent communications program, as
well as modem control on minis. Also,
check your cabling. You should have at
least pins 2 (TD) , 3 (RD) , 6 (DSR) , 7 (SG) , 8
(CD) and 20 (DTR) wired straight through,
and probably pins 4 (RTS) and 5 (CTS), as
well. The dataset hangup error suggests
that one or both ofthese may be part ofthe
problem.

REPLIES:

Randall C. Newcomb (SIG 12/MESS318}:
Use SYSSGETUAI for reading UAF information. Its write counterpart is
SYSSSETUAI, and you don't have to
rewrite it each time a new VMS release
comes out that rearranges th e UAF file .
Ifyou're a glutton for punishment, the
file layout is in a module in a .MLB library
in SYSSLIBRARY. However, you're better off using system services rather than
doing your own OPENs and READs to the
UAF.
In VMS V4.0, SYSSGETUAI always
returned an RMS$ record not locked status
if you had both SYSPRV and GRPPRVon.
Digital may have fixed this.
NIK (SIG 12/MESS 320): I think you're
looking for:
$1 i b/ext-Sua fdef /out-tt: I
rnacsys$share: lib

Lee K. G leason (SIG 12/MESS 323): I
agree that in most cases SYSSGETUAI is a
better choice than reading the UAF. The
exception is when you need to wildcard
through the UAF. SYSSGETUAI seems to
want a specific user as input.
•

Outside CA
1-800-468-6888
Fax 714-540 -2026
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The VMS Mail Enhancement Package

F

inally! Now there's an affordable VMS
electronic mail package that gives you all
the features you've been waiting for-GoldMail. It's easy to use and
Features
100% VMS Mail com100% VMS Mail compatible
patible.
Pull down menus

and systems which interface with VMS Mail
without conversion headaches.
VMSMaU

•

Registered mail

Gold-Mail includes pull Re-edit message
Re-edit header
down menus with accel- Gold accelerator keys
erator keys for frequently Message undelete
used functions. There's a Visual drawer/folder system
line wrapping
powerful text editor for Automatic
Bold, underline, line draw
easy creating and editing Multiple columns and rulers
of messages. Plus, Gold- Spell correction
Mail has registered mail, Batch mode send
so now you don't have to wonder if your message has been read. Best of all, Gold-Mail lets
you interact freely with VMS Mail users; it
allows you to access messages from networks

Gold·Mall

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Once you've seen GoldMail, you ' ll never want to
use anything else on your
VAX. Give us a call today for our introductory
prices at:

•

800-843-1317

•
•

(;of ti-JI a i I

•
•
•

Data Processing Design, Inc.
1400 N. Brasher St., Anaheim, CA 92807
Phone: 714-970-1515 • Fax:714-779-7468
Gold-M ail is a trademark of Data Processing Design, Inc.
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PRODUCT WATCH/ BY ELAINE L. APPLETON

Power Graphics
Processing
Tektronix Inc. 's XD88/10
Graphics Superworkstation Operates At 17 Mips
If you buy compute performance by the mips,
Tektronix Inc.'s new graphics superworkstation, the
XD88/10, may be for you.
In April 1989, the company
announced the XD88 family,
a line of workstations based
on the Motorola 68020
graphics engine and 88000
RISC chip for compute performance. The XD88/10
operates at 17 mips and runs
such standards as UNIX
System V with Berkeley
Extensions; Tek's ColorCache implementation of
MIT's X Window System,
Version 11.3; Ethernet with
TCP/IP; binary compatibility
standard (BCS); and PC
emulation.
The 1,280 x 1,024 bitmapped workstation is designed for use in earth
resources and geographic
information systems (GIS) ,
mechanical computer-aided
engineering (MCAE) ,
manufacturing automation/
process control and data
analysis.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Telltronlx Inc.
P.O. Box500
Beaverton, OR 97077
(503) 627-7111
Circle 482 on reader card
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The computer runs software ported to X11 on
Tek's other XD88s or on
Tek's 4319 68000-based
workstation with little or
no modification. If you've
written software to Tek's
OnRamp graphics library, it
will run on this entry-level
RISC computer. Released
after more powerful family
members XD88/20 and 30,
the XD88/10 fits into
environments already employing the higher-level
Tek workstations.
Configurations are flexible. You can expand RAM
to 32 MB and disk storage to
3 GB . A VME slot is available
for specialized capabilities.
You can expand the 256color system to 24 bitplanes
with an 8-bit overlay.
The XD88/10 employs
technology designed to
boost the performance of
color systems. Called ColorCache, this Tek gate-array
CMOS-integrated circuit
optimizes color bitmapped
performance by providing an
interface between the
workstation's 32-bit system
bus and the 256-bit pixel data
bus that goes to the frame
buffer. Color-Cache stores
the colors you're currently
using, letting the processor
draw with those colors by

Tektronix Inc. 's X D88/ 10 graphics supenuorkstation is based
on the Motorola 68020 graphics engine and 88000 RISC chip.
sending only one bit of data
per color rather than the
eight bits that traditional
technology demands.
Four Color-Cache systems work in parallel, providing data paths for 32 of
256 colors. According to
Tektronix, this is as fast as

most monochrome systems.
This color technology is
designed to speed line and
shape drawing, pattern
filling, painting background
screens and working with
text.
The XD88/10 costs
$15 ,450, including color
monitor, 156-MB hard disk
and 8 MB of RAM.
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Put us on DEC and
we'll make you
Managerof tbeYea~
CAREER HIGHLIGHTS
1982 Used SPSS data.entry/ analysis system

for customer satisfaction surveys. Led
to 17%. in.crease in customer-retention
rote within first year.
1984 Designed soles-lead tracking system
using SPSS data management fociliti~s
and SPSS Graphics™charts. Sloshed
overhead costs-and gave more accurate results in half the time.
1986 Chose new office sites, based on SPSS
foreco.sts from economic and demographic data. Result: New revenues
~ore than doubled old goals.
1988
omed Monoge1 of corporate-wide
research and strategic planning staff.

Data analysis software from
SPSS®helps you get the most
out of your stats.
The potential for success that your Vt«:"
gives you is only part of the game. Knowing how to reach that potential is what
really counts.
Thafs where SPSS-X™ comes in. Its
data analysis talents can take your VAX to
new levels of productivity. And take your
company along with it.
The complete SPSS-X base package
and options let you go from data entry to
SPSS

IS

high impact graphics, with statistical procedures designed for the end user. It's highly
interactive, with commands in plain English.
So your people get hard-hitting answers for
sound business decisions. Which makes
you a better manager.
SPSS-X interfaces with other popular
VMS™ software tools, from All-ln-1™ and
20/20™ to DATATRIEVE:" Rdb:" ORACLE™
and Ingres~ It lets you access files anywhere
on your DECNET. And it works smoothly with
your PC environment as well.
You get the speed, accuracy and
versatility that's won repeated awards from

industry publications. Plus the training,
documentation and support that's made
SPSS a leader in statistical software for over
20years.
Get the full details on what SPSS-X software can do with your VAX system by calling

1-312-329-3304.
Because, after all, ifs the right decisions
that help you reach the top.

Sl'SSinc.
Best in the final analysis.

444 North Michigan Avenue · Chicago, llhno1s 60611

a registered trademark o f SPSS Inc. SPSS-X and SPSS Graphocs are trademarks of SPSS Inc. VAX. VMS, All-In-I. DATATRI EVE and Rdb are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation .
20120 1s a trademark of Access Technology. ORACLE cs a trademark of Oracle Corporation. Ingres is a trademark of Rela tional Technology, Inc.
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PRODUCT WATCH/ BY BRIAN O'CONNELL

Speeding Your
Oracle RDBMS
Charles River Data Systems' Relational Accelerator Provides Back-End Processing
And Maintains High RDBMS Production Standards
Network managers using
VAX-based Oracle applications can triple their OLTP
and decision support system
performance with the Relational Accelerator from
Charles River Data Systems
Inc.
Specifically designed for
the Oracle RDBMS V6.0, the
Relational Accelerator is a
database engine that can
execute TPI benchmark
transactions at 25 tps.
According to Charles River
President Rick Shapiro, the
accelerator provides practical
back-end processing while
maintaining high RDBMS
production standards. DECbased Oracle applications
with one to 20 users will particularly benefit from the

Accelerator, Shapiro added,
using Charles River's 16-MB
real memory entry-level user
configuration.
The Accelerator links
through Ethernet and highspeed network software to
existing VAX systems that
run Oracle. It allows the application software to operate
transparently on the VAX.
The Accelerator contains
16 MB ofRAM, a 33-Mhz 386
processor and 1 GB of disk
storage. Another gigabyte
can be added through an
.e.x pansion cabinet containing
five 200-MB disk drives.
To facilitate back-end
performance, the Accelerator relies on real-time
system software aimed at
eliminating excess overhead,

Charles River Data Systems' Relational Accelerator can
execute TPI benchmark transactions at 25 tps.
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a parallel disk 110 system,
and improved network
software.
Using an adaptation of a
client/server architecture,
the Accelerator allows the
back end or server to link
with a VAX. Because backend Oracle processing is
disk- and CPU-intensive, a
tuned operating system
allows transferal of the
process to specialized hardware. The host is then free
of back-end concerns to
concentrate on front-end
processing tasks.
Unique to the Accelerator's operating system is the
Relational Executive. Because of the large amount of
Oracle software, the Executive allows for greater
flexibility in scheduling
while providing a 300microsecond context switch
time. The Executive is
UNIX-compatible, allowing
easy porting ofRDBMSs to
the Accelerator. Unlike
UNIX, however, it includes
real-time features designed
to run Oracle software to
maximum advantage .
The Accelerator incorporates multiple disk drives and
controllers, multithreaded
software drivers, and better
management of disk buffers
to obtain speedier disk
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access. This form ofl/O
parallelism lets the Accelerator's disk drive achieve
access times of28 ms. Using
an interleaving technique
that spreads the database
along isolated spindles, four
disk drives are shared. Assuming a long disk access
queue, drive access is
randomized. This technique,
called striping, can result in
access times ofless than 7 ms.
The Accelerator also addresses the network connection's need to handle SQL
commands with speed. It
gathers multiple commands
from various users, identifies
the commands by header
and combines them into a
single, transmission-oriented
network packet.
When the system is installed in a network, it runs
as a separate process and has
no effect on network traffic.
Standard protocols are still
usable in other operations.
The Relational Accelerator is priced at $35,900 for
the 1-GB model. The 1-GB
expansion cabinet costs
$14,900.
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If your data storage vendor
catit do this for you, call us.

At Summus Computer Systems,
we do it every day . For clients
like Lockheed, NASA, Chevron ,
GE, and o thers. Clients who
demand exceptional service
with their high-capacity data
storage products. Why do they
choose Su mm us? Because we
offer more.

M1~lil1lJ1(1)1f!lHl'lillliilih'hW
llNATTINllllWlll'- The GigaTape,™
our 8mm helical-scan tape
drive, gives you 2,000 megabytes of
capacity.
A single
compact
8mmdata
cartridge
can replace fifteen 150megabyte tapes for less than
two cents per megabyte.

REAi. UNATTfNDED BACllUP AND ARCHIVINGNo matter how large your system or network, our JukeBox·
Librarf"Mprovides the most
cost-effective solution available

today. Using the same Smm
helical-scan technology as our
GigaTapBand our own advanced autoloading carousel,
you can have on-line access to
125 to 1,000 gigabytes of data
in a compact 19" rack-mount.
BIWll.EIPTll:Al.- The LightD/sk™
magneto-optical drive delivers
600megabytes in
a rugged ,
removable cartridge. It
also features ISO standard data
formatting for easy media interchangeability between sim ilar
magneto-optical drives.

HIGl-CAPACITYUIDlllll- In our
GigaBofMseries you can have
from 170to2,000+
megabytes of
fast disk

MORE CONNECTIONS
Summus is your single source
of compatible data storage subsystems for DEC, Macintosh,
PC, and Sun computers. Our
GigaSafB™ backup software for
PCs is compatible with ovell
Netware; the Mac version
works with AppleShare. Both
feature optional ANSI standard
data formatting , allowing you
to read and write data between
all of these systems.

MORE SUPPORT
You want answers. ow, not
later. That's why we provide
toll-free technical support. And
our award-winning National
Support Group offers on-site
service for our products, or entire computer systems, in most
U.S. metropolitan areas.

anti es, 24-hour replacements,
and our exclusive upgrade programs are also available to
protect your investment.

MORE OPTIONS
With our ten years of experience in systems integration, we
can custom integrate just about
any data storage system you
can imagine.

MORE VALUE
Even with all of these services,
our prices are very competitive.
Both purchase and lease options are available. eed the
right solutions to your data
storage needs? Just ask us to
perform. Ca ll us today.

1-800-255-9638.

MORE RELIABILITY
Our well-tested drives are
backed by a 30-day moneyback guarantee and a oneyear warranty. Extended warr-
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GigaBox subsystems are also
available with integrated tape
or optical drives for backup.
0 SUMMUS COMPUTER SYSTEMS, 1989
GigaTape, GigaBo-. GlgaSate, Ugh!Disk. and JukeBoxlJbrary 111 lrademarks ol SUmmus Compu11r Systems
DEC. Macintosh, Sun, Novell, Ne1Wa1e, and AppleShare are 111demaBs of their respectiYe companies
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PRODUCT WATCH/ BY EVAN BIRKHEAD

Record-Intensive RDBMS
CompuSeroe Data Technologies Seroes Up A New Version Of Its System 1032 4GLIRDBMS
Co.mpuServe Data Technologies (CDT), part of the
software products division of
CompuServe Inc., is now
shipping the System 1032
4GL/RDBMS V8.0. It has
been optimized for fast retrieval and analysis in querybased applications that
require the manipulation of
large database records. CDT
categorizes these applications
under an umbrella it calls the
high-performance RDBMS
marketplace.
Rather than build classic
transaction processing applications, the majority of
CDT's users build highperformance applications for
data analysis, high-volume
reporting, forecasting,
administration, and research
and development. The
company has uncovered a
large user base for these
applications in industries that
historically are big VAX
users, including aerospace,
defense, government,
academia and science.
System 1032 V8.0 was
created with the needs of
designers who build complex applications in mind,
according to the company.
The goal of the design team
was to provide the capability
to execute large applications

CompuServe Data Tecllnologles

1• Maaacllusetls Ave.
Clmltridge, MA 02138
(617) 661-9440
Cln:le 493 on reader card
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DATASET DEFINITION
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LAST_NAME········--· FIRST _NAME······ ········· STREET_AODRESS ··-······-········-····CITY ····-····-··-·-····· STZIP ····-·····
NC28801
Mark
5 Center Street
Dedham
Jones
Roger
68 William Place
Brighton
NJ08008
Levinson
CT06481
Merz
Louis
12 Beacon Street
Roxbury
Charles
Brighton
NY14610
Gott
57 William Street
Savio
Alfred
10 Putnam Avenue
Roxbury
Fl33314
EDIT DATASET
Change
Delete
Details
Add
Next
Previous
Select
Renumber
Shift left
Shift Right
Create OS
Test Load
Full Load
Exit

J

Enter attribute data ; <ENTER> when done ; <CTRL/Z> for OS Editor Menu

System 1032 datasets are built using the Application Facility.
rapidly. The vastly revised
database engine, which
consists of more than 16 data
types, has the capacity to
sustain more than two
billion records. Enhancements include:
1. VMS Identifier support
that includes a new level of
security control and improves integration with the
parent operating system.
2. Shareable procedures that
store commonly run applications in memory.
3. A VMS-like 4GL program
debugger that searches for
application problems twice
as fast as the previous
version.
4. A COLLECT command
that collectively appends
several data sets.
5. A JOIN procedure that
can group multiple attributes
from data sets.
G.D. Searle Research and
Development of Skokie, Illi-

nois, reports that it has been
using System 1032 V8.0 for
clinical trial applications.
The multiattribute JOIN is
used by Searle software
engineers to change conditions dynamically for rapid
analysis of diverse situations.
System 1032, which is
written for VAX/VMS systems, supports parallel expansion, networked distributed processing, and
VAx.clusters. The 4GL
element features a programming scheme based on
selection sets. It's menudriven and features an intuitive command structure.
The database structure is
an inverted B-tree that
supports groups, arrays and
indexes. The language
interfaces with all VAX
languages, including BASIC,
C, FORTRAN, COBOL

and Ada.
System 1032 features several optional layered
software tools, including a
PC interface; a user facility,
which is a user interface that
lets nonprograrnmers make
queries and reports; and an
Application Facility (1032/
AF), which is an interactive,
menu-driven development
environment.
In the near future, the
company intends to provide
1032 with support for the
SQL data standard, client/
server database architectures,
object-oriented DBMSs and
DEC's RMS, Rdb and
DECwindows.
Licenses for System 1032
V8.0 range from S3,000 for a
VAXstation to $180,000 for a
VAX 8840. CDT, which also
offers System 1022 for
DECsystems, provides training, support and consulting
with its software systems.
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Since the release of
AbilityVMS , the
leading edge in
system software for
"Disk, File, and
Process Management",
we ' ve received many
letters of acclaim. We
thought you would like
to read some of what users
are saying about
Ability VMS .
Scott Sexton of Hughes Aircraft says:

" We recovered enough valuable disk resources in the
first week to cost justify Ability VMS. We were
impressed. Naturally, we bought."
"If I had the extra staff and budget to build and
support the ultimate VAX management software, I'd
build a product just like Ability VMS. But why would
I when all the benefits are available today for less
than two weeks of my development costs?"
Scott has a good point. Why spend tens of thousands of
dollars building soft ware in-house that won 't be usable
fo r several man-years when you can have a complete
solution with full support, higher performance, lower
resource consumption, continual enhancement, and
availability today, at a fraction of the cost?
Another user, John Campbell of Biles & Associates says:

"I used to be 'interrupt-driven' like my disk drives,
supporting my users and responding to resource
support issues, but that's all changed with Ability! In
most cases I know there is a problem and can correct
it before anyone on the system is even aware of the
situation. Ability's unique reporting and action
approach to managing a VAX/VMS environment
sure makes VAX management significantly safer and
easier."

before they become problems. This keeps Johns systems
operating at peak performance.
Dan Esbensen , President of Touch Technologies and
developer of Dynamic Load Balancer, Dynamic Tape
Accelerator, Intouch and now 1/0 Plus, is an AbilityVMS
user that knows a great deal about system software
products, utilities, tools and procedures for VAX/VMS .
Dan says:
"It [Ability] is a concept that is long overdue for busy

VAX managers. The ability, through different
interfaces, to meet the needs of both new and
experienced VAX managers is unique. I think this
product is exactly what the market is looking for. We
use it and I think it's great!"
We worked hard to make AbilityVMS an invaluable
helpmate to experienced VAX managers like Dan, as well
as system managers new to VAX/VMS.
With AbilityVMS , " Disk, File , and Process Management"
is easier than ever for hundreds of busy VAX managers
worldwide. We know you too are busy and looking for
the most cost effective and efficient ways to manage your
VAX systems. Ability VMS is the solution you've been
looking for. So don 't wait any longer, learn more about
Ability VMS and take action to free yourself from time
consuming disk , file, and process management activities
today by putting Ability VMS to work for you.
Call A VAIL now , we can help you .

1-800-634-6552
Phone 714-955-0685 • Fax 714-955-2367

"Managing our disk farm with Ability gives us
control so we can break important user and resource
challenges into manageable parts. No longer will we
work with multiple vendors or companies offering
'compatible' system software products."
With Ability VMS , John has the power to address
important VAX management issues quickl y and easily,
e
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PRODUCT WATCH/ BY NAOINA R. CHAPMAN

Terminal
Server Solution
Lantronix's ETS-8 Terminal Server Solves Ethernet Networking Problems
Lantronix has a compact
way to solve networking
problems. Its ETS-8 terminal
server supports both LAT and
TCP/IP, providing a lowcost Ethernet networking
solution.
The ETS-8, which provides DECserver 200/DL and
TELNET TCP /IP emulation,
is an eight-channel, IEEE
802.3/Ethernet terminal
server. It offers network
connectivity for systems supporting TCP /IP and LAT
over standard Ethernet
terminal protocols. Prerequisites for operation are a LAT
host (e.g., VMS, RSX or
ULTRIX) and a UNIX host
for TCP/IP (e.g., SUN/OS,
HP-UX or AIX).
"The ETS-8 allows us to
approach both the DEC and

the UNIX marketplace by
supporting both protocols,"
says Brad Freeburg, president of Lantronix. He notes
that the ETS-8 is a commodity-directed product for departmental or distributed
environments.
Measuring 8 x 2.6 x 5.2
inches, the ETS-8 comes
standard with an AUI, DB15
transceiver interface. It has
eight RS-423 (MMJ or RJ12)
ports, an LED activity panel,
an onboard microprocessor
and memory and power
supply.
Logical connections to
the ETS-8 include any mix of
LAT and TCP/IP sessions
with a maximum of 64
sessions (eight per port) on
any eight serial ternunals. "A
common workgroup of up

to eight users will find the
ETS-8 designed with them
in mind," says Freeburg. He
explains that advantages
realized through using the
ETS-8 are ease of use and the
ability to relocate workgroups and servers readily
anywhere on the Ethernet
network.
The ETS-8 supports ASCII
terminals with RS232-C- or
RS423-compatible interfaces.
Supported text a·nd graphics
terminals include the VT100/
200/300-series and compatible ASCII terminals. The
product also supports PCs
and Macs, with terminal
emulation connected over
serial lines and printers. It
has eight configurable lines,
with formats of seven or
eight data bit characters, one

ETHERNET NETWORK-LAT and TCP/IP

ETHERNET NETWORK-LAT and REV·LAT

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Llllnllll
28872 Merit Cir., Ste. 113
Lapna Hills, CA 92153
(714)387-ll50
Clrcle •on ....Ur Cini

or two stop bits, and parity
of odd, even, mark, space or
none.
Data rates range from 75
to 38.4K baud with split
speed and autobaud capability. Modem control includes
two lines: DTR/DSR and
support for Hayes-compatible and DF03-compatible
modems.
Additional features
include advanced gate array
technology that allows the
unit to forego a fan for
cooling, ensuring quiet
operation; selectable flow
control; and DSR-enabled
auto log off when the
terminal is turned off.
In addition to the ETS-8,
Lantronix announced the
optional MAU-2. The MAU2 is a 1Obase2 ThinWire
transceiver that connects
ThickWire cabling and
RG58 ThinWire Coax
cabling. It plugs directly into
the AUI 15-pin D-connector
on back of the ETS-8. A Tconnector and one terminator come with the unit.
The basic ETS-8 unit costs
Sl,695. The MAU-2 optional
attachment costs $175. Both
products come with a twoyear warranty.

Lantronix's ETS-8 accommodates LAT and TCP/IP environments.
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DEC Professionals! Use the BEST

ETHERNET BUILDING BLOCKS
• MULTIPORT REPEATERS
CentreCOM 3000 Series
- 3022 with 2 Thick and 2 Thin ports allows Thick-to-Thick,
Thick-to-Thin, or Thin-to-Thin segment connection
- 3004 and 3008 have 4 and 8 Thin ports, and 1 Thick port
- Optional 19" rackmount kit
- Automatic and manual partitioning, switch selectable
- Switch selectable termination for each port eases
mid-segment (T-Connector) repeater configurations

from $1150*
to $2495*

• 8 PORT MAU - MULTIPORT TRANSCEIVERS
CentreCOM 800 SERIES
List $945*

- Small, desktop size unit
- 8 Transceiver ports and 1 trunk cable interface
- Direct DELNI* replacement

• 16 PORT MAU - MODULAR MULTIPORT TRANSCEIVERS
CentreCOM 1600 SERIES
-

2 to 16 transceiver ports per chassis
Cascades to connect up to 256 stations to one backbone tap
Switch select local or remote mode, forms local networks
Diagnostic LEDs report status of each port
Direct DELNI* replacement, but with twice as many ports

16 Ports
for $1795*

• MULTIMEDIA CONCENTRATORS
CentreCOM 5000 SERIES
- Modular, user configurable, supports Transceivers, Repeaters,
even MAC Layer Bridges in a rack mount or desktop chassis
- Thin Net, Thick Net and Fiber Optic Ethernet media supported

Call for
Details

• SINGLE and DUAL PORT TRANSCEIVERS
CentreCOM 100 and 200 SERIES - Single Port
CentreCOM 150 and 250 SERIES - Dual Port
- Ethernet/IEEE 802.3 compatible. Completely independent
circuit board for each port, share only the tap
- Heartbeat On/Off .sw.i1c.b.. diagnostic LEDs for each port
- U.L. Plenum rated, FCC compliant
- Compact, highly reliable with a 2 year warranty

• LOCAL MAC LAYER BRIDGES
CentreCOM 2000 SERIES
-

from $199*
to $425*

from $1950*

Protocol transparent
*List Price Shown,
Thick and Thin Ethernet support
Call Local Distributor
Network Management firmware/software option
for Volume Pricing
Supports Spanning Tree protocol
• OELNI is a trademark ofDigital E<Juipment Corp.

Call for information on these and other Ethernet products available from a stocking distributor near you
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PRODUCT WATCH/ BY ELAINE L. APPLETON

Ring In The MicroVAX
Simpact Associates Inc. 's TCI 2000 Series Links Micro VA.Ks- to Token Ring Networks
A few months ago, IBM announced that it had sold one
million Token Ring node
adapters. The networking
solution has taken off, and
DEC customers in multivendor shops want in.
In November, Simpact
Associates Inc. introduced a
DEC-to-IBM Token Ring
Interface. The TC! 2000
Series of Token Ring
interfaces connects a
MicroVAX directly into a
Token Ring network.
Simpact believes that its
TC! 2000 Series will fit many
needs. "We suspect that
there are people who have
Token Ring in their
corporate office but
MicroVAXs running applications on the shop floor.
They want to get information from one place to the
other, but right now they
are isolated," says company
spokesman Steve Adams.
"Other people are looking at
the link for different reasons.
Some system administrators
who run MicroVAX applications prefer the 16-megabit
technology of the Token
Ring."
The TC! 2000 Series lets a
MicroVAX connected to a
Token Ring look like any
other Token Ring node.
Because the MicroVAX is
connected directly to the
network and is perceived as
a native node, performance
doesn't suffer.
Four interfaces support

various protocols. Each
comes with hardware and
software.
The hardware is an intelligent communications
front-end processor
(COMFEP) based on the
Motorola 68020 and packaged as a single, quad-height
Q-bus board that plugs
directly into the backplane
of the MicroVAX. The
COMFEP uses a chipset from
Texas Instruments, the
TMS380C16, to provide links
to both 4-megabit-per-second and 16-megabit-persecond Token Rings.
Software protocols include an 802.2 interface,
a TCP/IP link and IBMcompatible NETBIOS and
LU6.2 interfaces.
Called the TC! 2100 LLC
Software, the IEEE 802.2 interface is a low-level link for
station-to-station transactions. At Level 2 on the OSI
stack, the TC! 2100 is a

logical link interface that
comes with software
development tools with
which you can develop custom or high-speed protocols. It features software development tools and templates. Its onboard operating
environment provides a
multitasking operating
system, host-resident device
drivers and a host interface.
The TC! 2200 TCP/IP
Software is for end users.
Via TCP/IP, you can connect your MicroVAX to PCs,
midrange systems and mainframes. The TC! 2200 includes the FTP, SMTP and
TELNET application suite,
which allows the MicroVAX to emulate terminal
connections, transfer files
and exchange mail with any
other TCP/IP-connected
device on the Token Ring.
With the TCI 2200's Sockets
applications program

Simpact Associates Inc. 's TCI 2000 Series lets a MicroVAX
connected to a Token Ring look like a Token Ring node.
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interface (AP!), you can develop custom programs that
communicate with other
devices connected to the
Token Ring via TCP/IP.
The TC! 2300 and TC!
2400 provide program-toprogram communications.
The 2300, an IBM-compatible NETBIOS interface, is a
high-level link (OSI Level 5)
generally used for MicroVAX-to-PC connectivity.
"The majority of PCs on a
Token Ring use NETBIOS
to connect," explains
Adams. He cautions that
sophisticated users such as
system integrators and
applications developers are
generally more comfortable
with this level of interface, as
well as with the TC! 2400.
The TC! 2400 provides
SAA peer-to-peer connectivity over the SNA APPC
(LU 6.2) protocol. Also a
high-level link (OSI Level
5), it's designed for systems
integrators, applications
developers and sophisticated
end users who want to
connect MicroVAXs to any
system on ~ Token Ring,
from a PC to a mainframe.
Prices range from $7,900
to $17,150, depending on
hardware and software configurations.
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16-Port DFTherver
Due This Sununer;
Uses LAT, TCP/IP

n.e MAXserver 1000 Series.

You thought DEC "' was going to deliver both LATrn
and TCP/IP in the same 16-port box. And you
thought it was going to be priced veryaffordably.
MAYNARD, Mass. -DEC is
slated to announce this summer a
Well, DEC didn't do it. But Xyplex~ the leader in
16-port terminal senoer that supports both LAT and TCP/JP,
multi-protocol
communication servers, did. Introcordina to sowoes.
The introduction of the DEC·
ducing
the
MAXserver
"' 1000 Series. It's got every
server 300,.,. ...... '
feature you were hoping for. Including LAT and
TCP/IP, and a great price. Plus it's got a lot of other features DEC never even
dared to offer:
• An incrediblycompact package that's !r'3 the size of the DECserver"' 300.
• Anetwork connection that can tell whether it's thickwire or ThinWire rn
and adjust automatically.
• Aself-loading version that's host-independent so your VAX " ' works less.
• All with Xyplex's 3-year warranty, the best in the industry.
And in case you want just LAT after all, we've still got DEC beat. The
MAXserver 1000 Series includes a LAT-onlyversion. For hundreds of
dollars less than DEC. And with the ability to grow into TCP/IP latet:
So if you want the industry's best 16-port terminal server, forget DEC.
The real news is at Xyplex. To learn more, call our
toll-free number today. Or write Xyplex, Inc. ,
330 Codman Hill Road,13oxborough, MA 01719.
IC•

t'

1-800-338-5316

Cop~ righ 1

---

Xyplex

1989. Xvplex. Inc.

MAXserrer _is a lrademark and Xyplex 1s a regis1ered 1r:1demark of Xyplex. Inc.
I.AT. Thin\l;'ire. \°AX. OEC and OECserrer :ire trademarks of l>ig11:1t Equipment Corporauon
Arlicle reprinted from Digit:1I Reriew.june 11. 1989 (cop~ngh 1 1989 Z1ff Comm11n1c:ll101lS Comp:1ny) .
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Mac To VAX At ADistance
Computer Methods Corporation's AsyncServer
Lets You Dial Into A VAX/VMS System From A Mac
The ability to network your
portable computer to your
office is one of the greatest
benefits of portable computing. Computer Methods
Corporation's AsyncServer is
VAX-based software that lets
you dial into a VAX/VMS
system from your Mac.
"For more than two
years, we've heard requests
from Mac users for a way to
access their AppleTalk
network by dialing into their
corporate VAX systems," says
Computer Methods spokesperson Anthony Caraffa.

To use AsyncServer
interactively, (1)
use any Mac
terminal emulator
to log into the host
VAX and start an
AsyncServer
process, (2) start
AsyncServer on
your Mac using the
desk accessory and
(3) select and use
AppleTalk servers
in your network.

AppleTalk services to Mac
and Portable Mac users over
dial-up lines using ordinary
modems. Communication
is transparent.
After you're in the corporate network, you can run
Mac/VAX connectivity
packages such as Alisa Systems' AlisaTalk, Pacer Software's PacerShare and
Odesta's Helix VMX over
asynchronous terminal lines.
The product is compatible
with VAX multiplexers and
LAT-equipped DECserver
terminal servers.

Users say that AsyncServer
provides them with transparent, on-the-road AppleTalk
networking, he maintains.
Based on Apple Computer's AppleTalk for VMS
V2.0, AsyncServer lets you
use a client Mac to communicate with any AppleTalkbased facility in your
organization through the
VAX host. On a local
dedicated asynchronous
network, you can access
AppleTalk networks through
VAX terminal port hardware. The product delivers
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AsyncServer, a softwareonly solution, isn't intended
to replace higher-performing
Mac/VAX connectivity
hardware such as the Kinetics FastPath. AsyncServer
currently is installed at about
20 sites, including Apple,
Colgate Palmolive, DEC,
Du Pont, Mobil Oil, Tulane
University and federal government locations.
AsyncServer supports
Mac clients using a modified
version of Dartmouth
College's Asynchronous
AppleTalk software. Future
releases will support
Asynchronous AppleTalk
Mac client software from
other vendors as well as
AppleTalk for VMS V3.0.
These releases are scheduled
to offer advanced security
features, including access
control lists on AppleTalk
networks, which you can
tailor to restrict network
access to specific users or
groups.
The product is licensed
for use on a single VAX
CPU. Licenses range from
$595 for a low-end VAX/
VMS server such as a
MicroVAX II to $1,895 for
use on high-end systems.
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At these prices, you can put the hottest Xon a
The best way to unify a muhi-vendor environment is with the XWindow System ~
And you'll find the best Xin two hot new
machines from Tek.

AND THE $4995 XNIO
X STATION.

INTRODUCING THE XD88/ IO
RISC SUPERWORKSTATION.
The XD88/ IO packs the power of a
mini, yet it's smaller than a PC.
It's a graphics superworkstation that
runs XI I at 17 MIPS. It comes with 8megabytes of RAM , a 156-megabyte hard disk,
and a high-resolution monitor that can display 256 colors at once.
Which means you can access multiple
applications simultaneously-and use
themunder one fast, graphical interface.
But hottest of all is the price: the
XD88/ IO is only$15,450.
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PRODUCT WATCH/ BY THE EDITORS

Client/Server Connections
3Com Corporation's 3+0pen CSS
Client/Server System Allows Efficient Network Management
Network management across
vendor lines is an integral
part of information management. Toward this goal,
3Com Corporation recently
released the 3+0pen Client/
Server System (CSS). This
computing platform combines the flexibility, broad
application support and ease
of use of a networked PC
environment with the
reliability, security and
centralized management of
larger, host-based systems.
The open architecture of
3+0pen CSS supports DOS,
DECnet, Mac, OS/2 and
UNIX applications. This
architecture frees workstation space for local processing, because the server
handles a majority of
network processing. The
product runs on DECnet,
OSI, TCP/IP and SNA. DEC's
Enterprise Management
Architecture (EMA) connects
with 3+0pen CSS using
DECnet/OSI. 3Com's X.25
Public Data Network
gateway, IBM-compatible
SNA gateway and TCP /IP
service for DOS workstations
let you connect DEC,
Hewlett-Packard, IBM and
OSI environments with
3+0penCSS.
Benefits of3+0pen CSS
include host- and PC-based
applications, a cooperative
user interface, cost-effective,
high-volume data storage
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and extended network
management and security.
The product offers distributed processing, open
connectivity and modularity.

access system applications
without rebooting the
workstation. NBP enhances
client/server communication
by using minimum system

3Com Corporation's J+Open CSS combines the.flexibility of a
networked PC environment with the reliability and centralized
management of a host-based system.
3+0pen CSS consists of
3+0pen LAN Manager
system software with
Demand Protocol Architecture (DPA), a network server
based on the Intel 80386
microprocessor, 3Com's
network workstations and
such network services as
e-mail and internetwork
connectivity.
DPA enhances DOS
memory using Resident
Protocol Manager (RPM)
and NetBIOS Protocol
(NBP). RPM lets protocols
be loaded and unloaded to

memory while providing
maximum performance. DPA
provides between 520 and
577 KB of available DOS
application memory,
depending on system
configuration.
The 3+0pen CSS
3Server/500 features 8 MB of
RAM, a 320-MB internal
hard disk and a 250-MB tape
backup unit for centralized
storage and security for large
portions of data. You can
expand your storage to 6 GB
by daisy-chaining up to five
high-capacity Disk Expansion Units (DEU) through
the SCSI port on the server.

You also can add an optional
2.3-GB tape backup unit for
storage and data protection.
As part of its client/server
system, 3Com also announced two additions to its
3Station family of Intel
80286-based network
workstations. 3Station/2ED
and 3Station/2X, like the
3Station/2E introduced in
1988, feature a built-in
Ethernet interface and
support VGA monitors, up to
5 MB of onboard memory
and an optional numerics
processor. These features
cost about 25 percent less
than a similarly configured
PC adapted for network use.
Two standard 3+0pen
CSS configurations are
available. They feature a
3Server/500 including
3+0pen LAN Manager with
DPA and one or more
3Stations. A package with
one 3Station/2E costs
$21,495. A package with 10
3Station/2Es, 3+0pen Mail,
3+0pen Internet and
3+0pen LAN Vision
installed on the server costs
$41,925.

3ComCoql.
311& Iller Rd.
Balla Clll'I, CA 951152
(•)512-1481
c1n:1e men rnnr an1
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Only t SCSI board
can malle
this Connection.
That's why a CMD host adaptor saves DEC-user's space, time &money.
Think of it. Just one of our
SCSI host adaptors does more
than two of our competitors'
boards. So specifying CMD lets
you tie together your DEC computer and UP TO 14 optical, disk
and tape devices - without tying
up excess backplane slots. And
saving space is just the beginning.

SCSlwatch, Multiple hosts.
And more.
CMD's the only company
offering unique capabilities like
SCS/watch: the first software-only
product that system managers
can use to monitor the status of
up to 7 tape devices from any terminal in a system. And that's just
the beginning. There's also
device sharing by multiple
hosts - differential cable
hookups to 80 feet -

Q-Bus, Unibus and MSCP I
TMSCP compatibility and more.

High performance. Low price.
CMD SCSI adaptors offer
data transfer rates up to 4.8
MB / sec (sync) and 3.0 MB / sec
(async). Plus, they logged the
highest throughput ever recorded
in Digital Review magazine's
April 17 and August 21 benchmark tests. So they're proven
time savers for your systems and
your people. And since a single
CMD HOST adaptor takes the
place of two, that super performance is yours at a

EXAllYTE

EXAIYTE

423D

CURRENT
OPERATION
WRITE FILE !IRK

READ

Along with industry-leading
SCSI solutions, CMD also offers
industry leading technical support and customer service. From
including user-friendly on-board
utilties with every product - to
having user-friendly technical
experts field your phone calls.

Call t·800·4·CMD·TEC
(1-800-426-3832; in CA
1-714-549-4422) for information
or to order the 1 board you need
to make your SCSI connection.

11111=

O PER~

NO.

Hardware, software & people
support.

The fast, most versatile SCSI host
Adapters available! One CMD Qbus or Unibus adapter interfaces
virtually any combination of
devices highlighted above.

CMD TECHNOLOGY <Cl 1989
TAPE MONITOR UT ILITY

REV

most affordable price.

25-Jtl-1989 13:38:32

IONS STATUS

SENSE
KEY

REltAINIHG . l.REWR IT
TAPE ("Bl
me

QI(

OK

1580.857
2090.897

CM D's unique SCS!wa tch provides softwa re-on ly monitoring of operating
information for up to 7 tape devices.

The #t SCSI Connection!

© 1989 CMD Technology. Inc.
""Exobyte" is a trademark of Exabyte Corporation.
· DEC. Q-Bus. UniBus. MSCP/TMSCP. Micro Vax ore trademarks of Digital Corporation.

3851 South Main Street, Sa nta Ana, CA 92707.
(714) 549-4422 . Fax(714) 549-4468.
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Developing
With DECwindows
By Lawrence S. Shapiro and Philip E. Bourne, Ph.D.
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A closeup look
at the effort
involved in adding
a DECwindows
interface to your
code.

Workbench Version 0.1
1mers: Lawrence Shapiro
Sohrab Beigi
1ager: Philip Bourne
r: Wayne Hendrickson
UCH HAS BEEN written about the DECwin-

Figure 1: A typical
DECwindows application.

FEBRUAltY 1990

dows interface delivered as part ofVMS VS .1
and ULTRIX V3.0. However, the majority of
this material is written with the user in mind.
Certainly such desktop accessories as the calculator calendar and file viewer are usful,
but what else are you left with, aside from the Digital terminal emulation found in VAX Workstation Software (VWS), the forerunner of
DECwindows? The answer: a comprehensive and elegant object-oriented programming (OOP) environment.
For users of Digital and third-party software products, DECwindows
means the gradual emergence of improved user interfaces, each having
the same look and feel. But what about programmers who wish to add
a DECwindows interface to their own code? Does it take more work
than writing the original application or, as should be the case, does it
improve the productivity of the user with minimal effort on the part of
the programmer?
We set out to answer these questions with codes we use every day
in molecular biology research. The applications represent a situation
common in scientific research: a large set of poorly documented FORTRAN codes connected by common data, not necessarily in the same
format, and arcane job control.
Figure 1 gives you an idea of what was achieved in 10 person-weeks.
It was fun and unique in our association with Digital to feel that we
were on the front line and pushing forward into no man's land, encountering bugs and documentation errors with a frequency not found
in more-established Digital software. Bugs and documentation errors
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THERE WOULD

be no DECwindows, but
DECwindows makes the X tools
usable by mere mortals.
are a minor inconvenience to those who
have tried to achieve the functionality
shown in Figure 1 with the X Window
System. Programming in X isn't simple.
Without X there would be no OECwindows, but OECwindows makes the X
tools usable by mere mortals.

and text entry fields . Those who are
familiar with the Athena Widgets or
other widget sets developed using
Xtoolkit will be impressed by what
OECwindows has to offer.
Second is the User Interface Language
(UIL), which distinguishes the Digital X
User Interface (XUI) toolkit from previous incarnations ofXtoolkit widgets. UIL
provides a simple and effective means to
describe and control user interfaces under
OECwindows.
UIL isn't a typical programming Ian-

The DECwindows Difference
What makes OECwindows different from
X? First is a sophisticated widget set consisting of high-level user interface abstractions such as push buttons, labels, sliders

guage. It doesn't compile into executable
code. Rather, UIL files compile into binary User Interface Definition (UID) files
that are accessed by your arplication at
run time through the Digital Resource
Manager (ORM). VIL is the key component in making the OECwindows Application Program Interface (AP!) an OOP
environment. Using UIL, an applications
programmer defines the types of widgets,
their geometry and placement and the
names of the C callback routines that
execute when an action is taken on an
object. Because UIL was designed specifically for implementing user interfaces, the
structure of a UID written in UIL reflects
the structure of the widget hierarchy
that the user sees on the screen.
Because UIL doesn't create executable
code , "compiling" a UIL file is very
quick. This facilitates a more rapid development of the look and feel of a program under OECwindows than is possible
without UIL. Further, because UID files
are read by the ORM at run time, the

Fi~lll'C 2.

,.
.,

r

.,

• klll_me.c a simple DECwindows demonstration program

• Open the UID files (the output of the UIL compiler) in the hierarchy

r For print! and so on.•t

#Include <Stdio.II>
#Include <X11/DECwDwtApplProg.h>

r

if ( DwtOpenHierarchy(fllename_num,fllename_vec,NULL,&ulcl_files)
!= DRMSuccess )
lprintl(stdtrr."can't open hierarohy");

DECwindows Toolklt "I

static Widget toplevel_wklgel, main_window_widget;

,.
.,
,.
.,

r DRM database hierarchy 10 •t
,. and class variable.•,
DRM hierarchy file list. "/
r These are the UID flies •t

DRMHierarchy ukl_llles;
static DRMType •dummy_class;
static char •fi1ename_vecu"

• register the callback routines

r

l"kiH_me.ulcl".

J;

DwtReglsterORMNames(reglist, reolist_num);
• now fetch the main widget

static int filename_num =

(slzeof lilename_vec I slzeof lilename_vec [OJ);

void quil.J>roc();

,. forward declaration of
• our callback •t

static DRMRegisterAru reglisl() • I

The names and addresses of • /
I" things that ORM has to bind. •t

J;

if ( DwtfetchWKlget(uid_files, "KILL_ME....MAIN_WINDOW",

toplevel_widget.
&main_wlndow_widget. &dummy_class) !• DRMSuccess)
lprlntf(stderr,"can't fetch main window");

r

t"quit.J>roc",(caddr_t) quil.J>rocl

XtManageChikl(main_wlndow_wldget);

XtRealizeWlclget(toplevel_wldget);
XtMainloop();

static int regllsLnum = (slzeof reolist I siZeof reglist (OJ);

,.
.,

,.
.,

• Here we are at main()

r

everything pops up on the •t

r

these are the standard callback •t
routine argumenls *I

r screen now. •t
r process X-evants now. *I

• The user pushed the quit button, so the appffcation extts.

maln(argc, argy)
unsigned int argc;

c11ar ·arvvn:

I

&argc,argv);

DwtlnitialiZeDRM();

I" Initialize ORM "I
I" Initialize Xtk "I

toplevel_widget = XHnllialize("Kiff Me Version 1.0·.

void quit.J>roc(w, tag, reason)
Widget w;
int •tag;
unsigned long •reason;

r

exit(O);

"exarnple",NULL,O,

Sample C code calling UIL objects.
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GEMBASE Is The First 4GL
Designed For Rdb, Maximize~
Performance and Capabilitie~

I

~

SAN DIEGO GEMOASE Version/
2.2. a siau:-uf-lhe·un 4GL developmcm software •YS1cm designed 'PCcifocally f0< Rdb, was roccnUy n:/ lea.«.'<!.
"GEMBASE is uniquely posi/ tiOOCtJ io •he DEC mar1<e1place since
;, is •he only 4GL available loday
·r.ucJy designl'tl by Rdb expcns
·- · •k-v ''"

m .
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although fetching a widget from a UID
file is homogenous - the arguments to
the DwtFetchWidget( ) function are independent of the type of widget - this
isn't true using the C language library. A
label widget would be created with
DwtLabel( ), and a text widget would be
created with DwtSText( ). Each call has
a different set of arguments. That is, although the application could be coded
entirely in C, UIL offers a convenient
shortcut.

XtRealize Widget( ) . This maps the
descendents of the top-level widget (i.e.,
all the managed children of your application) to the screen.
8. The final statement in the main( ) of
your application ordinarily will be
XtMainLoop( ). This function is simply
an infinite loop of the form:
while <Truel
I
XtllextEventO:
/*get the next event •/
XtOI spatchEvent(): /* now go to the proper
•callback rout1ne */

Program Layout

Sample UIL code.

It's possible and sometimes necessary
Like other windowing systems, DECwindows applications that use UIL follow a
to write your own event-handling loop
standard format:
that, for example, filters a specific kind
1. Initialize the DRM by calling Dwtiniof event for special processing. However,
it's generally easier and more readable to
tializeDRM( ).
2. Initialize the Xtoolkit by calling Xtlnistick with XtMainLoop( ) and process all
tialize( ), thereby obtaining a top-level
events in callback routines.
widget with which the window manager
All the processing in a DECwindows
communicates and from which all other
application takes place inside callback
widgets are descendents.
routines, so main( ) never need change,
3 . Open the UID files by calling
regardless of the size and complexity of
DwtOpenHeirarchy( ) .
the remainder of the program.
4. Register the names of the C language
The eight steps above are illustrated
callback functions specified
in the UIL files by calling
DwtRegisterDRMN am es
( ) . This is necessary because
II I'
UID files aren't accessed
when the application program is linked. Thus, the
names of the executable
callback functions must be
bound to their addresses at
run time.
Kill Me
5 . Fetch the application's
main window widget with
a call to DwtFetch Widget
( ) . When a widget is
fetched from the UID file, The push button created with the kill_me program.
the address of the widget
data structure is an argument to the
by the program "kill me" (the "Hello
DwtFetch Widget( ) call. The data
World" ofDECwindows) . This program
structure then is loaded with the approcreates a push button that, when actipriate values for that object as defined in
vated, simply exits the program. The C
the UIL file.
source code for "kill me" in Figure 2
6. Manage the main window widget
opens the UID file created by compiling
with a call to XtManageChild( ). Manthe UIL file in Figure 3. This file ,
aging a child widget adds that widget and
kill_me.uil, illustrates the elegance and
its children to the widget tree structure.
simplicity of UIL in producing the push
7. Realize the top-level widget by calling
button in Figure 4. The UNIX commands

F; .'<

program needn't be relinked to be updated. The DECwindows libraries (which
include the Xlib and Xtk libraries) are
huge, so this saves considerable time.
Although UIL is a good development
tool, it has drawbacks. As the application
opens the UID files at run time, UID files
must be shipped with the executable and
loaded in to a directory where the application can find them. Further, UIL is
verbose (although this is in large measure responsible for its simplicity), and UIL
files therefore become large very quickly.
For a complex interface, fetching
widgets from UID files won't satisfy all of
a programmer's needs. Thus, XUI comes
with a complete C language library of
calls through which the DECwindows
widgets can be defined and controlled.
These calls are useful, but by using the
C language libraries, the correspondence
between program structure and program
function given by UIL may be lost. And
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Peritek does it
with color!
Graphics and
alphanumerics for
LSI, PDP, VAX
and MicroVAX.

3
"'

~

MODEL

BUS&
SIZE

VCL

Q
QUAD

VCM

Q
DUAL

FEATURES
AND
OPTIONS

PIXEL GRAPHICS
PRIMARY

OVERLAY(S)

68030,68882
32-BIT RAM,
ACIUC, OMA
2 DUAIIT, PAN
ZOOM, SCSI

1024 x 1024
x8

1024 x 1024
x4

ACIUC, PAN
ZOOM, DUARI

1024 x 1024
x8

HARDWARE
CURSOR

ii!
u

vcw
VCT
(avail.
1/90)

~

~
u
0

Q
DUAL

ACIUC, PAN,
2 CHANNELS

640 x 480
x8

HARDWARE
CURSORS

Q
QUAD

34020, PAN
ZOOM, SCSI,
2 DUART

1024 x 1024
x 24

1024 x 1024
x8

50 x 80
x6

HARDWARE
CURSOR
512 x 512
x 24

50 x 80
x6

Q
DUAL

1024 x 1024

64 x 128

VRS

Q
DUAL

512 x 512

50 x 80

VRA

Q
DUAL

vex

Q&U
QUAD

VRH

z

0
:i:

1024 x 1024
x4
HARDWARE
CURSOR

(,!)

80

ALPHANUMERICS

EXTERNAL
SYNC
INPUT

Peritek has been offering the widest range
of Q-bus and Unibus display controllers available
anywhere for over 10 years. Hardware and
software for most applications. Color and
monochrome. Low to high resolution. Software
support for RT/TSX, RSX, VMS, and ULTRIX,
and bit-level subroutines which interface directly
to Fortran and C. Image processing software
is also available.
Peritek's most powerful board, the VCL-Q
combines an advanced CRT controller and
a very fast 68030-based computer on one
quad-height card.
You get:
• 1024 x 1024 x 8 color graphics
• 1024 x 1024 x 4 graphics overlays
• CPU with lMB to 10MB 32-bit private
memory, optional 68882 FPU
• hardware graphics cursor
• hardware pan and zoom
• 4 serial RS-232 1/0 ports
• 2 Channel DMA controller
• High speed, 8-bit SCSI port
The VCL-Q prices range from $4,870 to
$6,795. A complete package with software
and monitor starts at $7,790.
For your special requirements, Peritek can
supply custom configurations of our standard
products. We're ready to quote on custom
software and hardware design projects, too.
Call or write for free catalog.
Peritek Corporation
5550 Redwood Rd.,
Oakland, California 94619.
Phone (415) 531-6500.
In the east, (516) 798-1919.

24 x 80
NITTES: VCK, VRC, VCH, etc. also available, contact factory.
Q-Bus is for LSI-II & MicroVAX, UNIBUS is for
PDP-II and VAX.

See us at DEC Workstation
EXPO, February 7-9, Booth #301

Peritek
RT, RSX, VMS, ULTRIX , LSI, PDP, VAX and MicroVAX are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporatio n. TSX is a trademark of S & H Associates.
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Remote Procedure Calls: Building Distributed Systems
linked into the procedures on both ends. The stub for both the
The X Window System provides one way to distribute
client and the server sides is created at the compile time of the
applications across a network. Because of its client/server
subroutine. The client-side stub is linked with all clients that
architecture, X allows the user interface part of an application
to run on one node in a network and the rest of the application
want to use the server and communicates with the run-time
portion of the RPC.
to run on another node. Although X is an excellent way
The server-side stub is essentially a main program that receives
to distribute the user interface, if you want to distribute other
requests from the network and invokes the called procedure on
parts of an. application you may want to use remote procedure
behalf of the client. However, many tricky issues are associated
calls (RPC}.
with the implementation of the server:
Every progranuner is f.imiliar with the concept
1. Authentication - ls the client authorized to
of a procedure. A procedure, also known as a
Calling Program
subroutine or function, is simply a small piece
use this data?
2. Location - Where is a server that can satisfy
of a program. In well-designed programs, a
my request?
procedure implements a single function, although
Called Procedure
3. Naming - ls this the right server?
that function may be as simple as looking up a
4. Data Conversion - Is the data representation
customer's name or as complicated as calculating Figure A: Local procedures.
the same on both the client and
stresses on a section of an airplane
wing. Programs are built by
the server (for example, bigClient Node
putting together a series of
endian and little-endian integers)?
procedures, each independent of
5. Performance Do we
Calling Program
the others and each performing a
need to send all subroutine
small part of the entire program's
arguments in both directions?
Client Stub
task.
How long do we leave open a
On a single network node, a
client/server connection? Will
procedure looks like Figure A.
the client be multithreaded? Is
RPC Run Time
The calling program invokes the
there an asynchronous interface?
called procedure, optionally
6. Internationalization - Will
passing it data to operate on. The
character sets and text strings
called procedure performs work
be
represented in the language
Server Node
and generally returns data to the
of the client?
calling program.
Why use RPCs? Broadyly,
In the case of an RPC (see
because the resource you want
Figure B), the calling program and
isn't always on your local node.
the called procedure operate on
That resource might be almost
different nodes in a network. The
anything, including a faster
calling program (the client) runs
processor, special vector hardServer Stub
on one node, and the called
ware, special devices or access
procedure (the server) runs on
to data.
Called Procedure
another.
To be most useful, RPCs
In the case of a correctly
must work in a heterogeneous
implemented program and called
environment of machine types,
procedure, there's essentially Figure B: Remote procedure call.
networks and operating systems,
no programming difference
so standards are critical. There
between the RPC and the local procedure call. That is, it's
are two competing standards for RPCs being developed:
transparent to the software developer. But to make all this work
Sun Microsystems' Open Network Computing (ONC) and
transparently requires a great deal of work on the part of the RPC.
Hewlett-Packard, Apollo Division's Network Computing
At development time, a program using RPCs is designed and
Services (NCS) . Digital has licensed NCS from HP, Apollo
built essentially the same as most other programs. However,
Division and is working on the RPC services coming from
because the called procedure will run on another node, the
MIT's Project Athena. Digital also says that it will work
application designers must be careful to ensure that the called
with HP, Apollo Division to add WAN support, interprocedure and calling program don't share node-specific resources
nationalization and multiple computer language support
(such as address space, open file pointers and locks).
(presumably something like the VAX Calling Standard) to NCS.
As you can see in Figure B, a small subroutine called a stub is
-Philip A . Naecker, Technology Editor
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necessary to generate kill_me are:
I cc -o lctllJlt lctl 1.Jll(!.C • ldwt • 1Xll

I dxutl ·o kt ll_me.utd\
lei 11..Jlt.utl • I/usrltnclude/Xll
I k111.Jlle

As stated previously, UIL allows the
programmer to define objects that can be
fetched by the DRM at run time. An object definition includes four important
sections:
1. The type of object. For example,
the kill_me_button in Figure 3 is of type
push_button.
2. The optional argument list. The
content of this list varies depending on
the type of object defined. For example,
for the kill_me_button, we define the x
and y positions and a label. Push_button
arguments that we haven't specified, such
as width, height and background color,
default to reasonable values.
3. The controls list. It lists the object's
children and shows how the structure of
a UIL program mirrors its function: The
KILL_ME_MAIN_WINDOW controls the
geometry_manager, which controls the
kill_me_button. (It could be written with
nested object declarations, but this way
is simpler for those new to VIL.)
When an object is fetched with
DwtFetch Widget(), its children are
fetched, as well. Thus, when we fetch
KILL_ME_MAIN_WINDOW, we also
fetch the geometry _manager and
kill_me_button objects.
4. The callback list. This takes the
form:
callbaclcs I
);

reason - procedure procedure_name(>:

where reason is a description of an event
(for example, 'activate' for activation of
a push_button) and procedure_name( )
is the name of a C callback routine.
When the event specified by the reason
occurs, the specified procedure is called.
Thus, your code is called back by your
object upon a particular event.
For those already familiar with OOP,
DECwindows will pose few problems.
For the majority, some features will take
getting used to. For example, the
DECwindows callback system allocates
the responsibility for flow control to the
objects themselves: A button calls your
FEBRUARY 1990

How much longer
can you
afford to ignore
your lack of
control over•••
llJii.
llJii.
llJii.
llJii.
llJii.
llJii.
llJii.
llJii.
llJii.
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It's called CHANGE AND CONFIGURATION CONTROL (CCC®
).
Softool pioneered this technology, and now the CCC product family sets the
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directory's /user/examples/xuidemo and
/user/examples/decburger), are helpful.
decburger illustrates the fundamental
points of programming under DECwindows. xuidemo is useful as an example
of the capabilities of the DECwindows
widget set and is a little more complicated. The full programmer's documentation set is recommended. Volume 1
contains a good introduction to DECwindows and X concepts and writing applications under XUI.
Although DECwindows is a well-designed coding environment, it functions
largely as a buffer that spares the applications programmer from dealing directly
with Xlib calls. The DECwindows programmer often is reminded of this when
a task must be accomplished by writing
directly to Xlib.
For example, DECwindows alone has
no facilities for producing vector graphics. It requires that you purchase GKS.
Alternatively, DECwindows allows you to
create a window widget - an X window
that can be drawn into using Xlib calls.
Processing events for interactive graph-

routine when it's activated, or a toggle
notifies you when its value has changed.
On the positive side, OOP gives you
a great deal for relatively little effort
when compared to more structured programming languages. For example, a text
widget that can be called with a single
DwtFetch Widget( ) call on a UIL
simple_text object provides a powerful
editing environment. The simple_text
object gives the user the capability to
enter or delete text; cut letters, words,
lines or paragraphs and paste them in
other DECwindows applications; resize
(or scroll) to accommodate the entire
text; and so on. To achieve this functionality in an if-then-else programming environment requires a great deal of code.
Under DECwindows, all that's required
is that the object be fetched. This requires one C function call and only a few
lines ofUIL.

Hints On UIL
UIL is relatively simple to learn. xuidemo
and decburger, the two examples supplied by Digital (located in the ULTRIX

ON JAN. 1,
BOB JOHNSON QUIT SMOKING
AND HIS COMPUTER ROOM STARTED.
Smoke is hazardous to people and
other things, like computer rooms. Air
conditioner breakdowns, power outages,
humidity, and fires can create unwanted
smoking situations.
Fortunately, there is a way to clear the air.
SAM is the intelligent, 24-hour
protection system uniquely designed to
monitor computer room conditions,
detect problems in temperature, power,
water, and more, and alert users. Only
SAM can automatically perform
a graceful and orderly computer
shutdown to maintain data integrity and
prevent hardware damage. SAM can
work with Halon and UPS back-up.

Hewlett-Packard Co., Apollo Div.
330 Billerica Rd.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
(508) 25H600
ClllClE 441 • llfAllEll CR

Sun Microsystems Inc.
2550 Garcia Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 960-1300
ClllCU 441 • llfAllEll CAD

ics applications such as mouse-motion
events then must be handled by writing
your own Xlib-level event loop inside a
DECwindows callback routine. If you
plan to use DECwindows for this sort of
application, your task won't necessarily
be simplified.
Programming in C with frequent calls
to UIL in the manner described here
made it possible to create a large window-based interface to existing programs
as represented in Figure 1. A feature of
this environment is that little or no
change must be made to programs to
implement the interface. The input of all
data needed to run the programs, the association of data files with each program
and the running of the programs are
achieved using the mouse and a few keystrokes.
The DECwindows API, which includes UIL, has been adopted by the
Open Software Foundation (OSF) as the
basis of its windowing environment,
Motif. A program written using
DECwindows compiles and runs under
OSF/Motif with minor modification,
namely changes to function calls. The
arguments and functionality of corresponding Motif and DECwindows calls
are the same. By programming in
DECwindows now and assuming that
Motif becomes the standard, we may yet
approach the user's dream: user-friendly,
hardware-independent software. -l.Awrence S. Shapiro and Philip E. Bourne ,
Ph .D., are with the Howard Hughes Medical Institute at Columbia University . Bourne
is UL TRIX editor for DEC PROFES-
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Why limit yourself to a
terminal server that only serves
the terminal down the hall?

The SPX terminal seroer from N.E. T. lets you design both
wide area and local terminal networks exactly the way you
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The SPX/SI Software Interface
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terminal connections.
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our protocol extends LAT
functionality to the wide area.
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critical applications.
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local and wide area links. It also
supports permanent circuits.

And you get local terminal server
capabilities that offer many advantages over LAT-based solutions.
Unlike LAT, an SPX terminal server
excels in a mixed host environment.
And it supports asynchronous
DECnet™ for superior host-to-host
connectivity.
Like to know more?
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Object-Oriented
Programming
OOP expresses a complex system in terms of its components and
their relations, rather than addressing a system as one large process.
BY DAVID
OBJECT-ORIENTED programming (OOP) is a methodology
for addressing difficult programming problems. It provides a
new way to address problems
and the appropriate tools to
develop their solutions.
OOP considers systems as
independent objects that interact and have operations performed on their components.
The strength of the approach is
the way in which a complex
system can be expressed in
terms of its components and
their relations, rather than addressing a
system as one large process. OOP is an
attractive alternative for applications in
areas such as AI, databases and simulation.
Tools that support OOP range from
OOP languages such as C++ to entire
programming environments such as Next
Computer' s Next machine . A tool is
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A SAMPLE OBJECT HIERARCHY
AIRCRAFT

considered object-oriented if it incorporates characteristics used to implement
OOP:
1. Hierarchical representation - allows
each object to be decomposed into
subobjects.
2. Classes - allow templates to be built
describing a data item, with the tool

enforcing the template's constraints.
3. Instances - allow users to
create data elements belonging
to classes of objects. For example, TANK can be a class that
describes vehicles with treads,
PANZER a subclass of TANK
andJEFFS_TANK an instance of
a TANK.
4. Slot - denotes the address
(in memory) in which a data
element can be stored . An
example of a slot in TANK is
GAS_MILEAGE.
5. Filler - denotes the value that occupies a slot. An example of the filler in slot
GAS_MILEAGE is 0.5 (miles to the gallon) .
6. Inheritance - implicitly gives a
subobject the characteristics of its parent
(higher-level) objects unless explicitly
prohibited. If PANZER has no
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GAS_MILEAGE slot but TANK does, then
JEFFS_TANK would inherit its value
from the GAS_MILEAGE slot in TANK.
7. Methods - are functions that exe-

cute to create, destroy or modify an
instance or the filler of an instance of
an object.
8. Message passing - allows objects to
send data (communicate) among themselves. Message passing is used to send
data to be inserted in a slot, have objects
execute their methods or create or
destroy other instances of objects .
Examples of message passing are described below.
Figure 1 depicts an example of a
simple object-oriented representation and
the code that implements the description.
The diagram on page 46 presents a
hierarchical representation of simulated
objects showing how the classes form an
inheritance tree.
This article doesn ' t stress strong
typing, because typing is a result of a
language's construction and not a feature
ofOOP.

When And Why
OOP is useful in applications in which
elements naturally form classes of objects.
Two examples include representing a
simulation as the simulated environment
and items simulated; and database systems
as items in the database and tasks to be
performed using the items.
Virtually any problem can be thought
of as objects with behaviors. Ev en
mathematical theorem-proving can be
considered as theorems constantly looking for assumptions and formulas.
A strong indication of a problem's
suitability for an object-oriented
approach is its lack of predictability. If
all aspects of a problem are well-understood and require obvious control logic,
then a more conventional approach is
probably in order. Conversely, if you're
unsure which action should be performed next, then expressing the problem in terms of its constituents, their
states and desired behaviors might be
in order.
One advantage OOP offers is modularization. Because problems are decom-
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F(«ure 1.
(TAN K
( VEHICLE)
NI L
(( AMMUNITION NI L NIL NIL NIL CCCAROI NALITY . MI N (1))
CCAROINA LITY. MAX ( 4 ))))
( WEIGHT (50000) NIL NIL NIL (CARDINALITY . MIN (1))
(CARDI NALITY . MA X (1 l)))
)

0)

(VEHICLE
NI L
CCFUEL_CAPACITY NIL NIL NIL NIL
((CARDINALITY.MIN (1)) (CARDI NA LITY .MAX (1))))
CFUEL_RATEJ
CX_POSIT ION NI L NI L NIL NIL ((CARDINALITY. MIN CJ))
(CARDINALI TY.MAX Cl))))
CY_POSITION NIL NIL NIL NIL
((CARD INALITY . MI N C1)) (CARDI NALITY . MA X Cl))))
0)

posed into discrete objects, you only
need to consider the behavior of a
specific object at one time.
Major problems occur when using
more traditional programming practices
because of the global side effects present.
However, because OOP localizes the
scope of an action to the objects receiving the message, there's less worry about
how an isolated action can affect the
system.
OOP lets programmers think more
abstractly. Because a mechanism for com-

puring gas mileage can be specified for
vehicles, you can specify it once and forget about details. Researchers concentrate
more on TANK behavior, strategy and
deployment.
A strong argument for OOP is that
it combines declarative and procedural
knowledge . Translated from AI jargon,
OOP is as much concerned about what's
being represented as how it's being processed. Traditionally, systems have been
described in terms of how they act,
often as a large mesh of procedures. OOP

figure 2.
cla ss ta nk {
t ruct ve hi cle v;

II part of our sample cl ass

I* Function prototypes * I

public : tank();
-tank();
moveCfl oat. fl oat) ;

II constructor (builds an object)

lldest ructor (removes object)
// moves ta nks wit h give n offsets

I

vo i d tank : :ta nk()

11 const r uct a tank

{

v.propulsion - TRACKED ;
v. weight - 70000;
v. length - 27 . 4 ;

void tank: :- tank()
ti on
delete t;

II remove a tank from the simula ·
II delete the s torage associated

with the tank

void tank: :moveCfloat dx. float dy)
I

v.x_pos +- dx;

v .y_pos +- dy:

/ * update x .y position with move

ment *I
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encourages specifying what the data is,
how it should appear and how it can be
acted on.
Another argument in favor of OOP
is the intuitive representation it provides;
tanks, mines, soldiers, terrain, strategies,
and so on seem a more natural way to
represent a battlefield than 1,000 functions
executing in one big "for" loop.

Tools For OOP
A few of the many OOP tools are
presented here. Examples of an objectoriented traditional procedural language
(C++), functional language (LISP Flavors)
and an expert system shell are included.
1. C++ - Although there are many
OOP languages on the market, C++ (and
its sister objective C) is the most familiar. C++ isn't a language but rather a
series of extensions to C implemented by
a preprocessor to the C compiler.
C++ offers several enhancements to C:
• Object-oriented data types provide
encapsulated objects. When C++ objects
are declared, functions to create and
destroy objects are generated automatically. Programmers can designate private
functions, available only to instances of
the class.
• Strong typing performs rigorous
type-checking on functions, arguments

ENGINEERING

F('it 11 r e 3 .
( fun ction name_! ( argume nts)
( fu nct i on_previ ous l y_defi ned [a rguments or fu nctions of
arguments J)
( fu nc tio n name_2 ( arg ume nts)
( fun ct i on_p r e vi ous l y_def i ned [arg uments or fu nctio ns of
a rguments J)

( fu nction name_last (a rgume nts )
(function_ pre viously_defined [argume nts or functions of
arguments J)

( fun ction (fu nction ( functio n . . . ( function [ a rguments J)) . .. )) )

used in function calls and values returned
by functions to check for agreement.
C++ allows many of the function declarations to be made in a header file ,
making software management easier.
• Overloading provides the capacity to
create functions that take arguments of
different types. An example of a commonly overloaded function is + , where
the different functions called depend on
the types of the arguments passed, such
as real, integer and long. With overloading, arbitrarily robust functions can be
constructed: + might include string concatenation or result in BATTALION +
ARMY, returning the force strength of

figure 4.
( defflavor weapon
; define a tank (
calibre
f i ring · rate
ammunition · type
ammun i ti on · weigh t)
(:required - method s fir e- weapon )
(: i nitabl e - 1 ns tan ce · vari able s l
( : readabl e - i nst ance · varia bl es)
( :wr iteab l e - i ns tan ce · var i ab les))

; slots

meth ods a t fl av e r s di sposa 1
all ow i nh erita nce
can be read fro m key board
fille r s set via lisp setf

(deff l av or tan k(
;d efine a tank
turre t - size
; s l ots
a rmor - th icknes s
pl atoon - l e ad e r )
( ground - ve hic l e weapon )
; fl aver s in herited
(: requ i red -method s mov e_tank de s tr oy_tan k refuel _ tan k)
( : i nitabl e·i ns tance · var i ab l es)
all ow i nh eri t a nee
(: r eadabl e· i nst ance · va r i ab l es)
ca n be r ead from key boa r d
(: wr i t ea bl e - i ns tance - vari abl es) l
fillers set vi a lisp setf
Cde f me th od ( make - in st ance) (&re st ign or e)
c rea te i nst a nce with filler s
(s etf ( t urret - size s elf } 900 )
s et t ur r e t s i ze to 900cm
Cse t f ( armor - th ic kne ss s e l f } 10)
s et a rmo r to !Ocm
(s etf (f ir i ng - rate se lf ) 15)
f i r es once every t wo minutes
(se tf ( ammunit i on - t ype self) "high - i mpact - shell))
a method to move tank s
(defme thod (move_ tank l C& re s t ig nore)
( update - pos ition se lf )
(cond (( not ( de s troyed se lf )) ( dr aw · tank -ico n- self)) ; if not dest r oyed.
r ed r aw t ank
CT ( remov e - fr om- si mul a tion self})))
; else remove from
t he simulation
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the combined armies.
C++ offers low-cost, easily accommodated OOP, because only extensions are
made to the existing language. C++ has
several attractive aspects:
• Already developed algorithms are still
useful.
• Existing data representations and structures can be accommodated.
• C programmers can use all their skills.
• C development environments and
tools can be supported.
Figure 2 is an object-oriented C program.
2. Flavors - Flavors provides OOP extensions to LISP . Developed at MIT
(after a trip to an ice cream parlor) ,
Flavors made functional programming
easier.
For non-LISP experts, functional languages operate almost exclusively by performing functions on objects. A good
LISP program is shown in Figure 3. This
type of programming permits programs
that can be considered as one large ,
compound function with arguments
(see bottom of Figure 3).
Actions that aren't simply functions
acting on arguments are called side
effects. Flavors provides object data structures and side effects to send messages
from one object to another. Figure 4 is
an example of Flavors.
Flavors incorporates standard objectoriented features such as objects, methods and inheritance. It provides even
more flexibility than many OOP environments. Locally executed m ethods (mix-
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NowdBASE users
have someplace to grow.
When PC users need more power, now they can have it. Recital is
~ ~
the first RDBMS and 4GL for VAX systems that's totally upwardcompatible withAshton-Tate's dBASE. It's also compatible with
Clipper and FoxBASE. So you can move applications and associated data directly from PC to VAXNMS. Maintain and modify
your applications using the same familiar syntax and commands.
No retraining and no reprogramming. Recital runs on UNIX systems, too.
You give yourself a whole new growth path. Solve your connectivity problems. Integrate your information processing. Protect your software investment. In short, you
achieve all the benefits of a LAN solution, without the limitations.
And Recital includes tools like a report writer, screen painter, transparent access to
RMS files, an integral data dictionary, popup calendars, calculators, pick lists, note pads
and much more. All on a Vf-type terminal! All without any additional programming or
modifications to existing dBASE applications!
Try our 30-day license. Our special 30-day license gives you the full Recital system
to use for an entire month. It's so compatible you U
have it running in an hour. The rest of the month, it
:e~
just grows on you. To order your 30-day license, contact
•
Recital Corporation, 85 Constitution Lane, Danvers,
MA01923.Telephone(508)750-1066.
c 0 R p 0 RAT I 0 N
TM

TM

TM

TM

TM

The first dBASE-compatible
RDBMS forVAX.
VAX and VMS arc tradcmarksofD1g11aJ Equipment Corporation: FoxBASE Isa trademark ofFox Software: Clipper Isa trademark of Nantucket Corporation: dBASE Isa trademark of Ashton-Tate:
Rccllal Isa trademark ofRccital Corporation. Copyright 1989 Rccllal Corporation.All rights reserved. All trademarks arc lhe propcrtiesofthelrrespcctlvecompanles.
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ins) can be executed before or after slots
are modified, and fillers are almost unconstrained in data types they support,
including graphics.
3. Knowledge-based systems -Many
knowledge-based systems are built with
an object-oriented expert system shell,
i.e., a software package including many
of the nonproblem-specific portions of
a knowledge-based system.
A knowledge-ba se d syste m is a
program that makes intelligent decisions
on posed problems within a domain.
E xpert systems are a subset of knowledge-based systems whose solutions are
considered equivalent to that of an
expert in the domain.
Expert system shells often incorporate
many object-oriented features, including
structured classes, methods and constraint
enforcem ent on instances. The sh ells
provide additional features for inferencing, including a built-in user interface , rule-handling capabilities, backward
(goal-directed) and forward (datadirected) chaining inference mechanisms,
a database manager and hooks to higherlevel languages.
Figure 5 presents a modified segment
of a simulation written using an objectoriented expert system shell.

Building An Application
Let's build an application using an OOP
tool. We'll build a bank's sophisticated
loan-assessment program to run on a
workstation.
The first task is determining what
objects will be represented and what their
behavior will be. Many windows seem
intuitive objects to create, including ones
to view existing loans, credit history,
assets, proj ected payment capability, and
so on.
Viewing several windows simultaneously seems advantageous.
H ere we see some application of OOP:
The windows should be almost completely autonomous, i. e., the existing
loan window shouldn't interfere with the
asset window. By treating each window
and its individual application programs as
independent objects, such interference is
avoided.
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Fig11re 5.
Di sta nced squared between t wo objects x .y positions
In pu t: poi nt Ill' x ,y, point l/2 ' s x,y
Ou t put: Sq uare of di stance between Ill and 112
( defun distance.sq uared ! Cxl yl x2 y2)
(+

(sq uare! (· xl x2))
(square! (· yl y2))
)

Check to see if a tank hit a mine and t he mine should detonate
based upon strategy selected.
This method is ca 11 ed as each tank moves to see if it has encounte r ed a mine.
I np ut: xpos (x position) . dx (dis t ance tank to mine x)
. ypos dy of t ank , list of mines still to check
Output: True if mi ne kills tank. Nil otherwise
operates by cdr ' ing down t he lis t of mines, ap pl ying de t onation s t ra t egies
Cdefun killed .by.mine! (xpos dx ypos dy)
c1et
access an individual mi ne ' s detonatio n st r ategy
((strategy Cget._the_slot_value 'mine.I 'detonation.strat)))
; get a list of mines to work with
; access every instance of the mine class and place
; the s qua re of their distances to the tank in a list
"dist . name.mine. list"
Ccond
((equal strategy ' closest)
apply a detonation
strategy
"'closest"
; by app l ying a method with the list of mi nes to the ta nk we are currently
; moving
(killed . by . mine . ass i st ! (sort di st.name. mine.list) self))
CT nil)
)

Assists in checking to see if a t a nk hit a mine and t he mine shou ld detonate
Output : True if mine kills tank, Nil otherwise
operates by cdr'ing down the list of mines. applying detonation strategies
Cdefun killed.by.mine.assist ! (dist.n ame . mine. list tank)
; the a bove is a list of (distance unit . na me) of mines and a tank
; below we get the fillers of some slo t s for mines and access the list
Cl et
((mine (car dist . name.mine.list))
(kill-p r ob (get._the_slot_value ' mine . I 'probability))
(mine.name (cadr mine))
Cdi s t ance (car mine))
)

(if (null mine)
Cl
; done entire list of mines
C
; ot herwise perfo r m some mine detonation c hecks
)

call a method to display a destroyed tank and modify t he simulation if t he tank
has been blown up
(killed.by.mine.assist! (cdr dist.name.mine . list) tank)
)

When one program needs another's
data, messages are passed and data exchanged via methods . This way, the
asset- and loan-assessment programs can
perform interest-rate computations
without worrying about how the other
compounds interest, names variables ,
scopes functions , and so on.
A first level of OOP is obtained by
declaring each class with the methods it
uses. A second level of OOP should be

used, though , on the window display
functions. Many compute r systems
include object-oriented display functions
for such purposes, including functions to
move, resize, close, redisplay and scroll
windows transparently.
By using an OOP format, the application programmer needn't worry about
the window's implementation but only
that he sends it text or graphics. The
object's methods take care of the win-
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you better manage performance.
RAXMASTER will:
• Keep your users satisfied with im proved application performance
• Free your time from tedious performance management tasks
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• Defer untimely hardware upgrades
• Provide multiple capabilities from
one company with 12 years of
dedication to VAX/VMS
Make the RAXMASTER strategy
win for you! Take a time out and call
Kari at RAXCO Headquarters at
301/258-2620 for more information,
or mail the coupon today.

r--------------,
Please rush me a free demo
of RAXMASTER!
0 Send me more information
on RAXMASTER.

0

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State/Province _ _ ZIP/PC _ _
Phone,_(_

RAX CO
~OFfWARE INC

CPU S i z e - - - - - - - - Operating System _ _ _ _ _ __

Send to: RAXCO Software, Inc.
2440 Research Blvd., Suite 200
LRockville.:_MD_:_oss~
CDP~U

VAX/ VMS are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. RAXMASTER is a trademark of RAXCO Software, Inc.
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New Frontiers For CASE
Research sponsored by Software Engineering for Corporate America
(SECA), a CASE company, reveals that approximately 80 percent
of programming costs go not toward planning, coding or testing
but toward maintenance, an often-overlooked phase of the software
life cycle. SECA also learned that 50 percent of all software now
being developed will be obsolete or unusable by the time it's
completed.
These staggering percentages represent the reasons why
companies that invest heavily in software engineering - and many
have been hesitant to change their ways - are turning to CASE
technology to automate their software development life cycles.
A new technology, CASE has advanced to the point that no one
should be reluctant to use it. The leading products in the Digital
industry, for example, are more secure than earlier systems, integrate
the phases of the software life cycle with shared access to relational
databases and have provisions for optimizing distributed and client/
server network architectures.
Current CASE systems can design software applications for such
advanced uses as embedded systems, real-time sites and visual
simulations. They also offer more complete portability, especially
among UNIX workstations. Best of all, their icon/object-based user
interfaces make them easy to implement. For some sites, the payoff
in system productivity comes quickly.

CASE lnnowatlons
Implementations of CASE and CASE technologies have matured
quickly during the last year. For example, a variation on the CASE
theme called software re-engineering is capable of application code
maintenance and rebuilding techniques.
This neonatal technology is being implemented in the Digital
industry by Hypersoft and InterPort Software. The goals of such
products are to provide ways to extend current applications and
provide for the portability of code running on new platforms to the
extent that it appears to have been designed on the host platform.
Another CASE innovation is traceability, a project managementtype function that tracks and allows the review of every step of the
design process. Many CASE users consider this a bigger benefit of
CASE than its cost savings.
CASE systems also increasingly implement object-oriented
database technology as part of their core architectures. This not only
makes CASE &ster and easier to use, but the inclusion of the concept
also makes it more amenable to adopting objects as the fundamental
database technology in the future.
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Larry Stevens, CASE strategist at Oracle, says that Oracle's
four-year-old CASE product, which integrates with the Oracle
RDBMS and IBM's DB2, uses an object database for building
interrelationships within its design/diagram tools. Stevens notes that
most of Oracle's CASE customers use facilities such as these to
design extensions to their existing applications.
The potential for these products seemed limited a few years ago.
" It's much easier to implement graphical window systems, for
example, as a collection of objects," says Sesha Pratap, president of
Saber Software. "Also, you can potentially use it to develop
spreadsheets, where each cell is stored as an object."
These new technologies still need time to mature, and the
development of standards is a major impediment to their acceptance.
The Object Management Group (OMG), Westboro, Massachusetts,
is pushing for standards on four levels:
1. A common user interface.
2. A common definition of objects, i.e., standard types of functions
and naming conventions.
3. Standardization on the use of and integration with C++.
4. The interoperability of objects. Servio Logic's Connell considers
this the Holy Grail of object programming.

Database Integration
While CASE has progressed rapidly in some environments (mosdy
technical), it lags in others. Analysts predict that a final shakeout of
CASE vendors may begin before the trend kicks into high gear.
CASE specialists in the Digital industry such as Cadre
Technologies, Index Technology and Interactive Development
Environments stand well-positioned to weather a shakeout. Cincom
Systems, Cognos, Computer Systems Advisers, Cortex, Information
Builders and Software AG, which focus on various aspects of CASE,
should do equally well.
The spreading of the CASE gospel depends on how well CASE
manufacturers can integrate their products with existing 4GLs and
RDBMSs - design software that engineers are comfortable using
and have too much invested in to abandon. Many CASE companies
are establishing relationships and bridges with 4GL and RDBMS
vendors to ensure data compatibilities.
This integration ultimately will involve objects. Significandy,
Servio Logic's GemStone interfaces with the Sybase transaction
processing-oriented RDBMS. SmartStar and others are designing
their packages to integrate with CDD/Plus, Digital's distributed data
repository.

CASE Objects

law CASE fl'Oll Dlgltal

CASE industry analysts agree that object-oriented technology will
become the standard data environment for CASE systems. The trend
is underscored by Mike Connell, general manager at Servio Logic
Development, which produces the GemStone object-oriented
database. He says that designers of CASE and CAD systems make
up the bulk of object-oriented database users. Thor Johnson, CASE
product manager at Cadre Technologies, says that sizeable portions
of his program are written with C++.

Digital is relying on the talents of many of these companies to
solidify the VAX as the leading CASE platform. However, Digital
offers a package of software engineering tools called VAXset to
which the company has devoted much research and development
in the last year. Digital recendy introduced a new Program Design
Facility (PDF), a major enhancement to the VAXset editor.
Digital's overall CASE project has been stepped up in recent

Continued on page 54.
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\\1th bWem 1032, now
it's ~to get agrip on 25 billion
long-distance citll-minutes.
How does the US Sprint network
modeling group keep track of some 25
billion call-minutes a year? Quite simply, in split seconds with System 1032
from CompuServe Data Technologies.
Using System 1032 4GURDBMS VAX
software, the US Sprint network modeling group created an extensive network
modeling system that increased the
speed and efficiency of its
work in forecasting and planning for the growth ofUS Sprint's
vast fiber-optic communications
network.
Think Big. "The total breadth of
the data that System 1032 can handle
on our network performance is of a
staggering magnitude," said Michael
Kovich , manager of database design.
Network performance data alone
amounts to more than 1. 5 million bytes
a day, 365 days a year.
Think Fast . "What's important to us
is that this mass of data be assessed and
made available every morning like
clockwork. So the software system's
efficiency, reliability and quality help us
meet our goals and objectives using the
most up-to-date information."
Ease of use in the VAX environment
and its host language interface are additional pluses for System 1032.
According to Kovich, "System 1032
was far easier for us to learn and also
much quicker in what we wanted it to
do. The first time we used it, we were
building datasets within 30 minutes."
Think System 1032. If you have a
large, sophisticated RDBMS application
you need to get a grip on, do what US
Sprint did : call on System 1032 from
CompuServe Data Technologies.

C.01n~uServe
DataTechnologies
1000 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02138

Think Big. Think Fast.

Think System 1032.

}800-USE1032Ext.500
8-6
EST
p.m.
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New Frontiers For CASE
Continued.from page 52.
months in response to IBM's plans to develop and ship a CASE
Repository, which inevitably will become the standard way CASE
data is stored throughout the industry. IBM's accompanying product
set is called AD/Cycle (Applications Development). Besides its
technological implications, the IBM effort gives the misunderstood
CASE industry a needed endorsement.
Digital's CASE strategy, which has been cogent for more than
four years, is considered to be slightly ahead of IBM's. According
to Alfonso Di Ianni, Digital's CASE program manager, the current
goals for the company's CASE products include:
1. Support for CASE tools in the NAS networking environment,
including software standards such as POSIX, CDA and SQL.
2. The development of a common user interface for all CASE
systems based on DECwindows/Moti£
3. A common repository that permits the integration of CASE tools.

dow's behavior.
As the application is developed, the
key guideline becomes apparent: Objects
sho uld behave as they should be seen
by the world; they should act like actors
in a play. Following such a guideline
eases application development.
alternative to
more traditional approaches, especially
w hen the problem either decomposes

OOP I S AN ATTRACTIVE

Hugo Simpson, corporate vice president of the Information and
Productivity Systems Group at Unisys, says that CASE and 4GLs
only are beginning to make a contribution, and their potential still
lies fu in the future.
"What CASE hasn't yet achieved is a fresh conceptual
breakthrough in the way applications are designed, coded and
maintained," says Simpson. "The real CASE frontier is the ability
to bring the power of the application closer to the user, reflecting
true business requirements."
"What software engineers really want is to be able to speak into
a microphone and have code come out the other end," laments
Cadre's Johnson.
Indeed, the biggest battle for CASE vendors may be to overcome
unreasonable expectations and common misconceptions. "The
greatest barriers to implementing software engineering," says Steven
Barsh, president of SECA, "are cultural rather than technological."
-Evan Birkhead, Senior Editor

into objects and their respective behaviors naturally or has no obvious flow
of control, i.e. , you don't know what to
do next.
Software designers recognize the
significant cost-savings that can be
achieved via the more subtle features
of OOP, including strong typing, cardinality- and bounds-checking , and
inheritance. These features speed the
development of a large software effort

tremendously because, alth ough an
initial overhead is incurred to detail the
constraints, trivial mistakes that can be
difficult to find and correct are avoided.
-David G. Goldstein is a Ph .D. student
studying parallel expert systems and computer
vision . He also works as a consultant.
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In a world where timing is everything, your plan for survival had better depend on
more than a hunch. Which is why Alan Yoshioka of Shearson Lehman Hutton decided to
quantify and codify his expertise.
Using only raw data, a 1stCLASS

expert

system

defined

performance indicators and built
an

expert

system

that

allows

Yoshioka to determine the most
opportune times to enter or withdraw from the market. The result:
substantial time savmgs and mcreased profits.
Clearly, 1st-CLASS is no ordinary expert system. Among other things, this powerful, easy-to-use, PC and VAX-based system
features a unique visual rule tree. The ability to work both inductively and deductively. Easy linkage
to other DOS programs, including 1-2-3 ® and DBase ~ And a spreadsheet-like interface .

........................................................................................
1st-CLASS HT'" with hypertext is
only $2495. 1st-CLASS FUSION'" for
NAME

DOS or OS / 2 is $1495 and begins at
$5500 for the DEC VAX.® Each comes

TITLE

COMPANY
ADDRESS
ADDRESS

with

free

deployment

of

your

CITY

STATE

ZIP

TELEPHONE

applications.
In short, an expert system you can

~

1:~~

526 Boston Post Road 150 E, Wayland, MA 01778

really put stock in.
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ORKSTATION

Mus CLE
Workstations may become the system of choice for
many applications.
ABOUT 30 YEARS AGO, a computer

company was founded on simple yet
profound principles: distribute computer
resources to smaller units, make them
interactive and easy to use and let them
share what they have. The company, of
course, was Digital, and its founder,
Ken Olsen, had the brilliant idea to
distribute the computer as close to its
, user as possible.
In a distributed system, the LAN binds
many systems into one. The distributed
system is a contribution of valuable resources by many machines. Until recently,
the full potential of distributed systems
couldn't be realized.
M ainframes and minicomputers have
the power to support large applications
and databases, but the user interface to
these systems is often unfriendly and inefficient. W orse, large systems frequently
operate under a mainframe MIS mentality
in which user computing takes a back seat
to business applications.
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At the other end of the spectrum, PCs
fulfill the need to have a friendly , useful
computing resource on the user's desk.
But they can't contribute to the distributed system. PCs merely extend the capability of mainframes and minicomputers .
They don't replace them.

The Workstation Difference
The workstation is different. With the
muscle of a minicomputer, a dynamic
user interface and the ability to tap the
power of other systems, workstations
quickly are becoming the system ofchoice.
For many applications, workstations are
replacing minicomputers. The workstation can bring the full power of a distributed system to the user and share its
potential with others.
Fueling the workstation fire is MIT's
X Window System. Until X, workstations
couldn't completely take advantage of all
network resources. Specifically, workstation users couldn't use applications loaded

w .
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o

N

on other workstations, mainframes or
minicomputers in the network. Like PC
users, the workstation user accessed these
resources through terminal emulation.
X completed the distributed system
concept by allowing a workstation to be
both a server and a client in a network.
With X , a workstation can share its software and processing potential with others, while it displays applications running
on other systems for the workstation user.
Like PC graphical user interfaces (GUI),
X GUis are intuitive and support a do- ityourself mentality. Although there are
relatively few user computing tools that
take full advantage of X, many database
and 4GL software developers promise to
support the new workstation standard.
Within a few years, most popular applications will be compatible with X.
Another reason for the rush to use
workstations is the low cost of workstation hardware and software. In 1989, the
average workstation cost SlS,000, and
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workstation software is starting to compete with high-end PC software packages.
Workstation prices are dropping quickly
because of the fierce battle among workstation manufacturers. The cause of the
battle is understandable: The computer
company that wins the desktop in the
1990s probably will be the most successful
in subsequent decades.
Businesses using distributed
workstations in place of minicomputers do so for two reasons:
power and cost. Ten DECstation
3100s (at about S200,000) equal
the raw processing power of a
VAX 9000 (at about $2,500,000).
While this may be an apples and
oranges comparison, it dramatizes the price/ performance
ratio of today's workstations.
Although workstations continue to be most prominent in
scientific and engineering functions, other applications are
emerging rapidly. Informationintensive tasks such as statistical
analysis and financial trading are
growing quickly. Commonly known as
computer hogs, these power-hungry
applications are well-suited to what
workstations offer.
Occasionally, I've witnessed a small
group ofstatisticians, analysts or programmers bring a small VAX 8000 or 6000 to its
knees. In these cases, the workload is so
CPU-intensive that everyone is slowed.
Had this same application been applied to
a network ofworkstations, the work would
have been processed much faster for less
money.

Operating System Opposition
One concern raised by many would-be
workstation users is the VMS versus UNIX
controversy. Even though the price/performance ofRISC heavily outweighs CISC,
DEC shops continue to buy CISC machines. In the last quarter of 1989, Digital
was selling more VAX.station 31 OOs than it
could ship. Although the choice of an
operating system should be a consideration, it shouldn't be your primary one.
The application software is the key asset,
not the operating system.

FEBRUARY 1990
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Digital, Hewlett-Packard, Sun Microsystems and several other workstation
vendors have made it easy to integrate
their workstations with existing machines.
With Sun's Network File System (NFS),
workstations share storage devices with
server systems as seamlessly as client systems in a VAX.cluster. Digital's implemen-

The

key asset, not the
operating system.
ta ti on of NFS, called the VMS/ULTRIX
Connection, lets one or more standalone
or clustered VAXs serve UNIX workstations. The VMS/ULTRIX Connection
software supports internet networking
protocols, including Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), Internet Protocol
(IP), File Transfer Protocol (FTP), User
Datagram Protocol (UDP), Internet
Control Message Protocol (ICMP) and
Address Resolution Protocol (ARP).
To the workstation user, the operating
system is less of a concern than the GUI.
With the exception ofprogrammers, most
workstation users rarely venture past the
user interface. With the introduction of
Motif, the X GUI from the Open Software
Foundation (OSF), few workstation-compatibility issues remain. The workstation
user can run and display local programs or
programs running on client systems (VMS
or UNIX) .

Data Sharing And Networking
X has made information access as easy in
the network as it is on a single system. X's
ability to let its user open a window into

another system is a tremendous asset.
Remote resources appear to be local.
Unfortunately, this ability could induce a
negative side effect in the form ofnetwork
delay.
Independent tests have shown that a
pair of DECstation 3100s can saturate an
Ethernet. Although the tests were
extreme (client applications
making graphic primitive requests
to remote servers at full speed),
they prove that X can be a
problem if used incorrectly.
This potential threat to network performance could have
serious consequences for X
terminal manufacturers. When
workstation applications are run
on the user's workstation, which
is most often the case, network
traffic isn't affected. X terminals
are designed to tap the power
of compute resources on the
network. Their load on the
network is continuous. Large X
installations probably will require
the use ofLAN bridges to manage
and localize network traffic.
If you're deciding whether to use a
workstation in place of a minicomputer,
consider how storage requirements and
printing will be realized. Some workstations, especially those without a backplane
adapter, are limited.
The most economical way to provide
storage services to a network of workstations is to use a server. Although the server
can be another workstation, this defeats
the purpose. A server should be dedicated
to the task of resource serving.
In the Digital environment, MicroVAXs most often are used as workstation servers. Digital's MicroVAX family of
servers spans a range of price and potential. At the low end, a VAX.server 3100
running ULTRIX, two SCSI controllers
and a 104-MB disk drive costs S6,680. At
the high end, a dual-host VAX.server 3800
running VMS, TK70 tape and two 400-MB
disks costs S104,900. MicroVAX servers
typically are priced 20 to 25 percent less
than the equivalent multiuser system.
The VAX.server 3100 appears to be the
better value. This is the case ifyour storage
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Sun Microsystems Inc.
2550 Garcia Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 960-1300
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requirements are relatively low. Each VAXserver 3100 can support two SCSI controllers. Each SCSI controller can manage one
to four drives. Using third-party disks, the
maximum storage capability of the VAXserver 3100 is 4.8 GB.
Although this is a fair amount of storage, the 1/0 bandwidth of the VAXserver
3100 imposes a severe performance penalty to RISC workstations. Most Digital
buyers prefer Q-bus servers for their capacity and greater 1/0 capability.
One of the best storage solutions is to
use a combination ofservers and local disk
storage. Servers should be used to maintain common system software, application software and data. Local workstation
storage should be used to maintain the
user's primary application. This method

ENGINEERING

keeps disk 1/0 as local to the workstation
as possible without duplicating files.
Using the workstations for casual disk
serving won't noticeably affect the workstation user's performance.
Ifcommon output devices are desired,
network terminal and printer servers can
be used. Many sites use terminal servers to
take advantage of the one- to two-user
licenses Digital provides with its VMS
workstations. While the primary workstation user logs in at the workstation
display, another user can log in using an
ASCII terminal. With DECnet/LATcompatible X terminals, two users can
take full advantage of the workstation.
GENERALL y SPEAKING, the workstation
is suited to applications that require
power, graphics and a modeless interface. Workstations and X provide this
environment, but the cost per user can
be high.
The workstation can be justified only
when its use is proved more effective than

other systems. In some cases, this can be as
simple as a hardware/software cost analysis. In a recent analysis of my own, I found
that a clinical software package license for
a MicroVAX 3400 costs $141 ,000. The
same software license for a VAXstation
3100 costs $5,000. The cost savings in
software would be enough to purchase
several VAXstation or DECstation 3100s.
Other applications, such as statistical
analysis or programming, are justified by
the processing requirements. I find it
easier to justify a dozen DECstation 31 OOs
and a disk server for a group of programmers, analysts or statisticians than a VAX
6000 Model 410. The VAX6000 Model 410
costs at least twice as much, and it doesn't
provide the same level of performance.
Although the workstation won't replace the minicomputer completely, it's
finally taking its rightful place.
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X Toolkit Headache?
Take two books
(and call us in the morning)
These are the books you ·ve been waiting for: the X Toolkit
lntri11sics Programming Manual and X Toolkit f 111ri11sics Reference Manual. The X Toolkit is powerful but complex. and users
complain that "'you have to know everything to do anything:·
The Programming Manual takes away the pain of first exposure
by systematically exploring every aspect of the Intrinsics, from
writing applications that use existing widgets, to building new
widgets of your own. It doesn't skimp on the tough topics, like
geometry management or cascading pop ups, and gives an
advance look at such Release4 features as gadgets (windowless
widgets). The Reference Manual provides comprehensive reference pages on every aspect of the Intrinsics, plus many useful
appendices. 582 and 546 pages. $30 each. or $55 as a set.

O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.
632 Petaluma Avenue •Sebastopol, CA 95472 • 800-338-6887 •in CA 800-533-6887 •overseas+ I 707-829-0515 • FAX I 707-829-0 I04
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The sr,stem accoun ____ -.. . .
product that stacks the
in your favor.
Get the details on ARSAP today.

With ARSAP you can do it all. Everything
from capacity planning to performance
management to project accounting.
ARSAP was designed to work with VMS,
so you don't need to change your operating procedures to put this comprehensive
system to work for you. And because of its
exclusive options, ARSAP is the most efficient and powerful system accounting
product available today.
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Manage users and control project costs using
ARSAP reports.

Selective Image Accounting reduces
accounting files by as much as 90%.
Only ARSAP allows you to select and report
on the specific applications
you choose, instead
of the familiar "all or
nothing" alternative
offered by other systems. This valuable
option saves thousands of I/O's to
your system disk and
reduces the space
requirements of
accounting files by
as much as 900/o!

ARSAP (version 6.0) is the product of 11
years of system accounting design. No
other software package is better suited
to your DEC system or your system
accounting needs. Only ARSAP offers you
a complete solution. For more information
about how ARSAP can meet your needs
call GEJAC today.
Analyze historical data to plan system resources
required for future growth.

Disk Management and Global System
Reporting aid long-term capacity planning.
With ARSAP, you can generate easy-toread bar chart capacity reports for any
accounting statistic available from VMS,
including CPU time, memory utilization,
buffered I/O's, direct I/O's, connect time,
and more. And our disk management
reports identify amount of space allocated
to each user and total amount of free
space remaining.

ARSAP gives you the "evidence" to effectively
allocate limited hardware among users.

1-800-43ARSAP
(1-800-432-7727) • (301) 725-2500

1%t g~~~T~

Terminal Reporting tracks usage for
control and troubleshooting.
ARSAP's exclusive terminal reporting
feature lets you track usage and locate
the physical terminal on which a particular session took place, even when
access comes through virtual terminals,
Intergraph™
workstations or
DECservers (LATs).

Mail the coupon below to GEJAC, INC.
8643 Cherry Lane, Laurel, MD. 20707

r----------------------------------1I
I
Name

I

Titk.-

I

I
1

Cumpany

City

Slate

Zip

Tc-~phone

Use 'i'IRSAP Intercept"
to automatically select
image data for
software reporting.

Send information on:
0 Chargeback
0 Project
Accounting
0 Resource
Management
0 Printer Forms
Tracking

0 Performance
Evaluation
0 Capacity
Planning
0 Software Package
Reporting
OOther

I have these VAX/ VMS systems:
If of systems___ Model !f's _ _ __
ARSAP is a registered trademark o£CFJAC. Inc. DEC is a registered lrodcmark or Digital Equipment Corp. Intergraph is a registered trademark o£ 1ntcrgraph Corp. L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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PROTOCOLS

LUSH TIMES
FOR LAT
Several years ago, Digital
built an elegant LAN-based
tenninal protocol called Local Arca Transport
(LAT) that's the basis for its DECserver family
of products. LAT is well on its way to becoming a de facto standard.
Now that Digital has obtained one of
several LAT patents and is licensing the technology, prepare for a flood of LAT-talking
products. Third parties have been churning
out DECserver clones for the past year or so,
but now it's official, and even the most conservative players will hit the trade shows with
a pack of new features.
Digital has decided to promote LAT as a de
facto standard for terminal traffic, and with
good reason . Because it's uniquely optimized
for its task, LAT is a blessing to system
managers. For asynchronous traffic on local
networks, LAT is the best available technology
and won't easily be supplanted by OSJ's VT
or IP's TELNET.

By D on al d G. Hirsh

Now That Digital
Is Licensing LAT
Technology,
Prepare For A
Flood Of LATTalking Products.
It Will Be A
Buyer's Market.
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and change were difficult at best, and
troubleshooting failures were painful.
Into this arena walked a small device that
constrains the spaghetti to reasonably short
runs - from a desktop to a wiring closet. In
conjunction with a premises distribution
wiring system, such as DECconnect or systems
from Mod-Tap System and Nevada Western,
facilities maintenance on a large network of
tenninals and printers has been greatly simplified. Changes are now comparatively easy. The
cost savings from installation, change control
and maintenance easily justify the replacement
of direct wiring with terminal servers. In
conjunction with the other bells and whistles
that are a part of every server, the case for
local networks and tenninal servers (versus

Terminal Server Basics

Appli cation

Terminal server technology has become so
pervasive within the past five years that a
number of VAX professionals may not recall
what life was like without it. Terminal servers
simplify life when you connect asynchronous
devices (such as terminals and printers) to a
host. When a server is packaged in a small box,
say with eight ports, it constrains network
wiring problems. If you looked in a busy
Digital shop in 1983, you saw a spaghetti
of wires running from terminals and
printers distributed throughout a facility and
tenninating in the machine room. Expansion
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In a very small way, Lantronix
has just revolutionized the terminal server.
Fact is the Lantronix ETS-8
packs 8-channels, Ethernet compatibility and dual protocols in an
incredibly small package.
Actual size? A mere 2.6" x
8" x5.2''.
To put it in proper perspective,
you get both LAT and TCP/IP
terminal support in a unit 1/8 the
size of a single-protocol

DECserver 200.
No big price tag either. The
ETS-8 is by far the lowest cost
dual-protocol terminal server on
the market today.
And it's the only real solution
when you're adding just a few
terminals or printers.
The savings are even greater
when you figure your total cost
per installed terminal. Because the
ETS-8 is designed to be installed
close to your workgroup's ter-

minals, you eliminate the needless expense of cabling each
terminal to a centralized location.
Getting big ideas about what
our little terminal server can do for
you? Call Lantronix toll-free for
complete technical specifications
and pricing information:
1-800-422-7022.
Lantronix, 26072 Merit Circle,
Suite 113, Laguna Hills, CA
92653. Phone: (714) 367-0050.
FAX: (714) 367-0287.

Lantronix and ETS·S are trademarks of Lantronix. All other brand or product names
mentioned are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective manufacturers.
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direct-wired asynchronous devices)
is complete.
What are the bells and whistles?
They include multiple sessions to
multiple hosts from a single tenninal/port (with out-of-band signalling to toggle between the sessions); support for printers attached
to the server; and password protection of individual server-ports, offering a modest security addition.
Recent features include multiprotocol support, support for parallel
ports, and 3270-ANSI interoperability. The future promises more of
the same.

The Origins of LAT

CIRCLE 162 ON READER CARD
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Digital began exploring tenninal server
technology in 1981 to solve an explicit
problem: dynamic access to the VAXs of
the then-experimental VAXcluster. The
primary concern was a load-balancing
front end for CI-based clusters. Several
schemes were proposed and abandoned
before a flexible and economic front end
was developed in the form of an Ethernet
interconnect and a PDP-11-based tenninal concentrator.
The first prototypes were developed
using DECnet transport and the CTERM
protocol (just as DECwindows initially is
being shipped using this combination of
transport and virtual terminal protocols) .
Performance problems ensued when the
PDP-1 ls executed multiple copies of
these complex protocols.
The following problems surfaced as
DECnet was grafted into an application
for which it (and all other standard
transport/virtual tenninal protocols) was
unfit:
1. How could a VAXcluster appear to be
a single processing system rather than
a collection of individual hosts on an
Ethernet?
2. How could the load of asynchronous
traffic be balanced across the members of
the cluster?
3. How could server management be
simplified and automated?
4. How could protocol processing time
be minimized for hosts and servers?
The solution to these questions is
embodied in the LAT protocol. As

Service Class

Slot

Virtual Circuit

Data Link

IA T interlayer communication.

opposed to its networkwise brethren
{such as TCP/TELNET , TP4/VT and
DECnet/CTERM), LAT exploits four
environmental attributes to optimize
performance.
1. The protocol assumes that all participants in a LAT network are peers on
a LAN. There's no network layer to route
packets over an arbitrary network
topology. Connectivity exists for data
link peers.
2. The protocol multiplexes multiple
simultaneous sessions onto a single
virtual circuit between a given host and
server.
3. Digital internal research showed that
experienced typists are unaffected by
character echo of less than 100 ms. The
useful exploitation of this fact by making
LAT timer-based is one of the protocol's
most elegant features. The protocol buffers characters for as long as it can typically 80 ms - and then ships a packet
to the host. In conjunction with multiplexing, this minimizes LAN traffic.
4. Because the protocol buffers multiple
characters from multiple users before
sending a packet from server to host,
interrupt processing on the host is
significantly more efficient than the same
set of terminals connected to standard
asynchronous controllers.

LAT Operations
There are four major operational attributes in LAT. We'll examine each briefly
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NOW THERE'S ATERMINAL SERVER
THAT CAN TAKE YOU FROM
LAN TO WAN.

There are two ways to
take your Ethernet LAN from
where it is now to the wonderful world of wide-area
networking.
You can add lots of boxes
and spend lots of bucks.
Or you can add MICOM 's
™lnstaGate1500 terminal
server gateway (together with
our INSTANET™ network
server) and save lots of bucks.
The lnstaGate 1500 gives
you local and distributed connectivity for hundreds of avid
users at once, at speeds up to
38.4 Kbps. While saving you
crates of expensive cables
and equipment.
LAT AND TCP/IP SUPPORT
But beyond that, it gives
you access to a broader range
of wide-area networks than
any terminal server. It lets you
connect your LAT or TCP/IP
network with X.25 networks,
Tl trunk lines, remote

MUXes, 56-Kbps to 64-Kbps
digital links, IBM SNA/SDLC,
FAX, the gamut.
An lnstaGate1500 network
supports connections to virtually any host computer. And it
plugs right into your existing
Ethernet equipment. Whether
it has ThickNet, ThinNet or
twisted-pair interfaces.
So your network can now
join the rest of the worldwith all its databases,
specialty networks and communication capabilities-by
the shortest, lowest-cost route.
Take the step. Call MICOM.

FREE NETWORKING BOOK
Every LAN-to-WAN caller
earns a reward: a free Networking Glossary. Fits
in your pocket, no strings
attached.
Call 1-800-MICOM U.S.
or (805) 583-8600
FAX (805) 583-1997

m1ranr®
NETWORKING SOLUTIONS
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as we work up the OSI Networking
Model (see Figure 1). Also see Figure 2
on LAT interlayer communication.
First, processes or processors that
embody the LAT protocol must be (or
appear to be) LAN peers (Level 1).
Currently, LAT supports an Ethernet
frame at the physical layer. LAT supports
IEEE 802.2 (the standard 48-bit addressing scheme) as the standard method of
getting a datagram from one entity to
another (Level 2). LAT hosts and servers
can be named, and these names are
associated with individual Ethernet
addresses (see Figure 2).
LAT is notable for its absence of a
network layer (Level 3). If I can't get
your Ethernet address, I can't get to you.
At the transport layer (Level 4), LAT
supplies a virtual circuit capability
roughly analogous to TCP or XNS'
Sequenced Packet Protocol (SPP).
Again, LAT differs from these in
exploiting the high reliability of Ethernet.
TCP and SPP provide a data-integrity
checksum, which LAT doesn't, and the
negotiation of an idle or balanced state
in which a virtual circuit is maintained
but no packets are sent for long periods
of time. A comparison of popular virtual
terminal protocols and their underlying
networks is shown in Figure 3.
The second attribute appears in LAT's
session layer and is called slot manage-

ment. Its function is to multiplex
streams of data onto a single virtual
circuit. In almost all other protocols, an
individual virtual circuit must be created
for each terminal session or process.
When a single TELNET server creates five
sessions to a single host, five distinct
virtual circuits are created. With LAT, a
single virtual circuit provides service for
them all. This is a principal reason for
LAT's efficient network bandwidth
utilization.
At the session and presentation layers
is LAT's Service Class, which provides the
remaining two attributes.
First, here the protocol is partitioned
into server and host components. This
implementation minimizes host system
load (and correspondingly increases server
load) and simplifies the creation and
management of connections (only
servers can initiate connections).
Second is Directory Services, a
dynamic, decentralized load-balancing
naming service. Hosts, or things that
offer services to servers, advertise the
availability of named services by issuing
periodic multicast messages. Among the
attributes in a service-availability message
is a service rating, a value based on a
measure of host business. In this way,
hosts can provide multiple identically
named services. When a server initiates
a virtual circuit to a particular named
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Companies Mentioned
In This Article
Meridian Technology Corp.
P.O. Box 2006
St Louis, MO 63011
(314) 394-1600
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Mod-Tap System
P.O. Box706
Harvard, MA 01451
(508) 772-5630
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Nevada Western Inc.
615 N. Tasman Dr.
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
(408) 734-2700
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Novell Inc:
122 E. 1700 S.
Provo, UT 84606
(801) 379-5900
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Polygon Inc.
1024 Executive Pkwy.
St Louis, MO 63141
(314) 576-7709
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Walker Richer & Quinn Inc.
2815 Eastlake Ave. E.
Seattle, WA 98102
(206) 324-0350
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3Com Corp.
3165 Kifer Rd.
Santa Clara, CA 95052
(408) 562-6400
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IA T's architectural efficiencies include the lack of a network layer and the multiplexing of streams of asynchronous data on a
single virtual circuit.
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If You Think Your Macintosh
Is Something Now, You Haven't
Even Scratche The Surface

Macintosh is a great computer. So is VAX. But you haven't
seen anything until you tie the two together.

In addition, we have a package, Reggie, that converts those
beautiful Macintosh graphics into DEC formats ( ReGIS and
SIXEL) for use by VAX applications or output devices. And
VMacS provides two-way file transfer and conversion to allow
users to store and manage Macintosh files on the VAX's hard
disks and tape drives.

That's where we come in. White Pine Software is the leader in
Macintosh-VAX connectivity products that let both systems
attain new highs in performance. We provide several options
for two-way text and graphics communications, including terminal emulation, Macintosh-to-VAX graphics conversion, and
file transfer and conversion.

So if your VAX is still using dumb terminals, maybe it's time
they got smart. Or if your Macintosh and VAX don't communicate, maybe it's time you did.

For example, we offer a family of terminal emulators that lets
your Macintosh appear to a VAX system as a DEC terminal.
Like thousands of other White Pine users.
Which means you can use your Macintosh as a standalone
computer for all those jobs the Macintosh is famous for-like
For more information, or to order, call your local computer
word processing, spreadsheets, desktop publishing and
dealer or contact: White Pine Software, 94 Route lOlA,
presentation graphics. But when you want to access the VAX,
P.O. Box 1108, Amherst, NH 03031, (603) 886-9050.
a simple click, click and you can take advantage of large data ._ .._
bases and VAX programs such as 20/20, SPSS and All-in-1. ~ ·~
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WHITE PINE SOrTWARE
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service, it chooses the one with the best
service rating.

The Market Scene
Digital filed European and American patents in 1984 and 1985, within a year of the
DECserver 100 product launch. From the
outset, manuals in the DECserver family
have had fairly explicit operational descriptions. Other recent Digital-engineered protocols, such as those
underlying LAV c or PCSA, have virtually
no descriptive literature, save an
occasional DECUS presentation. The
availability of descriptive literature
encouraged would-be server manufacturers to analyze the protocol while rumors

of patents-pending kept third-party
activity to a minimum.
A lot of competitive water has flowed
under the bridge and rendered a onceproprietary technology a virtual standard,
even before Digital's licensing announcement. Digital's licensing program
guarantees that even the most conservative terminal server and workstation
manufacturers will offer LAT.
From 1984 to the present, Digital has
moved from selling LAT as a layered VMS
product (LAT-11) with a companion
PDP-11-based server (DECSA) to bundling LAT with its major operating
systems and an accompanying family of
terminal servers (the DECserver 200, 300,

Terminal Server Vendors
Able Computer Communications
2567A S.E. Main St
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 553-1188

Dilog
1555 S. Sinclair St.
Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 937-5700

MOB Systems Inc.
1110 W. Taft Ave.
Orange, CA 92665
(714) 998-6900
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AdacCorp.
70 Tower Office Park
Woburn, MA 01801
(617) 935-6668

Emulex Corp.
3545 Harbor Blvd.
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
(714) 662-5600

Network Equipment Technologies
26 Castlllan Dr.
Santa Barbara. CA 93117
(805) 685-1411
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Black Box Corp.
P.O. 12800
Pittsburgh, PA 15241
(412) 746-5500

Encore Computer Corp.
6901 W. Sunrise Blvd.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33313
(305) 587-2900

RacaHnterlan
155 Swanson Rd.
Boxborough, MA 01719
(508) 263-9929
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Cisco Systems Inc.
1350 Willow Rd.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 326-1941

Equinox Systems Inc.
14260 S.W. 119 Ave.
Miami, FL 33186
(305) 255-3500

Sigma Information Systems
3407 E. LaPalma Ave.
Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 630-6553
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Communication Machinery Corp.
125 Cremona Dr.
Santa Barbara, CA 93117

(805) 968-4262

GEN/COMP Inc.
6 Algonquin Rd.
Canton, MA 02021
(617) 828-2008

Simpact Associates Inc.
9210 Sky Park Ct.
San Diego, CA 92123
(619) 565-1865
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Hughes LAN Systems
1225 Char1eston Rd.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 966-7300

Systems Concepts Inc.
55 Francisco St.
San Francisco, CA 94133
(415) 984-1000
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Datability Software Systems Inc.
322 8th Ave., 11th A.
New York, NY 10001
(212) 807-7800

lnfotron Systems Corp.
Cherry Hill Industrial Cntr.
Bldg. 9
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
(609) 424-9400

Ungermann-Bass Inc.
3990 Freedom Cir.
Santa Clara, CA 95052
(408) 496-0111
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Digital Equipment Corp.
146 Main St
Maynard, MA 01754
(508) 897-5111
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Xyplex Inc.

L.antronlx Corp.
26072 Merit Cir., Ste. 113
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
(714) 367-00SO

330 Codman Hill Rd.
Boxborough, MA 01719
(508) 264-9900
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Computer Products Inc.
2900 Gateway Dr.
Pompano Beach, FL 33069
(305) 974-5500
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500 and 550).
During that same time, before the
licensing policy, almost a dozen thirdparty competitors have developed either
LAT on PCs running terminal emulators
or LAT-compatible terminal servers. In
DOS-land, the charge was led by Meridian Technology, Polygon and Walker
Richer & Quinn, all emulating the LAT
functionality offered by the LAT support
of DECnet-DOS. In the server lineup,
Able Computer Communications, Databili ty Software Systems, Emulex,
Infotron Systems, Racal-InterLan, Sytek
(now Hughes LAN Systems) and Xyplex
shipped LAT -compatible servers before
LAT was patented. The third party was
already moving rapidly by the time one
of the LAT patents was issued in April
1989. Now, Digital's primary objective is
to promote LAT as a de facto standard.

The Future Of LAT Networks
Terminal server technology is straightforward. Hardware components are typically a standard 16-bit microprocessor
(80186 or 68010), a few hundred kilobytes of memory, a standard Ethernet
interface, UARTs and a bus.
On the software side, a simple realtime executive (optional), one or more
protocol implementations, a command
interpreter and software interface to the
LAN, and asynchronous ports make up
the remaining components. This is
off-the-shelf technology, and terminal
servers are rapidly becoming a commodity business.
The process of developing a multiprotocol server or different protocols to
operate on an existing server is largely a
process of integrating a new communications protocol into an existing product
environment. If the manufacturer does a
good job building a modular environment, it's simple to develop a multiprotocol server. If it doesn't, it pays with
longer time-to-market. One thing is certain: We'll see an unprecedented number of products in the near future. Here
are a few well-informed bets:
1. X over LAT - There has been a fair
amount of speculation about whether
Digital will support DECwindows sessions

DEC PROFESSIONAL

Looking at color video printers? Be sure you see
Toyo. Yes, other leading video printers offer the same big 8-size
output, the same 300 dpi resolution, and the same wide range of
beautiful colors. But when most people compare,
they choose Toyo.
Our free comparison kit will
show you why. It will also give you some
ideas on what to look for in a video printer.
We think you'll see some important
differences in output quality, features,
specs, and support.
For example, compare special printing effects.
Without going back to the computer, the Toyo video printer can
print any one color pass, reverse black and white, adjust tones,
make extra copies, and enlarge, center or designate print location.
Compare installation. While other printers can
be difficult to install, theTuyo printer simply plugs in. Answer a few
menu questions, and you can print beautiful color copies from
©J988 Toyo Corporalion

any popular graphics display or image processing system (up to
1280 x 1024 resolution). And you can pre-set eight different displays
(different brands, different resolutions) to share oneTuyo printer.
Compare support. Toyo gives you a toll-free hotline,
comprehensive documentation, and a full one-year warranty.
For your free comparison kit, circle our readers'
service number. For a kit or a product
demo, call toll-free 1-(800) 338-1981.
In California, call (408) 739-7913.
Toyo Spectrum Corporation,
2934 Corvin Drive, Santa
Clara, CA 95051, Fax:
(408) 720-9643.
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See the dflference.

Now ETHERNET Compatible

TPUforUNIX
and DOS.
Introducing nu/TPU from a/Soft.
nufl'PU gives you one hundred powerful TPU subroutines
for faster and easier UNIX and
DOS applications development.
EVE, EDT, and VI interfaces
are all included plus multiple
windows, its own programming language, and unlimited
extensions. You can import your
customized VAX TPU programs
to your UNIX or DOS system
without change. nu/TPU comes
with one year of free hotline
support, 30 day money-back
guarantee, free TPU library
exchange, our technical bu!letin board for news, interface
code samples , and our TPU
open forum . Call us for more
technical details.

(508) 683-4369
,_
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a/Soft Development, I11c.
1353 Salem Street
North Andover, MA 01845
nu/TPU ii 1 tradema1k of l}Soft Development VAX ii 1
1rademark of Digital Equipmenl Corpor11ion. UNIX is 1
111dem1rk of AT&T. MS·DDS is 1 trldem11k of Microsoh.

over LAT. No significant limitations
within the protocol prevent this. This
extension of LAT functionality will have
to gain support from within Digital before there will be a significant market
impact. X terminal manufacturers will
follow Digital's lead. Expect Digital to
ship X terminals before it adds this support to VMS or ULTRIX.
2. New-generation tenninal servers
- Watch for a surge of product differentiation. Because multiprotocol support
is now a given (primarily LAT/TCP) , the
three most obvious product differentiation schemes are support for various network management protocols, product
packaging, and families of servers, from
eight-port shirt-pocket units to systems
the size of small data switches.
3. Managing bundles of terminal
servers - A simple-minded but useful
product called Terminal Server Manager
(TSM) lets you store DECserver configurations on a VAX and download them to
servers. Expect competitive software offerings (management tools) and vendors
complying with one another's management programs.
4. LAT on PCs - Until recently, LAT
compatibility for PCs running terminal
emulation software was an extra-cost
option. By rnid-1990, this capability will
be considerably devalued. This oncestrategic advantage is rapidly moving
toward being standard.
5. LAT on workstations - Digital has
offered only the host portion of the
protocol on any of its systems. By
mid-1990, third parties will offer
complete implementations for UNIX,
Finder, OS/2 and DOS.
6. 3270 on LAT - SNA gateways and
channel-attached communications
controllers will now be retrofitted with
LAT to function as bidirectional gateways . Expect product announcements
early this year.
7. Gateways - With LAT readily
available, it will be a modest product
development exercise to build LAT -to-N
gateways in which N can be Novell
NetWare , 3Com 3+0pen, TELNET,
Ungermann-Bass Net-One, IBM's PCLAN products, and so on.

Further Reading
The following texts offer a detailed
exposition on the development of LAT
technology within Digital:
Local Area Transport (LAT) Network
Concepts. Maynard, Massachusetts:
Digital Equipment Corp., 1987. Order

Number AA-HY66A-TK.
Mann, B.E., Strutt, C., Kempf,
M.F. "Terminal Servers on Ethernet
Local Area Networks." Digital Technical
Journal No. 3, (September 1986).
Meridian Portable LAT Engine
Design. St.· Louis: Meridian Technology

Corp., 1989.

8. Long-haul LAT - The strength that
gives LAT its efficient performance is also
a weakness. LAT only works on a LAN.
There's no reasonable way to use LAT
over, say, an X.25 network. But a number of extensions could support a
simulated LAT connection over some sort
of internet.
The trick would be to develop a pair
of LAT-talking X.25 PADs and a protocol
that propagates Service Class messages
over the X.25 network and maintains a
properly timed virtual circuit with the
originating server and destination host.
The latter is accomplished by terminating each LAT circuit on its respective
LAN . Then one fools the user by moving data over this low-speed network
between the pair of locally terminated
LAT circuits. Don't expect this product
before 1991.
LAT TECHNOLOGY IS elegant and efficient from many standpoints, so expect
to see it around for years to come. Competition within this niche is about to get
fast and furious. It will be a buyer's
market. -Donald G. Hirsh is marketing
director, OEM Products, at Meridian Technology Corporation, a communication software
company based in St . Louis .
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ith Polestar Windows™ you
can have as much activity
going on as a 3-ring circus.
You can have nine programs running
at once from one VAXJVMS terminal.
That's why users get so excited about
the boost to productivity Polestar
Windows provides.
Polestar Windows gives you so
many exciting options that make your
working environment more pleasant
and productive!
• Like switching from one program to
another simply by pushing a button.
• Like being able to leave whatever
program you're working on and
returning to it at exactly where you
left off.
• Like working on one program
while others are running in the

background, ready to replay their
output when you are.
• Like having the option of
concentrating on one program full
screen or monitoring the progress of
up to nine windows at a time.
• Like being able to arrange the
windows to exactly suit your needs
simply by using your arrow keys.
• Like setting up your work
environment just once and then
recalling it whenever you want. Your
programs will load automatically
with your windows as you arranged
them.
All this without spending money on
new hardware and without changing
your software applications. You get the
power of a windowing workstation at
a fraction of the cost.
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Only $495 for the first terminal
and 25 % off for each additional
terminal.
To order or for more information,
phone toll-free:

1-800-535-2389

Polestar
Windows

TM

by Polestar Software
109 V2 W. Broadway
Fairfield, IA 52556
FAX (515) 472-4932

VTIOO, VT220, VT320, and VAX/VMS are trademarks of
Digital Equipment Corporation .
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ROM THE
EUROPEAN

FRONT
More than 160 companies gathered at the
Wembley Convention
Centre in London from November 28 to December 1, 1989, for the annual DEC User Show.
The organizers claim that the exhibition, which
was crowded and lively, is Europe's premier
showcase for Digital and Digital-compatible
vendors. They stressed the need for companies
to establish a firm foothold in Europe in advance of the 1992 trade deregulation.
You can gain an idea of Digital's international strength from the fact that SS.9 billion of
Digital's S12.7 billion worldwide revenues
comes from the European marketplace, with
nearly a quarter of that deriving from the
United Kingdom. The U.K. is reputed to be
the world's largest information technology
marketplace as a proportion of gross national
product.
According to M&T Marketing, a Redwood
City, California-based company responsible for
selling the show in the U.S ., the European
market for Digital products is growing faster
than the U.S. market. This was confirmed by
several leading U.S. companies at the show.

ByPeter M u l li n s,
European Corres p o nden t

If The Recent DEC
User Show Is Any
Indication, The
Digital Industry In
Europe Is
Flourishing.

International Incentive
Ron Howard, president ofDatability Software
Systems, reports that the international marketplace represents a huge opportunity for growth
in the communications industry, evidenced by
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the high profitability of Digital's international
activities.
"Our strategy is to expand the company's
international sales and intensify worldwide
support for our VCP-1000 communications
server platform and Remote Access Facility
[RAF]," he notes. "We have boosted our turnover from SS to $25 million in the last few years,
and 75 percent of all new expense dollars are
being devoted to Europe."
"Europe is very much a mixed-vendor
environment, and we see a big growth in
TCP/IP," confirms John Cumpsty, Datability's
manager of European Operations. "One key
announcement at the show is the launch in
Europe of new TCP/IP and dual-protocol
TCP/IP and LAT-compatible network interface
cards for the VCP-1000 communications platform."
Emulex's European subsidiary, Emulex Ltd.,
launched a family of Standard Disk Arrays and
demonstrated its LAT-compatible terminal
server, the P4000-V. More than 7,500 units have
been installed to date. Emulex also displayed
its range of MicroVAX II and 3000 disk, tape
and communications controllers and subsystems.
Simpact Associates announced European
distribution agreements for its range of connectivity boards. The company provides single
boards for BI-bus, VAX, MicroVAX and PDP11 machines for multivendor, real-time access
to W ANs and point-to-point connections.
Sally Walker Simonic, Simpact's director of
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For The Latest Concept In Storage Subsystems,
WeTookAPage From The Past.
Perfo rmance Arrays fro m Syste m Industries offer
the DEC market a mo nume ntal develo pment:
tiered storage.
As you can see, we obviously were n't the first
people in the world to develop a tiered storage
architecture. However, we are the first to put it to
work in data sto rage.With Si's tiered approach, you
can now get significantly higher performance and
increased capacity fo r your VAX o r VAX.cluster.
On the top tier you'll place your few very hot
files like indexes, po inte rs and page and swap files.
Here our zero access time solid state disk eliminates bo ttlenecks even when 1/0 request rates
reach several hundred per second.
The midd le tier contains more data but still sees
high demand fo r interactive and application fi les.

Our fast small spindle capacity rotating disk drives
handle the de manding pace of 100-200 I/Os pe r
second by spreading data across mo re spindles fo r
quick access.
The botto m tier is where the bulk of your data
e nds up. There's lots of it but you don't need it as
freque ntly. Our 1.728 GB disk drive has capacity to
spare and easily hand les the typical de mand of
30-40 I/Os pe r device.
It all stacks up to the best pe rformance/capacity
ratio in the DEC data storage industry. So call us
at 800-333-2220 and we'll do something mo nume ntal for you.Yo u can bet your camel o n it.

DEC, \ l\X and \ 'AXcluster are trademarks o f Digita l Equipment Corp.
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international sales, explains that the company is expanding quickly in Europe. It
soon will appoint distributors in Germany, France and Italy to back up its
longstanding arrangement with Eurologic
Systems, which handles the U.K. market.
Kevin Kalkhoven, president and CEO
ofDemax Software, reports that his company showed its Securepak software for
the first time in Europe. Demax has had
a base in the U.K. for some years.
Kalkhoven comments that Europe is
a changing and growing marketplace.
"We see a big future in Europe. The
market is growing more rapidly than the
U.S. The upcoming trade deregulation
has important economic and political
implications. There will be change, and
computers will manage that change."
Executive Software was present in the
form of its new U .K. subsidiary, Executive Software UK. A company spokesperson says that the subsidiary was created
to satisfy a growing demand in Europe
for its VAX defragmenter.
Networking Dynamics showed its
PEEK, SPY and Multisessions packages.
PEEK lets a watcher make a software
connection between his terminal and a
target terminal. SPY is similar, except that
the target isn't warned that he's being
watched, and he can't enter commands
to control the SPY program. Multisessions
allows the user to switch back and forth
among up to 10 VAX/VMS processes
running from the same terminal.
Dan Kingsbury, chief executive of
Networking Dynamics, says that his
company has been marketing software in
Europe since 1981, originally through
distributors but directly in recent years.
However, with the trend toward VAXs
rather than PDPs (and hence added value
and larger installations) , there has been a
swing back to distributors.
"This enables us to devote more research and development and better quality to the product," Kingsbury notes. " In
addition to our British business, we're
beginning to see interesting pockets of
business in Germany, France and Italy."
Clearpoint Research exhibited two

products new to Europe: the DSB-series
high-performance disk controller for the
VAX 6xxx and 8xxx; and the DCME-M30,
a 32-MB memory upgrade compatible
with the BA23 enclosure.
Karin Bono, European marketing
manager, says that Clearpoint established
a base in Haarlem, the Netherlands, five
years ago and has since opened branches
in the U.K. and Germany. It's due to start
operations in France this year.
Another U .K. subsidiary of a U.S.based company prominent at the show
was EMC Computer Systems (UK). In
addition to VAX-compatible memory
products, the parent company offers
Maxport disk storage systems with ca-

pacities from 622 MB to 11.5 GB.
Oracle UK offered the first of a new
generation of application development
tools. SQL Forms V3.0 and SQL Menu
V5.0 incorporate a look-and-feel technology that enables applications built using
these tools to run unmodified across
different standard user interfaces. These
include character mode, block mode and
bitrnapped user interfaces such as IBM's
Presentation Manager, DECwindows, the
Mac, and OSF/Motif
Ingres also was present at the show.
Its U.K. subsidiary, Ingres Ltd., was set up
in 1985. It demonstrated its recently announced Ingres gateway to Rdb/VMS.
And, for the first time, it demonstrated
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DEMAX DLB TUNES VAXES 1,000,000 TIMES

ADAY AND SAVES MY SANITY MRY HOUR.

It's no wonder that DEMAX's Dynamic
Load Balancer (DLB) is the number one
VAX tuner worldwide, tuning VAXes
more than a million times a day.
Before DLB, I used to spend more time
manually tuning my VAX for varying system demands, than I spent really managing
systems.
You know the kind of situation, you've
got lots of users running lots of small
applications, a few users running a few big
applications, and then everybody running
everything.
And all the time I'd be going crazy, continually trying to balance the system load.
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Then I discovered DEMAX's (DLB)
system and my life hasn't been the same
since. DLB checks on the performance of
each of my VAXes about a thousand times
a day, keeping them balanced and tuned.
It works without supervision and continually monitors system performance
parameters; picking up on processes that
cause bottlenecks, then balancing the
system to handle more processes simultaneously and to significantly speed
throughput.
And because DLB is covered by the
DEMAX Pledge, they won't require
changes to VMS to run, they stick t

DEC standards and if I have any questions
I just call their customer support center
and talk to experienced system managers.
Maybe that's why more than 1000 DEC
system managers count on DLB to safely
tune their VAXes over a million times a day.
To find out how DEMAX can help you,
simply call, 1-800-283-3629 and request a
free trial.

_____ ....,

1.1m11u~
System Software Solutions.
Dynamk: Load Balancer, DLB, DEMAX and DEMAX software are all trademarks
of OEMAX Software. OLB was developed by Touch Techn<Mogies,
Inc., of San Diego. VAX and VMS are trademarks of
Digital Equipment Corporation.

Ingres/Simplify, a windows-based user
interface, running on a Sun 360 highperformance graphics terminal.

On The Worldwide Scene
Among new products from non-U.S.
companies at the show, Migration Tech-

... the exhibition
is Europe's
premier showcase
for Digital. ..

NllOO PLUS
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4 Mbytes DRAM
8 KBytes Cache
Hardware Floating Point
Memory Management

2 Mbytes DRAM
Memory Management
Serial Line Unit
Universal Boot ROM

J-11* POWER FOR OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE
FITS ALL EXISTING PDP 11/04/24/34s
NO BACKPLANE CHANGE
FOR SPECIAL PRICING ON NllOO, CALL OLIVIA AT
(800) 233-1837 IN CALIFORNIA (714) 261-8811

NISSHO

nology launched CGEN-TB, a software
tool that automatically translates BASIC
and MAI BASIC into C. A similar tool,
CGEN-BP, translates DEC BASIC PLUS
and DEC BASIC PLUS II into C. Paul
Beesley, Migration's sales and marketing
manager, says the need for better translators follows a strong trend toward open
systems.
Bradly Associates announced Ginograf
and Ginosurf, new versions of the GinoF graphics package designed to run on
DECwindows under VMS or ULTRIX.
The company says the new versions
bring to VAXstation users the features and
benefits of a grapl1ics package using the
X Window System.
European Network Engineering
showed its Pathway product range from
the Wollongong Group for the first time
in Europe. Pathway integrates departmental PC LANs and Apple Computer's
AppleTalk networks with systems on a
corporate TCP/IP backbone network.
Hawke Systems demonstrated for the first
time the ULTRIX version of Autodesk's
AutoCAD running on the RISC-based
DECstation 3100.
THE DEC USER SHOW is changing venue
for 1990. The show will take place at
London's Olympia, a more central location.
ARTI CLE INTEREST QUOTIENT
Circle On Reader Card
High 539 Medium 540 Low 541

ELECTRONICS

17320 Red Hill Avenue, Suite 200, Irvine, California 92714 ·FAX (714) 261-8819, TIX 181-308
'UNIBUS and '}II are regisoered lndemarl<s of DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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The NewWyse WY-185.
ItS whatyqu wanted from DEC.

Our new WY-185 is fully compatible
with DEC's VT320. But it also gives
you everything that you wanted in
the VT320-and didn't get.
For example, we give you a
15 x 12 character cell for full VT320
compatibility. But Wyse also has a
second mode, a 10 x 20 cell, which
they don't. Amazingly, that gives the
WY-185 from Wyse better resolution
and better soft font compatibility with
DEC's VT220 than their own VT320.
More examples? Our flicker-free,

borderless screen results from an 85 Hz
The new Wyse WY-185. It has the
refresh rate and overscanning (vs. only
features, performance and price you've
60 Hz and no overscanning). Our 15
always wanted from DEC. And have
function keys can be programmed from always got from Wyse. Instead. For
the keyboard. Theirs can't be. And
complete specifications, please call.
our keyboard has the comfortable touch
1800 GETWYSE
Wyse is known for.
•
•
Of course you also get advanced
(1-800-438-9973)
design and ergonomics-plus a lower
price. In short, all the things that
have made Wyse both the leader in
DEC compatibles and the number one
independent terminal maker.
I

WYSE

WYSE is a registered trademark and WY-185 is a trademark of Wyse Technology. DEC, VT220, and VT320 are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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OUSTING ACKUP
Micro Technology's MA-24 Combines The Raw
Storage Capacity Of Bmm Drives With The Availability
And Performance Of An HSC .

•••••••••
Eight-millimeter helical-scan
tape drives are one of the best
things to happen to system
managers since AUTOGEN.
Micro Technology (MT) has
created an excellent backup
system, the MA-24, by combining the raw storage capacity of 8mm drives with the
availability and performance of
a Hierarchical Storage Controller (HSC).
Eight-millimeter helical-scan tape
drives currently are made only by
Exabyte, but you can buy the drives integrated with controllers from a large
number of peripherals manufacturers .
Because Exabyte makes all the transports,
there's little difference among OEM products in terms of raw drive characteristics
such as rewind speed, drive reliability and
maximum read/write rate.
However, there can be significant differences among manufacturers in many
other important ways. These include
controller characteristics, such as performance and reliability, instrumentation,
and how the tape subsystem (controller

plus drive or transport) connects to the
computer.
MT's drive distinguishes itself in the
way the subsystem connects to the computer. The MA-24 connects via the HSC.
The HSC, in turn, connects to the Computer Interconnect (CI), which makes
the MA-24 available to every machine in
the VAXcluster. The MA-24 appears like
a DEC TA79 (a big, expensive , powereating 6,250-bpi 125-ips tape drive) to the
HSC and VMS software.
The MA-24 we tested had two drives.
To the HSC, it looked like a TA79-AF
(formatter plus transport) with an extra
slave transport TA79-AF. A single control-
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------------------lli;Jm~lillil!i=ll-----------------ler card in the MA-24 box performs the
protocol conversion between the STI interface on the HSC and the SCSI bus that's
used by the helical- scan tap e drives. MT
supplied the STI cable as part of the subsystem. T h e MA-24 uses j ust one of the
four slots on the HSC5X tape interface
card in the HSC . If you need more
drives, you can add more slaves to the
controller and STI port or use more STI
ports and add another controller with
one to four drives.
Unless your nightly backups total
more than 8 GB, you'll probably prefer
to get two controllers, each with two
drives. This configuration has the advantage of avoiding a single point of failure
in the controller at minimal additional
cost. It also can be upgraded easily by
adding one or two additional drives to
each controller.
W e observed some apparent interferences between certain operations on the
two drives. That is, some operations
seemed to take much longer on one
drive if the other drive was busy. These
interferences may m ean that in some circumstances drives on separate controllers
may have better performance than drives
on the same controller and HSC port.
However, we weren't always able to
repeat the interferences, and we weren' t
able to tell whether the problem was on
the controller, SCSI bus or HSC5X card,
in the HSC logic or even the VMS device

• drivers. If you're
hoping to use
these drives for
many overlapped
Operation Completed
Time (min:sec, approx.)
operations , you
BACKUP command issued
0:00
may want to perLoad and mount completes
1:30
form simple timWriting finishes on saveset header,
ing comparisons
header is verified by BACKUP
3:10
3:50
First file written
between standaSOOK blocks (300 MB) written
30:00
lone and overDISMOUNT/NOUNLOAD completes and
lapped operations
tape is remounted
31:50
to make sure that
a quirk of your
Typical BACKUP sequence on the Micro Technology MA-24.
procedures isn' t
causing y ou to
neer must have previously installed the
lose throughput or capacity.
The MA-24 features a small LED on
HSC5X tape interface card.) The MA-24
the controller panel that tells you the
pow er cable plugs into a standard 120V
state of each drive. An LCD display panel
or 240V circuit (the y n eed diffe rent
tells you if each drive is reading, writpower cords) . After powering up, the
ing, spacing forward or backward by file
HSC automatically recognizes the drive
or record, or writing a tape mark or data
and knows how m any slave drives are atsecurity erase pattern. Alternatively, you
tached.
can have the display indicate the drive
The MA-24 can be connected to two
error rate or tape remaining in megaHSCs simultaneously, and you can enable
bytes.
either the A port, the B port, or both.
Nominally, you'd enable both A and B
Ready For Backup
and let the HSCs negotiate for access to
Installation of the MA-24 was trivial. The
the drive, w hich w orks nicely. Connecdrive housing can be mounted in a stantion to two HSCs eliminates the HSC as
dard 19-inch rack or set on top of a cabia single point of failure .
net. The STI cable is screwed onto the
To shake down the drives, I first did
back of the HSC without powering anya series of large BACKUP commands.
thing down, and the other end connects
I used a large block size (32,768 bytes)
to the MA-24. (your field service engiand the maximum number of buff-

figure.

Chronology Of A Backup
When you first sit down and use a Micro Technology (MT) MA-24
connected to an HSC, you're likely to expect a speedy response to a
heavy foot on the accelerator. I did, and I nearly put my foot through
the floor trying to get the device to go. I kept checking to see ifI had
put the drive online and if I had hit RETURN for the BACKUP
command.
The drive was working fine. In fact, now that I understand it, I
wouldn't have it work any other way. I'm used to the load and mount
characteristics of a nine-track tape drive or even a TK50. But the
design principles of an 8mm tape subsystem are completely different
from those of a nine-track.
Instead of using powerful motors to load, mount and position the
tape quickly, much smaller and much less expensive transport
mechanisms are used. But the 8mm drive makes up for the slower tape
transport, because its vastly greater media capacity allows for fewer
than one-tenth the number of mount/rewind/dismount operations.
The Figure shows a typical BACKUP sequence on the MA-24
tested on an HSC. It takes 1 1/2 minutes to mount the tape. Because
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of the way BACKUP writes the saveset prologue and the HSC
processes backspace operations, it takes a similar amount of time to
write initial saveset information. Nearly four minutes elapse before the
first block of a file is written to the tape. In contrast, most nine-track
drives complete the same operations in 15 to 30 seconds.
But from that point, the tape is written at a continuous rate of 14
MB per minute, completing our 300-MB test (on files with a typical
distribution of extent sizes) in about 30 minutes. The rewind time of
the drive is quite respectable, with a rewind and remount (no unload
done) in well under two minutes. And we've used well under 20
percent of a single cassette, whereas a 6,250-bpi nine-track drive
would be on its third 2,400-foot reel.
It doesn't matter so much that the drive is slow to mount and
initialize the backup prologue. What matters is that the total operation
goes along at a 14-MB-per-minute pace and that the whole thing can
run unattended for more than 2 GB of storage in under two hours of
operation. Ifyou sequence drives (two to four drives) in the BACKUP
command, you can get up to four times the storage and running time,
all unattended.
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"110 Plus is a powerful weapon in our fight to improve system effi ciency. 110 Plus is
the first product to cut to the heart of cluster performance issues by showing file Lock
activity for each node against individual files across the cluster."
- Hugh Lovell
VAX Site Manager

PACT EL

1/0 Plus utilizes menus, graphs and reports
to provide VMS System Managers and MIS
Directors with critical information previously
unavailable on VAXNMS Systems.
1/0 Plus monitors all of your 1/0 operations,
pinpoints " hot files" that rob your system
of valuable CPU cycles, analyzes VAX cluster
"lock mastering" activity, suggests files to
be data cached, and more.
1/0 Plus quickly generates the reports you
need to help make your system run more
efficiently.
You will find 1/0 Plus' reports and graphs
invaluable for capacity planning.

With 1/0 Plus, for the first time you will
know WHY your cluster got slower when
you added another CPU. You will know
which fi~es have the highest 1/0 counts
(reads and writes), and which ones need
to be data cached , converted, compressed,
or moved to faster disk devices.
1/0 Plus is easy to install, and requires no
SYSGEN changes or rebooting.
For immediate shipment of 1/0 Plus, call
or fax purchase order information today.
All orders are shipped via Federal Express
and come complete with media and
extensive documentation.

9990 Mesa Rim Road, Suite 220
San Diego, California 92121 U.S.A.
(800) 525-2527. (619) 455-7404
FAX 16191455-7413

_____________________,lll;t.Milllil!i:ll-----------------ers under VMS V5.1. (V5.0 and later of
VMS BACKUP chooses the correct number for you automatically.) I played with
using both /CRC and /NOCRC on the
backups. If you use one of these drives
for off-hours backup , I recommend
/CRC. You probably have the spare CPU
cycles, and it may one day save you from
losing data.
I also tried the drives with the HSC
backup utility. This utility can produce
a physical backup without any CPU overhead on your VAX. Together with the
MA-24, this is an ideal way to make
backups of, say, shadow set members
removed gracefully from the shadow set
or of any quiet disk. We used the HSC
backup with 16K blocks and were able to
keep the tape drive streaming without a
problem. However, using VMS BACKUP
for the same operation (/PHYSICAL/
BLOCK=16384) , it took about one-third
longer, and we used about one-third
more tape.
Because the physical backup has no
information about the file system, you
can't restore just a single file from the
backup produced. You must restore the
entire disk. But for disaster protection,
the performance and reliability of HSC

MA-24
PLATFORMS: HSC cluster ~ftwarc under
VMS or ULTRIX
PRICE: $30,000 approx.

MICRO TECHNOLOGY
HEADQUARTERS:
5065 E. Hunter Ave.
Anaheim, CA 92807
(714) 970-0300

PRODUCT LINE: Network management
and analysis products for single and multisegment environments; online and archival disk
and tape storage systems for VAX/VMS and
VAX/ULTRIX
FOUNDED:

1979

OWNERSHIP: Private
BRANCHES: 13 U.S., seven international
C111CU 111 01 RE-.i CMD
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Smm Tape Tale
Like many VAx.cluster installations, we spent a significant amount of time feeding tapes to
BACKUP running on a nine-track tape drive. A 3,200-foot computer tape recorded at
6,250-bpi stores about 250 MB, at best. Our VAx.cluster required many tapes and tape
changes to do an image or physical BACKUP.
An image BACKUP of our disk farm previously took about 16 tapes recording at 6,250
bpi. Although our cluster is used by plant staff24 hours per day seven days per week, the
data center is only staffed during normal working hours. Consequently, backups have to
be done online during that time.
Our cluster consists of a VAX 6000 Model 330 and two VAX 1117 50s. The nine-track
tape drive was connected to the UNIBUS of one 11 /750, a VMS-only machine that's only
licensed for VMS and DECnet. This machine is used strictly for system maintenance and
running backups. However, this configuration didn't allow us to use the faster VAX 6000
Model 330 for backups, nor did it provide any access to the tape drive in case the 11/750
went down.
As the only process running on the 11/750, a complete image backup normally took
about two days. Image backups are done at midmonth and at the end of the month.
Incremental backups are done daily between images. With the image backup requiring
more than 16 tapes and two days and the incremental taking as many as six tapes, the tape
drive had to be monitored constantly so that new tapes could be loaded.
Special backups of an application database also are done on a weekly basis. This backup
quite often required computer operations staff to work overtime to change the tapes.
Staff time spent changing tapes, time needed to complete backups, and the fact that the
tape drive is available on only one cluster member led to the decision to evaluate highdensity backup devices. HSC-based Bmm drives appeared to be a solution for providing the
unattended backup needed for our VAXcluster. We choose a Micro Technology
(MT) MA-24 with two tape drives. Each tape drive can store up to 2.3 GB of data on an
Bmm cassette.
Because the unit is HSC-based, it can do an image backup from a VAX using VMS or
a physical backup directly from an HSC without using a VAX. We also can use our idle
VAX 6000 Model 330 at night to run the backup, which improves tape utilization. We can
run unattended image backup of all of our disks at night as a batch job using the two-drive
configuration. This type of operation would have been impossible with a standard ninetrack computer tape unit. -Robert B. ]"'in is manager of information and control systems for the
City of Los Angeles Bureau of Sanitation.

backup may be of interest.
We also used the MA-24 with a number of DCL tape operations, including
SET MAGTAPE and DIRECTORY. Directory operations proceed very rapidly
on the MA-24, because the Exabyte drive
has a fast file search capability that's used
during these operations. Operations such
as SET FILE/SKIP work quickly, too. So
if you have multiple backup savesets on
a tape and know which you want to
process, BACKUP can locate it within a
few minutes.
Interestingly, MT indicates that the
HSC gets in the way for some operations.
For example, the HSC has a feature that
converts a "space to next file" command
into a series of "space record" commands. Because the Exabyte drive processes space record commands at the relatively slow read rate, this feature gets in
the way. The MA-24 will run slower for

this operation than MT's 8mm drives
connected to a Q-bus or UNIBUS controller.
I WOULD HAVE PREFERRED a little more
documentation. The installation and
hardware information was adequate, but
MT probably should spend time telling
system managers more about how to use
the drive. There's little information in
the documentation about which operations will work well or not-so-well on
the MA-24. For example, the documentation could describe the buffering operations in the controller and the drive
(512 KB and 256 KB respectively) and the
effect of running out of data on the
write operation.
By combining 8mm storage capacity
with the advantages of an HSC, the
MA-24 should provide system managers
with needed backup relief
•
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Xyplex's MAXserver 1500 And 1800 Provide
LAT And TCP/IP Flexibility.

Managing Your
Protocol Mix

We had one of each on our network.

Terminal Server Traits
The MAXservers are LAT-compatible
with DECserver 200s. Internet support

The 1500 and 1800 are identical units,
with one exception. The 1800 has a
3 1/2-inch disk drive that you can use
to. load Xyplex's TCP/IP software rather
than having the 1800 boot from a
parameter server on the network. T he
1500 lacks the drive but can load the
software and boot from an 1800, elirni-
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Rgally,A4GLThatCanThrive
InAnyChrporate illture.
Regardless of the corporate environment, regardless of the application, regardless of the hardware you' re working
on, there's one 4GL that always delivers
fruitful results.

A4GL that's used in fields as diverse
as manufacturing, .health care, and bond
trading. That topped the Datapro ratings
of 4GLs two years running (see chart).
And one that lets you easily produce reDATAPRO COMPARATIVE USER SATISFACTION RATINGS '
ports, perform queries, and paint screens.
What's more, PROGRESS comes
with automatic crash recovery and ANSIstandard SQL. And because you write
everything in our 4GL, you're guaranteed
portability across VAX/VMS, MS-DOS,
UNIX, CTOS/BTOS, and networks.
PROGRESS, truly adaptable 4GL/
So call to test-drive a complete evaluaRDBMS software that organizations like tion copy of PROGRESS, and ask about
The Dannon Company, Sherwin-Williams, our Demonstration Video.
It's one 4GL that will suit everyone's
and Marriott Corporation rely on to perform miracles every day.
taste.

l-800-FAST-4GL
In Massachusetts, (617) Z75-4500

-

© 1989. Progress Software Corporation, 5 Oak Park. Bedford, ~1A 017.ll. PROGRESS is a registered trademark of Progress Software Corix>ratioo.
'Compiled from the most recent Datapro 70 Reports on Soft•~re. VAX/VMS. MS-DOS. UNIX. and CTOSIBTOS are trademarks of the~ respectil'e manufacturer.;.
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nating the need to have the software
installed on a computer host.
Each unit is rack-mountable and
compact at 1.75 inches high x 19 inches
wide x 11. 7 inches deep. Each features
16 ports capable of baud rates from 75
bps to 38.4 Kbps. Every port has full
modem control. RJ-45 connectors are
required to cable devices to the units.
Xyplex recommends using eight-line RJ45 connectors. Using six-line connectors
could damage the server's ports and
prevent you from using RJ-45 connectors
in the future.
ThickW ire and ThinWire Ethernet
connectors are supplied. The correct
connector is selected automatically when
network activity is sensed by the server.
Individual front-panel LEDs are used
to indicate that the server is running,
network activity is detected and a
console session is in progress. Lights for
each port indicate wheth er or not a
connection is established. A small hole
provides access, to a server reset switch.

Operation
A self-test is performed upon power-up.
T h e port lights are used to indicate
error codes. The reset switch can be used
to rerun the self-test and reinitialize the

MAXlerver 1500 and 1 •
PRICE: MAXserver 1500 COits $3,795,
MAXterver 1800 COits $4,395. Xyplex

LAT-TCP/IP is included. A LAT-only
MAXserver 1100 . available for $3,395

Pl.ATFUIWS. DEC LAT and TCP/IP
emriroameoU

XYPLEX INC.
HEADQUM'l'Elll:
330 Coclman Hill Rd.
Bo.xborougb. MA 01719
(508) 264-9900

PROIJUCI' Lm: Communications serven and
soiiwale

FGUmED: 1981
llRAllCHD:

14 U .S. sales and support offices;
15 domacic and 8 intemacional dimibuton
C111CLE4ll• IBllEll CM1D
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Fig11re.
Welcome to the Xyplex Configuration Menu.
XYPLEX MAXserver 1500 Sixteen Port Terminal Server
Configuration/Maintenance Menu
1. Display configuration
2. Modify load and dump settings
3. Initialize server and port parameters
4. Modify network selection
5. Perform extended mode testing
6. Revert to stored configuration
7. Exit saving configuration changes
8. Exit without saving configuration changes
Enter menu selection [8]:
The MAXserver 1500's configuration menu can be used to change basic server settings in
addition to the normal SET/DEFINE commands available after logging into the server.
server.
The reset switch also is used to place
you in configuration mode. In configuration mode , you can determine the
server's image loading method, initial
port and server parameters and network
connector selection method (see Figure).
Image loading takes between one
and two minutes. Xyplex LAT-TCP/IP
software can reside on a VAX host. It
also can be loaded directly from a floppy
disk if you have a MAXserver 1800.
After booting, MAXservers behave like
DECservers. Xyplex commands used to
configure the server and its ports should
be familiar to you if you've ever used
DECservers. Differences are noted in a
two-page appendix.
Commands also are provided for
TCP/IP support. TELNET port commands include those to set up special
keys such as the attention and interrupt
characters, commands to define preferred
services and commands to control port
behavior such as buffering.
The last five commands are stored in
a history buffer and can be recalled. For
security purposes, commands containing
usernames and passwords aren't retained.
Setting up the MAXserver for LAT

operations requires the same procedures
as those used for DECservers. DSVCONFIG can be used to add the server to your
host node's database. You also can use a
series ofNCP SET/DEFINE commands.
Setting up the server for TCP/IP
operations involves setting the server's
internet address and subnet mask.
Domain name server support is included.
You can specify the server's domain
name, domain suffix and the addresses of
the primary and secondary domain name
servers on your network.
DOCUMENTATION

IS

EXTENSIVE.

Detailed explanation of server commands
and setup requirements as well as a quick
reference guide are included.
The MAXserver 1500 and 1800 provide
the best of both protocol worlds. Their
space-saving design lets you install them
anywhere your Ethernet runs. The
disk-loading feature of the 1800 is particularly noteworthy . No longer do you
need a VAX host to downline-load
terminal server software.
The features and flexibility of
Xyplex's new terminal servers make
them an attractive choice for those in
a mixed TCP /IP-LAT environment.
•
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Want to
expand your
VAX3100
memory without
scrapping your
original board?

Plug
into
Dataram.

To expand your VAX 3100 memory, you often have to do two things: spend a lot of money
and scrap your original memory board.
Then there's the Dataram solution. One we think you'll like more.
Dataram lets you choose from four different memories: 8MB, 12MB, 16MB, and the unique 24MB
version. Using your original DEC memory board, you can build to the configuration of your choice.
What's more, you'll find that Dataram generally offers the lowest priced memory available.
Providing great memory values and protecting your original investment are just two of the
reasons why Dataram should be your memory company.

A Complete Line of 100°/o DEC-Compatible Memory Products.
For over 22 years, Dataram has developed the highest quality memory products in the industry.
Today, we offer a full line of memory for DEC's VAX, MicroVAX/VAXstation II, 2000, 3XOO, 3100,
DECstation , DECsystem, UNIBUS , and Q-Bus.
And when you buy from Dataram, you enjoy the reassurance of our Lifetime Guarantee
and Express Spares Program.

DATARAM
For today's best memory values, call toll-free.

1-800-822-0071
(In NJ, call 1-609-799-0071)
DEC. VAX. Mic roVAX. DECsta tion . VAXs ta lion. U IB US . a nd Q -BUS a rc t rad ema rk s of Digita l Equ ipme nt Corpora tion .
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Sophisticated
Spreadsheet

Microsystems
Engineering's
Mass-11
Spreadsheet Is
Easy To Learn
And Extensive
Enough To Grow
With You.

Debug Indicator
Extended Cursor Movement Indicator
Active Lens lndiqtor
Current Cell Indicator

• •• 1
[#1] 1032681->123.s..-:----current Cell Definttion.--INDICATOR LINE
If you're a DEC
I + - - - Cursor
~
OATA/MENU LINE
user accustomed
[PF1][?] for Help,[/] for Main Menu ~
STATUS LINE
[demo]
[9:00 AM]
to Mass- 11 word
processing, you
may want to
Time
consider Mass- 11
Spreadsheet from Microsystems
• : Lens Indicator
Engineering Corporation (MEC).
Mass-11 Spreadsheet can be run
: : ; .___ Row Border
,o I
from Mass Office or standalone.
• • ,..._.,. Row Numbers
We tested Mass- 11 Spread•' ........-sheet V9 .0 on LABDOG::, the
"
"
Lab's MicroVAX II. Installation is
"".
done by restoring the necessary
",•:
files using VMS BACKUP. You
'"
must assign one system logical,
WPSDIR:, to point to the directory where the Spreadsheet image
will be. We don't b.ave Mass Of- Figure 1: Mass-11 Spreadsheet's worksheet showing the Control Panel .
fice on LABDOG::; so we installed
it standalone.
you'll go directly to the worksheet, byMass..:11 Spreadsheet runs either by
passing the opening screen.
taking the Spreadsheet option from the
Extensive information is displayed in
Mass Office main menu or, if standalone,
three lines above the grid: the Indicator
typing a symbol that your system manLine, Data/Menu Line and Status Line,
ager has set up. We typed MllSS, which
collectively called the Control Panel (see
brought up the Mass-11 Spreadsheet
Figure 1). Upon starting Spreadsheet,
opening screen. Typing RETURN opens
you're in READY mode, which means
a worksheet grid with 20 rows and nine
that the program is ready for input to the
columns, A through I. If you've used
current worksheet. Typing I will put you
Mass-11 Spreadsheet earlier in the day,
in Menu mode, and the Data/Menu and
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Our New SDA900

DEC Storage Arrays:
More Capacity. Less Complexity.
Emulex introduces more
room for reliable storage, and
less room for worry! Our new
SDA900 Series Subsystems
feature the first third-party
drives to integrate DEC's
Standard Disk Interface
right into the drives.
By eliminating the
external protocol converter,
the drives are completely
self-contained. Result:
More gigabytes per square
foot than RA-series drives,
plus lower costs and faster
access times.
With fewer boards and
connection components to
contend with , the SDA900
is more reliable as well. The
pre-formatted drives are
easily installed and the new
intelligent control panels
include diagnostic, operational and security modes.
Emulex 's advanced
SDA900 Subsystems are

available in 4-drive, 12-drive
and 18-drive configurations,
with formatted storage over
17GBytes. For information ,

call Emulex toll free.
It's one call to one company
to handle multiple
product needs.
tdaP>t:NJ1'J.
Sl!D/!Huta~.

Emulex Corpora1ion, 3545 Harbor Blvd., Costa Mesa. CA 92626. (800) EMULEX-3 or (7 14) 662-5600 in California
Norlh American Offices: Anaheim. CA(714) 385-1685: Dublin. CA (415) 829-1170: Roswell. GA (404) 587-3610: Burling1on. MA (617) 229-8880:
SI. Louis, M0 (3 14) 569-7792: Saddle Brook. NJ (20 1) 368-9400: ReSlon. VA (703) 264-0670: Schaumburg. IL (312)605-0888: Canada (416) 673-1211
ln1erna1iona l Offices: Wokingham (44) 734-772929: Munich (49) 89-3608020: Norih Sydney (61) 2-957-1669: Paris (33) 134-65-9191
National Dislributors: Hami lton/Avnet Computer (800) 426-7999; Pioneer Technologies Group (800) 227-1693:
Wyle Laboratories Electronics Marketing Group (800) BUY WYLE
DEC is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corp.
1989 Emulcx Corporal ion

=
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-------------------1i-l;un,1101rm·•-------------------Status lines are replaced by the choices
in the top-level menu.
Lotus 1-2-3 users will find the interface familiar. Lotus data, graphs and macros can be imported. "Live links" to
Mass-11 WP are provided, allowing
merging of Spreadsheet data into WP
documents. Mass-11 Spreadsheet can also
import data from Access Technology's
20120 and Ashton-Tate's dBase Ill.
The product features a tree-structured
command set (see Figure 2). You can
access commands by progressing from a
main menu or a series of submenus by
moving the cursor to the desired item.
Alternatively, you can select commands
directly by typing the menu mode character (/) followed by the first letters of
the commands or submenus down the
tree. For example, /WS ta~es you to the
main menu, selects the Worksheet submenu and turns on the Status line.
Context-sensitive help is available for
any item in any menu. Help also is available when entering or editing data. Help
is accessed by typing PF1-? and exited
with PF4. For VT200- and VT300-series
terminals, the key alternatively labeled
F15 or Help also invokes Help.
The worksheet on your screen is a
window, or lens, into a portion of the
available worksheet area. Mass-11
Spreadsheet's worksheet area is 256 columns (labeled A through IV) by 32,700
rows, which totals 8,371,200 cells. The
Primary Lens (#1) is always open. You
can open up to eight lenses on the screen
at once. This lets you display data and
graphs simultaneously on the screen. You
also can Zoom in on a specified lens to
examine it full-screen while the other
lens is still "underneath" it.

Formula For Success
Formulas are entered by inserting the +
character before the cell references in the
formula. For example, entering +Al +Bl
in a cell causes the result of that operation to be placed in that cell. Note that
the addresses are relative. With the /C
(Copy) command, Mass-11 Spreadsheet
copies the formula to a different cell but
adjusts the column and/or row references
to correct for the new location. This

88

@FUNCTION_NAME (Argl, Arg2, ... ).
makes it easy to copy an address across a
row or column and still produce the deThe product supports numerous forsired results. You can specify that the admatting commands to alter the appeardresses are absolute. Mass-11 Spreadsheet
ance of the worksheet. Column width
won't recalculate a new reference if you
can be set from one to 64; the system
/M (Move) or IC (Copy) the formula. In
default is nine . The width can be set
the above example, you'd enter
on the fly with /WCS (Worksheet
Column Setwidth) or Globally with
+SAS1+SBS1.
If you want to fill a cell with a char/WGC, which sets the default column
width for the entire worksheet.
acter, for example, an underscore ( _ )
The data can be displayed in differto create a line, enter \ in READY mode.
ent numerical formats, including Fixed,
This puts Mass-11 Spreadsheet into
Scientific, Currency, General, Comma,
DRAW mode and fills the cell with
whatever character you enter. What's
+!-, Percent Date-time, Text and Hidden. The /R (Range) menu changes the
attractive about this is that if you have a
line drawn in a cell and subsequently
format for a range of cells as specified by
the user. For example, /RFG sets specichange the cell size, the line will expand
fied cells to General format. To change
or contract to the new size.
the default for the entire worksheet, the
The worksheet can be set to recalcucommand is /WGFG (Worksheet Global
late manually or automatically as changes
Format General). Figure 2 presents a picare made. You also can specify the recalc mode to be either Natural, Rowture of how this ties together.
wise or Column-wise. Natural recalculate is based on the most significant forPrint It
mula cell - the cell on which most
To set up Mass-11 Spreadsheet to print
other formulas in the worksheet are
from the menu, run the M11SYS .EXE
based. For example, to set the worksheet
program included in the package. Workto Manual Natural mode, the command
ing with the M 11 PRINTR.DAT file and
is /WGRMN (Worksheet Global Recalc
Manual Natural).
II ,. ('
To perform the
recalculation, type
Copy Move Jump Lens Prmt file Data Graph System Quit
PF3. If you choose I
WGRAN, a recalcuErase
Status
Refresh
lation will be perNo Yes
formed automatically
as data is entered or
modified.
Zero
Col·width

Fi.'!.

2.

Functions
Mass-11 Spreadsheet
has more than 120
built-in functions.
Included are mathematical , statistical,
financial, trigonometric, logarithmic,
date and time functions. Database, logical, lookup and string
functions also are
provided. Functions
are in the format

Fixed Scientific Currency

,

General

+/-

Weekday

Vear
Short Long
HI 2·d 3-d 4-d S·d 6-d 7·d

B·d 9-d A·ys B·yl C·ms 0-ml E-ws F-wl G-<ld

Hm 2-tm 3-tm 4-tm 5·tm 6-tm 7-tm 8-tm !Hm A-tm Hour Mm Sec

Menu map for worksheet commands.
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"Our New DA01 Data Channel Card ...
...very, very fast transfer."
These days, everything has to move quickly.
We understand that. So our new DAOl Data
Channel Card moves your data at 3.0 MB/sec!
That's fast. Faster than DEC's own HSC
Channel Card. And it's a necessity for operating
the new, faster 3.0 MB/sec disk drives for
optimum performance levels. And of course, our
DAOl card runs with DEC RA-series drives.
Because the DAOl moves data faster,
your whole system moves faster. That means

more productivity. And with Emulex's proven
reliability, that means more value . . .for a lot
less money!
The DAOl card does it all. It supports up to
4 SDI drives, offers plug-compatibilitywith the
DEC channel card, and is completely transparent
to HSC software. So it's the perfect replacement
or expansion alternative.
Tu arrange for a test drive,
call (800) EMULEX-3.

Emulex Corporation, 3545 Harbor Blvd .. Costa Mesa, CA 92626, [800) EMULEX-3 or [714) 662-5600 in California
North American Offices: Anaheim, CA [714) 385-1685; Dublin, CA (415) 829-l170; Roswell, GA (404) 587-3610; Burlington, MA (617) 229-8880;
St. Louis, MO (314) 569-7792; Saddle Brook, NJ (201) 368-9400; Reston, VA (703) 264-0670; Schaumburg, IL [312) 605-0888; Canada (416) 673-1211
International Offices: Wokingham (44) 734-772929; Munich (49) 89-3608020; North Sydney [61) 2-957-1669; Paris [33) 134-65-9191
DEC is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. ©1989 Emulex Corporation
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------------------..l-j;tm~••Ul!!1=·•-------------------Next, you enter /GD (Graph
Define) . In this submenu, you'll
create choices for the CXR (Coordinate X-axis Range), ClR (CoorCIRCLE 114t Oii READER CARO CIRCLE 1141 Oii READER CARO
dinate 1st Y-axis Range) and TM
Adobe Systems Inc.
(Title Main).
Lotus Development Corp.
1585 Charleston Rd.
55 Gambrldge Pkwy.
A /GV will let you see the graph;
Gambridge, MA 02142
Mountain View,
V acts as a toggle from the graph
CA94039
(617) 5IT-8500
back to the worksheet. Changing
(415) 961-4400
CIRCLE 50 Oii Rf.ADER CARD
CIRClE 11421111 RUDER CARO
the graph type is as easy as going
back to the /GT menu and selecting whatever type you wish.
When you're satisfied with the results,
using the .PRD (printer description) file
for your printers, you can tell Mass-11
you can write the graph to a file
Spreadsheet what your print hardware is.
with /GDW (Graph Define Write).
This operation can be complex and is
best left to a system manger or, if you
Lenses And Graphics
already have Mass-11 , the person responMass-11 Spreadsheet can combine its
sible for setting it up. If you're already
windowing capabilities (lenses) with
up and running on Mass-11, you won't
graphics. It's difficult to go through all
need to run Ml lSYS again unless you're
the commands here. But, simply, you
changing your hardware configuration.
can issue /LC (Lens Create), enter a useOn the user level, you can set up Massful cell range at the Range prompt and,
11 Spreadsheet to print to a default
assuming you have a graph file saved, you
printer transparently by Printer-ID with
can /GDL (Graph Define Load) the file
and then /GV (View) the graph in the
desired print parameters. This is done by
window you've created.
entering the /P (Print) menu tree. /PDS
If you then /FU (File Update), the
(Print Define Setup) lets you set up your
worksheet will be saved with the second
default printer parameters and options. In
addition, Adobe PostScript support is
lens open and the graph displayed.
Other commands you'll use freprovided.
quently are /FR, which retrieves a workM ass-11 Spreadsheet has sophisticated,
sheet file, and /FS, which saves it to a
easy-to-use graphic capabilities. To view
a Spreadsheet graph on your terminal, it
name of your choice. To get out of
must be able to interpret ReGIS graphic
Mass-11 Spreadsheet, type /QY (Quit
commands and must be a VT200- or
Yes).
VT300-series or compatible terminal.
You can create macros in Mass-11
You also must issue the DCL command:
Spreadsheet. Usually, you enter macro
commands in cells in an unused portion
of your worksheet. You can enter any
$SET TERM/OEVICE-VT200/REGIS
valid Mass-11 Spreadsheet command
preceded by an apostrophe (') . If you
or:
want to enter a multiline macro, a tilde
$SET TERM/OEVICE-VT300/REGIS
(-) indicates a Return. The PF4 or
Spreadsheet escape key is entered as
before you run M ass-11 Spreadsheet.
{ESC}. Macros are named by preceding
the name with \. For example:
You can have this command line put in
your LOGIN.COM file to set this up
Macro \T
automatically.
' /GDLgraphname-1 ESC I l ESCJ l ESC I
To define a graph, you first must se'/GV!ESCJ IESCI
lect the graph type. /GTP (Graph Type
In this example, you create a macro
Pie) selects a pie chart. The other possicalled T. You load a graphic file called
bilities are Bar, Stack, Xy and Hi-Lographname, escape (PF4) three times to
Close (for stock tracking).

Access Technology Inc.
2 Natick Executive Park
Natick, MA 01760
(508) 655-9191

90

Ashton-Tate
20101 Hamilton Ave.
Torrance, CA 90509
(213) 329-8000

get back to the READY mode, and /V
(View) the graph in the current lens and
again escape back to READY.
To name a macro, type /RNC (Range
Name Create). At the Range Name?
prompt, enter macro_name \T. Now you
can run the macro by typing PFl-M followed by the macro name, in this case
T. Mass-11 Spreadsheet macros can be as
simple or complex as you need.
The document set includes a Reference
Manual, Pocket Reference Guide, and a
Getting Started book. Getting Started
teaches the basics of spreadsheets in general and Mass-11 Spreadsheet in particular. Everything you wanted to learn
about Spreadsheet but were afraid to ask
is in the Reference Manual. When you become proficient, the Pocket Reference
Guide should be all you need.
MASS-11 SPREADSHEET is a wellthought-out tool that's easy to learn and
extensive enough to grow with you. It
should be especially attractive to current
users of Mass-11. And it might bring
others into the Mass-11 family.
•

Mass-11 Spreadsheet
Version 9.0
PLATFORMS: Any VAX system running
VMS/MicroVMS V4.7 or later. ReGIS
graphics are required to display graphs
PRICES: From $5,175 for a MicroVAX to
$20,700 for a VAX 8xxx

MICROSYSTEMS
ENGINEERING CORP.
HEADQUARTERS:
2400 W. Hassell Rd., Ste. 400
Hoffinan Estates, IL 60195
(708) 882-0111

PRODUCT LINE: Office automation and
electronic publishing software for the VAX
and PC
FOUNDED:

1975

OWNERSHIP:

Private

BRANCHES: In the U.S., Europe and Australia
ClllClf 412 Oii REAllBI CARii
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Specify Sabre™disk drivesthe performance leader
by many other names.

Sabre'" Disk Drives
Many of today's advanced computer systems utilize Sabre disk drives
to maximize system performance. Now
VAX users can too. CAE, CAD, realtirne imaging, high-resolution graphics
and network file servers need a special
kind of disk drive.
Sabre disk drives feature a
15 ms average seek, 15% faster than
a DEC RA90. And two Sabre model
1123 drives offer 1730 MB of formatted
storage yet fit into the same space as
one RA90, providing you with 40%
more capacity in the same amount
of space.

All n·gistered and u nregislt.' rt'fl lmdC' mark s :m• tht• sole propt•rty of
tlU'ir rrspc•t·Ii\'l' , .~1 mpan it•s . The SeagatC' logo is ;t n•gistC'n •c l tr:ulemark
c1 f &;1~a tC' Tt•c· h111 > l o~.

l1w. ~ 1

I HSf.1,St·a~at e TN· h nolt1gy,

Int·.

Reliability you can count on.
DEC VAX systems have the
power to place enormous demands
on a disk drive subsystem. But, with
Sabre's advanced design, 24 hour-aday duty cycle and 50,000 hours-plus
MTBF, Sabre is built to accept the
challenge.
Thousands of DEC users have
experienced the benefits of Sabre
drives-you should too. To max the
performance of your VAX insist on
Sabre when adding disk storage.
You'll get improved performance,
superior reliability and greater capacity... at a very affordable price. For the
name of the Sabre subsystem supplier
nearest you, call (612) 931-8625.

c5S)' Seagate
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Beck Computer Systems' RMSEDT Can Access Any RMS File
E asily, R egardless Of File Organization O r R ecord Layout .

Access Made Easy
RMSEDT
Buffer
MYFILE.IND
File Organization?
Record Layout?

~ Write File Back to Disk

CHANNEL #MYFILE

MYFILE.IND

Read File into Buffer

RMSEDT lets you edit any RMS file in your buffer and writes the modified version back to disk.

How often have you needed to access an
RMS file quickly to correct or modify a
record without knowing th e structure or
characteristics of the file? RMSEDT from
Beck Computer Systems can help.
RMSEDT is an interactive tool that
can access any RMS file easily, regardless
of file organization or record layout. It's
an extensive utility that lets you do
everything DEC's RMS utilities do, including OPENING and CREATING RMS
files and creating .FDL files. There are
more than 55 qualifiers to the OPEN and
CREATE commands in RMSEDT. The

program's source code is composed of
6,000 blocks of VAX MACRO code. We
tested it on LABDOG::, the Lab's MicroVAX II.
Installation is by VMS INST AL and is
straightforward. We installed it under
our DUBl:[PRODUCTS) directory and
added the following line
to
SYSTARTUP.COM:
ASSIGN/SYSTEM
DUBl: (PRODUCTS. RHSEDT. V21C l
RHSEOT_I NI RHSEDT_JNI

You also should set up RMSEDT as a
foreign command by inserting the fol-
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Executive Software Introduces:

1/0 Ell'llESS'.
Automatic Data Caching for VAX/ VMS. Systems

"The Solution to 1/0 Bound Applications
and Improved Disk Access Speed"
"Experts have long recognized the potential of data caching to relieve
110 intensive applications and transfer some of the workload to unutilized
memory. 110 Express delivers this technology, so that it can be implemented
on any VAX™ by any VAX Manager. 110 Express relieves 110 bottlenecks
by utilizing existing memory. We are proud to add 110 Express to our list
of automated VAX Management software products."
Craig Jensen
CEO Executive Software

Ir you're serious about improving
Disk 1/0 throughput and handling
1/0 bottlenecks, then you need to
find out about 110 Express!
110 Express is unique because it is selfmonitoring, dynamic, application-independent and fully functional on all VAX/ VMS
configurations, including clusters! Performance gains using 110 Express are too
good to be believed. You have to see it for
yourself.

Some Features of 110 Express
Include:
• Automatic and Easy to Use
• Low Overhead
• Dynamic Memory Allocation and
Release
• Safe Write-Through Technology
Ensures Data Integrity
• Cluster Compatible - Cache
Global and Local Disk Drives
• Fantastic Performance Gains
What Is Data Caching?
Utilizing available memory, 110 Express
stores actively accessed data blocks so that
subsequent requests for the same blocks may
be satisfied from memory, instead of from
disk. The generic term for this is "data
caching."

The Potential for Data Caching
on the VAX
Reading from cache memory typically
takes about 2 ms (milliseconds). The effectiveness of data caching depends on the 110
traffic, and the number of disk 1/0 requests
fulfilled from the cache. This is direct savings in 110 time.

Reducing the Bottleneck
By eliminating disk I/ Os the average 1/0
Queue is reduced. All disk I/Os will be fulfilled that much faster. Total disk 110
throughput can improve several times.
Hit rates of 503 or more are not unusual.
Several sites have had over a 903 hit rate.
The potential can range up to 6003
improvement or more in overall disk
performance.

Who Can Benefit from
110 Express?
Any disk intensive or 1/ 0 bound system
where some memory is available some of
the time for caching can benefit from

110 Express.
Some applications likely to benefit the
most from data caching include: Database
applications including those written in
OracleT~ INGREST~ RdbT~ and other
RDBMS, ISAM file applications, CAD/
CAM, OLTP, All-In-OneT~ many financial
and commercial applications, and much
more. 1/ 0 bound systems can make very
dramatic gains.

Copyright O 1990 Executive Software. All Rights Rcserved. / / 0 Expre!ss is a trademark of Executive Software. VAX . VAX/VMS, Rdb and All-In-Ont are
trademarks or Digilal Equipment Corporation. IN GRES is a trademark of Ingres Corporation. <>nae" is a trademark of Oracle Corporation.
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How Much Disk 1/0 Throughput
and Performance Increase Is
Possible?
Some sites have had the following
results:
• System throughput increase
from 25 I/Os/second to 180
I/Os/second.
• ADA compiles decreased from
1 hour to 15 minutes.
• Data reduction batch job
decreased from 41h hours to
2 hours.
• Data compilation batch job
decreased from 12 hours to
3 hours.
• Average disk 1/0 access time
dropped to under 5 ms.
Find out the potential by testing it
on your VAX.

Take the 1/0 Challenge!
Determine exactly how many
Disk I/Os will be eliminated by
110 Express on your VAX!

FREE 110 Express
30-Day Trial Offer with
Data Cache Analysis Utility

Call Today!!!

l ~I

2219 Broadview
Glendale, California 91208

1-800-VAX-HELP
ext. 2327
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RMS*EDT : SDUBl: [PRODUCTS. RtlSEDT. Y21C]
RMSEDT .EXE

The package we received, V2.1C, includes example files with which you can
practice while mastering this comprehensive program. To get the most from
RMSEDT, you should understand RMS
concepts and the related utilities
ANALYZE/RMS_File, CONVERT and
CONVERT /RECLAIM. It helps if you
have a general conception of the three
basic file organizations: Indexed, Sequential and Relative. A good place to start
is the VMS documentation, specifically
the Guide to VAX/VMS File Applications.
Don't be afraid you'll harm anything,
because RMSEDT defaults to a
I ACCESS=READ when you OPEN a file.
RMSEDT syntax is like that of DCL,
which helps you get started quickly.
RMSEDT runs on any VAX with VMS
or Micro VMS V4.4 or later. If you have
VS .O or later, type TUTORIAL and you'll
be led through a DEC-like computerbased instruction session. Because we
have VS.2 on LABDOG::, I tried it and
found it complete and well-organized. If
you'd rather type the commands yourself, try the first and second Tours in the
User's Guide.

How Do You Want It?
RMSEDT performs useful work immediately. It adapts to your needs and performs complex functions. It isn't for repetitive tasks that need to be performed
often each day. Use a conventional programming language for those.
According to Executive Vice President Gary Beck, RMSEDT originally was
designed as an in-house tool. Beck says
that there are many ways to do the same
thing in the program. This is by design,
so you can find the method most consistent with the way you work. We can't
touch on everything here but will conduct a "tour" of important features.
To start RMSEDT, type RMS at the S
prompt. You'll get the Rmsedt> prompt.
To do anything with a file, you first must
open it. I used one of the files supplied
with the program, BOOKS.IND, an in-
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BOOK_T_TITLE
BOOK_T_AUTHOR
BOOK_T_SUBJECT
BOOK_T_PUBLISHER
BOOK_D_PRICE
BOOK_V_COPYRIGHT

A QUIET OF STONE
STEPHEN LEIGH
SCIENCE FICTION
BA

2.75
12-MAY-1988 00:00:00.00

Variables as displayed in RMSEDT's DISPLAY window.
dexed file. The installation kit places all
the sample files in a subdirectory called
[.EXAMPLES] . By typing the RMSEDT
SET DEFAULT command, which has the
same syntax as the DCL command, you
can control your environment. Thus,
you don't have to make sure you're in
the correct directory before entering the
program.
You won't change your default.
RMSEDT's SET DEFAULT is internal to
RMSEDT and provides a shortcut to typing a long filespec. If you type SET DEF
[-] in RMSEDT, it will take you one directory level higher than you were before you invoked RMSEDT. You also can
set defaults for the OPEN and CREATE
commands as well as for indirect command files (SET DEF CMDFILE) and the
MAP command (MAPFILE) . The
RMSEDT Command Guide gives a full
explanation and examples of these.
Let's continue OPENing BOOKS.IND.
After invoking the command:
Rlllsedt>OPEN 8001(5. IND

you get the information message:
SRHSEDT · I · OPNFJ LHSG, opened
DUBl: [PRODUCTS. RHSEDT. V21C. EXAMPLES]
BOOKS. IND:, channel #BOOKS

---"---

which tells you, in the familiar VMS syntax, that it has opened an 1/0 channel for
the BOOKS.IND file whose name defaults
to the file name.
If you only want to examine the records in that file, issue a NEXT command,
which GETs the next record in the file .
You also can GET a file by it~ primary

key, that is:

which by default gets the record whose
primary key is PRIMARY_KEY_NAME
on the primary channel. The first channel you open becomes the primary channel by default.
If you issue the command:
Rmsedt> GET #PRlMARY_CHANNEL_NAME KEY
l EO "SECONOARY_KEY_NAHE"

you're retrieving a record by its secondary key and resetting subsequent GET
operations to use that key level implicitly.
You also can save a record's Record
File Address (RFA) and later GET it by
its RFA as shown below:
Rmsedt>OECLARE RFA TMPRFA
Rmsedt> TMPRFA-FSGETRFA( #CHANNEL_NAME l
Rlllsedt >NEXT
(more RMSEDT commands)
Rmsedt>GET RFA THPRFA

For relative files, you can GET RECORD record_number or go to the end
of a file by typing EOF.
To scan through a file , use the LOCATE command , whi ch searc hes
through the file and prints the record
with the first occurrence of that string.
We tried this with BOOKS.IND, and it
displayed the following:
Rmsedt>LOCATE "ZELAZNY"
BLOOD OF AMBER
ROGER ZELAZNY
FANTASY
AV<A11111l .• • f7G •.•

(Of course, the output is displayed horizontally across the screen.) LOCATE/
NEXT locates the next record in a file

DEC PRO FESSIO NAL
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and retrieves it into your buffer. RESTORE takes you to the beginning of a
file after any operation.

A Time To Change
If you must change elements of a record
or add or delete records, you'll have
to declare variables. For .example, to
declare a variable in your buffer
BOOK_T_TITLE, with a length of 32
bytes, issue this command:
Rllseclt>DECLARE #BOOKS STRING
BOOll..T_TITLE/LENGTH•32

If this is your first variable declaration
for the current session, it will associate
the first 32 bytes of the file with
BOOK_T_TITLE, so you can perform
operations on the record by specifying
that variable name. Subsequent variable
declarations will begin at the point you
left off. In this case, the next declaration
will begin at byte 33.
Alternatively, you can specify the
/OFFSET qualifier, which specifies an ab-

llr-------------------

solute location from the beginning of the
record buffer. You can put all your variable declarations in a command file, give
it the extension .COM and execute it
from RMSEDT with the standard DCL @
sign.
Command files in RMSEDT can be
created by using EDT from the Rmsedt>
prompt. You can use labels in RMSEDT
command files. RMSEDT supports the ifthen-else-end-if construct as well as internal GOSUB, GOTO and ON ERROR
commands. REPEAT loops can be created.
RMSEDT supports most standard VMS
data types, including VMS DATEs as well
as RSTS DATEs and TIMEs for file conversion from RSTS/E or RSX.
An alternative to declaring variables
explicitly is to use the MAP command.
This searches a specified file for a language-specific record MAP. For example,
the following statement looks for a BASIC MAP in the file BOOKS.BAS on the

default primary channel:
Rmsedt>MAP BOOKS. BAS
/BAS! C/MAPNAHE-BOOKS

If the MAPNAME in BOOKS.BAS is
BOOKS, the /MAPNAME qualifier is
unnecessary, because the default is the file
name of the opened file on the specified
or default channel. If the command is
successful, you'll get a completion message as follows:
IRMSEOT·I-NUHVAROEF, 5 variables
def1ned

RMSEDT also supports FORTRAN
STRUCTURE and DIBOL RECORD
templates. With V2.1C ofRMSEDT, you
also get support for the Common Data
Dictionary (CDD), although RMSEDT
doesn't recognize CDD pathnames. Not
all languages support all VMS data types.
If you want to DECLARE a VMS date for
example, you'll need to do an explicit
DECLARE.
The most convenient way to see your
variables and their contents is to issue the

Graphic Outlook
Breaks the
Spreadsheet.M:old
Finally a VAX Spreadsheet that Lets You Take Control
You 're in charge ... Graphic Outlook breaks the mold and for the first
time lets System Managers regulate the number of simultaneous
spreadsheet users on the VAX . And thanks to our bidirectional gateway
to Lotus, users can choose to work either on the VAX or PC.
It's easy . .. Graphic Outlook takes Lotus users only 10 minutes
to learn -yet it's incredibly powerful (65 ,535 rows & columns ,
over 100 functions).
Our graphics are unsurpassed ... you 'll be amazed . And our limiteduse licensing fees will save you money.
So what are you waiting for? Just call for our Demo Kit . Try Graphic
Outlook today. Take control tomorrow. (805) 968-3838

~

Stone Mountain Computing
42 Aero Camino . Suite 209 . Goleta CA 93117

Lotus is a reg1slered tradema1k ot Lotus Development Corp. VAX is a registered trademark ol Digital EQuipment Corp
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-------------------<111;1.n~••u11mm1-----------------DISPLAY command. This opens a window displaying the variable names and
contents in the current record (see Figure 1) . The default window size leaves a
scrolled region of five lines at the bottom of your screen to keep track of the
last few commands you've issued. The
INQUIRE/DISPLAY command puts you
inside the window where you can
change data in the window. CTRL-Z
takes you back to the command line .
At this point, you're only changing
the data in your buffer. To write a modified record to disk, you'll need to UPDATE. A new record is added with
the PUT command. However, you
must have opened the file with the
I ACCESS=WRITE qualifier, or RMSEDT
won't let you overwrite the file. To
remove the window, issue a SET NOWINDOW command.
When you DELETE a record,
RMSEDT saves the record in a special
buffer. If you've made a mistake, you can
recover by issuing a RETRIEVE /DELETE command. Now PUT the record
back in the file .
RMSEDT provides a host of functions
that work like DCL LEXICAL functions.
A list of these is shown in Figure 2.
Macros can be created as a shorthand
for a series of frequently used commands.

To define a macro, type MACRO at the
Rmsedt> prompt. At the Macro>
. prompt, type a series oflegal statements,
which will become the body of the
macro. You end the session by typing
END MACRO, which returns you to the
Rmsedt> prompt. Each time you type
the macro name, RMSEDT will replace
(expand) it with its body.
By using macros rather than command files, you don't incur the overhead
of opening the command file . Unlike
subroutines, you can use a macro in interactive mode. A macro's definition is
global whether it's initially defined interactively or from within a command procedure.
Macros can be defined with up to
eight arguments, Pl through PS. These
are passed to the macro sequentially,
separated by spaces (as opposed to the
comma delimiter for passing DCL command parameters). You also can create
macro "libraries" by defining a series of
macros within a command file. On execution, the macros defined are placed in
memory during your current working
memory. An actual library file isn't created.
DOCUMENTATION COMES IN a looseleaf binder. It includes a User's Guide,

RMSEDT V2.1 C
PLATFOR•: VAX/VMS or MiaoVMS V4.4
or later

PRICE: Primary license fees noge &om.$950
on a MicroVAX 1 through 17,950 on a VAX 119711

BECK COMPUTER SYSTEMS
HEADQUARTERS:
5372 Long Beach Blvd.
Long Beach. CA 90805
(213) 428-2894

PRODUCT LINE: RMSEDT, accouncing
packages, custom applications

fOUllDED:

t983

Command Guide, Topic's Guide and Installation. It should answer most of your
questions about RMSEDT. The package
includes 90 days of free support, and
yearly support can be purchased.
Other RMSEDT features include the
ability to set up sophisticated errorchecking and edit a script to prompt for
user input.
If you need to make frequent modifications, corrections and additions to
RMS files, you'd be wise to consider
RMSEDT.
•

figure 2.
F$ABS
F$ASCll
F$BUFFER
F$BUFSIZ
F$CHR
F$DATETIME
F$EDIT
F$FILESPEC
F$FIX
F$GETRFA
F$1NT
F$LEFT
F$LEN
F$LOWCASE
F$MAX
F$MESSAGE
F$MID
F$MIN

absolute value
ASCII value of string
get entire current record
get maximum record size
generate character
current date and time
edit string
return file spec for file
truncate value to integer
get RFA of record
get integer value
get left portion of string
get length of string
convert string to lowercase
return maximum value
error message text
get substring
return minimum value

F$MOD
F$NUM
F$NUMTIM
F$0FFSET
F$POS
F$RECNUM
F$RECSIZ
F$SEARCH
F$SEG
F$SPACE
F$SQR
F$STRING
F$TODAY
F$TRANSLATE
F$TRM
F$UPCASE
F$VAL
F$WEEKDAY

calculate remainder
convert number to string
return element of VMS date/time value
offset of variable within record
position of substring
get current record number
return current record size
search for file
get substring
make string of spaces
square root
make string of one character
return current VMS date
translate selected characters in a string
trim trailing blanks
convert string to uppercase
get numeric value of string
return day of week of VMS date

Supported RMSEDT functions.
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Catch Up to
Your VAX
VAX technology doesn't slow
down. DEC just had its busiest year of
product introductions. You've got to
keep pace.
DEXPO South 90 helps you catch up.
With more than 10,000 DEC computing
and connectivity products. Fast
solutions for your personals, workstations, PDP·s, VAX's, mainframes and
supercomputers. Timely VMS',
ULTRIX., and multi-vendor interoperability enhancements. 250 exhibitors to
keep you on track.
If you attend the DECUS Symposium, DEXPO is only five minutes
away. Just catch one of the free shuttle
buses--they run continuously.
(DEcus· is not affiliated with DEXPO
and requires separate registration.)
Call 1-800-87-DEXPO now for a free
show Preview featuring more than 100
products, plus FREE V.l.P. tickets.
Register Toll-Free
1-800-87-DEXPO (8:30-5:30 EST)

DEXPO®South 90
The National DEC Computing &
Connectivity Exposition

The Superdome
New Orleans, LA
May 8-10, 1990

DIGITAL
WATCH
Evan Birkhead

Processor Protection

Ever since DEC
premiered the
VAX series 13
years ago with
the VAX 11/780, the company has stuck
with the VAX game plan. Over the years,
DEC continued to produce bigger and
better VAXs, and each featured the same
internal architecture, supported the same
operating systems (VMS and ULTRIX),
networking software and connections,
and, perhaps most important, ran the
same software programs.
When VAXclustering debuted in 1983,
the DEC customer's VAX investment was
solidified further. Clustering meant that
VAXs essentially could share distributed
storage and build processing power by
incrementally networking VAXs. This
ensured that older VAXs could retain
much of their value by performing as part
of a team of VAXs. The venerable VAX
111780, for instance, still has a remarkably large installed base, in part because of
its prevalent utility as a VAXcluster boot
node.
Likewise, subsequent technologies
from DEC, including Local Area
VAXclustering and Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP), have helped customers squeeze functionality from their
existing VAXs.
This strategy hasn't been witho ut
hitches, however. The overall smoothness of connectivity and portability has
been disrupted by the introduction of
RISC processors and servers. But these
machines are only part of DEC's pattern
of constantly releasing more powerful
VAXs before customers have a chance to
adapt to old ones.
DEC has taken a good deal of heat for
this. Like any organization involved in
product development, DEC faces a complex problem: At what point does a
company put a freeze on research and
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development and begin shipping the
product?

Upgrade Mania
DEC's response to this problem generally has been better than that of its competition at IBM and HP, but the very nature of its single- architecture, high-tolow-end processing scheme has forced a
few miscues. For example, the VAX 8800
caused an uproar when customers learned
that it would nearly quadruple the power
of the 8700 for virtually the same price.
More recent examples of this upgrade
mania are:
1. The MicroVAX series, which blossomed from the 2000 to the 3500/3600
and then the 3800/3900 in a matter of
months.
2. The midrange VAX 6000 Model 300,
which single-handedly eliminated all
reasons for owning its recent predecessor, the Model 200, or for that matter any
of the processor configurations in the
relatively short-lived VAX 8000 family.
3. The VAX 6000 Model 410, which

pulled a similar trump card on existing
Model 300s with more storage and 85
p ercent more processing power. The
beauty of the Model 410, however, is that
it can be expanded via SMP to a six-processor system. Around the time of the
Model 410 announcement last summer,
DEC quietly disclosed that it was ending
production of most 8000-series systems.
Inarguably, the 8000 series, which received star billing just a few years ago,
now has b een relegated to dinosaur
status. Can the VAX really protect our investment, as DEC claims, if it's constantly
being outmoded?
Customers are being assured by DEC
that the 6000 series is here to stay for
some time. If it stays intact for three
years, that would constitute a long lifetime, and many customers would be ecstatic. But DEC's history suggests otherwise. In fact, DEC revealed that much of
the technology in the VAX 9000 mainframe soon will appear in more powerful and inexpensive versions of its
midrange systems.

Industry Watch
Compaq Computer has unveiled a PC it claims is significantly
faster than the HP 9000 Series 835 and the VAX 6000 Model 310.
According to Compaq spokesperson Nora Rice, in a recent 60-user industry-standard
test of similar systems, the Compaq SystemPro, linked with two 386/33 System Processor
Boards, two Intel 80386 microprocessors, 16 MB of memory and an 840-MB drive, was
six times faster than the VAX 6000 Model 310, six times fasterthan the HP 9000, and nine
times faster than the IBM AS/400 B30 minicomputer. These results were posted by the
independent Chicago-based benchmarking firm Neal Nelson and Associates. Nelson's
Business Benchmark monitoring process consists of 18 tests involving reading from and
writing to the fixed disk drive and performing floating point calculations.
• Telecom Ties I - Last December, DEC announced an agreement with Mitel to
incorporate Mitel's SX- 2000 Integrated Communications System with DEC's CIT V2.0
software. The SX 2000 ICS microprocessor-controlled PBX offers digital switching
• Compaq Gean Up -

Continued on page 99.
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Despite DEC's constant upgrades, the
company delivers a better investmentprotection sales pitch than its competitors at all levels of computing, from
mainframes to workstations, by virtue of
its ability to run VMS and ULTRIX on its
entire range ·of processors. No market
could be better-suited for the survival of
older processors than DEC's. A huge and
diverse cross section of DEC's customer
base thrives on the implementation of
existing and secondhand VAXs.
Ample opportunities are open for
used-equipment dealers in DEC's smaller
installations, mostly in companies that
can't afford to keep pace with DEC's
rapid development. The bulk of this
"after-~er-market" includes smaller businesses and scientific and engineering
shops. And it isn't unusual for a new
company to purchase a used VAX as its
initial processor. Besides the smaller capital base, there are fewer competitive pressures outside the Fortune 500 companies
and the government.
Larger organizations would seem to
be unlikely buyers of used equipment,
because system managers in these environments often are pressured into maintaining state-of-the-art installations, resulting in continuous upgrades. But while
the Fortune 500 companies and the government purchase large quantities of new
VAXs (only eventually to replace them
and sell them back to resellers and OEMs),
as a whole they're the biggest customers
of used systems.
In fact, system managers looking for
a financial edge may unearth a gold mine
in the used-VAX market. The most astute DEC watchers have learned that every time a VAX is introduced, so is an
upgrade program that allows existing
VAXs from the previous series to be reconfigured. And the system the new VAX
replaces often can be purchased at clearance rates from DEC or its OEMs.
DEC's current bargain basement pricing schedule for the VAX 8000 series is a
perfect example. Prices are plummeting:
8600/8650-series CPUs that sold for
$500 ,000 last spring are now below
$100,000 and will continue to drop. Dur-
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Industry Watch
Continued.from page 98.

technology that handles from 400 to 2,500 lines. CIT applications using the SX-2000 PBX
will enhance existing data communication applications by combining incoming/outgoing
phone links, making and breaking network connections, and creating call transfer and call/
station status infonnation capabilities.
In conjunction with the announcement, DEC noted an agreement with Siemens
Information Systems. The relationship will produce an application-level connection
between the VAX and Siemens' Hicom PBX applications connectivity link. DEC expects
the link to develop applications in customer service and product support environments,
telemarketing, office telephone and facilities management, and database integration.
•Telecom Ties l l - DEC's initial CIT application entry, the VAX CIT Message Desk,
aims at standard office telephone system improvements by providing keyboard dialing,
electronic mailbox, messaging services and corporate directory functions. The keyboard
dialing service allows users to make and return phone calls by entering Message Desk
commands. The Message Desk also provides message transferal between parties, as well as
a phonebook service that offers a personal online phone directory.
In a related development, DEC announced the release of its DECvoice Response
System under CIT V2.0. DECvoice software provides interactive access to information via
voice input and output capabilities.
• Diskeeper Keeps Up With Ingres - Executive Software cleared the decks for its
Diskeeper/Plus program to run with Ingres' RDBMS software. Ingres reports that recent
tests indicate that Diskeeper/Plus improves performance on VAX/VMS systems running
Ingres. Diskeeper/Plus is compatible with VMS V5.2 and runs on any supported VAX/
VMS system.
•IBM And.HP, Apollo, Form FDDI Think Tank- An impressive group ofleading
systems developers will join forces to solidify FDDI development standards. Sponsored by
Synernetics, a group of industry heavy hitters, including IBM and HP, Apollo Division,
have formed the Station Management Development Forum. The forum will seek uniform
implementation of the Station Management portion ofFDDI.
•The Super Supercomputer -Thinking Machines has been awarded a $12 million
contract to develop a megacomputer capable of 1,000 times more power than any
supercomputer.The company has convinced the U.S. Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) that it has the know-how to produce a supercomputer boasting
top speeds of one trillion operations per second. No target completion date has been
announced.
• Smart Move - Ross Systems and SmartStar have announced a partnership for
cooperative marketing and product development between SmartStar's 4GL application
development environment and Ross' financial, accounting, distribution and human
resource software. The partnership will allow easier data transferal from one database system
to another. Ross CEO Dennis Vohs says that SmartStar "allows our customers to use
multiple DBMSs simultaneously and, more important, allows our customers to migrate
from RMS, Oracle and other database systems to DEC's Rdb."
•DEC Makes Tracks - DEC has taken to the road to educate users on networking and
multivendor concepts. "Network Solutions: The Desktop and Beyond" is a coast-to-coast
venture targeting 28 U.S. cities early this year. Launching a series of user- and applicationsoriented seminars, DEC showcases the latest in graphics and windowing technology. The
company shows off a LAN that includes two MicroVAX 3500s, a VT340, a VAXstation
3540, a VAXstation 3100 running VMS and a DECstation 3100 running ULTRIX,
a Mac Hex, an IBM 3192F, a DECstation 320, an IBM PS/2 Model 50, a VREOOl flat panel
display, and two Printserver LPS20s.-Brian O'Connell, East Coast Editor
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(713) 370-0070

Ingres Corp.
1080 Marina Village Pkwy.
Alameda, CA 94501
(415) 769-1400

Ross Systems Inc.
1860 Embarcadero Rd.
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 856-1100
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Intel Corp.

Siemens Information Systems Inc.
5500 Broken Sound Blvd.
Boca Raton, Fl 33487

Compaq Computer Corp.
P.O. Box 692000
Houston, TX 77269

Digital Dealers Association
107 S. Main St., Ste. 202
Chelsea, Ml 48118
(313) 475-8333

Sama Clara, CA 95051
(408) 987-8080
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Executive Software Inc.
2219 Broadview
Glendale, CA 91208
(818) 249-4707

Mitellnc.
5400 Broken Sound Blvd. N.W.
Boca Raton, Fl 33487

(407) 994-8500

SmartStar Corp.
120 Cremona Dr.
Goleta, CA 93116
(805) 685-8000
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3065 Bowers Ave.

Hewlett-Packard Co., Apollo Div. Oracle Corp.
20 Davis Dr.
Belmont, CA 94002
Chelmsford, MA 01824
(415) 598-8000
(508) 256-6600
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Synernetics Inc.
85 Rangeway Rd.
N. Billerica, MA
(508) 670-9009

330 Billerica Rd.
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Thinking Machines Corp.
2451st St.
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 876-1111
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Diet. The sun. Radon.
It seems just about
every day there's a new
cancer warning. No won der people are getting a
little crazy. But tllere is a
simple way to take control of the situation. And
your life.
Call the American
Cancer Society's toll-free
information line. Our
people will answer any
questions you have about
prevention or detection.
No one has more complete and up-to-date
information.
We'll give you the
truth. The facts. The personal guidance to do
what's right.

CALL 1•800•ACS•23115

WEU WE YOUR MIND.

AMERICAN
CANCER
I

ing 1989, the prices of the midrange 8000s
declined by as much as $75,000, while the
M icroVAX II dropped by about $4,000.
Somewhere, there's a full warehouse.

Digital Dealers
One of the best places to start when
comparing used equipment prices is your
DEC sales representative. He should be
able to quote low prices on older systems
or lead you to OEMs or VARs in your
area that have good reputations at DEC.
As a rule, disregard the prices listed for
outdated VAXs in the DECdirect catalog.
Any computer or peripheral available
from DEC is often available for less from
its OEMs. Many OEMs and VARs can
service and support smaller VAXs, from
VAXstations and Micro VAXs to 8200/
8300s. Many of these companies are listed
with the Digital Dealers Association
(DDA).
The DDA was organized in 1982 to
develop an orderly competition among
companies in the secondary market. The
group has a published code of industry
p ractices and ethics. Member dealers
must pay an annual fee for the right to

use the DDA logo and attend DDA conventions. The association has branched
out to include Europe, Australia and
Canada.
The DDA works with DEC in a love/
hate relationship. Slowly, DEC seems to
be acknowledging that the DDA may be
good for its business.
Among other things, the DDA has
helped to keep DEC's installation, licensing and other field service practices fair.
It has created a system of checks and balances in the DEC industry infrastructure.
C.D. Smith, president of the DDA, is
confident for the near term. "DEC will
continue to depress values in the used
market in an accelerating fashion," he
says. "This is a side to the industry that
is totally ignored at this time. N owhere
does the media or DEC acknowledge the
impact of these products on the customer
book value, the financial lessor's residual
value or the dealer's inventory value."
These are important considerations for
both the new systems buyer and the secondary buyer. In a world of accelerated
upgrades, protecting your investm ent
isn't easy.
•
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Created as a public service
by Tucker Wayne/Luckie .
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TRUE GENIUS IS
THE SIMPLE
EXPRESSION OF
COMPLEX IDEAS.
.
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... You
months, maybe
J-"""8• ·'" .... '·'"· .... years, working

applications are those that are
most easily understood. Which is
why we offer the most complete
graphical user interface development environment
on the market
today.
Simply stated,
DataViews can
provide you with an exceptional
set of tools for making complex
applications easily understood.
Tools that
enable you to
create dynamic
displays of realtime data.
Tools that offer
you total portability between major

,..,,~,.,,.,,..---.,
~.,.
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out every possible intricacy
for a new
software application. And somehow you're supposed to create a
graphical user interface that
makes it easy for somebody to
understand it all with just a few
clicks of a mouse, a few objects
on a screen.
Perhaps the real genius in
application development isn't the
complexity of the task, but the
simplicity of its use.
DataVlews®was created with
the belief that the most powerful

I""""''··"'""""'··,.,,,.,..~

...

operating platforms. Tools that are
relevant to almost all application
environments including telecommunications, finance , manufacturing, and defense.
But most importantly, our tools
can save you endless hours creating
and revising code for the visual
interface between your application and the
end-user.
And by
spending
less time on
your graphical interfaces, you'll
have more time to create your
application.
Which, after all, is where your
true genius shines.

V.I. Corporation, Amherst Research Park , Amherst, MA 01002

For more information about DataViews call 413-253-4270.
DataVie•1;s is a registered trademark of V.I. Corporation.
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UNIX

The Aavors Of UNIX

John D. Deans

There are more
than 30 commercially available forms of
UNIX for systems from PCs to supercomputers. Although the majority are based
on BSD 4.2-3 or System V, each is distinct.
Theoretically, system managers, programmers and users should be able to use
any UNIX system and perform their jobs
with the same ease, except for performance or capacity variations that depend on
the system architecture. Operating system
differences should be of no hindrance,
because they're all based on UNIX.
But this isn't true. The modular nature
of UNIX has made it possible for vendors
to make enhancements easily. These
enhancements vary from version to version, destroying the notion of a totally
compatible operating system across hardware platforms.
In 1973, Dennis Ritchie rewrote Ken
Thompson's B version of UNIX in the
high-level C language. Because the C
compiler also was written in C, it produced a portable operating system written
in a portable language compiled by a
portable compiler. The University of
California at Berkeley began modifying
an AT&T version in the mid 1970s and
made excellent improvements. The two
most widely used versions today are the
AT&T System V and Berkeley 4.3 BSD.
System V incorporated some of BSD's
improvements, but it's quite different.
The battle still is being fought to establish
a standard for UNIX.

with AIX for the IBM-RT {RISC architecture). It's based on System V. Although
AIX should almost be classified a hybrid, it
appears that IBM is taking UNIX seriously.
Domain, from HP, Apollo Division, is
a combination of three versions ofUNIX:
BSD 4.3, System V and Aegis, all running
simultaneously under the same kernel.
Aegis is distinct from the other two versions. Such commands as cd and rm are
wd and dlf in the Aegis environment.
HP-UX, Hewlett-Packard's UNIX, is
different again. It combines System V,
BSD 4.3 and more than 50 HP-specific
commands into one package.
ULTRIX is the result ofDEC's porting
BSD 4.3 to the VAX and DECstation, based
on the Mips Computer Systems chip.
Until the recent workstation boom,
DEC didn't fully support or care about
ULTRIX. Now, the company wants it out
front and available.
XENIX is a 16-bit implementation based
on System V, without a hint ofBSD.

Management Menu
For system management, differences in
these flavors of UNIX are pronounced.
One of the most common responsibilities
ofthe system manager is performing backups from disk to tape and restoring from
tape back to disk. HP-UX and XENIX
have native BACKUP utilities to save files
to tape, whereas UL TRIX and AIX use the

popular dump and r estore. Domain uses
t arlike utilities called w bak and rbak for
writing to and reading from tape.
Another common task for system
managers is adding and modifying users
on a system. A file I etc/passwd contains
user information, including an encrytped
password. On ULTRIX and HP-UX, you
simply edit the file with a program called
vipw, which uses the editor defined by
the environment variable EDITOR. This
procedure creates a temporary file to
prevent accidental corruption by such
events as power outages or two people
writing to the file at the same time.
AIX, XENIX, and soon ULTRIX depart from the standard password file format by keeping the encrypted passwords
in a separate file . Further, each version has
a different shell script to simplify user
management. Domain uses a completely
different REGISTRY system. There's an
I etc/passwd file, but it's merely a reflection of the central REGISTRY database.
This file is used for reference only and
can't be used to manipulate user accounts.
A more complicated utility, edrgy, is
used for adding or modifying user accounts.
System upgrades and updates are applied differently on most UNIX systems.
Each has a different utility for performing
updates, monitoring what's installed, and
loading or unloading only part of the

Taste Test
Let's compare some versions ofUNIX and
note how the differences affect system
managers, programmers and users (see
Figure t).
IBM threw its hat into the UNIX world

AIX
Domain
HP-UX

IBM
HP, Apollo Div.
Hewlett-Packard

ULTRIX
XENIX

AT&T, Intel

DEC

2.2
7.0
6.5
3.2
3.2

Some varieties of UNIX .
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It's ajumble out there.
When you're searching for that
vital micro-to-VAX connection, you can
face a bewildering thicket of products
and companies. Or you can cut straight
through the confusion with Reflection
Series Software.
Walker Richer & Quinn's awardwinning Reflection software supplies
more connectivity features than any
other terminal emulation software.

We're the one vendor that can
link PCs and Macs with your VAX,
deliver 16-color graphics, and run over
important PC and host networks. Our
technical support staff is available to
customers everyworking day at no
charge. For nearlya decade, people in
large and small businesses have relied
on us for timely, quality integration
software.

Call us today at 1-800-872-2829.
We're your most dependable guide
through the jumble.
REFLECTION
SERIES•

SOFTWARE
\\~1lker Richer& Quinn, Inc.~
1815 Eastlake A1·enue E.. Sean le. WA 98102
206j2q.!H07
FAX 206 ..m.8151

'Shipping and applic.ible taxes will be added. Reflection is a registered tmdemarkof Walker Richer & Quinn. All tmdemarks above are property of their respective holders.
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distribution. There's also variation among
what site-specific files are saved during the
update procedure. AIX uses a utility called
updatep; Domain has install; ULTRIX
has ltload; and HP-UXjust uses tar.

asa
at
awk
banner
basename
be
bdiff
bfs
bg
biff
break
bs
cal
calendar
cat

comm
compact
cp
cpio
crontab
crypt
csh
esp lit
ct
ctags
cu
cut
ex ref
date
de
dd
delta
deroff
df
du

Networking on UNIX systems often
involves TELNET, FTP and NFS, which
are available on all five systems. The installation of these products is done with
procedures such as netsetup and nfssetup

AIX

Convex

Domain

HP·UX

Sun

ULTRIX

XENIX
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on ULTRIX.
Networking maintenance usually involves adding network nodes to the
I etc/hosts file or serving out new
filesystems via NFS by adding names to the

Command Description
general-purpose debugger
simple text formatter
create and administer SCCS files
define command alias (C shell)
create library archives
assembler
interpret ASA er
execute command or script at a specified time
pattern scanning and processing language
makes large letters - posters
extract filenames from a path name
basic calculator
big different file comparison
big file scanner
resume process in background (C shell)
enables mail notification
exit from loop
a compiler/interpreter for modest-sized programs
displays calendar
reminder service
concatenate and display • list file
fix man pages to run faster
C program beautifier, formatter
Ccompiler
change directory
change the delta commentary of a SCCS delta
generate Cflow graph
change group ownership file(s)
change protections of file(s)
change ownership of file(s)
change default login shell
clear the screen
file comparison
filter reverse line feeds and backspaces
combine SCCS deltas
displays common lines in two files
compress files
copy command
copy file archives in and out
list of timed chores for system to perform
encode or decode a file
C shell command interpreter
file splitter with respect to a given context
spawn getty to a remote terminal
create a tags file
call another UNIX system
remove selected fields from each line of a file
generate C program cross reference
display or set date
desk calculator
convert and copy files with various data formats
make a delta change to an SCCS file
remove nroff/troff, tbl and eqn constructs
report free disk space on file systems
display disk use

Note: Domain is a combination of System V, BSD and Aegis. Because Aegis has such a unique command set, it isn't referenced. Only commands resident in the other
two Domain components are shown.

At the command level, users are exposed to many variations among the d!fferent flavors of UNIX.
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Why theWorld of Business

Relies on the SAS®

When millions of records and
billions in revenue all ride on
your data, you can't settle for
anything less than the world's
most reliable software. That's
why more than 75% of the world's
most successful companies from finance to pharmaceuticals,
manufacturing to miningdepend on the SAS System. The
#1 applications software system.
A World of Choices

We've designed the SAS System
for practically any application
that involves accessing, managing, analyzing, and presenting
data - from shop-floor quality
control to top-floor executive
information systems. And because
SAS applications run the same
regardless of hardware, you have
the power to decide where those

applications belong - in the data
center, at the department level,
or on the desktop.
World-Class Service

The SAS System is backed by
expert technical support and
consulting services, continuous
enhancements, and comprehensive documentation and training.
All from SAS Institute Inc., one
of the world's most respected
names in software.
See for yourselfwhy thousands
of companies turn to the SAS
System for their most strategic
applications. Call us now at
(919) 467-8000 and ask for your
free Executive Summary and
details about our free 30-day
software evaluation. In Canada,
call (416) 443-9811.

m.

The SAS®System.
More Choices
for More Applications
than Any Other Software.

/Al

SAS Institute Inc.
Software Sales Department
SAS Circle D Box 8000
Cary, NC 27512-8000
Phone (919) 467-8000
Fax (919) 469-3737
The SAS System r uns on mainframes,
minicomputers, workstations, and
personal computers.
Copyright © 1989 by SAS Institute Inc.
Printed in t he USA.

/etc/exports file . This is done easily by
editing the files on ULTRIX, XENIX and
HP-UX. AIX and Domain require more
understanding of how their networking
is set up and maintained.

-db , whereas for ULTRIX and XENIX the
-g option is used. ULTRIX's -Y option
and Domain's -systype option allow
compilation specifically for System V,
while XENIX has no such option. T he
FORTRAN compiler on AIX has options
for specifying internal compiler table limits
such as Nx1000 to override the smaller
default number of common blocks. Most
other UNIX-based compilers have limit
settings transparent to the programmer.
Another quirk with AIX FOR TRAN is
that, if an existing sequential formatted
file is opened, the pointer is set at the end
of file by default.
Nearly all UNIX systems have symbolic debuggers. Surprisingly, the majority ofUNIX systems have a common set of
commands. With the XENIX debugger,
setting a break point is done with the
break command, whereas the stop at
command is used on other flavors such as
ULTRIX.
One big difference programmers see
from one U NIX flavor to another is the
format and behavior of make and its
makefiles . Makefiles are wonderful after
they're set up and working, but there are
many differences in syntax rules.

Programmer Pickings
Software developers, especially C programmers, also are exposed to the idiosyncrasies found in the different versions of
UNIX. If an application is written in
generic C, it should be easy to port to any
UNIX-based system.
The differences begin to appear during
the port. Editing is usually the first hitch
programmers encounter. Many editors
have been ported to UNIX systems, including versions ofEMACS and EDT, but
they can behave differently under the
various flavors of UNIX because of the
type of workstation environment or terminal emulation. Bear in mind that there's
a generic editor, vi. It was developed for
BSD and is available for all versions of
UNIX.
Differences in the compiler options
offered on the versions of UNIX are a
common headache for programmers. For
example, the debug option for Domain is

Fllesystem
/dev/rz1a
/dev/rz1g

Total
kbytes
15551
482982

kbytes
Ulld
11361
249893

.

,,

kbytes

%

Mounted on

2635
184791

used
81%
57%

I
/usr

Ulld
87%
94%

lfree
8074
24711

AIX
Device
/dev/hdO
/dev/hd2

Mounted on total
I
33840
/usr
106496

free
4384
5504

used
7%
10%

HP, Apollo Div. (BSD Shell)
Filesystem
19c01.1

kbytes
329388

Ulld
216469

avail
112919

capacity Mounted on
66%
I

XENIX
(/dev/dsk/Os1 ):
(/dev/dsk/Os3 ):

The display filesystems command
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116322 blocks
40312 blocks

16927 inodes
47972inodes

df is resident on various .flavors of

Programmers developing software on
UNIX systems should always consider
portability. C hances are that if an application was created on one UNIX system it
will be ported to other UNIX platfo rms

''
''

Programmers developing
software on UNIX systems
should always consider
portability.

soon after completion. Ten years ago,
programmers used a less-portable language, such as Assembly, and never had to
worry about a change in the development
environment. Now they must know the
disparities ofsuch tools as compilers, linkers and debuggers.

The User's UNIX
At the command level, the user also is
exposed to differences among the flavors
ofUNIX. The UNIX command cross-reference chart in Figure 2 shows some ofthe
commands and utilities available . A more
complete chart is available in download
on ARIS/BB. Some commands reside on
all versions, while some reside on only
one. For example, the display filesystems
command dfis resident on all five flavors,
but it has varied default output formats.
Examples of output from typing df on
various versions are shown in Figure 3.
Some versions offer an abundance of
information, such as the /dev device entry
and number of inodes free and used.
Others only display essentials. Compare
the minimal amount of information displayed by XENIX to that displayed by AIX.
The mail utility is available on all
UNIX systems. But again, its use can vary,
usually based on what's contained in the
default .mailrc file found on each system.
For example, when you send mail on
ULTRIX or AIX, you're prompted with
SUBJECT:. After you type your message,

UNIX but
has varied default output fo rmats, as shown .
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you're prompted with CC:. There are no
prompts w hen sending mail under Domain or XENIX.
Most versions of UNIX have a lack of
batch queues. Convex is an exception,
with its proprietary CXBATCH batch
queue system. Although batch queues
were purposely left out of UNIX, users
and system managers are requesting some
sort ofbatch facilities. The public domain
software Network Queuing System (NQS)
currently is used as a raw generic form of
batch queuing on several versions of UNlX.
DON'T ASSUME THAT' because it's UNIX,

the environment is generic. No two UNlX
systems are identical, because no two
vendors are identical. Each tries to meet
users' needs with enhanced versions.
Ultimately, UNIX users will decide what
flavor they like best. Until then, viva la
difference! - Deans is manager efcomputer
operations at CogniSeis Development Corporation, Houston.
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VSORT
VS
ELECT
The fastest way to sort and
AND

extract records on a VAX.

If you spend too much time sorting with the VAXNMS sort utility,
spend less - up to 75% less -with VSORT from Evans Griffiths
& Hart, Inc. Compare the following elapsed and CPU times for
VSORT (V03.07) and the VAXNMS (V4.2) sort utility running on
a VAX 111780.
VSORT VERSUS VAXNMS SORT
Time (minutes}
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VSORT
VAXNMSsort
1.000,000 16-byte records
VSORT
VAXNMSsort
VSORT
VAXNMSsort
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I
500,000 32-byte records

125,000 128-byte records
ELAPSED TIME

IW/j

I

I
CPU TIME

VSELECT, the fast sequential record extractor.

VSELECT is also fast and efficient. Running stand-alone on a
VAX 111780, VSELECT often exceeds scan rates of 1,000 blocks
per second. It can select and reformat records from an indexed
file much faster than the VAXNMS CONVERT utility can unload
the same file - often three or four times faster.
For RSTS/E, use FSORT3 and SELECT.

If you run RSTS/E on the PDP-11 , we invite you to join the hundreds of users and OEMs who, for the past ten years, have relied
on FSORT3 and SELECT for the fastest possible record processing.
Other software products for VAX/VMS and RSTSIE
• ROSSIV a RSTS/E operating system simulator under VAXNMS.
• KDSS a multi-terminal key-to-disk data entry system.

• TAM an efficient screen formatter for transaction

processing applications.
• DJALUP a data communications package that
links VAXNMS and RSTS/E systems to
remote computers.
• BSCIDVa device driver for DEC's DVll.
For more information, call
(617)861-0670 or write:
Evans Griffiths & Hart, Inc.
55 Waltham Street
Lexington, MA 02173
TWX:710-326-0103
DEC . YAX. VMS. RSTS and POP are trademarks of
Digital Equipment Corporation.
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FIELD
SERVICE

DEC's Move Toward
The Self-Maintainer

Ron Levine

Almost everyone you speak
to in computer
service
these
days views the self-maintenance market
as an area of potential growth. As end
users take on more maintenance chores,
they'll need more products, training and
support services. As you may expect,
there's no shortage of service/support
vendors ready to meet the need.
This wasn't always the case. While
depot repair operations (commonly referred to as fourth-party maintenance)
always saw self-servicers as new revenue
producers, most field service companies
didn't take this attitude. Only a few
maintenance providers, such as TRW
Customer Service Division, sought to establish a foothold in this potentially lucrative market (see "The Growing SelfMaintenance Market," October 1988).
Instead of viewing self-service end users
as competitors, these few firms saw them
as a fresh opportunity to provide training, diagnostics and other service-related
products.
Just about everyone is jumping on the
self-maintenance bandwagon. With
MTBF ratings approaching the product
life cycle for many boards and components, more users may attempt some
form of self-maintenance - preliminary,
intermediate or complete. The service
industry is waking up to that fact.
Manufacturers such as Hewlett-Packard and Digital have created strong selfmaintainer support programs. They had
to, because they were far behind the independents in gaining account control of
this growing segment of their user base.
DEC's service offering is called the Digital Assisted Services Program (DASP) .
DASP provides the self-maintenance
user with the same level of hardware
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With MTBF ratings approaching the product life
cycle for many boards and components, more
users may attempt some form of self-maintenance
-preliminary, intermediate or complete.
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support services available to DEC's field
service contract customers. Walter Mello,
U.S. country manager for Digital Assisted
Services, calls it "a Digital branch where
the customer provides the labor." DEC
always has provided software support and
other services to the end user going it
alone on a time and materials per-call
basis. But this is the first time a full-contract service option has been offered.
The objective of DASP is to form a
service partnership between DEC and the
self-maintenance customer or authorized
OEM. The customer provides the first
line of support, and Digital assists his
efforts with the necessary products and
services. Under an annuity plan, the
contracted portion of DASP is paid on a
monthly schedule. Additional services
and products are available on a per-event
payment basis.

DASP Contract Segments
DASP can be broken into four segments.
Each is available separately or in combination with one or all of the others.
Access to Digital's Customer Support Centers (CSC)- DEC's CSCs are
available to assist in solving hardware,
software and networking problems on a
24-hour, seven-days-per-week basis. The
CSCs provide telephone support and
access to Digital's diagnostic tools, which
include remote troubleshooting programs

and instruments such as VAXsimPLUS, a
predictive maintenance monitor.
Board R epair and Field Change
Orders (FCO) - Highlights of this segment of DASP are the unlimited use of
DECmailer to repair spare parts and free
material for FCOs for all equipment
under this agreement . Under the
DECmailer service, self-maintainers can
mail faulty parts to DEC for repairs.
H ardware D iagnostics and Documentation All required diagnostics
and user documentation, including service manuals, come with this agreement.
Diagnostics licenses are on a per-CPU
basis. One set of diagnostics and documentation is provided per site/location.
The customer can make one copy of
each piece of documentation and/ or
diagnostics for each CPU under this
agreement.
H ardware Diagnostics and Documentation Update Service - The
customer is given one set of updates to
hardware diagnostics and documentation
per site/location. He can make additional
copies of the updates for each CPU under contract.

Per-Event Features
Self-maintainers and authorized OEMs
with a valid DASP contract can buy ad-
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ditional services/support when needed
on a per-event basis. These options include:
Hardware Training - The same
hardware courses used to teach DEC's
field engineers are available to DASP contract holders.
Back-up Technical Support Field support by a product specialist is
available on a per-call basis, 24 hours,
seven days per week. A four-hour response time is guaranteed with continuous problem workthrough.
Spares Purchase Discounts Discounts are offered when purchasing
spare parts for products covered under a
DASP agreement.
DEC's standard VAX system per-event
minimum service fee isn't applied to
DASP customers.
The self-maintainer's responsibility
focuses mainly on the labor-intensive
side of the service call. To qualify for a
DASP agreement, customers must:
1. Provide one central point of contact

to handle all service issues between
Digital and themselves.
2. Provide the initial labor for each
service call, i.e., the first level of maintenance.
3. Have employees sufficiently trained in
the use of the service tools provided
by DEC.
4. Sign a nondisclosure agreement.
DASP is aimed at the traditional selfmaintenance customer. It isn't intended
to create new self-maintainers but to add
a comprehensive hardware support program to DEC's other self-maintenance
assistance offerings. Digital has worked
with self-servicers through its Digital
Assisted Services group since 1976. This
is the latest effort to extend that support.
Other support services available to
self-maintenance customers include:
1. Maintenance Product Recommendation Service, which is provided free to
assist customers in determining the spare
parts level required to meet their system
availability needs. Recommended levels

MOUSE·TRAK. THE BEST CURSOR CONTROL
IN THE WORLD FOR ONLY SI 79.
Your hand rests on a soft wnst pad
while your fingers operate the trackball ,
eliminating arm and wrist movement.

/
Speed control bunon .
Instant change in curser
velocity.

•

• Built For Accuracy And Precision Control.
• Stationary. Mouse-trak eliminates arm and wrist movement.
• Engineered For Total Compatibity with DEC and other computers.
• User Definable Keys.
• Speed Control. Instant change in cursor velocity.
• Toggle Mode. Any or all input keys can be
selected for Toggle or Alternate Action.

• Complete with cable, instruction manual ,
and a One Year Warranty.

Order a Mouse•trak risk free for 30 days.
If not completely satisfied, return it for
a complete refund!
To Order or For More Information. Call Toll Free

1·800·533·4822
Mouse·trak is manufactured in the U.S.A. by ITAC Systems, Inc., Garland, Texas• FAX (214) 494-4159
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of tools and test equipment, preventive
maintenance parts and related service
documentation also are provided.
2. Training courses for self-maintainers
are provided in many formats, including
seminars, audio-visual courses, onsite
training, self-paced instruction, computer-based instruction and standard
classroom instruction.
3. Spare parts and complete spare kits to
support a field-replaceable-unit service
philosophy are available from DEC for all
major CPUs and options.
4. Licensed diagnostics software for all
VAX and MicroVAX systems, including
the VAX 8xxx.
5. Module and subassembly repair
services with a variety of response (turnaround) options.
6. Field service per-call backup support.
Other services provided by DEC include emergency order, maintenance
documentation on hardcopy or microfiche, unlisted parts locator, part number
assistance and a Digital Assisted Services
price book. This book, published twice
yearly, contains part numbers and pricing data for self-maintenance products.
With DASP, DEC makes it easier to
combine all of the pieces of hardware
support into one comprehensive customer assistance agreement. By adding
new offerings, such as the CSC and FCO
features, Digital has made its site support
stronger. Using the DASP hardware support package in combination with existing software support programs such as the
VMS support option, the self-maintenance customer gains access to the same
level of technical support available to
Digital's field service contract customers.
The difference is that the customer must
supply the first level of service labor.
Editor's note: For more information on
Digital's self-maintenance support programs, call (603) 884-5000.
•
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WHERE DO YOU GO
WHEN YOUR PRODUCTS ARE
NO LONGER ON DECK?

MAINTECH.
With so many products coming onboard,
and many not-so-old products going
overboard. you could be a castaway
before you know it.
Don't be caught adrift in a costly and
turbulent sea. Let Maintech offer you the
security of 18 years of quality, resource
and commitment.

With a Maintech seNice agreement
you enjoy:
• Guaranteed 4-hour response
•A 12-hr. seNice window. 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
• Complete FCO management
• MEMO Error Log Monitoring
• MC-220 Console Management
• Complete Diagnostic Software Support

If you have less critical maintenance
requirements. or wish to migrate to selfmaintenance. ask us about our Guardian
Maintenance and Transition Maintenance
programs.

1 800-426-TECH
21 2 827-2603 FAX 212 869-2876

NIAINTEC:H
------A DMSION OF VOLT DELTA RESOURCES INC.
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1133 Avenue of the Americas
New York. NY 10036

THE MAC
CONNECTION

Programming With
AppleTalk For VMS

Al Cini

The collective
term for the
rules that govern the way
Apple Computer's products talk with
one another over a network is AppleTalk. AppleTalk is to Apple as DECnet
is to DEC.
AppleTalk for VMS (ATKVMS) is a
library of software tools that enable a
program running on VAX/VMS to speak
AppleTalk networking protocols. If
you're using Mac-VAX/VMS networking
products such as Alisa Systems' AlisaTalk
or Odesta's Helix VMX, then AppleTalk
for VMS already is working behind the
scenes for you, managing various aspects
of the dialog between your Mac and
VAX. If you're a programmer who'd like
to write software like this, then AppleTalk for VMS may be the developer's
tool you need.

AppleTalk Basics
In a manner directly analogous to modular application software, AppleTalk networking services are arranged in seven
discrete levels following the Open ·Systems Interconnect model. AppleTalk's
lower layers concern themselves with the
relatively primitive aspects of sending and
receiving packets. AppleTalk's higher
layers invoke these lower level services
to solve application-related problems
such as locating other nodes on a network or sending and receiving whole
data files (see Figure 1).
In general, a programmer using Apple Talk' s higher level services is spared
the lower level details of the protocol and
can get something running more quickly
and with less effort. However, he's confined to the specific high-level application. A programmer using AppleTalk's
lower level services, on the other hand,
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is free to explore any imaginable use of
AppleTalk communications packets .
However, he'll have to invest more time
and energy in the details of how these
raw AppleTalk packets are exchanged.
AppleTalk for VMS provides an array
of programmer-CALLable subroutines,
offering lower, mid- and higher level
AppleTalk protocol capabilities.

Lower Level Services
In the current AppleTalk for VMS V2.0,
a VAX/VMS process using the ATKVMS
library participates in a "virtual" AppleTalk network using an internal Virtual Link Access Protocol (VLAP). Without getting bogged down in AppleTalk
addressing details, this simply means that

OSI Model
Layer
Application

Presentation

AppleTalk Implementation/
Protocol

each VAX-based ATKVMS process behaves like a separate AppleTalk node
when it participates in an AppleTalk internetwork. Each ATKVMS process has its
own node address and Service Access
Points ("sockets" in AppleTalk terms)
and is addressed by other AppleTalk
nodes as though it were a Mac or Apple
LaserWriter printer (see Figure 2).
The first step in using ATKVMS is to
initialize the library using the
ATKSINIT_ATALK routine. ATKVMS
buffers incoming AppleTalk packets, or
datagrams, using a separate ring buffer for
each VLAP process. One of the arguments
to ATKSINIT_ATALK specifies the maximum number of datagrams to be buffered.

AppleTalk for VMS
V2.0

Planned for
AppleTalk for VMS
V3.0

AppleShare, LaserWriter

AppleTalk Filing Protocol (AFP)
Postscript

Session

AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol (ADSP)
AppleTalk Session Protocol (ASP)
Printer Access Protocol (PAP)

ATK$PAP_·

ATK$DSP_•
ATK$ASP_•
ATK$PAP _·

Transport

AppleTalk Echo Protocol (EP)
Name Binding,
Zone Information Protocols (NBP, ZIP)
AppleTalk Transaction Protocol (ATP)

ATK$NBP_', ATK$ZIP_•
ATK$ATP_·

ATK$AEP_•
ATK$NBP_', ATK$ZIP_•
ATK$ATP_•

Datagram Delivery Protocol (DDP)

ATK$DDP_'

ATK$DDP_'

Data link

LocalTalk Link Access Protocol (LLAP)
Ethernet Link Access Protocol (ELAP)
Virtual Link Access Protocol (VLAP)

ELAP :
AppleTalk Phase I (V2.05)
AppleTalk Phase II (V2 .1)

ELAP :
AppleTalk Phase II Only
VLAP Removed (?)

Physical

LocalTalk Cabling (for ELAP)
Ethernet Cabling (for ELAP), VAY.NMS
lnterProcess
Communication (for VLAP)

Network

VLAP Removed (?)

Figure 1: Functions supported in current and planned releases of AppleTalkfor
VMS positioned against the OSI Reference Model and Apple's defined
Apple Talk protocols. Boldfaced items are changes from earlier releases.
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How to hold a
conference with a mouse.
It's really all you need, provided
it's attached to a Macintosh. And
provided you have Alisa's MaxNotes the Mac-based electronic
conferencing program that
speaks the DECnet VAX
Notes protocol, and
supports everything VAX
Notes does.
MaxNotes is a
Macintosh front end application for
Digital's VAX Notes electronic conferencing system, using our DECnet
package to connect to remote VAX
Notes conferencing servers. It's
simply the easiest way for Mac users

to participate in VAX Notes electronic
conferences.
And MaxNotes makes full use of
the Mac's graphic interface. So
there's no need to learn or use
commands. Just point and click
with your mouse.
MaxNotes is a powerful
messaging tool you can use to
~~~~ promote communication,
problem solving, and interpersonal education. And we designed it
to be easy for the beginner, yet powerful enough for the experienced user.
MaxNotes. At last, it's possible to
communicate with a mouse.

With ATKVMS initialized, the package's AppleTalk Datagram Delivery
Protocol (ATKSDDP _WRITE and
ATKSDDP_READ) entrypoints can be
used to transmit AppleTalk datagrams
over the internetwork or to read received
datagrams out of the internal ring buffer.
Both operations can be performed synchronously or asynchronously, with
async operation strongly recommended,
especially for read operations.
The asynchronous DDP read function
uses VMS Asynchronous System Trap
(AST)
~elivery .
The
library's
ATKSDDP_OPEN_SKT routine accepts as
an argum!!nt the entry mask of a procedure associated with a specific AppleTalk
socket. This "socket listener" procedure
is called automatically at AST level when
a datagram arrives addressed to its designated socket.

Midlevel Service Entrypoints
Like most AppleTalk link access protocol media (such as Ethernet or Apple's

LocalTalk LAN), VLAP is a connectionless service that doesn't guarantee the
delivery of a datagram to its addressee.
Guaranteed message delivery is left to a
higher level AppleTalk protocol, the
AppleTalk Transaction Protocol (ATP} .
The ATP transparently invokes the lower
level Datagram Delivery Protocol (DDP}
to perform this function .
AppleTalk for VMS provides several
ATP entrypoints that collectively support
all Apple-defined modes of the ATP dialog, including Exactly-Once mode. The
ATKSATP_OPN_SKT routine allocates an
AppleTalk socket, and subsequent calls to
the ATKSATP_GET_REQ procedure prepare this socket to receive and handle the
various ATP datagram formats. Conversely, an ATKSA TP_ SND _ REQ call
elsewhere in the AppleTalk internetwork
can be used to initiate an ATP transaction,
perhaps addressed to our ATP socket.
How might a remote node know
which AppleTalk socket in our ATKVMS
process to address? AppleTalk for VMS

A ccess text and graph ics m ainframe app lications from one easy-to-use p rogram
• EMULATE industry standard text and graphics
terminals, including the DEC VTIOO, DG 0200,
Tektronix 4014 and Tektronix 4105 • COMMUNICATE with a wide variety of mainframe computers
or information services • TRANSFER files using
popular protocols, including XModem, YModem
and Kermit • BACKGROUND operation is
supported under MultiFinder.

Abelbeck
Software

I mport data, analyze the data, and generate scientific and business graph ics
from one easy-to-use program
• FLEXIBLE data import facilities • FAST operation
(5 to 20 times faster than Cricket Graph™ version 1.2)
• LARGE data sets supported (32,000 data points per
variable) • FEATURES including: curve fitting; log,
linear; polar and probability plots; high-resolution
printing • PROGRAMMABLE RPN Calculator and
Algebraic Formula entry.

also provides several entrypoints that offer AppleTalk Name Binding Protocol
(NBP)
network
name
registry
(ATKSNBP _REGISTER) and lookup
(ATKSNBP_LOOKUP) functions. A programmer would use ATKSNBP_ REGISTER to advertise an ATP socket by name
to other nodes or ATKSNBP_LOOKUP to
learn the socket address of a service elsewhere in the network. NBP functions are
visible to a networked Mac user through
Chooser (a built-in Mac operating system program} .

Higher Level Services
Entrypoints for AppleTalk's session layer
protocols, the AppleTalk Data Stream
Protocol (ADSP) and the AppleTalk Ses.sion Protocol (ASP), are missing from the
current major release of AppleTalk for
VMS. This has been a problem for Independent Software Vendors (ISV), leaving
them with the burden of developing
these complicated protocols using lower
level ATKVMS functions.
However, the current version includes
a comprehensive library of networked
printer entrypoints (ATKSPAP_xxx) that
allow ISVs to write software that communicates with or emulates LaserWriters.
Apple Talk for VMS follows the VAX/
VMS procedure-calling standard and can
be invoked from any third-generation
VAX/VMS programming language .
However, because several of its functions
return virtual addresses or pass arguments
to user-written routines by value, an
implementation-oriented programming
language with pointer variables, such as
C or BLISS, may be most appropriate.
But with a little creativity, even the most
advanced functions of AppleTalk for
VMS can be used from VAX FORTRAN,
COBOL or BASIC programs.
ORIGINALLY DEVELOPED IN 1986 by Alisa under a contract with Apple, AppleTalk for VMS has become a standard
Apple developer's tool. The package also
has been accepted as a cornerstone of the
joint Apple-DEC network development
efforts announced in January 1988.
ISVs license AppleTalk for VMS from
Apple for use in their product~. Users of
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How to tie your Macs to your VAX
without tying yourself to your Macs.
Why limit yourself?
Connecting your Macs to your VAX
makes a lot of sense. You can get the
economic benefits of centralized storage. You can share files. And you can
relieve the VAX of a lot of jobs like file
processing, word processing, graphics
or spreadsheets.
For a lot of companies, though, that's
where it ends. Why not get the full benefits of Mac-VAX communications?

Can you do this?
For example, your Macs could have
access to VAX applications, extracting
key data for integration into Mac
applications.
And you could make VAX-based files
and reports available to both Macs and
VAX workstation users in their appropriate formats.
And both Mac and VAX users could
access electronic mail.
Or use Mac-generated graphics in
VAX applications.
And get greater productivity out of
your total system while saving big on
VAX spending.
As a leader in Macintosh connectivity, White Pine Software provides a
number of popular products that take
Mac-host productivity several notches
higher than simple storage efficiency.

exodus interacts with applications programs running on any host computer
using the X protocol, e.g. DECwindows.
And it's available in color, too.

Don't try this on any DEC terminal.
Then there's our Mac200 series of
terminal emulators for DEC's VT200
series terminals. Far more powerful
than any DEC terminal, you can replace your VT's with these products
and get exceptional double duty from
your Mac - as a computer one minute,
and a super VAX terminal the next.

Full ftle flexibility.

Tulk to any Xcomputer.
For example, there's our new
exodus package that turns the
Macintosh into an X Window System
workstation. Acting as a display server,

For file storage, White Pine's VMacS
lets you store and manage Macintosh
files on VAX hard disks. Files can be
transferred between the Macintosh and
the VAX using White Pine's Mac series
terminal emulators and other popular
emulation products. MacWrite and
Microsoft Word, as well as standard
Macintosh text formats, can be conCIRCLE 197 ON READER CARD

verted into VAX VMS text formats.
And to complete the picture there's
Reggie, a package that lets you incorporate Mac-generated graphics into
VAX-compatible applications, or output
them to DEC printers.

Agreat system solution.
White Pine products are Communications Toolbox compatible and support all major networks. Moreover, you
get free technical support. So why
hesitate?

And a great deal for dealers.
If you're a dealer, call or write to
learn about one of the industry's most
comprehensive support programs.
When you win, we win.
White Pine Software, 94 Rt. 101A,
A
P.O. Box 1108,
~
Amherst, NH 03031.
3. (603) 88&-9oso.

f

--- -r

_

_....

~~

-==
WHITE PINE
SOFTWARE

•
Figure 2: The Mac and l.AserWriter connect to an Ethernet either directly (1) or
indirectly via an AppleTalk bridge such as Novell's Kinetics FastPath or
Cayman Systems' Gatorbox (2). AppleTalkfor VMS simulates this in the VAX.
VAX/VMS processes, using the A TKVMS Support Library, appear as
networked AppleTalk nodes (3) and communicate with other networked devices
through an ATKVMS bridge process (4).
these products receive AppleTalk for
VMS as part of the product's kit, and the
ISV is the first line of support for problems. Licensed ISVs are provided with
technical contacts at Apple through
which AppleTalk for VMS problems can
be reported and resolved.
Apple has announced that AppleTalk
for VMS V2.1, codeveloped with Pacer
Software, will be made available during
the first quarter of 1990. It will be entrypoint-compatible with V2.0, will correct problems reported in the current
release and will support AppleTalk Phase
II extended Ethernet addressing capabilities. The long-awaited availability of
Apple's CL/1 networked database access
server for VAX/VMS, which uses Apple Talk for VMS, also has been announced.
Beyond this, AppleTalk for VMS V3.0,
available later in 1990, will offer a new
Application Programming Interface
(API). Although not yet formally announced, a draft version of the API specs
has been distributed to developers. This
information is subject to change.
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In addition to the AppleTalk protocols supported in the current release, V3.0
will support ASP and ADSP. Behind the
scenes, it will eliminate the routing overhead associated with the current version's
VLAP and will implement the lower level
code as a VAX/VMS 1/0 driver. Together, these two moves should mean
significant performance improvements.
Further, V3.0 is expected to eliminate
the need for the ATKVMS bridge, allowing each ATKVMS process to communicate directly through a more efficient
AppleTalk class driver over the VMS
Ethernet driver.
Note that, although functionally very
similar to the current release, the new API
entrypoints in V3.0 will be different. ISVs
will need to modify their V2.0 code.
If you're interested in developing a
Mac-VAX/VMS networking product or
if you'd like to develop an in-house
Mac-VAX software application, you can
find out more about AppleTalk for VMS
by ordering the V2.0 documentation from
the Apple Programmers and Developers
Association (APDA). AppleTalk for VMS
documentation is reasonably clear and

easy to read, patterned after DEC's VAX/
VMS System Services Reference Manual. If
you ' re serious about developing AppleTalk software, you also should get a
copy of Inside AppleTalk (AddisonWesley, 1989).
If an ATKVMS-based product such as
AlisaTalk or Helix VMX is installed at
your site, you already have AppleTalk for
VMS. The kit includes an optional VMS
save set with several C programming
language examples. If you'd like to license this software, contact the Software
Licensing Department at Apple. The license fee to use AppleTalk for VMS for
in-house development is Sl,000. The fee
to use it for commercial distribution with
a product is SS,000.
Editor's note: The Apple Programmers
and Developers Assodation (APDA) is located
at 20525 Mariani Ave. , MS: 33G, Cupertino,
CA 95014; (800) 282-APDA .
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LET'SC-

Command-Line
Argument Processing

Editor's note: This month, C Editor Rex
Jaeschke investigates the processing of command-line arguments. Most ofthe examples
were run under VAX/VMS, but comments
relating to UNIX and DOS are provided. Mr. Jaeschke also looks at
generating inline code in C++ using the inline keyword.

The function main is like any other you write. It has an
argument list and a return type. The only thing special about
main is its name. You're required to name your main program
main using lowercase letters. When writing special programs,
such as those intended to execute on embedded systems in
special-purpose hardware, you may not need a function called
main. When this occurs, refer to the compiler documentation.
In most C programs, main doesn't have arguments. However, whether you declare them or not, at least two always are
passed in by the startup code that transfers control to main. These
arguments represent the command-line argument count and
argument strings which usually are called argc and argv, respectively. Because they're formal parameters, you can call them what
you wish, but the de facto names are preferred because everyone
understands their meaning.
Consider the following program run under VAX/VMS using
the RUN command, i.e., no command-line arguments were
provided:

number of arguments present when the program was invoked.
Here it's 1, the name of the program being executed. ANSI C
states that argc is greater than or equal to zero, because some
systems can't provide access to the first argument. With VAX C,
argc is at least 1.
The array argv contains a list of pointers to null-terminated
strings representing the command-line arguments. If argc is
greater than zero and the name of the program isn't available,
ANSI C requires that argv[O] point to an empty string. In the
above case, argv[O] points to the fully qualified name of the
executable file cmd1.exe.
The same program run under DOS produced the following for
argv[O] :
argv[OJ • >D:\DECPR0\01.EXE<

If argc equals n, you'd expect argv to have n elements.
However, ANSI C requires argv to have one extra, containing
the NULL pointer value. This lets the array argv be processed
without using argc - you simply step through the array until a
NULL pointer is reached. (This convention isn't implemented
universally yet.)
You'll find argv declared in one of two ways:
maln(lnt argc, char *argv[J)
main(int argc, char **argvJ

#include <stdio.h>

Both are equivalent. Remember, array expressions are passed
as pointers to their first elements. Therefore, if argv is an array of
pointers, the address of the first pointer, &argv[O] , is passed and
the type of that expression is char **.

main(int argc, char *argv(JJ
(

int i;
printf( •argc - :r;d\n\n". argc);
pr1ntf("Command-l ine arguments\n\n"J;
for (I -0 ; 1 <argc; +HJ
printf("argv[%d) - >Ss<ln", i. argv[i));
1f (argv[argc) - NULLJ
printf("\nargv[argc] -

NULL\n");

else
printf( "\nargv[argc] !• NULL\n");
argc - l
Comma11d · 11 ne arguments
argv[OJ - >myd1sk:[direct)cmdl.exe;4 <
argv[argc] -

NULL

The argument count argc has type int and represents the
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Specifying Command-Line Arguments
Systems such as UNIX and DOS automatically let you use command-line arguments when you run a program. This is possible
because the syntax to run a program is the same whether
arguments exist or not. With VAX/VMS, however, this isn't the
case. The RUN command has no facility to allow you to pass
arguments. To do this, you must execute the program in a
different way. One way is to install the program as a "foreign
command.'' This has nothing to do with the INSTALL conunand.
Foreign commands are well-documented in the VAX C Manual.
You also can find them in the DCL Concepts Manual, Section 5.4,
Foreign Commands. However, they aren't in the VAX/VMS
Manual index.
To execute the program above, install cmd1.exe as a foreign
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If You Want To Talk
Fast DBMS
Call 1-800-db-RAIMA
And Start Screaming
You'll be screaming, all right.
db VISTA III from Raima
combines the flexibility of a
relational DBMS and the
lightning speed of the network
database model.

Relational and Network Model
Technology for Programming
Flexibility. Retrieve a record fast
using the relational keyed access
method and all related records can
be immediately available using the
network database model. You
decide how to combine these for
best application perforniance.

db VISTA III is written
for-C Programmers.
Source code available.
The interactive database utilities and
outstanding documentation make
db_ VISTA III easy to learn . All
applications are portable to VMS ,
UNIX, OS/2, MS-DOS , even
Maci ntosh. No royalties.

SQL Support with SQLbased db_QUERY ,
db_ VISTA III 's relational
query and report writer.

db VISTA Puts You in Some
Fast Company. Thousands of C

db VISTA III is Fast. Using
benchmarks originated at PC Tech
Journal Laboratories, db_ VISTA III
measured 3 to 12 times .faster than
the average relational database!
Cal I us and we' II send you the
results.

db VISTAIDTM
Database Management System

programmers in over 50 countries
worldwide use db_ VISTA III,
including APPLE, ARCO, AT&T,
EDS, Federal Express, HewlettPackard, IBM, NASA ...
( )lhl'I l'll\ 1!1lllll\i..llh .!IL'
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Don ' t wait. Call Raima for more
information about how you can
build screaming-fast applications!

~ RAIM~M
~ CORPORATION
No Matter What Your
Operating System-We've Got
A Number For You!

1-800-db-RAIMA
(1-800-327-2462)
Hairna Coq>oration

110617-17-5570
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command called doit as follows:

ANSI C++ Meeting

do1t : - Smyd1sk:[d1rect]cmdl

Choose a name for the command and equate it to the string
following the:== characters. Start with a dollar sign($), because
it identifies doit as a foreign command. Then follow with the
device, directory and executable filename. A default system
device and directory are used if these are omitted. The .EXE file
type is optional, and you should omit the version number because
generally you want the highest one that exists.
Now you can run the program via the foreign command by
adding command-line arguments, for example:
do1t abc ABC • abc DEF'"

which on VAX/VMS produces:

By the time you read this, I'll have attended the first meeting of
X3J16, the ANSI Standards Committee for the C++ language.
It's scheduled for December 15, 1989. I'll have a report on this
organizational meeting in a later issue. According to the proposed agenda, C++ language designer Bjarne Stroustrup will be
the keynote speaker. The committee is convened by Drnitry
Lenkov of Hewlett-Packard.

command-line level for use in commands and from programs.
What constitutes an environment and which environment variables are defined by the system or user is implementation-defined.
VAX/VMS always has four environment variables defined
once you log in, for example:

argc • 4
c-nd-11 ne arguments

#1nc1 ude<std1 o. h>

argv[DJ
argv[l]
argv[2)
argv(3J

main(int argc, char •argv[J. char *envp[Jl

•
•

>myd1sk:[d1rectJcmdl.exe;4<
>abc<
>abc<
>abc DEF<

argv[argc] -

NULL

{

int 1:

pr1ntf( "\nEnvi ronment str1 ngs\n\n"):

i • D;
wh1le <envp[i] I• NULL) {
printfC"envp[SdJ - >Ss<\n". i, envp[i)l:
++i:

On DOS, the arguments are almost the same, for example:
argv[OJ
argv[l]
argv[2]
argv[3)

•
•
•

>D: \DECPRO\Ql. EXE<
>abc<
>ABC<
>abc DEF<

argv[O] is appropriately different, but argv[2] has its case
preserved. DOS' command-line interpreter COMMAND.COM
does this, but VAX/VMS' DCL doesn't. Be careful when processing command-line strings, because you may want to convert
them to upper- or lowercase before using a lookup table to match
them.
Both systems preserve casing within double quotes and strip
off the quotes. This isn't universally guaranteed. Some systems
include the quotes in the argument, while others won't recognize
them as anything special, passing in the two arguments "abc and
DEF" instead. As such, casing might not be preserved. On VAX/
VMS, it's a function ofDCL, while on DOS it's a function of the
startup code automatically linked in from your compiler's library.
Not all DOS C implementations process quoted arguments (particularly those containing embedded white space) the same way.

Environment Variables
Many implementations, including those running under UNIX,
DOS and VAX/VMS, provide a third argument to main. Like
argv, envp is an array of pointers to strings with a NULL
terminator. (ANSI C requires only two arguments to main; any
extra are implementation-defined. Therefore, using envp isn't
maximally portable.)
On these operating systems, you can define symbols at the
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Environment strings
envp[OJ
envp[l)
envp[2]
envp[3]

•
•
•

>PATH"'lllydisk: [di rectJ <
>HOME"'lllYdisk:[directJ<
>TERM-vt200-80<
>USER-TESTBED<

The same program run on a DOS system produced:
envp[OJ
envp[l)
envp[2]
envp[3J
envp[4]
envp[5)
envp[6]

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

>COHSPEC-C: \COMMAND. COM<
>PROMPT•Sp Sg<
>UUTZ•EST<
>UUC•coml:, 1200<
>UUO-E:<
>COBDIR-C: \COBOL<
>PATH-C:\OOS;C:\UTIL; <.

Although COMSPEC and PATH are predefined by DOS , the
other variables are defined using the DOS SET command.
Although ANSI doesn't define envp, it defines a library
function getenv in stdlib.h. This lets the programmer search the
current environment for a user-supplied string. If the string isn't
matched, either NULL or a pointer to the expanded definition of
that variable is returned. NULL can indicate there's no environment, so this function can be used portably. The function getenv
is more simple to use than envp, because envp requires you to
traverse the table ofstrings, comparing against each one as you go,
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DIRECT-TO-I
sends PC files
straight into
ALL-IN·l ·

while getenv does this for you.
#include <std io .h>
#i nclud e <stdl ib . h>
main()
I
cha r *pc:

char *env;
env - "HOME";
pc - getenv(envJ:
I f (pc - NULLJ
printf("No such environment variable Ss\n", env ) ;
e lse
printf( "Env i ronment variable Ss - >h<\n" , env, pcl;
env - ·Hoine•;
pc - getenv(envJ;
if ( pc - NULLJ
pr! ntf( "No s uch env ironment variable Ss\n ", envl;
else
printf("Environment variable Ss - >%s<\n", env,

Introducing DIRECT·T0-1

env - "MASTER":
pc - ge t env(env);
if (pc - NULL)
printf("No such environment va ri able Ss\n", envl:
e l se
printf( "Environment variable Ss - >%s<\n" , env.

DIRECT-T0-1 ™is Walker Richer & Quinn 's new
utility for the VAX which changes the way PC and
Macintosh users work with ALL-I N-1 .
DIRECT-T0-1 uses Reflection™VT320 or
VT241 emulation to transfer documents between your
PC and the ALL-IN-1 ™folder that you specify. Convenience and security are improved because you can
transfer files without leaving ALL-IN-1. ASCII , Binary,
Image, WordPerfect™, DECdx™and WPS-PLUS™
documents transfer from ALL-IN-1 to your PC with all
control codes preserved .
• File transfer becomes an easy ALL-IN-1 menu choice.

When run on VAX/VMS, the output produced was:
Env i ronme nt variable HOME - > mydis~:[direct]
No such envi ronment var iable Home
No such environment vari ab 1e MASTER

Spawning Programs

• PC files are easily mailed to other ALL-IN-1 users.

Most systems let one program invoke another directly. In these
cases, the first program is suspended until the subprogram
completes. (M any systems also allow both programs to execute in
parallel.) Such serial execution can be invoked using the ANSI C
library function system, declared in stdlib.h, as follows:

• Files can be transferred to and from captive
accounts with no DCL prompt access.
Try DIRECT-T0-1 on your VAX for 30 days. Call
us toll-free or return the coupon below and we'll send
you DIRECT-T0-1 software on a PC or Macintosh disk
which is easily uploaded to the VAX. DIRECT-T0-1 is
$2500 * for the first VAX, $1250 * each additional.

fi nc l ude <stdio . h>
ilinclude <stdl ib .h>

1-800-8PC-2VAX
(1-800-872-2829)

main()
{

int r etval:
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printf ( "calling system\n " ):
r etval - system( •run cmdl • l:
print f ("retval - %d\n". ret val l :

ar\l.s a1e µ1ope1

us only 11aoem

Pnces valid io
a p11cable ta~es
• PIUS sh1pp10Q and p
-- -- --

-

-

cal 1i ng system
argc - l

l yes!

Command · line arguments

I
I
I
I
I

argv[O] - >myd i sk:[directlcmdl.exe:4<
argv[argc] retval - 1

NULL

If system succeeds in sending the command-line to be processed, an implementation-defined int value is returned. However, not all systems support this capability. To see if system can
be used to spawn a program, call system using NULL as its
argument. If zero is returned, no command-line facility is
available. On DOS, a command-line facility is available, but you
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might not have enough memory left to load it, depending on the
size ofyour current program and the amount ofphysical memory
you've installed.
#include <s tdio.h>
ll1nclude <stdl ib.h>
ma1n()
{

the function and handling its return value at the expense of
making the executable code much larger. In computing, it's
known as the speed versus space trade-off.
The keyword inline is used as follows:
inline void f(int il:

/* declaration */

inline void f(int i) { .•. )

I* definition */

int retval:
printf("cal11ng system\n"):
retval - system("doit abc \"ABC def\" ABC"):
printf("retval - Sd\n". retvall:
ca 1 Ii ng system
argc - 4
Command · line arguments
argv[O)
argv[l)
argv(2J
argv[3)

-

>mydi sk: [di rect)cmdl. exe :4<
>abc<
>ABC def<
>abc<

argv[argc] retval - l

NULL

The above examples were run on VAX/VMS, and in each case
system returns a value of 1. It would seem that if system
succeeds, the value it returns is the exit status code produced
when the spawned program terminates. Because cmdl.exe has to
return value and main has int type, the return value, and
therefore cmdl .exe's exit status, is undefined. However, VAX C
forces main to have a return value of 1 if none is explicitly
supplied. This isn't the case on other systems, which can return
0 or (more likely) some undefined value.

For the compiler to bring a function's code inline, the
definition of the function must be in the same source file as the
function calling it, because the compiler works on source files in
isolation from one another. And if the function is declared static,
it can be inlined in each place it's called with no code actually
generated for a separate function of that name. If, however, the
function is extern, code for it will have to be generated in case
it's called from another source file.
The idea of inlining functions isn't new. It's been implemented successfully without assistance from the programmer,
i.e ., without using inline. VAX C V3.0 has this capability as the
default. It inlines all functions in a source file if they are smaller
than some given size, aren't called more than a given number of
times, and don't call themselves recursively.

lnline Member Functions
Because many functions in C++ programs are member functions,
you can expect to have inline member functions, for example:
l class circle f
publ1c:
inline void init(long, long, unsigned long):
1nl1ne vo1d 1nit(long, long):
inline void init(unsigned long):

Alternative Command Definition
Recently, VAX/VMS added a Command Definition Utility (CDU),
which lets you define your own commands so that they look and
are treated like DCL commands. In panicular, you can specify
valid command-line options and values and have the commandline utility validate any user-supplied command line before
calling your program. This is beneficial because your program
can work on the assumption that any options passed to it are valid
- it's a matter of which options were passed in. CDU uses the
VAX/VMS message utility to generate messages so that errors are
reponed in a consistent way.
Although I was able to use CDU to run programs and pass
command-line arguments successfully, I wasn't able to pass in a
variable number of arguments to a program. (I was able to pass in
a variable number of options beginning with a slash, however.)
Because I'd never used CDU, it's possible that I couldn't find the
right approach. No matter, the foreign command approach
works fine.

The C++ Language: lnline Code Generation
C++ has a keyword inline that lets functions be "brought inline"
each time they're called. This eliminates the overhead of calling

J:
in11ne vo1d circle::1n1t(long xo, long yo,
unsigned long rad) I /* ... *I J
inline void circle : :initClong xo. Jong yol t /* ... *I J
inline void circle::lnit(unsigned long rad)

t

/* ... */ J

However, you can specify this more easily by writing the
definitions of these functions inside the class definition as follows:
II lnline member fun ctions

llinclude <stdio.h>
class circle I
long xorigin;
long yorigin;
unsigned 1ong radius;
public:
void init(long xo. long yo, unsigned long rad) t
printf("1nit: 3 args\n");
xorigin - xo:
yorigin - yo;
radius - rad:

I:
void 1nit(long xo, long yo)
printf("init: 2 args\n"):

Contin11ed on page 124.
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How Most Graphics Systems
View DECwindows.
It's time to shed some light.
CA-Superlmage VAX is the first graphics
system designecfto open DECwindows.
Now for the first time, you can create graphic
images quickly and easily by incorporating
existing text and objects from all applications
supporting Digital CDA"' or industry standard
CGM files.
111

CA-Superlmage VAX enhances your graphics
with full feature drawing and annotation
capabilities. Thus, your presentation and
publication graphics are always of the same
consistent high quality.
For more ififonnation, Call Chris AndJre'Wf
at 800-841-3734 (in calif., 800-468-0'12S).
You'll see your DECWindows in a whole
new light.

© 1989 Compu18r As!ociores lntemolionol, Inc .. 10505 So11enro Volley Rood, Son Diego, CA 92121-1698
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to have an object of class a that contains an object of class b, and
so on, with each class having inline member functions. Such
nesting of classes, each containing inline code, can lead to very
fat programs.
Inlining code is an interesting and potentially useful idea.
However, do your homework with regard to size versus speed
efficiency before you adopt it. Get it right first, and then worry
about making it fast or small.

Continued from page 122.
xor1gin - xo;
yorigin - yo:
radius - l:

I:
void init(unsigned long radl
printf("init: l args\n"):
xori gin - O:
I/ default value
yorigin - 0:
II default value
rad1 us - rad;
I:

I:
main()
l

circle c:
c.init(5, 4, 10);
c. initCS. 4):
c.1n1t(l0):

init: 3 args
init: 2 args
1n1 t: l args

The inline keyword isn't needed here. Because the member
functions are defined in the class definition and the class definition
must be in scope whenever objects of its type are declared and
used, the code can be inlined easily. Be careful, because it's easy

~
~
I

I

* * *

ATTENTION

THE NEXT C++ TOPIC we'll consider is I/O . C++ provides
its own I/O mechanism, which is different than the traditional
printf/scanf method provided with C. The merits of each
approach will be discussed. Later topics will be constructors and
destructors, operator overloading and the new and delete operators that provide an alternative to malloc and free.
Readers are encouraged to submit C-related comments and
suggestions to Rex Jaeschke, 2051 Swans Neck Way, Reston,
Virginia 22091 or via e-mail to uunet!aussie!rex. -RexJaeschke is
an independent consultant, author and lecturer. He's DEC PROFESSIONAL 's representative on the ANSI C Standards Committee and the
U.S. Representative for ISO, as well as editor of the Journal of C
Language Translation, a quarterly publicationfor C implementers. His
new book, Mastering Standard C, is available from Professional Press.
To place an order, call Trish Dunkerley at (215) 957-4265.

* * *

AlisaTalk™, PacerLink™, Helix
VMX, and SequeLink™ Customers!
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ASYNCSERVER™
*Software-only dial-up solution! Works with the modems,
asynch lines, and terminal servers you already own!
*Totally AppleTalk™ compatible - use your Chooser to
select file, print, and database servers!

* LaserWriters
Works through your VAX to connect you with
™, AppleShare servers, and other
TM

AppleTalk devices!
*Fully LAT-transparent Can be used through a
DECserver port!
HyperCard Tour and 30-day evaluation available! Priced between
$750 and $2500 per VAX CPU - unrestricted user count!

CASE

COBOL

SOURCE

GENERATOR

Affordable* CASE AI Expert System for COBOL source code
generation. PC-AT based,
generates PC or VAX source,
batch or interactive. Prototype test your system in hours not
weeks. Specification changes and major enhancements quickly
accommodated.
Detail design documentation printed on
demand. Internal database of 12 different entities, 6 major
analysis report categories, including samples and flowcharts, 4
separate generation facilities, including interactive panel
painter, 3 system level functions, with multiple project
capabilities and a target compiler config uration.
' PROTOGENs $4250, is cost justifiable during 1 month trial.
P. J. R. - Software Consulting
2060-D Avenida De Los Arboles Suite 242
Thousand Oaks,
CA.
91362

COMPUTER METHODS CORPORATION
525 Rt 73 South • Suite 300 • Mar/ton NJ 08053
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(805) 493-4681

For Your VAX
Data Collection
Problems
For systems that work Burr-Brown has the
solution. They're at work
in hundreds of Fortune
1000 companies ...
improving employee
productivity 10%;
improving computer
quality by 12%; and
reducing costs for an
electronics company by
a whopping 18%. Our
solutions will solve your
problems.

Integrated
System
Architecture™
Our adaptable software
and transaction
processors provide a
central control of data
fo~matting and routing.
This approach simplifies
configuration
management and
software updates while
coordinating activity
among multiple work
stations and application
level programs. Burr-Brown's
integrated architecture
lets you design the
application you need.
Our solutions evolve with
your business' growth.

Flexible
Hardware
Other data collection
systems may restrict you

to a single data collection
technology...with
Burr-Brown's integrated
system architecture you
select the correct auto ID
technologies for your
application. Keyboards,
bar codes. magnetic
stripes, machine interfaces
voice, and RF are all
'
within a single system.
Our solutions won't limit
your system's capabilities.

Adaptable
Applications
Burr-Brown Data Collection
Systems are flexible
enough to adapt to any
application ... from simple
time and attendance
reporting to complex
plant and equipment
maintenance monitoring.
Our single point
programming improves
your productivity and
profitability whatever the
application

System
Integrated
Services
Burr-Brown offers a full line
of professional services to
ensure the successful
installation, maintenance,
and application of a
Data Collection System.
Our Systems Integration
Services Program goal is
to assist you in the
implementation and
maintenance of a system

that suits your needs, not
othe(s hardware
restrictions. Project
management software
development training
and education, service,
'.""arranty, and repair are
included in this program.
Our solutions include
service.

Burr-Brown
Data Collection
Systems=
Your Solutions

For more information.
fast... call our toll free
number 1-800-548-6132
or write:
·
Burr-Brown Corporation
Data Collection Systems
P.O. Box 11400
Tucson. AL. 85734
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DCL
DIALOGUE
Kevin G. Barkes

What To Do
Before The Lights Go Out

I was recently
at a customer
site, shooting
the breeze with
the system manager, when the lights flickered for a moment. The MicroVAX went
brain dead, then slowly began its inexorable climb to silicon consciousness.
The blood drained from the system
manager's face, and she quickly took her
phone off the hook. It was an ineffective
action, because the first semihysterical
user burst through the door seconds after
the glitch.
"The accounts payable jobs were running," the user moaned. "We'll have to
purge and resubmit them. And we have to
get them done before 5:00, or they won't
be ready for mailing tomorrow."
Recovering her composure, the system manager assumed that unconcerned
air that calms users and unsettles upper
management. "No problem,'' she said.
"As soon as the system is back up, I'll
restart the queues and make certain the
jobs are resubmitted in sequence."
She sighed, put the phone back on its
hook and calmly handled the angry calls.
After 10 miilutes of reassuring the callers,
she took her notes, plopped down in front
of the console and heaved a big sigh. "I
hate this. Now I have to go through all the
queues manually, resubmit and restart
jobs, and make sure everything picks up
from the point the system died."
I was a tad puzzled. "You mean your
queues don't restart automatically when
the system boots?"
"No," she replied over the console's
noisy response to her SHOW /QUEUE/
BATCH/ALL command. "We run a lot of
batch jobs that get their input from batch
jobs that execute immediately before them.
It's like dominoes: If the system dies,
every batch job after the one killed by the
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crash is useless. So we restart the queues
manually after a reboot." She grabbed the
recovery procedures manual from a nearby
shelf and dug in. I stood by silently,
answering the phone and keeping the
more abusive users at bay, while she
methodically resubmitted jobs and restarted queues.
It took about 20 minutes. When she
was finished, she jotted a note to herself to
develop DCL procedures to automate the
recovery. "One of these days I'll get
around to writing a COM file to handle
this. Or better yet, I'll talk the boss into
buying a UPS."
"That won't completely solve your
problem," I pointed out. "Not all crashes
are because of power outages. Why not
just use the /RESTART qualifier to the
SUBMIT command?"
"The RESTART qualifier?" she asked.
"Yes," I said. "Since VMS V4.0, DCL
has had a nifty little feature that lets a batch
job pick up at some predesignated point
following a system failure. It isn't a true
restart, that is, it doesn't begin execution
immediately at the point of failure. That's
why a lot of people pooh-poohed it when
the capability was announced, and that's
why it isn't as widely used as it could be.
Still, it's a big help and should eliminate all
this manual stuffyou have to go through."
The system manager was hooked.
"How does it work?"

"All you have to do is add a few lines
of code to your procedures and submit
them with the /RESTART qualifier," I
explained. "For example, look at this
COM file," I said, pointing to Figure 1.
"Figure 1?" she asked.
"Slight temporal displacement," I
replied. "Let's modify the procedure so it
will work properly with RESTART."
Logging into a VT220 on top of the disk
stack, I made a few quick hacks.
"What does Figure 2 do?" she asked.
"Line noise," I replied. " OK, we've
submitted this job with the /RESTART
qualifier on the SUBMIT command, and it
starts executing. When it hits the line with
the SRESTART value, it checks to see
what that system-maintained symbol
contains. If it's blank, it means the job is
executing for the first time. So it ignores
the GOTO statement.
"The SET RESTART VALUE =
PROCESS! sets the value of the special
system-maintained global symbol
BATCHSRESTART to the string PROCESS!. The program PROCESS! runs and
completes . We set the value of
BATCHSRESTART to PROCESS2 and
begin executing the program PROCESS2.
Now let's say the system crashes. When it
comes back up and the queue restarts,
instead of aborting this batch job, the
system will begin re-executing it. The
value in the symbol $RESTART will be

SJ This procedure executes the daily billing programs.
S SET
$ SET
$RUN
$ RUN
$ RUN
$ RUN

NOON
DEFAULT USER4: [BI LL! NGS. CURRENT]
BILLING$PROGRAMS:PROCESS1
BILLINGSPROGRAMS:PROCESS2
BILLING$PROGRAMS:PROCESS3
Bl LL! NG$PROGRAMS: PROCESS4

S EXIT
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checks will be because of this system
crash," she explained. "Too bad you missed
our appointment yesterday."
The lights flickered again. It was going
to be a long month.

This procedure executes the daily bi 11 i ng programs.
Note the restart checkpoints.
SET NOON
SET DEFAULT USER4:[BILLJNGS.CURRENT]
IF SRESTART THEN GOTO 'BATCHSRESTART"
SET RESTART_VALUE - PROCESS!
PROCESS!:
RUN BILLI NGSPROGRAMS: PROCESS!
SET RESTART_VALUE - PROCESS2
PROCESS2 :
RUN BIL LI NGSPROGRAMS: PROCESS2
SET RESTART_VALUE - PROCESS3
PROCESS3:
RUN BILLI NGSPROGRAMS: PROCESS3
SET RESTART_VALUE - PROCESS4
PROCESS4:
RUN BILLI NGSPROGRAMS: PROCESS4

$ EXIT

true, so it will branch to the label contained in the symbol BATCHSRESTART,
specifically, PROCESS2:.
"Of course, to make this effective,
your programs should be reasonably sized,
and you should make certain you don't
delete any files until you've passed the
restart point where they may be needed.
This doesn't solve all the problems involved with recovering batch jobs from a
system fuilure, but it's a major help. It's
also handy when you need to stop a job
and restart it on another queue. STOP/
QUEUE/REQUEUE/ENTR Y=nnn
batch_queue does that. "
"What if I submit a job with the
/RESTART qualifier without checking
for SREST ART?" the system manager
asked.
"Then the command file starts at.the
first line in the command file and proceeds
normally," I explained. "If you submit
your 'permanently resident' batch jobs
this way, you never have to worry about
resubmitting them, unless you ever totally
cold-start your system."
"Can you override the restart values?"
she asked.
" I think so," I replied, grabbing the
DCL Dictionary from the shelfand turning
to the definition for SET RESTART_
VALUE. "Aha!" I exclaimed. "A /NOCHECKPOINT qualifier to SET QUEUE/
ENTRY clears the BATCHSRESTART
value."
The system manager was effusive with
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thanks. "Any time I can do anything for
you, just let me know."
"Could you possibly arrange to get my
retainer check out on time?" I asked
politely.
"See Figure 3," she replied.
"There is no Figure 3," I said.
"That's the chart showing how late the

FOR YOUR VERY OWN "I Love DCL"
sticker and/or a listing of all FidoNet
public bulletin board systems in the U.S.
featuring message areas with DEC-related
topics (VAX, PDP-11 and Rainbow), send
a self- addressed, stamped envelope to BBS
List (and/ or) DCL Sticker, Kevin G. Barkes
Consulting Services, 4107 Overlook Street,
Library, Pennsylvania 15129. Please don't
forget the postage. I can no longer respond to requests that lack a 25-cent stamp.
The list is also available online from my
SYSSOUTPUT bulletin board system: (412)
854-0511 , 1,200/2,400 baud, 8 bits, 1 stop
bit, no parity. Ifyou' re active on FidoNet,
ask your local sysop to file request
DECBBS.LST from 1:129/38. -Kevin G.
Barkes is an independent consultant in VAX
systems seftware, management, tuning and
training.
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1D PROVE YOU'RE DEIT.
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Deft supports ORACLE~ INGRES~ SYBASE~ Rdb~
INFORMIX~ and DB2~ For your own FREE copy of
our Trial Package, please call (416) 249-2246~
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no-obligation, Free trialfor30days.
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ULTRIX

Mailers:
VMS Versus ULTRIX

Philip E. Bourne, Ph .D.

Editor's note: We
continue our discussion of UNIX
for VMS users by
comparing the mail utilities.

What exactly do my computer users
do while hunched over their terminals
grumbling softly to themselves? Some
time ago, with the help of VMS image
accounting, I attempted to find out. Not
surprisingly perhaps, over a five-day period on a heavily used VAX 111780, I
found that 6 percent of total elapsed time
was spent accessing VMS MAIL. Further
probing indicated that a significant number of users did nothing but read and send
mail.
What headaches does the transition
from VMS to ULTRIX mail present, particularly to occasional computer users?

prior agreement between system administrators, hosts poll each other at predetermined times and exchange information.
We'll discuss networking ULTRIX
systems and the use of UUCP in coming
months. For now let's concentrate on the
features of the ULTRIX mail program for
sending mail among users on the local
host. Because ULTRIX mail is unchanged
from BSD UNIX, the discussion that follows is useful when migrating from VMS
to any UNIX derivative ofBSD.

Similar Functionality?
ULTRIX and VMS mailers have similar
functionality. For example, both support
folders for organizing read messages, permit the user to tailor the mail environment and support mailing lists. However,
to achieve the functionality ofVMS MAIL,

the novice ULTRIX user must learn a new
syntax and understand something about
how the mailer handles messages.
When an ULTRIX mail message is sent
to a user, it's stored in the file /usr/
spool/mail/user, known as the system
mailbox (compare the VMS NEWMAIL
folder) . The command mail accesses this
file and causes the display of one line of
header (address) information for each
unread message . The header includes the
sender's username, remote computer (if
applicable) , time the message was sent and
subject of the message. The system mailbox also can be accessed with the from
command, providing header information
but no further access to the system mailbox. It's useful to place the from command in the hidden file .login to display
unread mail headers at log in time.

E-Mail Addresses
The first hurdle is mastering a new mail
address format. The novice ULTRIX user
will find no surprises when sending mail
to users on the local host (host is UNIX
parlance for VMS NODE). But sending
mail to a user on a remote host isn't as
straightforward, as Figure 1 indicates.
ULTRIX uses two forms of address for
remote mailing. First, ULTRIX hosts that
are part of an Ethernet network using the
TCP/IP protocol have a hierarchical mail
address. Remote hosts and any aliases for
that host are defined in the file I etc/
h osts. Each line of the file maps the socalled Internet address to an Internet
number, which provides the routing information necessary to reach the remote
host.
Second, UUCP (UNIX-to-UNIX CoPy) comprises a number of programs that
queue mail, files and commands for later
transmission by modem connections. By

Example
VMS
ULTRIX
ULTRIX

DECnet
TCP/IP
UUCP

NODE::USER
user@host
host!user

ADMIN1 ::SYSTEM
root@admin1 .company.boston.com
boston\! root

Mail addresses.

-v
-t user(s)

-s new_subject

-p
-h
-rfilename
- mx

Include the dead.letter file
Invoke the editor set by EDITOR in .mailrc
Invoke the vi editor
Add user(s) to the list of people receiving
the message
Change the subject of the message
Display entire message
Optionally change all characteristics
*INCLUDE FILENAME Include a file in the message
Include message number x in the message sent

/EDIT
/EDIT

Message modifiers.
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Serial and Parallel Ports
for
SUNTM, DECstationTM, VAXstationTM, and MAC™
No drivers or kernel rebuilds necessary !
Supported thru standard tty driver.
Supports all modem signals with full flow control.
Arbitrary baud rates to 1OOK and beyond.

4 SERIAL and 1 PARALLEL $900.00
8 SERIAL and 1 PARALLEL $1600.00
OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA (800) 433-6784 INSIDE CALIFORNIA (714) 546-1100
FAX (714) 546-3726
uninet@cpd.com uunet!zardoz!uninet
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A message in the system mailbox may
be read, replied to, forwarded, deleted or
stored. After a message has been read, it's
moved to the user's mailbox, which by
default is the file -user/mb ox (compare
the VMS MAIL folder). Whereas the VMS
MAIL folder only can be accessed using
the MAIL utility, the ULTRIX file-user/
mbox is an ordinary file accessible by any
commands that manipulate files. Hence, it
may be displayed, searched, printed, and
so on.
A feature of the ULTRIX mailer not
found in VMS is the file dead.letter.
When mail is aborted with CTRL-C or
during a system failure, the contents of a
partially entered mail message are written

to the file -userI dead.letter for later recovery.

Sending Mail
Mail is sent by including either log in
names and/ or mail aliases on the command line. Note that entering the command mail without arguments will return
the shell prompt unless there are unread
mail messages. This is disconcerting for
VMS users familiar with the more interactive feel of VMS MAIL.
A useful feature of ULTRIX mail are
the message modifiers (see Figure 2). How
often have you been part of the way
through sending a VMS mail message when
you wanted to change the subject or the

list of recipients? ULTRIX permits these
and other changes with a tilde (-) at the
beginning of a new line. A message is
terminated with CTRL-D or (optionally)
a period as the first character ofa new line.

Reading And Replying
Figure 3 illustrates a typical ULTRIX mail
session for reading, replying to and forwarding messages.
One new mail message has been received from user root as seen in the message header. The> is the current message
pointer, and U indicates that the message
is unread. 1 signifies display message 1. Ifa
number of new messages had been received, a message list could have been
invoked, for example:
1
111essage I:
I 1 messages I and 7:
1-7 messages 1 through 7:
. -s the current message through the
lest 111essage .

$MAIL
You have 1 new message
MAIL> DIR
I From
Date
Subject
1 SYSTEM 27-APR-1988 TEST
MAIL> 1
[message displayed here]
MAIL> r
MAIL> FORWARD/EDIT 1
To: USER1
CTRL-Z
MAIL>

%mail
Mail version 2.18 5/19/83. Type ? for help
"/usr/spool/mail/fred": 1 message 1 unread
>U 1 root Wed Apr 2711 :13 9/146 "test"
&1
[message displayed here]
&r
& m user1
Subject: forward message
-m 1
&

A typical mail session.

example:

example:
example:
example:
example:
example:
example:

MAIL> DIR/FOLDER
Listing of folders in DUA1 :[USER]MAIL.MAl;1
Press CTRUC to cancel listing
BUGS MAIL
MAIL> MOVE BUGS
$MAIL
MAIL> SET FOLDER MAIL
$MAIL
MAIL> SET FOLDER BUGS
MAIL> PRINT 10
MAIL> SET FOLDER WASTEBASKET
MAIL> MOVE 4 MAIL

& folders
bugs
& s +bugs
& s 4-6 +bugs
% mail-f
% mail -f bugs

& s 10 foo
&! lpr -r foo
&u 4

Organizing mail messages.
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The m ail command r will reply to the
originator and all users who received the
original message, including the carbon
copy (Cc:). R will reply to just the originator of the message. Forwarding mail is
just as straightforward. The command
m userl directs m ail to send a message to
userl, having entered a new subject (VMS
MAIL by default uses the subject of the
message being forwarded) . -m 1 includes
message 1 as part of the text of the current
message, which can be modified further.
You also can forward your own mail
(compare VMS MAIL command SET FORWARD). The hidden file - user/.forward contains a mail address to which
mail is forwarded.

Saving And Deleting
As we've seen, mail messages by default
are appended to the file -user/mbox.
Mail messages also can be printed, appended to a file, placed in a folder or
deleted, as shown in Figure 4.
The m ail command folders (compare VMS MAIL DIRECTORY/FOLDER)
displays existing folders. s+bugs (compare VMS MAIL MOVE BUGS) moves the
current message to the folder bugs. Similarly, s 4-6 +bugs moves the fourth, fifth
and sixth messages in the message list to
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Reliability. When you buy Printronix, you expect
INTRODUCING kept
reliability and performance. It's a promise we've
for over fifteen years.
Now meet the L2624 VAX Page Printer, our new
THE non-impact
page printer that delivers high reliability and high performance to the VAX system
NEW environment.

PRINTRONIX
L2624
VAX
PAGE
PRINTER
CIRCLE 155 ON READER CARD

Emulation Plus. With LN03 Plus™ and Tek®
4014/4010 emulations, the L2624 offers compatibility with a wide variety of VAX-based applications; plus, optional HP Series II™ emulation for
compatibility with most PC-based software; Plus,
24 page per minute throughput at 300 dpi, an 80,000
page per month duty cycle, and straight through
paper path.
Versatility. W~ve designed the L2624 to meet your
needs now and in the future. Dual built-in disk
drives make it easy to tailor applications to meet
your needs; download fonts and upgrade software
for future applications and emulations. Select the
simplex or duplex model, and for even greater performance add the high capacity paper option.

L1212 HIGH
PERFORMANCE
POSTSCRIPT® PAGE
PRINTER
Throughput. With most PostScript printers,
actual print speed rarely equals rated engine speed.
Meet the Ll212 high performance Postscript page
printer. For high throughput and rapid job turnaround requirements, the 12 page per minute Ll212
with dual processor RIPS® controller provides
throughput unequalled by other printers with over
7 times the engine speed. It's fast, it's reliable and
it provides true 12 page per minute throughput for
most PostScript applications.
High Quality Printing Plus Applications Flexibility. The Ll212, with 300 dpi image quality and a
duty cycle rated at 25,000 pages per month, is ideal
for networked publication, presentation, and CAD
applications. The unit features a built-in disk drive
for software and emulation flexibility. Downloadable fonts are supported including those from
Adobe's® iype I library, in addition to the 35 standard resident fonts.
For more details on how Printronix can make you
look good on paper, call us toll free at 800-826-3874.

All brand product names arc trademarks or registered 1radcmarks
companies.
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or

their respective

the folder bugs. The command m ail -f
accesses the -user/mbox file rather than
the spool directory. Similarly, mail -f
bugs accesses the folder called bugs.
Printing a mail message illustrates a
useful feature of ULTRIX mail not found
in VMS: issuing a command to the operating system from within mail. First, message 10 is stored in the file foo with the
commands 10 foo (see Figure 4) . Second,
that file is sent to the default line printer
and deleted with the command sequence
!lpr -r foo . The metacharacter ! forces
what follows to be interpreted by the shell
rather than the mail program - a feature
common to a number of UNIX commands.
Note that, until quitting mail, the last
deleted message list can be recovered with
the u (undelete) command in the same
way a VMS MAIL user would retrieve a
message from the WASTEBASKET folder.

% cat /usr/lib/Mail.rc
#append
messages are appended to -user/mbox rather than prepended;
#dot
. (period) alone on a line signifies end of message and
#
supplements <ctrl>d;
#save
causes the saving of mail messages in a file or folder;
#ask
prompts for subject field;
# askcc
prompts for Cc: field;
#SHELL
shell to use with ! (exclamation) command;
#EDITOR defines editor (compare VMS MAIL MAIL$EDIT);
# metoo
include sender in recipients (compare VMS MAIL SEND/SELF);
# hold
messages once read do not automatically pass to -user/mbox
#
but are kept in the system mailbox.
#
set append dot save ask askcc SHELL=/bin/csh
EDITOR=/usr/ucb/ex metoo hold
example:

Searching Mail
U ntil the DIRECTORY / EDIT command
was added to VMS MAIL with VS.O, VMS
was poor at searching old mail messages.
ULTRIX mail permits searching messages
to locate the sender (f user) or header
keyword(s) that indicate the sender, subject, time or Cc (f /keywor d s). Further,
as messages are stored in ordinary files, the
grep command for searching files can be
used to interrogate the contents of mail
messages (!gr ep keywo r d (s) -user/
mbox). One useful feature that ULTRIX
mail lacks is the equivalent of the VMS
M AIL DIRECTORY /SINCE=TIME
command for previewing header information ofmessages received since a specified time.

Terminating Mail
Terminating mail illustrates a fundamental and annoying difference between ULTRIX and VMS mail. Deleting a VMS
MAIL message moves it to a folder called
WASTEBASKET. The command EXIT
deletes the WASTEBASKET folder and
terminates MAIL. Alternatively, the VMS
MAIL command QUIT leaves the WASTEBASKET folder intact so that deleted mail
messages can be recovered in a subsequent
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% cat -user/.mailrc
# .mailrc - File to tailor ULTRIX mail environment
#
set folder=mail_folders
# directory for folders
set crt=20
# number of message lines displayed
set autoprint
#display next message after delete
set EDITOR=/usr/local/emacs
# define editor
# mailing lists and aliases follow
alias managers george fred
alias cshell jack jill george dragon
alias gripe root

ULTRIX Mail.re and .mailrcfiles .
mail session.
ULTRIX reverses these functions. The
command exit leaves the mail environment unchanged. Any deleted mail messages reappear in I usr I spool/ mail/ user
the next time mail is invoked. The quit
command moves any messages that have
been read to -user/mbox and removes
messages that were deleted.

Customizing Mail
The ULTRIX System Administrator customizes the mail environment for all users
by modifying the file /usr/lib/Mail.rc.
A user further modifies his own mail environment using the hidden file -user I
-mailrc (compare VMS MAIL SET commands). Figure 5 illustrates typical Mail.re
and .mailrc files. The comments following the pound signs (#) indicate the function of each mail variable.
FROM OUR DISCUSSION thus far, there's
little for the VMS purist forced to learn
ULTRIX to complain about when it comes
to mailers. Commands are consistent,
logical and straightforward. There's even

online help by entering ? to the mail
prompt. Hence, it's an appropriate time to
mention biff. bi.ff is to ULTRIX what
SET BROADCAST /NO MAIL is to VMS.
It's a means to toggle incoming mail notification on and off, and a command
easily forgotten until you know the story
behind the command name.
UNIX folklore tells us that bi.ff was the
name of a dog owned by the Berkeley
graduate student assigned to write a mail
notification program for BSD UNIX.
Because his dog barked each time the
mailman approached, bifflives on in the
minds of computer users and reminds us
that anyone (or any dog) can contribute to
a standard.
Information regarding hints and kinks
useful to VMS users grappling with UNIX
will be received gratefully. Send it via email to SYSTEM@CUMBG.BITNET or
pbourne@cunixc.cc.columbia.edu. Philip E . Bourne, Ph.D., a senior assodate ef
the Howard Hughes Medical Institute, is author of UNIX for VMS Users, published by
Digital Press .
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Our Vf240 terminal emulator has
changed the meaning of portability.
·-J·
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What does Vf240 portability mean to you?
• Portable across operating systems! Our ZSTEM 240
software runs under both MS-DOS and Unix 386 System V,
making your PC look and act like a Vf240/340 terminal
on either operating system.
• Portable across machines!ZSTEM 240 runs on IBM PCs, XTs,
ATs, PS/2s and compatibles, from AT&Ts to Zeniths!
• Portable across portables! ZSTEM 240 runs on portable
PCs, letting you connect to your office systems when
you're on the road.
• Portable across video adapters! ZSTEM 240 supports
all standard video adapters: VGA, EGA, CGA, MCGA,
AT&T, Hercules and many extended adapters. No matter
what adapter/monitor combination you use, ZSTEM 240
displays double-high/double-wide characters, 132 columns,

and VT340 ReGIS, sixel and Tektronix graphics.
• Portable across networks! ZSTEM 240 connects to your
favorite networks, including Novell, 3COM, TCP/IP,
Ungermann-Bass, Excelan, Wollongong, FTP, Sun and
DEC's CTERM and LAT.
Of course, ZSTEM doesn't really come with a handle. What it
does come with is our top-notch technical support and
documentation, plus a solid warranty, so you can be assured
of quality products backed by quality people. Call today
about our complete line of VT emulation products.
Toll Free Order Desk
KEA Systems Ltd.
3738 North Fraser Way, Unit I0 I
Burnaby, B.C., Canada VSJ SG l
Phone: 604-431-0727
Fax: 604-431-08 18

800-876-6089

ZSTEM and the KEA and ZSTEM logos are trademarks of KEA Systems Ltd. All other brand and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.
©Copyright KEA Systems Ltd.,1989. All rights reserved .
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Digital's new
VT1000 is an
X server running the DECwindows graphical user interface (GUI).
It provides access to applications running
in a variety of operating system environments, notably VAX/VMS, ULTRIX and
UNIX. Internally code-named DWT
(DECwindows terminal) , the VT1000 runs
over TCP /IP with LAT and TELNET connections. "Any application written to the
X.11 protocol will run on this device,"
says David Upton, video engineering
manager of Digital's Video, Image and
Print Systems Group.
The terminal allows several VT320 session windows into diverse hosts to operate simultaneously on one screen. The
interface and network access utilities are
essentially the same as those found on a
VAXstation or DECstation front end,
without the compute power and local
storage.
Digital is positioning the VT1000 as a
key element in any distributed processing environment, including non-Digital
sites. With a price tag between $2,500 and
$3,000 for the monochrome version,
Digital plans to compete with PCs and PC
networks. The first monochrome units
were expected to ship within 60 days,
while color versions will be available later
in the year.
Prior to the VT1000 introduction,
Digital furnished DEC PROFESSIONAL
with prerelease information. A session
with a team of engineers and product
managers from Upton's group provided
a technical summary and a product demonstration. At the time, the terminal was
running OSF/Motif and DECwindows
applications at several beta sites.
The VT1000 shouldn't be confused
with PCs, workstations or diskless work-
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stations. It's perhaps better
The Set-Up window lets you
D igital's
thought of as a terminal that
vnooo x set parameters and preferences
supports multiple sessions in a
server runs the for the keyboard, languages,
distributed processing environDECwindows screen pointers, terminal winment. By interoperating with
dows , font paths and two serial
GUI.
any system supporting TCP /IP
lines. A security feature includes
(see Figure) , the terminal is exelements that restrict outside use
pected to provide an opportunity to enof the local server. From this window,
ter the UNIX area. However, "traditional
you can tell the terminal the names of
sales channels, such as the aftermarket,
frequently used LAT or TCP/IP nodes for
DECdirect and our distributors, will be
it to "listen" for.
as important as ever with this product,"
Starting an X session to a VMS host
explains George Wright, the group's
is accomplished with a LAT connection
product manager.
or, more accurately, a broadcast of LAT
The terminal is based on Texas Instruservice availability from the host. TCP/IP
ments' SO-MHz 34010 graphics processor.
hosts are tapped and operated through a
Digital's solution includes an entire X
TELNET window. The TELNET winserver located onboard the terminal, indow can be used to invoke an X session.
cluding clients. The terminal comes with
One serial line can be designated for
1 MB of DRAM expandable to 4 MB.
a companion printer. The ports are
Most of the functionality, however, in"plumbed like a terminal, not like a Postcluding the window manager and exScript printer," says Upton, so you can
ecutable code, is resident in ROM. Other
access standard printers across a network,
X terminals on the market use part of the
as well. The serial ports only support terDRAM for this code.
minal emulations (in the Figure , VTE)
When the terminal is powered up,
and don't support X applications.
the local window manager with local
It isn't necessary for X to be running
clients comes up immediately. The winon any accessible host for the terminal to
dow manager, based on DECwindowsoperate. In VMS configurations, the drivstyle pull-down menus, can customize
ers for LAT and other protocols that
and size windows and fonts. It also has a
communicate with the VTJOOO's X server
slide gauge widget that displays the perare located on the host operating system.
centage of memory remaining.
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Inside the terminal, there are ROM modules that separately talk to the X server.
Besides the font manager and the VTE,
these include the Xlib- based Local Terminal Manager (L TM) and the Local
Window Manager (LWM). The LTM allows you to customize setups for the
VTE. The LWM manages VT320 windows
or lets you select a remote window manager.
Window management is accomplished using Digital's standard threebutton mouse. The keyboard and available monitors for the terminal are also
Digital-standard, although internally the
keyboard features additional functionality. The terminal supports Digital's 15and 19-inch (1,024 x 864) monochrome
monitors, as well as a 19-inch electroluminescent flat-panel display that hasn't
yet been announced.
Digital made several changes to its
proprietary operating systems to support
the new X terminal. (Of course, the existing operating systems also support the
terminal.) Coinciding with the VT1000
announcement is the release of VMS
VS.3-1, which will include several extensions to LAT. LAT will be enriched to
better support both X and traditional
ANSI applications.
ULTRIX Workstation Software V2.1
will provide additional X extensions,

notably font support. Digital says it will
provide customers in foreign UNIX environments with additional fonts.

The X Market

Despite industry commentary to the
contrary, the terminal market is hot.
Digital has sold more than 1 million
VT320s, half of them in 1989. The company estimates that it has more than 3
million proprietary terminals installed,
not including third- party terminals or PCs
running emulation programs. Wright
predicts that most Digital customers will
choose to retain their VT300s and move
them to other locations after purchasing
the VT1000, rather than trade them in.
"There's still a need for a single-window
device," he explains.
Dataquest Inc. of San Jose, California,
estimates that the market for X terminals
will reac h almost $1 billion by 1993 .
Research firms report that, in 1989,
between 10,000 to 15,000 X terminals
were shipped, led in the Digital marketplace by GraphOn, Network Computing Devices (NCD) and Visual Technology. A report from the Technology
Group at Paine- Webber Inc. of New
York verifies that NCD is the current
market leader, with a 50 percent share.
Many system managers, particularly
in DEC's large sites (which are largely
multivendor), have
been waiting for
DEC to announce
its product before
making a purchas~[[M]~
ing decision . A .
Serial Line
l
few months ago,
Ethernet Backbone (LAT or TCP/IP)
Hewlett-Packard
announced its
ULTRIX Host
VMS Host
UNIX Host
700/X series of
(TELNETor X)
(LATor X)
(TELNETor X)
color and monochrome X termiRemote DECnet
nals in the $3,000 to
access through
host's DECnet link
SS,000 price range,
' I;
although Digital's
Remote
terminals may ship
DECnet
before HP's. NCR
Host
also has introduced
an X terminal.
Figure:The VI'1000 supports LAT and TCP/IP and features
Wright projects
drivers that can access X applications on any host. that the X market

VT1000
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Companies Mentioned
In This Article
GraphOn Corp.
1980 Concourse Dr.
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 435-8400
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NCR Corp.
1ZOO S. Patterson Blvd.
Dayton, OH 45479
(513) 445-5000
CIRCI.£ &H Oii READER CARD

Network Computing Devices Inc. (NCO)

350 N. Bernardo Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 694-0650
CIRCLE 532 Oii READER CARD

Texas Instruments Inc.
6550 Chase Oaks Blvd.
Plano, TX 75023
(214) 575-4404
CIRCLE 1111 Oii REAllEll CARD

Visual Technology Inc.
1703 Middlesex St.
Lowell, MA01851
(508) 459-4903
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will originate in technical environments
and migrate to the commercial space.
"The customers that asked for an X terminal generally needed ways to run multiple applications, such as DECwrite and
DECdecision," he explains.
For Digital, the trick will be to pull
off the VT1000 without harming sales of
its own low-end workstations. The terminal connects to any VAX from the MicroVAX on up, which is how Digital
previously envisioned its workstations
being used.
"The VT1000 is more a device against
the PC world than against workstations,"
says Wright. "In fact, we expect it to
encourage workstation sales . It could
cause workstations to take off by reinforcing the common user interface."
Indeed, the DECwindows management
facility of the terminal is identical to that
of Digital's workstations in functionality
and appearance.
The beauty ofDigital's X implementation in the VT1000 is the easy entrance
to RISC or VMS platforms from a central location: dichotomous platforms had
been a thorn in Digital's side. Pure distributed processing is close at hand.
•
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Ingres Unveils
Intelligent Database
Ingres Corporation announced the Ingres
Intelligent Database. The product suite includes extended data management facilities
and the ability to manage objects and embed
extensive rules or knowledge directly into the
database. It can model all critical aspects of
an enterprise within the database server.
Data management enhancements to the
Ingres RDBMS coupled with two new products, Object Management and Knowledge
Management, constitute the Intelligent Database. It's based on the Ingres V6.0 Client/
Multiserver Architecture. It incorporates l/O
reduction techniques, compiled database procedures, online backup, two-phase commit,
international sorting sequences and an Intelligent Query Optimizer. Object M anagement
lets the database server manage industry-specific data. Knowledge Management includes
business rules that transparently track such
things as referential integrity and changes in
inventory. The product is available on VAX/
VMS .
Ingres prices range from $5,000 to
$180,000. Data management extensions are
free. Object and Knowledge Management
prices arc based on platform license.
For more information, contact Kevin Gallagher, Ingres Corp., 1080 Marina Village
Pkwy., Alameda, CA 94501; (415) 769-1400.
Circle 409 on reader card

Monaco, Cabletron Systems Inc., 10 Main
St., Rochester, NH 03867; (603) 332-9400.
Circle 400 on reader card

ELS-48 Terminal Server
Substitutes For DECserver
Cabletron Announces
DEC-Compatible Bridging
Cabletron Systems Inc. announced access to
DEC environments through bridges that
feature a DEC-compatible Spanning Tree
Protocol.
A user-selectable Spanning Tree Algorithm switch lets you configure Cabletron's
NB20E and NB25E local bridges and the
NB35E/Ethernet-to-T1 remote bridge to
comply with or disable DEC's Spanning Tree
Protocol, the IEEE 802 .1 Spanning Tree
Algorithm standard. The NB20E and NB25E
filter at rates of 15,000 and 28,000 packets per
second. The NB35E/Ethernet-to-Tl bridge
filters at a rate of 15,000 packets per second
and forwards data at 1.544 or 2.048 megabits
per second across a Tl link. The manageable
filtering range has been increased in the
bridge's permanent database to include source
address, packet type, packet size and data field
in addition to its existing method of filtering
by destination address.
Cabletron bridges range in price from
$2,995 to $7,450.
For more information, contact Robert

Equinox Systems Inc. announced an Ethernet
LAT terminal server and an Ethernet LAT
Gateway for Equinox Data PBXs. The ELS48 server and ELG-48 gateway let you connect async terminals, PCs, printers, modems
or non-LAT hosts to an Ethernet LAN using DEC's LAT protocol. This protocol is
optimized for PC and terminal connectivity
and is supported by virtually all DEC CPUs.
The ELS-48 terminal server is a replacement for DECservers and other LAT-compatible servers. The multiprocessor design
dedicates an Equinox Intelligent Communications Processor to every 24 ports. An other
processor is dedicated to the Ethernet LAN
interface and LAT protocol layers. The ELG48 gateway is a single-board, 48-port gateway for connecting Equinox Data PBXs to
Ethernet LAT- compatible LANs. With the
ELG-48, any device connected to an Equinox Data PBX-based network can access any
LAT host, LAT terminal server or other
Equinox Data PBX connected to the Ethernet.
The 24- and 48-port ELS-48s are priced
at $4,400 and $6,500 respectively. The ELG48 Gateway is priced at $4,800.
For more information , contact A. Joseph
Molina, Equinox Systems Inc., 14260 S.W.
119 Ave., Miami, FL 33186; (305) 255-3500.
Circle 420 on reader card

SP·XMotif Provides
Standards-Based Interfaces

Equinox Systems Inc. 's ELS-48 terminal server uses DEC's LAT protocol.
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Concurrent Computer Corporation announced SP-XMotif, an enhanced version of
the OSF/Motif graphical user interface, for
its 5000 and 6000 family of real-time UNIX
multiprocessor-based computers.
Bundled with X, SP-XMotif provides
real-time users with complete access to standards-based interfaces while increasing the
performance ofX at no extra cost. SP-XMotif features X terr!J.inal emulator support
(xcterm), which guarantees a uniform inter-
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face . Improved toolkit performance provides
smooth updates of widgets and gadgets. Four
major components include Motif Toolkit,
User Interface Language, Motif Window
Manager and Motif Style Guide.
SP-XMotif is bundled with Concurrent's
X Window System and hardware options that
support X. SP-X11 is X software for SPXMotif It comes with initial Graphics Subsystems at no additional cost.
For more information, contact Concurrent
Computer Corp., 106 Apple St., Tinton Falls,
NJ 07724; (201) 758-7000.
Circle 401 o n reader card

Cyborg Offers Time
And Attendance System
Cyborg Systems Inc. announced The Time
and Attendance Solution, a time and attendance and data collection system. It's a component of The Solution Series of human
resource management, payroll processing and
fixed-asset accounting software.
The product is made up of time recorder/
data collection hardware, time and attendance
software and system ·management utilities. It
lets you track an unlimited number of hourly
employees . It features online information
processing, uses a high-level 4GL for reporting and offers security access control. It operates on any platform that supports ANSI
COBOL and can be integrated with most
payroll, accounts payable and general ledger
systems, eliminating manual re-entry of data
among systems. Access to online labor reporting and data collection helps you determine
the cost of labor for a job and provides data
for pricing the finished product. The product runs on mainframe and midrange systems

and the IBM PC/ AT and compatibles.
Licenses are priced from $7 ,500, depending on configuration.
For more information, contact Ellen Snelling,
Cyborg Systems Inc. , 2 N . Riverside Plaza,
Chicago, IL 60606; (312) 454-1865.
Circle 402 o n reader card

Outpost Compatible
With ALL·IN·1 Postscript
ECAP Systems Inc. announced an ALL-IN1-compatible version of Outpost.
The product lets ALL-IN-1 users print
their application output on any PostScript
printer. You can continue with a familiar style
of editing for such things as bold, underscore,
italics and vertical spacing and have access
to Outpost's batch typesetting facilities.
ALL-IN-1 users can use all PostScript-standard fonts in any size, print in portrait or
landscape orientation or use any other Outpost features. Users of WPS, WPS Plus and
other word processors with ALL-IN-1 support also can use Outpost's features.
Prices start at S400 for a MicroVAX II.
For more information, contact Eric Covington, ECAP Systems Inc., 83 Ste Euphemie,
Casselman, ON KOA 1MO; (613) 764-3889.
Circle 403 on reader card

Pro-Cure Monitors And
Diagnoses VAX Systems
Electronic Service Specialists Ltd. (ESS) announced Pro-Cure, diagnostic software for
VAX 11-730/750/780/785 and 8600/8650
systems. It's available in two separate volumes.
The Operating System Independent
(OSI), supplied on bootable console media,
runs independent of the operating system.
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The Operating System Dependent (OSD)
runs online under VMS V4.0 and later. Both
volumes can automatically configure themselves to the system at run time. This eliminates the need for setup or installation procedures when the system configuration or
VMS version changes. OSI diagnostics let you
troubleshoot the VAX system when it won't
boot the operating system. Tests and exercisers interrogate the system. Errors are displayed
on the system monitor along with the current status. OSD scans the system for available devices, such as printers, terminals and
disk tape drives. Using windows and menus,
you choose a diagnostic by selecting the device to be tested.
For more information, contact Mark A.
Bauer, Electronic Service Specialists Ltd.,
N92 W14612 Anthony Ave., Menomonee
Falls, WI 53051; (414) 255-4634.
Circle 404 o n reader card

Epoch Systems Announces
High-Capacity Storage Server
Epoch Systems Inc. announced the Epoch-1
Model 907, a hierarchical storage system for
the technical workstation market. It can store
nearly one terabyte of online data.
The server can be used with any workstation, mini, mainframe or supercomputer
that supports TCP/IP and NFS protocols. It's
designed for departmental workstation networks with a chronic shortage of disk space.
It uses the InfiniteStorage Architecture to
integrate low-cost, high-capacity optical disks
as an application-transparent backing storage
medium for high-performance magnetic disk
drives. It keeps active files on high-performance magnetic disk drives and inactive files on

EM4105 is a sophisticated Tek 4105/DEC VT220 terminal emulator that
converts your IBM PC into a color graphics workstation. EM4105 costs
thousands less than a dedicated graphics terminal.

11111
EM4105

4105 EMULATION
• 16164 colors

• Pan/Zoom
• High resolution Hardcopy
• Mouse cursor control
• 4010 and VT640 Emulation
• 640 x 350 EGA support
• 640 x 480 VGA and EGA support
And, EM4105 includes all the features of DCS's popular
VT220 emulator, EM220.
• ASCII, Xmodem, and Kermit File Transfer
• Command (Script) files
• Phone Directory
• Scroll memory
• HotKey
• Loadable Character Sets
• Network support

Diversified Computer Systems, Inc.
3775 Iris Ave. Suite 1B, Boulder, Colorado 80301
FAX: 303-447-1406 (303) 447-9251

Other DCS emulators: EM220 - DEC VT220 Emulation
EM4010- Tek 4010/VT220 Emulation

Trademarks : VT102, VT220 - O#g1tal Equipment, IBM PC. XT - IBM Corp , Hercules - Hercules Computer Technology, Tektromx - TektromX: Inc.. Prec1S1on Visuals - Prec1Sron V1Sua/s, Inc
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low-cos t optical diskettes. Files are moved
automatically by the server between magnetic
and optical storage. The physical location of
the file is transparent to the user, creating the
perception of an infinitely large magnetic disk.
Fo r mo re information, contact Alice Callahan, Epoch Systems Inc., 313 Boston Post
Rd. W ., Marlborough, MA 01752; (508)
481-3717.
Circle 405 on reader card

Paradigm Incorporates
DECwindows Interface
Execucom Systems Corporation announced
Paradigm, a workstation-based business intelligence software product that combines the
benefits of spreadsheets, financial modeling
language and AI , including network support,
multitasking, transparent access to remote
data, and a windows-based user interface.
Paradigm for DEC workstations incorporates much of DEC's Network Application
Support (NAS), including a multitasking
DECwindows interface on VAX/UL TRIX,
RISC/ULTRIX and VAX/VMS systems.
Under the NAS framework, you interact with
a DECwindows-based graphical interface that

lets you work with data through the spreadsheet-style matrix or through a nonprocedural financial modeling language. Paradigm
creates CDA-compliant documents containing reports, data, text and graphics. It uses
VAX Rdb VMS for its database and provides
automatic database queries to other multiple
databases. An object-oriented scripting language allows fully automated application development.
For more information, contact Rich Tuttle,
Execucom Systems Corp., 108 Wild Basin
Rd., Austin, TX 78766; (512) 327-7070.
Circle 406 on reader card

Inference And DEC Support
Large-Scale Ada Projects
Inference Corporation and DEC announced
ART-Ada, a high-end expert system building tool that supports the development of
expert system applications for large-scale Ada
projects on DEC hardware.
ART-Ada lets applications developed in
ART-IM be developed in DoD-specified
Ada environments. It's an implementation of
ART-IM's technology in native Ada code to
ensure compliance with Ada standards. It in-

GIVE YOUR USERS
THEIR OWN
INFORMATION
EXCHANGE SYSTEM
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eludes Ada source code that's portable to any
Ada environment. It's fully integrated with
Ada and allows Ada subprograms to be called
from ART-Ada rules. It provides a public
Ada interface package that can be called from
Ada programs. ART and ART-IM are designed for knowledge-level compatibility
across ART and ART-IM-based applications.
Knowledge-based applications developed in
ART on popular engineering workstations
and ART-IM applications running on IBM
mainframes and PCs as well as V AXs and
DECstations under VMS and ULTRIX can
be ported to ART-Ada.
ART-Ada is available to qualified beta
customers at an introductory price of$17,000
on VAXstations.
For more information, contact Inference
Corp., 5300 Century Blvd., Los Angeles, CA
90045; (213) 417-7997.
Circle 407 on reader card

BASISplus Manages Large
Amounts Of Data
Information Dimensions Inc. announced
BAS!Splus, a new version of its text information management system. This integrated

WYSIWYG
Now What You See on your Digital screen
Is What You Get from your HP LaserJet printer.

Our LN03 emulation automatically remaps
character sets from our LN03 compatible
Gold Key Font Cartridge to print OEC
multinational, technical and VT100 line
draw characters exactly as they appear
on your screen. It also supports OEC sixel
graphics and DECVEC line drawing.
The LN03 emulation is built into our
SWITCHmate intelligent printer switch
and is activated automatically, only when

U·~·· ·
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TARGEf->BUUEflN BOARD
TARGET->BULLETIN BOARD with interactive windowing is

needed, so your LaserJet also
becomes a shared resource for up to
six systems, DEC and non-DEC alike.

the most efficient way for VMS users to take and compile
surveys, read newsletters, access documentation, and
exchange vital information with two-way interactive forums.

Want the most popular laser printer
on the market, but with DEC
compatibility as well?

Retain your investment in VT terminals. To qualify for a free
evaluation copy, call us toll free.

1-800-233-3493
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"WYSIWYG. "

..... .,.._

With Your SWITCHmate
It's What You Get!

~CioldHey

~ ELECTROOIO, Inc.
33 BOSTON POST ROAD WEST
(508) 460-9206

MARLBORO, MA 01752 USA
FAX (508) 481-9187

18 Lamy Drive, P.O. Box 186, Goffstown , NH 03045 (6D3) 625-8518
SWITCHmate, Dlgrtal, DEC. OECVEC. LN03, VT and LaserJet are tradema""5 ot thetr respectlV9 owners.
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electronic repository lets you store, retrieve
and manage large amounts of doc uments
containing textual and multimedia information such as pictures, charts, line art and handwritten notes.
BASISplus features enhanced user interfaces, CDA support, advanced content-based
retrieval and compliance with industry standards. User interfaces meet the needs of casual and frequent users. Express-W features
interactive window-based user interface services for PCs running MS-DOS. Express is a
full-screen panel interface for ASCII terminals. FQM is its high-level query language
for skilled users. BASISplus interfaces with
ALL- IN-1 and IBM's PROFS and ISPF
office automation systems.
First-copy licenses, including the base system, retrieval and database definition modules,
batch loader and thesaurus, cost from $5,000
to Sl 79,000, depending on CPU and number of users.
For more information, contact Dawn
Haskins, Information Dimensions Inc., 655
Metro Place S., Dublin, OH 43017; (614)
761 -7300.
Circle 408 on reader card

Clip Art Available For
WordPerfect VAX Users
Marketing Graphics Inc. announced a clip art
product for WordPerfect V5 .0 VAX/VMS
users.
PicturePaks include more than 900 images
in five editions. The Eye Openers Series includes Executive & Management, Finance &
Administration and Sales & Marketing. The
USA Series includes the Federal Government
and State & Local Government. The VAX
PicturePak offers all 900 images, each labeled
and categorized in a reference manual and
image catalog.
. Prices range from S595 for a single user
to $12,000 for an 8978 multiuser.
For more information, contact Louise Beller,
Marketing Graphics Inc., 4401 Dominion
Blvd., Ste. 210, Glen Allen, VA 23060; (804)
747- 6991.
Cir cle 411 on reader card

Interlink Connects IBM 3172
With DEC Applications
Interlink Computer Sciences Inc. announced
support for the IBM 3172 Interconnect Controller. This support lets Interlink customers

with major 3172 networking applications
connect with DEC applications via Interlink
SNS/SNA Gateway Software.
The SNS/SNA Gateway products provide
transparent connectiviry and interoperabiliry
between IBM's VM- and MYS-based mainframes on an SNA network and DEC computers on a DECnet network. They offer data
interpretation, network management, bidirectional file transfer, 327X terminal emulation
and securiry features. Options include VT
terminal emulation program-to-program
communications, tape backup and e-mail
support.
For more information, contact Don Parkman,
Interlink Computer Sciences Inc ., 47370
Fremont Blvd., Fremont, CA 94538; (415)
657-9800.
Circle 410 on read er card

FAXmail Lets You FAX
Text And Graphics
Microsystems Engineering Corporation announced FAXmail, VAX-based fax software
that works with Biscom's Faxcom 1000+
hardware unit. It lets Mass-11 users fax documents containing text and graphics directly

It's Easy with
Introduction to
VAXNMS , 2nd Edition
by David W. Bynon
and Terry C. Shannon
Just $29.95 (plus
shipping and handling )
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Introducti on to VAXNMS helps DEC computing
novices learn with easy-to-fol low exam ples. Soon
you'll be using ...
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DCL Command Language

::.i Command Procedures
::.i Mail
::.i Backup and Help Procedures
::.i And much more

It's also a great desk reference for experienced users.
To order Introduction to VAXN MS, 2nd Ed ition
call Tri sh at (215) 957-4265 (9-4 eastern time).
Ask about quantity discounts.
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from their terminals to any fax number.
FAXmail can be accessed by any user on
the node by calling up the FAXmail menu,
where you can o btain addressing, queue
management and status information. If the
recipie nt's number is busy at the time of
transmission, the system automatically stores
and retransmits the message. A confirmation
notice is sent to the sender upon receipt. You
can queue faxs using the VM S queue manager or specify delayed delivery to use offpeak phone rates. The prodt!Ct automatically
tracks all transmissions. It requires VMS V4.4
or Later, Mass-11, Faxcom 1000+ and one
VAX serial port and serial cable.
FAXmail is priced per CPU and ranges
from $1,725 to $6,900. Faxcom 1000+ costs
$4, 195 per site.
For more information, contact Carol Karels,
Microsystems Engineering Corp., 2400 W .
Hassell Rd., Ste. 400, Hoffinan Estates, IL
60195; (201) 592-6633.
Circle 412 on r eader car d

Sun's NFS protocol to the VAX to let nonDEC users create networks that access and
store files on VAX/VMS systems.
NFS-VMS provides the server implementation of the NFS protocol, which lets users
on multivendor networked systems have
transparent access to files and directories on
the local VAX/VMS system. The VMS file
system appears as an extension of the client's

Need An
Easy-To-Use
Alternative?

D
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The Easy-To-Use & Powerful Solution Is
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EtherMeter Monitors
Ethernet Traffic
Network Application Technology Inc.
(NAT) announced the EtherMeter, an Ethernet traffic monitor. It monitors all traffic in
an Ethernet LAN segment, reporting station
monitoring statistics through the network.
EtherMeters in an internetwork are accessible
from a central Network Management Station.
Combined with NAT's Network Management Station and Local Ethernet bridge,
the EtherMeter helps form a complete network management system for internetworking. Designed for multivendor, multiprotocol networks, the product is available in two
configurations: a PC/ AT-compatible card
that can be installed in any full-length card
slot, and a self-contained enclosure with
power supply. When installed in a PC/AT
card slot, it requires only power and operates
independent of hardware and software in the
PC. Options include an integrated Thin
Ethernet interface.
The EtherMeter costs from $1,295 to
S1 ,495. The Thin Ethernet option costs $150.
For more information, contact Homer Jamison, Network Application Technology Inc.,
21040 Homestead Rd ., Cupertino, CA
95014; (408) 733-4530.
Circle 413 on read er card

file system. Users on client systems can read
from, write to, create, delete and rename files
and directories on the VMS system without
logging into the VMS system or moving files
between systems. NFS-VMS works with all
DEC Ethernet network controllers and is
supported on all VAXs. No special hardware
is needed.
Prices start at $1,728 for a MicroVAX II.

, . . . . _ ,_ _ _ ....,. TM

The User Data Management System
UDMS efficiently integrates all comm on VAX/VMS"•

data management prod ucts.

• Rdb '" • Run-Time Rdb '" • RMS '"
• VAX-DBMS '" • RS/1 ® • ING RES ®
• ORACLE ®• SYBASE ® • SYSTEM 1032 ®
You'll appreciate UDMS's window- driven prod uctivity tools,
performance, affordability and our uneq ualed software support.

Use Our Intuitive User-Interface To:
• Create Reports • Update All Supported Databases
• Download to PC's • Integrate Applications
NEW! • Create Graphical Reports

Call UsToday For Your FREE Demo Copy Of UDMS.
1-800-962- UE~~S or 303-987-1001

INTERAC11VE
7175 West Jefferson Ave., Denver, Colorado 80227-9905
INGRES IS. lrltdemerk ol RellllOnel Tecl'll'IOlogy, ll'IC ORACLE IS. regrsle1ed lladen'llfk ol DfllCle Corpo1al 011 Rab.
Run- Trne Rdb , R M S. OATA TRIEVE . VA ICNMS and VAX-OB MS are traQemll•ksol DogllBI Eq.upmenlCorporabOn RS/1 ...
regoslefe<l tr.oemattc ol 88N Soft.a1e Pfoc;lucll Corpora1ion SYBASE 11 a1t1gis1e1ed tr9dem91k of Syt>ese , Inc SYSTEM
1032 is 1 1egiste1ed tr9demerk ol CompuSetYe Dela Technok:Jges UOM S 15 1 tr 9demltrk ol lntet"actrwe Software Systems Inc
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NFS-VMS Brings NFS
To VAX/VMS Environment
Process Software Corporation announced
NFS-VMS , a network file system that brings
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generics. These can be annotated, decomposed and elaborated so that detailed design
information and source code can be attached
to each object.
For more information, contact Nobby Akiha,
Interactive Development Environments Inc.,
595 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105;
(415) 543-0900.
Circle 421 on reader card

For more information, contact Phil Denzer,
Process Software Corp., 35 Montague Rd.,
Amherst, MA 01004; (413) 549-6994.
Circle 414 on reader card

OOSD/Ada Provides Automated
Ada Language Support
Interactive Development Environments Inc.
announced the OOSD/Ada Design Editor. It
provides basic automated Ada language support for the architectural design of ObjectOriented Structured Design notation software
systems.
The product is built on the base components of IDE's Software Through Pictures
multiuser CASE environment, which includes
the data dictionary, documentation preparation system, multiuser lock facility and version control. Its Ada Guidance System minimizes errors by enforcing Ada-specific syntax rules regarding the interaction among Ada
components. Its Ada Reuse Library increases
quality and productivity by encouraging reuse
of proven design elements. The OOSD notation supports architectural designs of Ada
systems, permitting definition and use of Ada
program units, including packages, tasks and

user-specific PC-based work environments.
Integration kits include W ordperfect, Microsoft Word, WordStar, RBase 5 and Lotus 12-3. Proteo runs on IBM and compatible
PCs. Recommended configuration is an IBM
PC AT, PS/2 or compatible with 640 KB of
RAM, a 20-MB hard disk and PC DOS V2.1
or later.
A corporate license costs $99,000.
For more information, contact Proteo Technology Corp., 210 Carnegie Cntr., Ste. 101,
Princeton, NJ 08540; (609) 520-9880.
Circle 415 on reader card

Proteo Streamlines
Application Development
Proteo Technology Corporation announced
Proteo application generation software Vl .2.
Proteo is a software toolkit that reduces application development time and lets software
developers generate user applications that integrate all types of hardware and software into
customized PC DOS-based PC work environments.
Vl .2 lets application developers integrate
more PC software applications by optimizing
usage and memory requirements of software
programs that must reside in RAM. It offers
additional integration kits, which are prebuilt
subroutines that incorporate off-the-shelf,
PC-based software packages into individual

Raxmaster V2.0
.supports VMS V5.2
Raxco Software Inc. announced Raxmaster
V2.0, which includes full support for VMS
VS.2, automated installation through
VMSINSTAL and enhancements to Raxmaster's menu interface.
Raxmaster promotes optimal system performance to support such applications as
CAD, relational database, statistical analysis,
OLTP and office automation systems. It helps
prevent untimely hardware upgrades, proactively manages performance to prevent prob-
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!ems and frees system management time by
handling the time-consuming aspects of performance management.
Raxmaster V2.0 is available for VMS V4.x
and V5.x . Prices range from $3,486 to
$11,088, depending on configuration.
For more information, contact Bill Joyce,
Raxco Software Inc., 2440 Research Blvd.,
Ste. 200, Rockville, MD 20850; (301) 2582620.
Circle 416 on reader card

The ServerCharger Enhances
Oracle Applications
Real Database Corporation announced the
ServerCharger, a distributed database peripheral. It enhances Oracle database applications.
The ServerCharger plugs into departmental VAX, IBM or UNIX computers to offload
95 percent of back-end database processing.
The product is made up of a Sun workstation front end for the DBA and a RISCbased, multiple-;CPU back end optimized for
database processing. The back end multiprocessor improves Oracle performance by
assigning functions to one of four or more
processors designed specifically for that function. The ServerCharger 50 and 100 each
come with an embedded Oracle V6.0 license
with the transaction processing option. Both
can be custom-configured to suit corporate
or departmental requirements.
The ServerCharger 50 features 50 tps performance and is priced from $85,000. The
ServerCharger 100 features 100 tps performance and is priced· from $145,000.
For more information, contact David Coleman, Real Database Corp., 320 Soquel Way,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086; (408) 720-9900.
Circle 417 on reader card

z touch coordinates. The SAW touchscreen
can use finger pressure to drag the cursor over
touch zones without activating them. By
pressing harder, an operation can be actuated.
Touch thresholds are user-defined. The pressure-sensing ability can be used to generate
3-D touch coordinates.
The product is priced from $1,095.
For more information, contact Peter B .
Snyder, Trident Systems Inc., 3554 Chain

Bridge Rd., Ste. 200, Fairfax, VA 22030;
(703) 273-1012.
Circle 419 on reader card

Recital DBMS And
4GL Runs On ULTRIX
Recital Corporation announced that Recital
V6.0, a dBase-compatible DBMS and 4GL,
is available for ULTRIX workstations. Recital users can move dBase applications from a

NOW!
Computer/Fax
integration·
for your
VAX® SyStem
FAXCOM® automates fax delivery, from your VAX computer system all the way to
customers' fax machines.
Unlike PC fax boards, the FAXCOM is a true multi-user system solution. You can
transmit invoices, purchase orders and other documents from any terminal on your VAX system
or network, via the FAXCOM controller, to any Group Ill fax machine worldwide. The FAXCOM
will even store in memory your standard business forms and merge them with data files for
transmission.

FAXCOM

• eliminates the time and overhead of
regular mail
• connects to your VAX without hardware
modifications

• tracks documents to destination
• improves document quality by eliminating optical scanning
•works with MASS-11 FAXmail

Get the competitive edge NOW with BISCOM's computer-automated fax delivery
system - the FAXCOM .

VAR INQUIRIES INVITED

Xtouch Develops Touchscreen
Applications In X
Trident Systems Inc. announced a solution for
implementing surface acoustic wave (SAW)
touchscreens in the X environment. Xtouch
software lets X application developers under
UNIX, VMS or Sun OS develop touchscreen
applications the same day the SAW hardware
is installed.
Using Xtouch, applications written for
mouse input run without modification.
Developers who want to use the touchscreen's 3-D coordinate output can receive
client messages directly from Xtouch. Features include X compatibility, concurrent
mouse and touchscreen operations, mouse
emulation with touch under X , touchscreen
initialization and reassignment, and x, y and

FEBRUARY 1990
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REPRINTS?
If you would like
reprints of any article or advertisement,
contact Reprint Resources
155 Commerce Drive
Fort Washington, PA 19034
(215) 643-9143
F/l:t.. (215) 643-9164

PC to ULTRIX with no modification.
Recital features a library, an encryptor, a
data dictionary, SQL, an application development environment and expanded assistant
mode. It's compatible with Ashton-Tate's
dBase Ill Plus, Fox's Foxbase+ and Nantucket's Clipper. It's available for VAX/VMS,
ULTRIX and many UNIX computers, including 386 UNIX system V.3.2.
Prices for the UL TRIX version range
from $1,500 to $45,000.
For more information, contact Tony Giannelli, Recital Corp., 85 Constitution Ln.,
Danvers, MA 01923; (508) 750-1066.
Circle 418 on reader card

ASA/OmtoolAnnounces
Portable Code Processing
ASA/Omtool announced portable code
processing for the IBM RTI AIX version of
SOFTBOL. Resellers that program in
DIBOL can use the SOFTBOL cross
development system on VAX/VMS to
generate programs that run on IBM RT and
other systems.
Portable code processing is based on the

concept of compiling and linking programs
on one computer system, then moving the
finished product to another. The portable
code strategy of program development lets
you build software for each system
simultaneously. It lets you compile, link and
test steps once, then port the finished product
to each target system. Programmers don 't
need to learn each system, and you don't
need to buy additional computers.
The SOFTBOL cross development system
with portable code processing costs from
$2,500 to $5,000 for VAX/VMS; from $950
to $2,500 for IBM RT I AIX; and from $625
to $2,500 for MS-DOS, PC Networks ,
UNIX, XENIX and ULTRIX.
For more information, contact Marty Schultz,
ASA/Omtool, 13 Industrial Way, Salem, NH
03079; (603) 894-4579.
Circle 422 on reader card

Braintree And AIM Announce
Resource Accounting System
Braintree Technology Inc . and AIM
Technology Inc. announced that Braintree
will be the exclusive distributor of AIM

Technology's AIM Resource Accounting, a
resource accounting system for ULTRIX. It
lets system managers monitor UNIX
computer use and track bill-back charges
online and through hardcopy reports.
AIM Resource Accounting records log in
time, CPU and disk use by individuals and
groups. It tracks projects and tasks within
projects. Accounting information is stored in
compact files and can be accessed by system
managers or users, depending on authority.
Flexible rate structures let you adjust rates
within time periods for different users and
projects. U se and charge information can be
viewed on a monitor, saved in a file and
formatted to produce charge statements. The
product works with VAX and Mips
ULTRIX as well as System V and 4.X BSD.
Prices range from Sl,350 to $9,900,
depending on machine classification. The
product can be licensed on a per-CPU and
site basis.
For more information, co11tact Braintree
Technology Inc. , 600 Cordwainer Dr.,
Norwell, MA 02061 ; (617) 982-0200.
Circle 435 on reader card
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Connect any Postscript Printer
to your VAX Network with ...
ScriptServer Software for VMS

1t-I\

ScriptServer provides a seamless interface for local or network attachment of PostScript printers to VAX systems. The software supplies
extensive error reporting and manages printer synchronization, avoiding
the problems of data loss and partially completed PostScript documents
often occurring when files are printed using traditional VMS spoolers.
ScriptServer software handles print spooling functions and acts as afilter
to convert straight ASCII text to PostScript output on Adobe PostScriptcompatible laser printers. PostScript files created by user applications
can be intermixed in the print queue and are printed directly.
ScriptServer features full LAT support and compatibility with terminal
emulation products, allowing sharing of printer resources by users from
workstation, Mac or PC. The PCSA and SNA Gateway products from
DEC are also supported.
The SCRIPT menu facillty provides a user interface for printing options
such as typefaces, job priority, paper size. orientation and margins,
giving users control over the printed page. It also allows the user to store
form setup modules, fqr custom forms or company letterhead.

Call today for information
on our 30 day Trial
800-477-0348

~

GrayMatter

...-

Software & Consulting
Sea ttle, Washington
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Give your NFS users transparent
access to unlimited VMS resources
without consuming your VAX.
Unlike other NFSNMS products,
CMC's OpenWare for VAX and MicroVAX™
systems combines feature-rich TCP/IP
software and high-speed intelligent
Ethernet controllers. TCP/IP protocols
are off-loaded from the VAX, leaving it
free to process other user applications.
CMC's NFS for VMS is set up and
managed like any other native VMS
application while offering the full range
of NFS services: automatic file conversions, support for disk quotas and user
privileges, performance-tunable caching,
system- and user-level security and full
PC-NFS services. All easily installed using
Digital's standard VMSINSTAL. And your
CMC VAXNMS hardware products can
be installed, supported and maintained
by Digital Equipment Corporation.
The OpenWare family of products
offers a full range of local area network
solutions. It provides a common set of
user services such as file sharing, electronic mail and terminal emulation for
DOS, UNIX'? and now VMS. And,
perhaps most important, OpenWare
comes with CMC's outstanding service
and support.
Open up your VAX. With OpenWare
from CMC.

1-800-CMC-802 3
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© 1989 CMC.
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Comboard/3780 Runs
Under VAX/ULTRIX
Software Results Corporation announced the
Comboard/3780 under ULTRIX. Designed
for RJE batch commµnications, Comboard/
3780/ULTRIX allows data transfers to and
from a VAX ULTRIX environment to nonDEC computers such as CDC, HoneywellB ull, IBM, Prime, Unisys and other
mainframe and midrange computers
supporting 3780 communications. File
transfers are generated from either the remote
or host computer system.
The Comboard/3780 features functions
not available on DEC's 3780 solution. Line
speeds of up to 64 Kbps are supported. It can
r;un in Central Mode to operate as the host.
Routeback, a function that lets you route
output to specified locations, is provided. The
user queue lets you queue jobs and files for
review or later transmission. This turnkey
system consists of an intelligent front-end
processor board and 3780 emulation software.
Using the Motorola 68000 microprocessor,
communication processing resources are
offloaded from the VAX to the Comboard/
3780.
The product costs from $10,500 to
$13,400.
For more information, contact Matthew
Drayer, Software Results Corp., 940 Freeway
Dr. N., Columbus, OH 43229; (614) 7850282.
Circle 440 o n reader card

RoboMon V2.0 Automates
System Management Tasks
Computer Information Systems Inc.
announced RoboMon V2.0, an automatic
monitor for VAX/VMS. It features a new
queue, job and file monitoring capabilities,
and the ability to monitor more than 400 new
statistics.
RoboMon automates routine system
management tasks. It detects changes in
system conditions and reacts to them
automatically through user-defined actions.
The queue option lets selected print, batch,
terminal and server queues be monitored
individually to automate queue scheduling
and management. RoboMon can monitor
individual batch and print jobs to ensure
proper job sequencing and completion. It can
detect queue-related bottlenecks and
recommend corrective action. It monitors
individual files for size, fragmentation and use,
providing performance management and
analysis. N ew statistics let you monitor more
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than 1,200 conditions.
The product is priced from S750 to
$20,000.
For more information, contact Mary MasiPhelps, Computer Information Systems Inc.,
120 Wells Ave., Newton, MA 02159; (617)
527-1550.
Circle 423 on reader card

Viva Model 8520 Allows
High-Speed Communications
Aeon Systems Inc. announced a Q-bus
intelligent link controller in its Viva family of
bus-to-bus links. The Model 8520 interfaces
to Viva link controllers on VAXBI, VMEbus,
MultiBus II or other Q-bus systems, allowing
high-speed communications among
distributed hosts.
Viva link controllers consist of a bus
interface controlled by a local processor and
a piggy-backed Link Personality Module that
handles flow control, error correction and
data serialization. Using the ALPS standard,
the controllers pass messages among multiple
applications on the distributed hosts. The
Model 8520 is based on the AMD 29000
RISC processor and uses the AMD TAX!
chip set for parallel-to-serial conversion. It can
support multiple logical connections between
Micro VAXs and other systems at sustained
data transfer rates of2 Mbps. DMA support
allows for high transfer rates with minimum
CPU overhead. The VAX host software
provided supports VMS V4.7 and later.
Viva link systems cost from $10,000 to
$25,000, depending on backplane interface.

For more information, contact Mark
Bronson, Aeon Systems Inc., P .O . Box
10300, Albuquerque, NM 87184; (508) 8289120.
Circle 436 o n reader card

Fornax Announces A Series
Of Portable VAXs
Fornax Computer Corporation announced a
series of portable VAXs. Fieldsystems are
based on VAXstation 3100 motherboards and
integrated Toshiba laptops. Datability's RAF
provides communication over a local Ethernet
for linking the Fieldsystem VAX with the
laptop.
A Toshiba T3100e or T1200FB can act
as the local terminal. The T31 OOe package is
optimized for use by field activities requiring
heavy MS-DOS and VAX/VMS use and
applications. The T1200FB handles multiple
VAX connections. DOS capabilities are
determined largely by the processor speed of
the Toshiba system. Each laptop uses remote
RAF virtual disks residing on the 200-MB
Fieldsystem VMS disk. Fieldsystem comes
custom-configured with VMS installed and
licenses registered. SCSI devices can be added,
and VR1xx and VR2xx workstation heads
can be added to let it function as a
workstation.
The product comes with a one-year
warranty and unlimited telephone support.
For more information, contact Fornax
Computer Corp., 17 Van Doren Dr.,
Somerville, NJ 08867; (201) 874-7122.
Circle 424 on reader card

Aeon Systems Inc. 's Model 8520 interfaces to Viva link controllers.
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''Ho"' Badly Is
File F rag01entation
Slo"'ing Down
Your VAX. ?''
Users of Digital's VAX/VMST• systems have long
complained of performance problems stemming from the
gradual fragmentation of disk files. Every VAX/VMS
Files-11 ODS-2 disk tends to fragment with use. It might
take a month or it might take only a few days, but sooner
or later the disk will have to be defragmented.
With DISKEEPER/P/us customized online defragmenter, all the disks on a VAX/VMS system can be kept
defragmented indefinitely. DISKEEPER/Plus cleans
them up and keeps them that way. Running as a lowpriority background job, DISKEEPER/Plus carefully
rearranges files on a disk so they consist of as few pieces
as possible, and attempts to combine spaces on the disk
into a single large contiguous space. Because of its customization features you decide when and how DISKEEPER/P/us is to run on your system. It is a true
set-it-and-forget-it approach to defragmentation.

How Does Fragmentation Occur?
VAX/VMS tries to allocate space for a file as close to the
beginning (logical block number zero) of the disk as possible. It does so even if there is plenty of free space near the
end of the disk and placing the file near the beginning
requires that the file be split up into many pieces.
When you consider the long-term effects of this allocation
strategy on a disk in continuous use, you can readily see
that fragmentation can become extreme. Before DISKEEPER/Plus, the recommended remedy for disk fragmentation was to backup the fragmented disk to tape (or
another disk), reinitialize the disk and restore the files from
the backup save-set.

How Does Fragmentation
Affect Performance?
Every disk has fragmentation unless it has just been
defragmented and not used since. A file fragmented into
two pieces can take twice as long to access as a contiguous file. A three-piece file can take three times as long,
and so on. Some files fragment into hundreds of pieces in

Like "magic hands" Executive Software's Three Time
Award Winning DISKEEPER/PlusT• eliminates file
and free space fragmentation on your disks.

a few days' use. Imagine the performance cost of 100
disk accesses where only one would do! Defragmentation
can return a very substantial portion of your VAX to productive use.

Finding Out About Fragmentation
File Fragmentation Analysis Utility
You can find out how fragmentation slows down your system's performance.
By obtaining a copy of the File Fragmentation Analysis
Utility, you will be able to determine the degree of file and
free space fragmentation on your disk. It can provide anything from a quick summary to a very detailed analysis.

Free Offer
If you are running VAX/VMS you may be
qualified to receive a free copy of our File
Fragmentation Analysis Utility to determine
the extent of fragmentation on your disks.

Call Today!
(800) VAX-HELP
ext. 2326.

Copyright © 1989 Executive Software. All Rights Reserved. DISKEEPER/Plua is a trademark owned by Executive Software. VAX and VAXNMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp.
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much functionality as possible and preserves
investments in user experience and training.
)MM licenses are each priced at S9,800
per system. Software support with
maintenance updates is priced at Sl,500.
For more information, contact Joiner
Associates Inc., 3800 Regent St., Madison,
WI 53705; (608) 238-8637.
Circle 425 on reader card

Cadre
Technologies
Inc. 's P1750A
Probe reverseengineers
software for
1750A-based
applications.

The P1750A Probe Debugs
And Tests Software
Cadre Technologies Inc. announced the
addition of the Pl 750A Probe and ISA1750A Disassembler software to its Software
Analysis Workstation (SAW) . The probe,
used with SAW, reverse-engineers, debugs
and tests software for 1750A-based
applications.
The Pl 750 Probe's cables acquire signals
from the target system, which are fed back
to SAW via the probe's four 25-conductor
ribbon cables. It supports data acquisition on
up to 24 address lines, 16 data lines and eight
status/ control lines . It tailors the PCcontrolled SAW to handle the 1750A
instruction set by providing an interface with
the target system. Using SAW, the P1750A
provides four measurement modes that trace
high-level and assembly-level program flow
and show a real-time symbolic trace of
program and data flow. The P1750A
Disassembler software provides 1750A
assembly language trace , including userdefined symbols, using IEEE or MIL standard
rnnemorucs.
For SAW users, the Pl 750A Probe costs
S3,500, the ISA-1750A Disassembler software
costs S765 and SFA-1750A Accessory Kit
software costs S145. Prices for complete
systems start at Sl 7 ,000.
For more information, contact Ted Gary,
Cadre Technologies Inc., 19545 N.W. Von
Neumann Dr., Beaverton, OR 97006; (503)
690-1300.
Circle 437 on reader card

Logicraft's 386Ware Server
Supports Local Hard Disks
Logicrafi: Inc. announced that its 386Ware
DOS server supports local hard disks. The
hard disk is designed around the ESDI
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True Data Announces
Standard Product Interface

interface for maximum throughput and
capacity.
The 386Ware data and program files
typically are stored on the VAX hard disk.
The new feature enables a local hard disk to
be added to the 386Ware network server and
provides users with high-speed access to large
data files. The hard disk supports up to 64
partitions. Each can be set up for read/write
or read-only access. Read/write lets one user
access the disk partition at a time. Multiple
users can access the disk partition when it's
set up in read-only mode. Passwords can be
assigned to each partition, providing another
level of protection. System managers can back
up the local hard disk to a VAX disk.
Three sizes are available. Pricing is S2, 795
for a 179-MB hard disk, S4,495 for a 410MB hard disk and S7,495 for a 768-MB hard
disk.
For more information , contact Jennifer
Tyrrell, Logicraft Inc., 22 Cotton Rd.,
Nashua, NH 03063; (603) 880-0300.
Circle 426 on reader card

JMM Connects DEC To
LAN-Based Mail Systems
Joiner Associates Inc. announced an e-mail
gateway product that connects MAILbus to
NetWare and other LAN-based mail systems
using the NetWare Message Handling Service
(MHS) .
Jmail-MHS OMM) is a VAX-resident
software product that lets PC or Mac LAN
users transfer e-mail to the DEC
environment. Mail can consist of textual
information such as memoranda, documents
and program source. PC LAN e-mail vendors
that use MHS as a transport or are gatewayed
to MHS are supported. JMM is designed to
maintain all information as e-mail moves from
one environment to another. It maintains as

True Data Corporation and Effective
Management Systems (EMS) announced a
standard product interface between True
Data's TDC Perform integrated software
system for data collection and the VAX-based
EMS Manufacturing System V4.0.
The result of this joint effort is a PCbased, online, real-time implementation of
data collection in the DEC environment. The
announcement marks True Data's entry into
the DEC marketplace. EMS is True Data's
only DEC data collection partner. EMS
provides manufacturing solutions through
integrated, real-time operations. True Data
provides fully integrated, PC- and PS/2-based
data collection systems.
For more information, contact Thomas
Carpenter, True Data Corp., 2901 Daimler
St., Santa Ana, CA 92705; (714) 261-9281.
Circle 491 on reader card

Oregon C++ For VMS Features
Source-Level Debugger
Oregon Software Inc. announced Oregon
C++, a C++ compiler for VAX/VMS.
Features include a source-level debugger, the
NIH OOPS class library and support of
shared libraries and VAX C calling sequence.
Oregon C++ can call any DEC language
as well as Oregon Software's C, PASCAL-2
and MODULA-2. It runs on VMS V5.0 and
later and includes an ANSI C and a K&R C
compiler. It's compatible with AT&T's cfront
V2.0. Oregon C++ is also available on the
Motorola 680XO Delta Series, Sun-3, Sony
NEWS, HP 9000/300, NCR Tower 32
Series and XENIX/386. Its portability lets
you run the same application on different
machines.
License fees range from S2 ,000 to
S34,000, depending on machine, cluster or
network configuration.
For more information, contact JoAnn
Bertram, Oregon Software Inc., 6915 S.W.
Macadam Ave ., Ste . 200, Portland, OR
97219; (503) 245-2202.
Circle 429 on reader card
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SPSS Graphics V2.1 Improves
Product Integration
SPSS I nc. announced a re lease of its
presentation graphics software that features
fully integrated interfaces to popular DBMSs
and improved interaction with the SPSS
statistical data analysis system.
SPSS Graphics V2.1 is designed for use on
workstations , minis and mainframes and is
available for UNIX and ULTRIX. It offers
interfaces to Oracle, Ingres, Sybase and
Informix that let you read data directly from
the database into SPSS Graphics. T here, you
can use SPSS Graphics' aggregation facilities
to summarize and organize the data as you
choose. Improved access to the SPSS statistical
data analysis software package lets you move
more freely between SPSS Graphics and the
SPSS data analysis and reporting system.
For more information, contact Randolph
Pitzer, SPSS Inc., 444 N . Michigan Ave .,
Chicago, IL 60611; (312) 329-2400.
Circle 432 on reader card

Target Systems Offers
Interactive User Forum
Target Systems Corporation announced
Target-> Bulletin Board V1 .0 . This
information exchange software is designed for
distribution of company/group news and
data.
Target->Bulletin Board offers interactive
user forums, a centralized or distributed
database in a DECnet environment, VMS
Mail exchange, online surveys with complete
response tracking , and a windowing
environment for VT terminals. It features
flexibility in application documentation,
company newsletters, announcements, project
scheduling, question and answer dialogues,
user how- to forums, and information sharing
between groups in local and remote locations.
An online demonstration is available by
calling (508) 481-8960 with a 1,200/2,400baud modem · an d a VAX- compatible
terminal.
For more information, contact Dick Harlow,
Target Systems Corp., 33 Boston Post Rd.
W ., Marlboro, MA 01752; (508) 460-9206.
Circle 490 on reader card

AP:Millenium Controls
Accounts Payable Process
McCormack & Dodge Corporation
announced AP:Millennium (AP :M) for
VAXs . AP :M is an ac counts payable
information system that provides control over
the accounts payable process from invoice
receipt to general ledger payment and post.

FEBRUARY 1990

AP:M processes invoices , calculates
optimum payment dates and generates
payments. It's fully integrated with the
company's GL:M, so all invoice activity is
reflected within the general ledger system.
Invoice processing features include highvolume invoice entry and online· edits. To
calculate optimum payment dates, it reviews
options for early payment discounts and terms

of payment on the invoice. It t h en
automatically writes a check for the optimal
payment date in accordance with your bank
payment schedule. It contains standard
Millenni um features, such as H ELP and
QUERY. The VAX and IBM mainframe
versions are identical. AP:M runs on a range
ofVAXs starting with the VAX 3600.
The product is priced from S39,000.

Why this publication
and more than 1,300
others let us go over
their books
once a year.

Some publications. we 're sorry to say. keep their readers
undercover. They steadfastly refuse to let BPA (Business Publications Audit of Ci rculation . Inc.) or any other independent .
not-for-profit organization audit their circu lation records
On the other hand . over 1.300 publications (like this one) belong to BPA. Once a year. BPA aud itors examine and verify the
accuracy of our c irculation records .
The audit makes sure you are who ·we say you are. The information helps advertisers to determine if they are saying the right
thing to the right people in the right place.
It also helps somebody else important : you . Because the more
a publication and its advertisers know about you , the better they
can provide you with articles and advertisements that meet your
information needs.
BPA. For readers it stands for meaningful information . For advertisers it stands for meaningful readers . Business Publications
Audit of Circulation , Inc. 360 Park Ave . So., New York, NY 10010.
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For more information, contact Margot
Carlson, McCormack & Dodge Corp., 1225
Worcester Rd., Natick, MA 01760; (508)
650-2256.
Circle 428 o n reader card

Intelligent Query Supports
Oracle Versions 5.0 And 6.0
Programmed Intelligence Corporation
announced that its VAX version oflntelligent
Query (IQ) supports Oracle V5.0 and V6.0.
Reasoning-based menu pop-ups and a
visual screen painter interface let novice users
produce complex reports and graphs. Built
around a universal integration module, IQ
combines an ad hoc quety, custom report
writer and graphics utility with the ability
automatically to reformat host-based
information directly to PC-based applications.
Users can extract and customize any
information desired with little if any support
from DP. Programmers and developers can
use IQ in production reporting. It reduces
total system development time for new
applications by eliminating traditional report
requirements almost entirely. Reports that
would take days to prepare in a COBOL or
4GL structured language can be prepared in
minutes with IQ.
For more information, contact Pamela King,
Programmed Intelligence Corp., 3295 River
Exchange Dr., Ste. 550, Norcross, GA 30092;
(404) 446-8880.
Circle 430 on reader card

TPC 884 Features
Voltage-Selectable Power
Pulizzi Engineering Inc. announced a voltageselectable power distribution and control
system. The TCP 884 can have either 120V
or 240V input and output. You select the
voltage for input/ouput via the selection
switch on the front panel.
The TCP 884 is designed with !EC-, UL' CSA- and VDE-approved components. It
can operate up to 16 amps in Europe and 20
amps in North America. The chassis size is
19 x 1. 7 5 x 7 inches. EMI/RFI filtering
spike/surge suppression and overload circuit
breaker protection are standard. Remote on/
off control is optional. Two !EC 10-amp
outlets are on the front panel, and eight
outlets and the inlet receptacle are on the rear
panel. You attach the power cable and plug
required to the mating power inlet plug,
select the voltage and plug it in. An indicator
light for each voltage option provides visual
confirmation of your selection.
For more information, contact Pulizzi
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Engineering Inc., 3260 S. Susan St., Santa
Ana, CA 92704; (714) 540-4229.
Circle 431 on reader card

SCO Enhances Grafkit
Visualization Package
SCO Inc . announced Grafkit V3. l-2.
Enhancements include support for Open
Look, improved Sun View support, device
drivers and features that improve
functionality.
GRAFkit is a GKS-based visualization
package that organizes multidimensional data
to produce scientific, engineering and
technical graphics . It includes a GKS
foundation, CGM output format and utilities
that overlay GKS to form graphics with a
single call. It supports Open Look on Sun
architectures and DECwindows on VMS and
UL TRIX. It also supports Encapsulated
PostScript, which lets graphics be imported
into desktop publishing packages and viewed,
sized and repositioned in a WYSIWYG
manner. Device drivers include CalComp
Thermal Transfer Devices and 906/907
PC!. DEC LJ250 and HP PaintJet printer
drivers include a Save Ink option.
For more information, contact Leslie Ross,
SCO Inc., 740C S. Pierce Ave. , Louisville,
co 80027; (303) 666-5400.
Circle 439 on reader card

Natural V2.1 Improves
VAX Processing Performance
Software AG announced Natural V2.1, a 4GL
for VAX/VMS. It's designed to reduce CPU
use and improve processing performance.
Natural V2.1 supports VT330/340 block
mode terminals, which package a screen or
block of data at a time to send to the CPU.
With more processing on the terminal, there's
reduced traffic across the network and on the
CPU . Features that automate functions
include support for all structure programming
constructs; dictionary-based processing and
validation rules that can be dynamically
created and automatically applied; and a set
of editors for program and data definition. By
providing a more structured approach to
program development, structured mode
encourages top-down analysis and modular
design, leading to application implementation
that closely resembles system design.
License fees range from S6,250 to
S50,000, depending on CPU.
For more information, contact Mary
Kirkman, Software AG, 11190 Sunrise Valley
Dr., Reston, VA 22091; (703) 391-6739.
Circle 433 on reader card

Marc Software Enhances
WordMarc Word Processing
Marc Software International Inc. announced
a new version of its WordMarc Composer+
word processing program for VMS,
ULTRIX, UNIX and MS-DOS-based PCs.
The release includes desktop publishing
features and expanded integration with
applications and operating environments.
Desktop publishing features are available on
all supported computers. WordMarc supports
Adobe's type library by offering a utility that
automatically calculates the font metrics for
a new typeface. Fonts are scalable in point
sizes from 1 to 999. Line and box drawing is
available. A GEM graphics interface lets you
import, scale and rotate graphics files.
WordMarc is integrated with Ventura
Publisher, InterleafDesktop Publishing, ALLIN-1, Oracle, the 20/20 spreadsheet and
Lotus graphics.
The product is priced from S495 on a PC
to Sl 9,000 on a VAX. It's available on the
VAX 9000 for $25,000.
For more information, contact Wendy
Wytyshyn, Marc Software Int'l Inc., 260
Sheridan Ave., Ste . 309, Palo Alto , CA
94306; (415) 326-1971.
Circle 427 on reader card

U.S. Design Announces
4mm Tape Drive
U.S. Design Corporation announced the
expansion of its Q-Stor family of products
with a 4mm tape drive. The drive 's DAT
storage method provides a true capacity of
1.2 GB.
The 4mm tape product operates with U .S.
Design's family of Q-bus and UNIBUS host
adapters with a TSl 1 or TMSCP device. It
emulates a TK50 and operates on the DEC
and VAX families of workstations via the
SCSI port. The 4mm drives consist of the
QT1230, QD1230, QS1230, Q1230 Kit and
QK1230. The QT is a single-drive enclosure
with power supply and a 4mm tape drive.
The QD is a two-drive enclosure with power
supply and a 4mm tape drive. The QSlOOO
is a four-drive rack-mount or pedestal unit
with power supply and a 4mm tape drive.
The QlOOO kit includes a Q-bus host adapter,
a 4mm tape drive and cable for operation on
a MicroVAX II. The QK is a 4mm tape drive
that can be added to a QlOOO kit, QDlOOO
and QSlOOO.
For · more information, contact Harry
Garonzik, U.S. Design Corp., 4311 Forbes
Blvd., Lanham, MD 20706; (301) 577-2880.
Circle 492 on reader card
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Learn C
Quickly and Easily

ltanird

From basics to state-of-the-art ANSI C Standards

Mastering Standard C
A Self-Paced Training Course in Modern C
by Rex Jaeschke - Author of Let's C Now
Member of the ANSI and ISO C Standards Committees

ASelf-Paci

C is the language of choice for today's computer programmers
and software engineers. Mastering Standard C teaches you
this valuable language and boosts your performance in the
C-based working world.
•
•
•

Training Course
inModemC
;;-.__

Easy to follow self-teaching workbook format
All new and 100% ANSI C Standards compliant
From getting started to mastering advanced topics

Rex Jaeschh

Mastering Standard C includes chapters on:
•
•
•

Arrays
The C Preprocessor
Language Syntax Library

•
•
•

Functions
Structures
C's Typing Mechanism

• Identifier Scope & Life
• Bit Fields and Unions
•Muchmore

Plus a detailed index, an extensive glossary, a bibliography and a complete list of ANSI Standard headers and their
respective identifiers. 366 information-packed pages.

Order Ma8tllrtlg ltandard Ctor /llBt 88B.B5 tllday B/11/ ,_.,, C/8llf/llllllB at YDlr own pace.
To ordlJr ,_.copy ot Ma8tllrtlg lltandlrd c, complBte B/11/ ,..,,..,, thll torm lllllow, or call TriBll at
(215) B57-42115 (11-4..,.,.,, tlmBJ.

Mastering Standard c Order Form - Complete and Return TODAY!
lli!f'YES, I want to learn to program in C quickly and easily.
Send me __ copies of Mastering Standard C@ $39.95.(Add shipping and handling: $2.00/book U.S. delivery,
$4.00/book Canadian delivery.)
0 Enclosed is my check for

(Payable to Professional Press Inc.)

Charge to: 0 VISA 0 MasterCard 0 American Express
Account#: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Expiration Date:__}_
Signature_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Date__}_
Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _State_ _ _.Zip _ _ __
0 Call me about multiple copy discounts

Telephone (

Complete and return this form to:
Professional Press Inc., P.O. Box 446, Horsham, PA 19044-0446 (Credit card orders may FAX completed form to (215) 957-1050.)

Gembase V2.2 Features
Data Auditing Enhancements
UserWare International announced Gembase
V2.2, a 4GL for Rdb. It features an ad hoc
query utility, a report writer, grap h ics,
application generators and CASE interfaces.
Gembase V2.2 includes improvements to
the data auditing and report generation
functions. Applications written for a local
language environment can be converted to
run in a multilanguage environment. Multiple
users can access the same data using the same
application code but with different language
text and prompts. The product features
advanced auditing capabilities, with data
auditing occurring at the field level. It keeps
an audit trail of all changes made to metadata.
Gembase runs on VMS V4.2 to V5.2 and is

compatible with Rdb V2.1 to V3.1.
For more information, contact Sheila Haff,
U serWare Int' !, 2235 M eyers Ave.,
Escondido, CA 92025; (619) 745-6006.
Circle 434 on reader card

Lannet Announces MultiNet
Modular Enclosure
Lannet Data Communications Ltd .
announced a modular enclosure for M ultiNet,
a modular m ultimedia network connectivity
system . The LE- 3 Modu lar Active Star
Enclosure accommodates up to three
modules. MultiN et's standard modular active
star enclosure, the LE- 18, accommodates up
to 16 modules plus two slots. The LE- 3 serves
fewer modules while maintaining MultiNet
features.

M ultiN et modules support Ethernet and
Token Ring. M anageable local repeaters and
departmental hubs for Eth ernet or Token
R ing u sing all media ty p es can be
implemented. The bus topology of Ethernet
is converted to a manageable star topology
w ith m o dul es and t ra n sceive rs t h at
accommodate fi b er optics, unshielded and
shielded twis~ed-pair, thick and thin coax, and
direct AUi cable. T oken Ring over MultiN et
is implemented in much the same way, with
manageable modules that serve as workstation
access units or interhub links. MultiNet is
compatible w ith Ethernet V2.0 an d IEEE
802.3 .
T he LE-3 costs $900.
For more informa tion, contact Avi Fogel,
Lannet D ata C ommunications Ltd., 151 W.

DIGITAL PRODUCTS
• The VMS/ULTRIX Connection Vl.2 is a VAXNMS layered
software product that promotes resource sharing between VMS
servers and ULTRIX or UNIX clients. It supports networking, file
access, remote terminal access and applications development between
VMS and ULTRIX or UNIX.
Enhancements include TELNET networking protocol support,
TCP/IP support for DECwindows V2.0 software, C langiiagc socket
interl"ace support and clusterwide pricing. The product lets UNIX
systems exploit the availability and reliability of VAXelusters using
TCP/IP networking protocols. It provides a distributed computing
environment in which VAXclusters are servers for UNIX worksystems.
Prices start at $1,205 for a 10-unit cluster.
• ULTRIX Worksystem Software (UWS) V2.2 is a windowing
environment for workstations that incorporates Abode's Display
PostScript for accurate WYSIWYG screen displays. UWS is DEC's
implementation of UNIX for the open systems market. It runs on
VAX and RISC-based workstations.
UWS lets you view your document onscreen exactly as it appears
on paper. It lets you write applications that can scale or rotate text,
use a range of colors, offer complex curve and path filling and insert
half-toned and rotated images into documents. It complies with X,
IEEE 1003.1, FIPS 151 andX/Open Portability Guide 3. Heterogeneous
networking capabilities are provided by TCP/IP and DECnet. UWS
supports the OSF/Motifuser interface and NFS, which allows diskless
boot functionality and point-to-point file access. DECwindows
provides a development environment that includes the XUI toolkit,
VIL and a developers style guide. Display PostScript has been
integrated with X and tuned for perfonnance and appearance on
workstations screens. It's compatible with the software that drives a
PostScript printer.
•
MUMPS is now available for DEC's RISC-based systems.
InterSystems Corporation's M/SQL complements DEC's high-speed

RISC computers. With the M/SQL, MUMPS runs on the full range
of DEC processors.
M/SQL is an advanced RDBMS and application generator. By
merging SQL and ANSI MUMPS, it provides a standards-based system
with high performance. The extension of M/SQL to the RISC/
ULTRIX platform is expected to yield a 3 to 4 x increase in number
of users per dollar or a 3 to 4 x decrease in system size required to run
the M/SQL-based application. Applications on PDP-l l s and VAXs
run virtually unchanged in the M/SQL RISC environment on the
DECsystem 3100, 5400, 5810 and 5820.
• Digitdl's Customer Update, a biweekly business publication, is
available through DEC's Electronic Store. It's aimed at users and
decision-makers and contains technical, pricing and availability
information on DEC's latest products and services. It will b e
supplemented throughout the year with special issues devoted to
high-impact products. The offering is free of charge.
The Electronic Store is DEC's online product information,
quoting and ordering service. For access, you need a DEC-compatible
terminal or PC and a 1,200- or 2,400-baud modem. Dial (800) 2341998 to register.
• DEC increased storage capacity for the MicroVAX 3300, 3400 and
3800 and established new VMS user licensing for the MicroVAX 3800
and 3900.
Mass storage in the MicroVAX 3800 has been increased from a
maximum capacity of2.4 GB to 7 .2 GB. The MicroVAX 3400 also bas
been increased from 2.4 GB to 7.2 GB. The MicroVAX 3300 has been
increased to 6.3 GB.
The MicroVAX 3800 now includes a 40-user VMS license
standard. The MicroVAX 3900 includes unlimited user licensing. The
result is savings in software licensing of up to 115,000 for the
MicroVAX 3800 and $25,000 for the MicroVAX 3900.

For more information, contdct ffl"' lot1il DEC 1t1la offiu or coll (800) DIGITAL.
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Passaic St., Rochelle Park, NJ 07662; (201)
587-8822.
Circle 438 on reader card

Fujitsu Drive Provides
IBM 3480 Alternative
Fujitsu America Inc. announced the M2480,
a compact IBM 3480 format-compatible halfinch cartridge tape subsystem for mini, workstation and mainframe applications that require backup/archival and data interchange
among IBM or DEC computers.
The M 2480 is an alternative to IBM's
3480 and 3490 tape drives. Available with
data transfer rates of 1.5 or 3 MBps, it can
back up 16 GB of data in one hour. It has
two components: the tape drive and controller. The drive is the size of an eight-inch disk
drive, and the controller fits in a standard 19inch rack. Diagnostics include power up, online, inline, oflline and background. T he data
compression option can double the data transfer rate of the 1.5-MB version to 3 MB and
increase the cartridge capacity to 400 MB per
cartridge . Decompression is handled automatically within the controller to ensure interchange of data among computers.
For more information, contact Holly Bourne,
Fujitsu America Inc., 3055 Orchard Dr., San
Jose, CA 95134; (408) 432-1300.
Circle 525 on reader card

BUILD YOUR
COMPUTER LIBRARY

DEC Professional
Back Issues Now Available!
Every issue of DEC Professional has
important information on DEC
computing and solutions to DEC
computing problems. Now selected
issues dating back to July 1983 are
available individually and in sets.
•Sets of all 60+ available issues
$200 (US & Canada)
$380 (Outside US & Canada)
• Single Issues
$4 (US & Canada)
$7 (Outside US & Canada)
• Check below for more
information on which
issues are available and
the topics they cover.

Protogen Generates
COBOL Source Programs

ORDER YOUR SET OF AVAILABLE BACK ISSUES NOW!

PJR Software Consulting has announced
Protogen, a PC AT-based expert system
prototyping tool that generates COBOL
source programs for PC-DOS or VAX/VMS
environments.
Protogen maintains a database of specifications, by project, that's used to produce
detail design documentation, analysis reports
and operational COBOL source programs on
demand. After specification review, the source
code is generated and tested on the PC or
VAX. Specification changes are entered, and
updated source code is regenerated. After user
acceptance, the full detail specifications can be
printed. Time savings can range from 25 to
75 percent, depending on specification reusability. The product includes an interactive
panel painter and generation tools to develop
modifiable default specifications to further reduce development time.
Protogen costs $4,250.
For more information, contact PJR Software
Consulting, 2060-d Avenida De Los Arboles,
Ste. 242, Thousand Oaks, CA 91362; (805)
493-4681.
Circle 524 on reader card

FOR FAST SERVICE CALL KAROL AT (215) 957-4266 with
credit card information. Or complete and mail the form below.

•
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,. Clip and Send ,.

,. Clip and Send ,.

DEC Professional BACK ISSUE ORDER FORM
0 YES, I want

back issue set(s) @ $200 per set
($380 outside US and Canada).
Check enclosed for $ _ _ __
Charge to:

0 VISA 0 MasterCard 0 American Express

Account# _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ Exp. Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name

Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Company _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ __
Country

Telephone (

0 Please send information about available back issues and topics covered.
ALL ORDERS MUST BE PREPAID AND IN US DOLLARS.
Make checks payable to and send to: DEC Professional
101 Witmer Road, P.O. Box 218, Horsham, PA 19044-0218
Or FAX credit card orders to : (215) 957-1050
(Outside US: 10-1-215-957-1050)

VAX .RENTALS

Create Special
Characters for Your
VT200/300 Series

MV3600
MV3800/3900
VAX 6000 SERIES
VAX 8000 SERIES
Systems & Peripherals

aitl
IS MONEY TIGHT THIS YEAR?
AT MEADOWLARK WE HAVE A SOLUTION TO
YOUR BUDGET PROBLEMS BECAUSE.
WE RENT DEC ...
• WORKSTATIONS

• MICROVAX II

• MICROVAX Ill

• Fast Turnaround
• Dependable Products
• Upgrade/Add-On Flexibility

• 6300

* WE OFFER LONG OR SHORT TERM LEASES, FROM 1 WEEK TO 5 YEARS.
* WE Will WORK WITH YOU TO SOLVE YOUR SPECIFIC NEEDS.
* NEVER AGAIN Wil l YOU BE BURDENED WITH TECHNICAL OBSOLESCENCE I
CAU US TODAY•..WE WANTTO HELP YOU USE
YOUR DOUARS MORE EFFECTIVELY I

MEADOWLARK ENTERPRISES
· ..

37 H 1qhSt r('C'f

~

DanvC'r-:. MA 01923

'" ......

(5?.~. )777-46~~ '"'0""

;

.

CIRCLE 207 ON READER CARD

CIRCLE 206 ON READER CARD

Sr. Programmer Analysts

DEC RA90 DISK DRIVE*

CIRCLE 201 ON READER CARD

BEST SELLING

S35 to $60K

VAX CAREERS
Winning combinations of these skills can propel

IO.U. into some of the best companies on the

We are the preferred vendor to a number of
Fortune 500 companies whose ongoing
needs continue to generate challenging consulting opportunities for DP professionals.

East Coast!! 1!
DATA PROCESSING I ENGINEERING

Join one of our teams In state-of-the-art
projects and expand your 2 + years experience In one or more of the following
disciplines: Rdb, ORACLE, INGRES, DBMS,
CORVISION, SMARTSTAR, FORTRAN,
DECNET, ALL-IN-1 , UNIX.

NOW $9,999.
·DEC MAI 1TENANCE
·48HOUR DELIVERY

Benefit from one of the finest compensation
programs In the Industry. (Relocation
assrstance also avaliabla) For more Information, call Carol English at
1 (800) 444-4918 or Sarah Terry
at 1 (800) 444-4917. WESSON,

TRADITIONAL
PRODUCJS
INQUDING PDP-8
SAUS,

408-270-1100 800-726-0726
FM
408-270-1181

' / AsBOC/ates

I I ILi

(9191 222 0231
FAX (9191222 1214

•f.quivaltnl DEC,RA90mtradtmatksof Digital Eq uipmtnl Corp.

CIRCLE 205 ON READER CARD

CIRCLE 200 ON READER CARD
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BUILD-A-COURSE™

I

I

Half the cost of Digital!
Design your own Course
Tailored for your Site

I

•
•
I
I
I

•

I

•

I

(404)392-1488
Bernstein & Associates, Inc.
3 Dunwoody Park Suite 103
Atlanta, Ga 30338 USA

-----

I

I

VAX is a registered tradema\k of Digital Equipme~nt

Corporal on.
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633 8 Chapel Hill Road
Burlington , NC 27215

611 EAST WEBER ROAD.COWMBUS,OHIO 43211

I
CIRCLE 202 ON READER CARD

Amos&

_...SYSTEMS
AUTOMATION

CIRCLE 208 ON READER CARD

BUY&SELL
RENT & REPAIR
EMERGENCY
EXCHANGES

01y1tal Recruiter

1-800·783·RACE (7223)

29020. Equal Opportunity
Employer.

DEC

BRENDA CAREY . C.P C.

Call for more information and demo!

TAYLOR, WEW, n.pt. DP-112,
P.O. IOI 1587, Camden, SC
•

- FORTRAN. COBOL. C, MACRO
- ROB , ORACLE. INGRES
- VMS. UL TRIX , NETWORKING
- FACTORY AUTOMATION, PROCESS CONTROL, PLC'S
- MANUFACTURING. CIM . MRP
- PHARMACEUTICALS
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Kill idle jobs
With HITMAN, you can free
terminal lines and plug security leaks
by kicking inactive users off your
VAX. You set the idle time. You can
protect users, images, terminals and
groups. HITMAN sends idle users
warning messages before it
termit'tates them . Ir only checks
interactive processes. Idle parent
processes with active sub-processes
aren't touched eithe.r. And , it works
under VMS 5 .0!

FREE 30-day trial

SAIGA Systems
(403) 263-1151

$695

CIRCLE 212 ON READER CARD
DEC PROFESSIONAL

WE RENT VAX

LN03 Logos,
Signatures &
BAR.CODE fonts
custom graphic• Ion! n1es lor

DECpage and WPS-Plus

- -VAX/Vt/II......,._

Slgnatur..
Logos or 1/2 Wldlh Letterheads

Fiii Width or Master Letterheads
Dept Letterhead from Master

1160
280

Barcode 39 (lfartdard sizes)

MV 3600/3900
VAXstation 3100/3200/3500
DECstation
3 to 12 month term
Immediate delivery
Purchase accruals

You're in
luck - Y; ur
dda dealer

0
~
~~- ,;=0

may have just
what you need.
Used DEC equii:r
ment is today's great
bargain opportunity.

450
250
150

Start producing results tailored to
lllJJ£ corporate Image.
oal:

a
warranty

,y.o"' (~)}
C..
}
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/
'\...

DIOITAL
DEALERS
ASSOCIATtON

(800) 448-5688

(313) 475-8333

The Corporate IMAGE

107 S. Main St. • Ste. 202 • Chelsea, Ml 48118
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Buy or Sell, New or Used""!

I\.. Computers

ATTENTION CONTRACTORS

via Modem./

PROGRAMMERS NEEDED FOR
DEC/VAX ENVIRONMENT
CODING IN COBOL, FORTRAN,
OR ADABAS NATURAL.
MINIMUM 2 YEARS EXPERIENCE

We have the source to turn your Printers ,
PC's, Drives, & Terminals, into fast Cash .
Search our DAT ABASE for obsolete or
unique gear, seconds, surplus or new
excess inventory. Sell yours or buy theirs
direct, 24 Hrs a day. Never a commission .
Modem #900-568-1234@ .99¢ per minute
Set to : 3/12/2400 bd , 8 bts, 1 stp, ANSI on.

CALL OR SEND RESUME TO
DP PROS, INC.
P.O. BOX 2229,
BURLINGTON NC 27216
919-222-8030 919-227-6274 (FAX)
ATTN. KIM JONES

•CPUs • MEMORIES
• DISC & TAPE DRIVES
• CRTs • TERMINALS • PRINTERS
• INTERFACES Etc.

No modem? No problem . Fax us your eq .
listing on our form . Cost $12.95 per minute
Fax 900-468-1234. Aud io text info: 401-272-9980

..

Computer Search USA
1 Richmond Sq , Providence, RI 02906

nl!molGITM
COMPUTER
EXCHl\NGE INC

CIM

2487 Industrial Patl<way West. Hayward, CA 94545

- ··

OcJc:h::<"·C LANGUAGE CONSULTING AND EDUCATION by
noted DEC PROFESSIONAL columnlst. Also other
languages and packages on RSX. VMS, RSTS and
MS-DOS, including DBMS and DECnet. Applications experience includes real-time, process control, engineering, scientific and commercial systems. Rex Jaeschke. (703) 860-0091.

FAX (415) 887·5590 TLX 709536

FACTORY/PROCESS AUTOMATION

KEN COVA, COVA AUTOMATION SERVICES

C

UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T in the U.S.A. and in other countries .
,MS -DOS is a trademark of Microsoft .
CP/ M is a trademark of Digital Research , Inc.
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POSITIONS
Positions utilizing DEC and other computers, networking, program.
mable logic controllers, distributed control syslems, etc. US based
positions, all lee paid. Use a headhunter who specializes!

The fol lowing are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation:

Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc .
X Window System is a trademark of MIT.
NFS is a trademark of Sun Microsystem s .

CALL-(415) 887-3100

ALL

5371 Shannon Park Drive, Dublin, Ohio 4301 7
PHONE: 614/792-6662

FAX: 614/792-3525

(215) 957-1500

NOW TO PLACE YOUR AD .

A·to·Z
ALL·IN·1
CDC
DATATRIEVE
DDCMP
DEC
DE Cale

DECmate
DECnet
DECsystem· 10
DECSYSTEM-20
DEC/Test
DEC US

OECconnecl

DELNI
DE ONA
DIBOL

DECgraph
DECma il

DECwindows

DNA
Eve
FMS
GIGI
HSC
IAS
IVIS
LAN Bridge

LAT
LASO

LA100
LQP02
LSl· 11
MASSBUS
MicroPOP-11
MlcroPower/Pascal

MicroVAX
PDP
PDT
P/OS

0-bus

Rainbow
RALLY
RdbNMS
ReGIS
RSTS/E
RSX
RT· 11
TEAMDATA
TOPS

ULTRIX
UNIBUS
VAX
VAXBI
VAXcluster
VAX DIBOL
VAXELN
VAXFMS
VAX lab
VAX LISP

VAXpc for VMS
Software
VAX SCAN
VAXserver
VAXstation
VMS
VT
Work Processor

WPS

iss

WHO'S ON DEC.??
WE ARE!!!
BOSTON BOARDS & SYSTEMS, INC.
55 Rear Main Street, Kingston, MA 02364

5 Years/$5 Million+ in Annual Sales/ 10,000 Sq Ft/ Test Bays
Full Tech Support/ Outstanding Sales Engineers!!

(617) 585-7777
Our Guarantee is Our Reputation! I
Boston Boards
&
Systems
DRIVES!!
RA60
RA80
RA81
RA82
SA/482

RA{lO

Make One More Call: Ask for Sales!!
Urgent: MVII Buyers: Any Custom Configuration
Over $1,000,000 in MVII Inventory!!

'90
TU78
TU80/81/+
TK50{70
CONTROLLERS
RD53
RD54

CLUSTER!!
HSC5XBA
HSC5XCA
HSC50AA/CA
HSC70
etc.

SC008AA/AC
Cl750
Cl780
CIBCA
KDB50
KDA50

PRICE
REDUCTION!!!
READY TO SHIP!!

COMMUNICATIONS!!
DHUll
DHVll
DZQII
DEST A
DESVA

DMZ32
DELQA
DEQUNA
DEC SERVER
DSRVA

Boston Boards

&
Systems

DEC SYSTEMS!!
11/03
11/23
11(73
11/24
11/44
11(70
11/83
11/84

11(725
11(730
11(780
11(785
VAX8200
VAX8300
VAX8600
VAX8700

ETHERNET!!

WE ALSO BUY NEW & USED
t:::1c:\
~
~r .M.
EXCESS *DEC INYENTORY EMC2
c~~L ~ KENNEDY rwnsu
.
FAX: 617-585-6211
TELEX: #920-038BBS *Digital is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation

e!e/efc.

=·ICIDr·

Your Single Source for DEC
Maintenance Requirements

TH/RO PARTY DEC SERVICE VENDORS-

Get the Efficiency Advantage!
We fix TKSO'e FHter,
Better & For 1•••0r your money Back/

TK50

DEC Depot Re~ir, Service Tra~, S~re Parts,
lechn1cal Support & Diagnostics
MicroVAX II

11 1

Tape Drive Repair

!nc!yd11 parts/labor
ind 3·day tyrnaroundl

For Immediate attention
Include your purchase
order and ship to:

D)
•

EFFICIENT FIELD
SERVICE CORP

11 School St. N. Chelmsford, Ma. 01863

Or Call
800·257-4745
508-251-7800
lnMA
508-251-4882
FAX.

The above are trademarks of digital equipment corp.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1-Year Warranty on all Equipment Sales & Repairs
PDP 8 to VAX 8800, and Peripherals Coverage
5 Day Standard Turnaround on Repairs
Optional 24 hr. Emergency Repair
Swap/Exchange Program
Kit Leasing or Rentals
Flat Rate Repair Prices/Volume Discounts
Upgrades and ECOs at No Additional Cost
Training, at Your Facility or ESS' s
An Inventory in Excess of 100,000 Items
Same Day Shipments on Purchases
Optional 24/7 Coverage
CDC* Depot Repair & Spares
VAX System Integrity Monitor Software
Media Conversions, Data Recovery, & Remote Diagnostics
Call Us hr Quotes
PHONE: 414·255-4634
FAX: 414-253-3262
RUI: 260183 ESS LTD MEFS

c::X:X::l=-.
&fNF ELECTRONIC SERVICE SPEOALISTS
(9J.J41 N92 W14612 Anthony Ave., Menomonee Fols, WI 53051

ESS Is Your Answer For DEC Repairs & Spares

Why this publication and more
than 1,300 others let us go over

their books
once a year.

W/Bn"
MEDIA
V rt'\ INTELLIGENCE"

Some publications . we·re sorry to say. keep their readers
undercover. They steadfastly refuse to let BPA (Business Publications Audit of Circulation . Inc .) or any other independent.
not-for-profit organization audit their circulation records .
On the other hand . over 1.300 publications (like this one) belong to BPA. Once a year. BPA auditors examine and verify the
accuracy of our circulation records .
The audit makes sure you are who we say you are. The information helps advertisers to determine 1f they are saying the right
thing to the right people 1n the right place.
It also helps somebody else important : you . Because the more
a publication and its advertisers know about you . the better they
can provide you with articles and advertisements that meet your
information needs .
BPA. For readers it stands for meaningful information. For advertisers it stands for meaningful readers . Business Publications
Audit of Circulation . Inc . 360 Park Ave. So .. New York. NY 10010.
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Increase Your Computing Skills With
Books From Professional Press
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Introduction to VAX/VMS.

Mastering Standard C

Second Edition

A Self-Paced Training Coul'SB In Modern C

Introduction to VAX/VMS is a guide for
beginners and a reference for the experienced user. From the basics to systems
and programming, Introduction to VAX/
VMS gives easy to follow instructions
about the VAX computer family, DCL
command language, command procedures, mail, backup and help features and
more. Through pictures, examples and
programs, you get explicit instructions
for everyday use of V AXNMS and tips
for pr~blems. Plus 8 Appendices and a
Glossary for added reference. (239 pgs.)

Mastering Standard C is a comprehensive
C language tutorial featuring 100%
ANSI-compliant text and examples. C
guru, Rex Jaeschke, uses a workbook
format to teach novices and experts alike
how to use C language to full advantage.
Includes new language and preprocessor
capabilities added by the ANSI Standard,
plus advanced information including how
to read and write arbitrary advanced
declarations. (366 pgs.)

Order Introduction to V AXNMS now.
Complete the form below or call Trish at
(215) 957-4265 (9-4 eastern time) with
credit card information.

To order Mastering Standard C, complete
and return the order form below or call
Trish at (215) 957-4265 (9-4 eastern
time).

Complete and mail the form
below with payment to order
1, 2 or all 3 of these important
computer handbooks

NOW!

VMS Advanced Device
Driver Technigues
By Experts Lee Leahy of Digital Equipment Corporation and Jamie Hanrahan of
Simpact Associates
VMS Advanced Device Driver Techniques describes how to design, implement and debug device drivers for the
VMS Version 5 operating system. Learn
more about simple VMS device drivers,
full duplex and state machine-based
drivers, VAX BI Drivers, advanced
strategies and techniques you can use for
debugging VMS device drivers and much
more. From the low-level "building
blocks" to high-level design issues, it's
everything you need to become a
proficient user of VMS device drivers.
(347 pgs.)
Order now. Fill out the order form below
or call Trish at (215) 957-4265 (9-4
eastern time).

i!1YES! I want ta complete my computing library with one or mare of these important computing handbooks from Professional Press!
Name of Book

Number of copies

Shipping/Handling (per book)

VMS Advanced Device Driver Techniques at $59.95 each

US $3.00, Canada $5.00

Introduction to VAX/VMS Second Edition at $29.95 each

US $2.00, Canada $4.00

Mastering Standard Cat $39.95 each

US $2.00, Canada $4.00

Total S

Total Number of Books
D Check/Money Order enclosed

Total$

Please charge: D VISA D MasterCard D American Express

Account Number_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~Exp . Date _

/_

Signature_ __ _ __ __ _ _ _ _Date_ _ __

Name_ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
City _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _State._ _ _ ZIP_ _ _ _ _Telephone (

D Call me about multiple copy discounts
621 -89

Mail or FAX this form to: Professional Press, Inc., P.O. Box 446, Horsham, PA 19044 (215) 957-4265 •FAX (215) 957-1050
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John C. Dvorak

Change For Change's Sake

Near the end of
the recent San
Francisco 49ers'
defeat of the
New York Giants on "Monday Night
Football," an announcer referred to statistics by saying, "They're putting the numbers in a Univac blender." "Yeah, yeah,
that's it ... a Univac," said another.
Univac? Have these guys been living
under a rock?
The joke, of course, is on Sperry,
which is now Unisys. Most companies
want to establish a brand name. But we've
watched the management at BurroughsRemington-Rand-Sperry-Rand-SperryUnivac-Unisys deliberately give up a name
that was synonymous with computers.
Today, renaming companies after their
leading product has become trendy. SS!
became WordPerfect, Micro Pro became
Wordstar and Relational Technology
recently became Ingres.
We've seen the mistake that Sperry
made appear in the small-computer business, as well. MITS, the original microcomputer firm, produced the Altair
computer, a prestigious machine and the
industry leader. When Pertee Computer
purchased MITS, one of the first things it
did was to drop the name Altair. Who
makes a decision like this?
One of the biggest fiascoes in business
history occurred when Personal Software,
which invented the spreadsheet, spent
millions developing the name VisiCorp .
Fortunately for VisiCorp, its name became synonymous with spreadsheet leadership. But the developers of the VisiCak
program and the management of VisiCorp got into a beef and the company fell
apart. VisiCorp reorganized, and guess
what? It changed its name to Paladin
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Software. What prompted this, after the
effort that went into turning VisiCorp
into a household name?
I don't understand the rationale behind such activities. It's probably the result of marketing "experts" who want to

some years ago. The newspaper's circulation slipped from 550,000 to 150,000 before it wised up and went back to the
classic design.
Names, logos and images cast a spell on
potential customers. Some names and

''
''

If a company doesn't realize the effect of
consistency and the charm of stability,
perhaps it should fail ...

make a name for themselves at the expense of the company.
One favorite example is the Byte Shop
of Berkeley, California. A money-maker
for the owner, it was the leading firm in
the area even though it failed to switch to
the IBM PC clone world. Business was
good enough that it could afford to bring
in a consultant to upgrade its image. The
first thing he did was to change its name to
Trak Computers. The store soon folded .

What's In A Logo?
This problem extends beyond brand
names. Sometimes a logo is changed and
the company is ruined. You don't see IBM
changing its sideways pin stripe logo.
Some logos aren't important, but others,
such as McDonald's golden arches, are
groomed carefully. Bank of America
changed a beautiful Old English script to
a modem design. The company has suffered ever since.
It's amazing that many old logos look
more interesting and modem than some
of today's professional designs. The San
Francisco Examiner upgraded its image

designs are awful from day one and should
be changed immediately. Others have
been nurtured carefully and ingrained
into our society's collective unconscious.
If a company doesn't realize the effect ·of
consistency and the charm of stability,
perhaps it should fail after a decision to
change for change's sake.
This reminds me of a curious phenomenon in California that epitomizes
such idiocy. Some years ago, redesigning
wine labels became a big deal. Everyone
had to have a fancy label. Wineries thought
that, because some people actually buy
wine because they like the label, it couldn't
hurt to upgrade the look. The labels were
improved, but it seems that what was in
the bottle had more effect on sales than the
label itsel£ Surprise, surprise.
The key to success is to look within.
Like the wine, the product and service are
what need attention when business is
slack. Superficial changes usually work
against you if they're the primary focus . •
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PowerHouse .

. . . AS END USERS SEE IT!
Performance so powerful that OVfr 500
vertical applications and seroices have been
developed /Jy PowerHouse Partners.

Jfl.trodu.cifl.8

~izitive™
"...poirup menus, a sophisticated report
painter and amtext sensitive help systems...
...means I can create my own custom
reports within minutes."
QUIZ®,on PowerHouse , is the leading
4GL MIS prcxiuction reporting tool.
Now you can give end users controlled
access to the PowerHouse environment
with lnQuizitive. And PowerP!ay.

r-----------------------------------

i I need a powerful

: end-user soluhon!

"... the most flexible information analysis
and reporting tool on the market...
... windows and intuitive graphical
interfaces make it easy to access data.
And make decisions."
MIS managers praise PowerHouse as
the most powerful, flexible and widely
installed 4GL development environment
on VAX. And with lnQuizitive and
PowerPlay, end users can see why!

l Please send me infonnation on:

!_

InQuizitive and PowerPlay.

i _ PowerHouse,the fully integrated VAX development
:
environment (including a catalogue of PowerHouse
i
applications).
,
i _ PowertlousePartnersProgram-End UserSucressKitforVARs. i
i Attach business can! and mail to: • Cognos Corporation,
i
i 2 Corporate Place, 1-95, Peabody. MA 01960
i

L~~~~~~~~!.~~-~~-~~~~!-~~~~------------------------1

More than the ka4fug 4GL- the best integrated
development environment on DEC.

1-800-426-4667
'Canada: 1-800-267-2m. U.K" +44 344 486668. France: +33147750778. Belgium: +32 2 723 82 77. The Netherlands: +31340249199. Sweden: +468 752 7795. Spoin: +34 I 5560401. West Germany: +49696666802.
Austr.olia: +61 2 437 66.5.5. Hong Kong: +852 5 892 0567. Japon: +81 3 221 9710. Singapore: +65 220 3248. Latin Americ.t: Jffi..493-9880.
Cognos, PowerHouse and QUIZ are registered trademarks, and lnQuizitive and PowerPlay are trademarks of Cognos Incorporated. Other trademarks are the property of their respective trademark holders.
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MA92, 3480 on tbe HSC

Unattended Backup
Nobody Backs Up Your Cluster Like
Micro Technology
When it comes to selecting the most efficient, cost-effective form ofHSC tape backup,
there are just a few serious alternatives.
Fortunately, Micro Technology has considered them !l1l for you: the MA-40, 4mm
DAT for fast searches and connectivity from
workstations to mainframes. The MA-24,
8mm helical scan for high-capacity unattended backup on a daily basis. And the
MA-92, 18-track 3480 IBM compatible subsystem, for those times when IBM and
DEC exist in the same environment.
They 're all 100% HSC 40/50/70 compatible with pure DEC TA emulation. Each
includes all the interface capabilities to connect to the HSC5X CA/DA card via the MTI
proprietary SCSI-to-STI adaptor, the MA90.
And coming from Micro Technology, you
know you can rely on them . Each subsystem is designed with the fewest possible
components. That means you get the high-

est reliability and the lowest cost of ownership,
every time around. With ratings of 22 ,000
hours MTBF for the MA-92 and 20,000
hours for the MA-24/40; you can backup a
lot of data in the mean time.
And because Micro Technology wants to
assure top performance and continued
solutions-applications assistance, installation and service come with every tape
cartridge subsystem. They're warranted for
one full year. It's all part of Micro Technology's
commitment to your future.
Everything considered, there's no
one that backs up your business like Micro
Technology. The new leader in cluster
backup technology, designs and manufactures enhancement products for the DEC
VAX environment.
To find out which tape cartridge backup
subsystem meets your application needs,
write or call Micro Technology today at
800-999-9MTI.

MA24, Bmm 011 lbe HSC

MA40, 4mm DAT on tbe HSC

Micro Technology
CIRCLE 144 ON READER CARD

5065 East Hunter Avenue
Anaheim, California 92807
800-999-9MTI (714) 970-0300

DEC, VAX , HSC are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation .

